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Abstract

Flexible nontask-oriented conversational agents require content for generating responses and

mechanisms that serve them for choosing appropriate topics to drive interactions with users.

Structured knowledge resources such as ontologies are a useful mechanism to represent con-

versational topics.

This thesis describes the design and implementation of a mechanism for topic selection

for a conversational agent with a modular architecture. This architecture allows the agent,

embodied as a physical Toy that interacts with children via speech, to cover new conversa-

tional domains, which are added into the system as additional units or modules encapsulating

domain-specific knowledge. The core of the topic selection mechanism is based on seman-

tic relatedness between topics, and it helps the agent to produce responses, as well as to

drive a conversation in new directions that users perceive as coherent with respect to the

conversation flow.

In order to develop the topic-management mechanism, we addressed a number of research

issues related to the development of the required infrastructure. First, we address the issue

of heavy human involvement in the construction of knowledge resources by proposing a

three-stage automatic process for building domain-specific ontologies. These ontologies are

comprised of a set of subtaxonomies obtained from WordNet, an electronic dictionary that

arranges concepts in a hierarchical structure. The roots of these subtaxonomies are obtained

from Wikipedia’s article links or wikilinks; this under the hypothesis that wikilinks provide

a sense of relatedness from the article consulted to their destinations.

With the knowledge structures defined, we explore the possibility of using semantic relat-

edness over these domain-specific ontologies as a mean to propose conversational topics in a

coherent manner. For this, we examine different automatic measures of semantic relatedness

to determine which correlates with human judgements obtained from an automatically con-

structed dataset. We then examine the question of whether domain information influences

the human perception of semantic relatedness in a way that automatic measures do not repli-

cate. This study requires us to design and implement a process to build datasets with pairs

of concepts as those used in the literature to evaluate automatic measures of semantic relat-
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edness, but with domain information associated. This study shows, to statistical significance,

that existing measures of semantic relatedness do not take domain into consideration, and

that including domain as a factor in this calculation can enhance the agreement of automatic

measures with human assessments.

Finally, this artificially constructed measure is integrated into the Toy’s dialogue man-

ager, in order to help in the real-time selection of conversational topics. This supplements our

result that the use of semantic relatedness seems to produce more coherent and interesting

topic transitions than existing mechanisms.



Chapter 1

Introduction

Conversational agents (CAs) are becoming more pervasive in our world due to the increasing

use of mobile devices (e.g. Siri1). CAs can be described as computer systems that interact

with users via speech and/or natural language. Such systems replace current mechanisms for

interaction with interfaces based on input keystrokes or hand gestures with a touch screen.

The premise behind these systems is the use of human language, a more natural way for

engaging or instructing a program on how to address user needs [Allen et al., 2001].

Depending on the purpose, CAs can be either task-oriented or nontask-oriented [Jokinen

and McTear, 2009]. A task-oriented CA assists users in performing an activity: for example,

providing instructions or information regarding a service [Abella and Gorin, 1999; Cassell,

2001; Hurtado et al., 2006] or collaborating with users on a task [Allen et al., 2001; Dzikovska

et al., 2008]. A nontask-oriented CA, on the other hand, engages with users in conversations

where goals are more vague or less explicit. These kind of systems have been proposed as

virtual therapists [Weizenbaum, 1966], for entertainment purposes [Wallace, 2009; Shibata

et al., 2009; Waltinger et al., 2012] or as companions for elderly people [Dingli et al., 2009].

This thesis investigates topic management in CAs mixing both types of interactions.

While the task-oriented behaviour is governed by clear goals (e.g. telling a story or preparing

a recipe), the nontask-oriented behaviour deals with conversations where agents focus on

interacting with users via engaging dialogue. Initial approaches for CA dialogue applied input

paraphrasing [Weizenbaum, 1966] or handcrafted associations between inputs and system

outputs [Wallace, 2009]. Such chatbot-style approaches are still used in many CA systems;

however, more sophisticated CAs, especially when spoken dialogue is the main research focus,

use more powerful natural language processing and generation techniques. While we use a

similar shallow approach as in chatbot-style CAs, these generally focus on users driving the

1http://www.apple.com/ios/siri/
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conversation, making the former reactive to the user’s inputs. This poses a challenge with

respect to topic management, as the CA relies on the user to transition to other topics, which

may lead to immediate topic exhaustion or not using a set of topics at all.

In this dissertation, we propose techniques for CAs to become proactive by enabling co-

herent topic switching. We explore this over the Intelligent Interactive Toy, an embodied CA

with a modular architecture that uses domain-specific modules to store its contents. While

the language processing is simple, the topic management enables the possibility of engag-

ing behaviours. We develop resources and techniques for domain-aware topic management,

including methods for constructing domain-ontologies and demonstrate results of semantic

relatedness involving domain specificity. These are used to define the mechanism for coherent

topic management, following the work of Lapata and Barzilay [2005].

1.1 Context

We study coherent selection of conversational topics in a particular application known as

the Intelligent Interactive Toy, or simply the Toy. The Toy is a joint project, developed in

parallel to the work of this dissertation, between RMIT University and Realthing Entertain-

ment Pty. Ltd. It is a CA with a modular architecture and a target audience of children

aged from 8 to 12 years old [Adam et al., 2010b; Wong et al., 2012a;b]. The Toy aims to

interact with children using structured conversation-based activities (e.g. storytelling, games)

and unstructured, free-flowing, unpredictable dialogue, thus combining behaviours of both a

playmate and a tutor. In general, the conversational capabilities of a CA reflect its architec-

ture, which can be constrained to a specific domain (e.g. movies [Shibata et al., 2009]. One of

the main characteristics of the Toy is its modular architecture: this enables the Toy to use

an initial set of capabilities, which can be later complemented and extended by “plugging”

new modules into it [Adam et al., 2010b]. Modularity can range from additional knowledge

domains to new capabilities or behaviours of the Toy, such as story-telling or becoming a

math tutor.

Regarding its conversational capabilities, the Toy does not perform deep natural language

processing over user inputs. Rather, it performs light processing and identifies keywords and

user behaviours, which allow it to choose a course for continuing an interaction. In terms

of the system output, the Toy uses pre-scripted conversational fragments to respond to

users. The pool of conversational fragments used by the Toy can either be authored for

conversational purposes or automatically constructed from context mined from the Web.

We provide more details of the architecture and conversational capabilities of the Toy in

Section 2.1.1.
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1.2 Challenges in Open-ended Conversational Agents

This thesis is concerned with two challenges of nontask-oriented CAs:

• assembling coherent dialogue by selecting stand-alone conversational outputs; and,

• the construction and organisation of knowledge and conversational topics to support

the above.

With respect to the first challenge, dialogue openness requires the agent to be more

proactive when interacting with users, in order to promote engaging conversations with users

(e.g. to suggest conversational topics or to find user interests). That is, in a model such as

the one defined for the Toy, the system should not expect users to initiate every interaction.

This requires the agent to have the capability to start conversations, continue conversations

with the same topic, or change the topic when required, all in such a way that users perceive

dialogue sequences to be coherent. Previous research points to the use of syntactic and se-

mantic analysis in order to detect coherence in text [Lapata and Barzilay, 2005] and dialogue

[Purandare and Litman, 2008]. The semantic analysis leverages a measurement of semantic

relatedness between words contained by adjacent sentences, in order to determine if these

flow coherently [Lapata and Barzilay, 2005; Purandare and Litman, 2008]. Semantic relat-

edness represents the degree to which two terms are associated due to similarity of meaning

or other contextual relationships. However, we need to enable topic selection using semantic

relatedness generatively ; that is, where the conversation is currently happening.

We explore the use of semantic relatedness to manage conversational topics in dialogue

while maintaining the interaction coherence. By using semantic relatedness instead of term

overlap, as used by Gandhe and Traum [2007], we aim to extend the selection of outputs to

not only those with the same terms from the input, but also those with other related terms

as well. Two factors are of specific interest in this dissertation regarding the application of

semantic relatedness in dialogue: (a) its performance in a domain-specific setting; and (b)

its application towards coherent generation of dialogue in real-time.

The challenge of knowledge and topic organisation is related to the computability and

coverage of information. Conversational systems are commonly provided with structured

knowledge from ontologies [Allen et al., 2001; Milward and Beveridge, 2003; Dzikovska et al.,

2008; Pardal and Mamede, 2011]. Ontologies can be manually constructed, involving groups

of experts deliberating on a shared view of the world [Gruber, 1995]. In more recent years,

some approaches to address this challenge include input from a community (folksonomies,

e.g. [Ponzetto and Strube, 2007a]), as well as the automatic extraction of text from domain-

specific documents [Missikoff et al., 2002; Fortuna et al., 2008; Navigli et al., 2011]. The
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automatic construction of domain-specific resources has recently become a well-explored re-

search field [Missikoff et al., 2002; Fortuna et al., 2006; 2008; Kozareva and Hovy, 2010;

Navigli et al., 2011]. This relies on the extraction of domain-relevant terminology and its

correct induction into a linked structure, both of these tasks using unstructured text. These

approaches generally require a considerable amount of human involvement to validate the

information contained within the ontology. We propose using ontologies to define the concep-

tualisations that are relevant to a conversational domain, so the agent can use them as topics

in dialogue. Our approach incorporates WordNet’s taxonomy, user-defined associations in

Wikipedia and term frequency statistics in a tool that requires a minimum degree of human

input and produces resources that contain appropriate concepts to their respective domain.

In summary, in this dissertation we first explore the feasibility of using a semantic re-

latedness measure for choosing outputs to coherently continue a conversation. As applying

semantic relatedness between all possible combinations of concepts proves to be inefficient

in real-time, and due to the modular architecture of our conversational agent, we propose a

methodology and a tool to build self-contained knowledge units. These units are structured

as modular ontologies and contain concepts highly related to a specific domain. These on-

tologies are used to explore the influence of domain on the human perception of semantic

relatedness: we demonstrate the important result that automatic measures do not take into

consideration such an effect in the way humans do. Along with our findings, we propose an

extension for a conversational agent that uses semantic relatedness and other mechanisms to

coherently (and in real-time) drive a conversation in an open scenario where outputs are not

interlinked.

1.3 Contributions

This thesis investigates the construction of mechanisms and resources to manage topic selec-

tion in an open-ended conversational agent. In particular, we focus on two outcomes: (i) ap-

plying semantic relatedness between concepts to perform topic-selection and topic-switching

in a coherent manner; and (ii) domain-specific ontologies for knowledge organisation. With

respect to these, our main contributions in this dissertation are the following:

• A process for constructing domain-specific ontologies for topic organisation in a con-

versational agent. We propose a technique and a tool to create structures of concepts

and relationships with minimal human involvement. These ontologies are based on the

handcrafted taxonomy provided by WordNet [Fellbaum, 1998], and Wikipedia [Wales

and Sanger, 2007]. For the latter resource, we focus on wikilinks (a user-defined re-

lationship between two articles), while we also make use of its indexed contents as a
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general corpus.

The process is implemented in M-OntoBUILD, a Java tool for automatically construct-

ing domain ontologies for the Toy. This tool alleviates the task of module designers

for the Toy of hand-constructing the knowledge relevant to a certain domain. A Mod-

ular Ontology (M-Onto) is the outcome produced by the tool. Our evaluation of

M-Ontos shows that these resources accurately represent a domain and make the

module designer a knowledge validator for the resource built, rather than a knowledge

engineer. This contribution is described in detail in Chapter 4.

• A result demonstrating that domain poses an effect on the measurement of semantic re-

latedness between concepts. This is an important outcome as automatic approximations

of semantic relatedness is still an open area with room for improvement. Our study

shows that for pairs of concepts from the same and from different domains for which

a measure of semantic relatedness assigns very similar scores, human judges assess re-

latedness significantly differently to the automatic measures. This is complemented

with a machine learning analysis where taking domain information into consideration

increases the correlation of an automatic measure with human judgements. Along with

the effect of domain information, we also show that the presence of wikilinks between

concepts boost the perception of semantic relatedness, not only within but also across

domains. These contributions are described across Chapters 5 and 6.

To conduct the aforementioned study, existing testbeds used to evaluate measures of

semantic relatedness cannot be used due to the absence of domain information. There-

fore, we were required to design a process to construct a testbed for measures of se-

mantic relatedness over pairs of concepts that explicitly takes domain information into

consideration2. Our dataset exhibits similar properties to existing datasets in terms of:

commonality of words (measured by the inverse document frequency idf), and word

polysemy (i.e. the multiple senses of a word).

• A mechanism for coherent topic selection in an open-ended conversational system based

on semantic relatedness between relevant topics. First, we demonstrate in Chapter 3

that a mechanism to select conversational outputs using semantic relatedness is per-

ceived as more coherent than a technique using word frequency statistics proposed by

Gandhe and Traum [2007]. Then, in Chapter 7, we implement a mechanism based on

semantic relatedness for output selection that operates under real-time constraints in a

version of the Toy. Our mechanism leverages the domain-sensitive measure of semantic

2The dataset is publicly available at http://goanna.cs.rmit.edu.au/∼dmaciasg/dataset/datasetfiles.html

http://goanna.cs.rmit.edu.au/~dmaciasg/dataset/datasetfiles.html
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relatedness defined in Chapter 6 to automatically bias conversations to remain within

a domain.

These contributions are tied together as follows: the M-Ontos of Chapter 4 are used

for creating the domain-based dataset, and for organising the Conversational Fragments and

knowledge infrastructure for the CA. These ontologies are used for making the computation

of semantic relatedness real-time in Chapter 7, as they constrain the universe of candidate

topics to derive conversations to. The measure of semantic relatedness learned with machine

learning in Chapter 6 is used to manage topics in the implementation described in Chapter 7.

1.4 Publications

Part of the material in this thesis have previously appeared in the following publications:

• D. Macias-Galindo, L. Cavedon, J. Thangarajah, and W. Wong. Effects of domain on

measures of semantic relatedness. Journal of the American Society for Information

Science and Technology, To appear (ERA Rank: A*)

• D. Macias-Galindo, W. Wong, L. Cavedon, and J. Thangarajah. Coherent topic transi-

tion in a conversational agent. In Proceedings of INTERSPEECH, pages 1–4, Portland,

OR, USA, 2012 (ERA Rank: A)

• D. Macias-Galindo, W. Wong, L. Cavedon, and J. Thangarajah. Using a lexical dictio-

nary and a folksonomy to automatically construct domain ontologies. In Proceedings of

the Australasian Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (AI), pages 638–647, Perth,

WA, Australia, 2011b (ERA Rank: B)

• D. Macias-Galindo, L. Cavedon, and J. Thangarajah. Building Modular Knowledge

Bases for Conversational Agents. In IJCAI Workshop on Knowledge Representation and

Reasoning for Practical Dialogue Systems (KRPDS), pages 16–23, Barcelona, Spain,

2011a (ERA Rank: Unranked)

1.5 Thesis Structure

This thesis is structured as follows: in Chapter 2 (Background and Related Work), we discuss

previous research regarding the main areas covered by this thesis. First, we provide an

overview of conversational agents, focusing on the Toy and its implementation. Second, we

describe work representative of three typical approaches for the construction of ontologies: (i)

expert handcrafted; (ii) community-driven; and (iii) automatic ontology construction. Third,
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we describe work on coherence in text and dialogue, as this is our major motivating aim for

developing CAs that can manage topic coherence, in particular to manage and switch topics.

Finally, we present the area of semantic relatedness and discuss three types of approaches for

measuring it: (a) using a taxonomy; (b) using Wikipedia; and (c) using the Web as a corpus.

We also outline several testbeds that are used to evaluate the performance of automatic

measures of semantic relatedness, in order to contrast them to our proposed testbed in

Chapter 5.

In Chapter 3 (Semantic Relatedness and Coherence in Dialogue: A Pilot Experiment),

we develop a pilot evaluation of using semantic relatedness for topic and utterance selection

in the Toy. This is to validate our motivating assumption that semantic relatedness is an

appropriate mechanism for driving conversations and proposing topic-switching. We evaluate

this approach by contrasting it to a word overlap approach proposed by Gandhe and Traum

[2007]. The results of this chapter provide validity for our overall approach.

In Chapter 4 (M-OntoBUILD : Constructing Domain-specific Ontologies), we describe our

methodology and tool for building domain-specific ontologies, termed M-OntoBUILD. The

approach starts with a concept defining the domain of interest, and it automatically creates

a collection of taxonomies of concepts related to that domain. Our approach leverages the

handcrafted taxonomy implemented in WordNet, along with a set of more arbitrary rela-

tionships between concepts found in Wikipedia. Our methodology requires minimal human

involvement. Modular Ontologies produced by this application are evaluated against human

assessments, showing that the tool provides a module designer with an accurate representa-

tion of a domain.

Chapter 5 (A Framework for Evaluating Domain-based Semantic Relatedness) explores

properties of semantic relatedness data testbeds, such as the inverse document frequency

(reflecting common usage) and the number of senses of the terms in these testbeds. These

properties are used to help designing a dataset that is appropriate for detecting the influence

of domain information in the measurement of semantic relatedness. We also perform an

exploratory study with a subset of this dataset where human judgements are obtained from

a Web interface and crowd-sourcing using CrowdFlower. In particular, we demonstrate

that the presence of a wikilink (a connection between Wikipedia articles suggested by its

contributors) boosts the human perception of semantic relatedness by humans,

Chapter 6 (Influence of Domain on Semantic Relatedness) extends the exploration con-

ducted in the previous chapter by considering the influence of domain in the automatic

approximation of semantic relatedness across domains. Our main hypothesis is that domain

plays a significant role in the human perception of semantic relatedness that is not detected by

current automatic measures. The pairs of concepts in the dataset constructed in the previous
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chapter are assessed by volunteers and crowd-sourced workers. In this chapter, we demon-

strate that, for pairs of concepts obtained from the same domain, humans perceive them as

more related than pairs from different domains; this effect of domain, which is unsurprising

for humans, however, is not present in automated measures of semantic relatedness proposed

in the literature. This is the first time to our knowledge that this property has been demon-

strated to a significant level, though previous authors have mentioned this possibility. We

further validate our hypothesis by conducting an experiment using machine learning, where

domain is regarded as a feature that increases the correlation between semantic relatedness

measures and human assessments.

Chapter 7 (Implementation of a Real-Time Topic Selection Mechanism using Semantic

Relatedness) ties the work of previous chapters altogether, by describing the implementation

and evaluation of a mechanism based on semantic relatedness to select output utterances for

the Toy. As a continuation of the exploration made in Chapter 3, this chapter improves

performance in the calculation of semantic relatedness in order to make the process less

computationally expensive to execute it in real-time, as part of the Toy requirements.

Finally, Chapter 8 (Conclusions) concludes the thesis by summarising our contributions

and proposing some lines of future work.



Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

This dissertation is concerned with three major areas of research: conversational agents,

ontology construction and semantic relatedness. In this chapter, we describe prior work and

current approaches in each of these areas. For conversational agents (Section 2.1.1), we focus

on both current research, as well as in describing the system that provides the context for this

thesis: the Intelligent Interactive Toy, or simply the Toy [Adam et al., 2010b; Wong et al.,

2012b]. One approach for representing structured knowledge for conversational agents is using

ontologies. Therefore, in Section 2.2, we center our discussion around different methodologies

for building ontologies, particularly those that are domain-specific. We also analyse semantic

relatedness in Section 2.4 as a component of coherent texts and dialogue, and discuss several

automatic measures to approximate relatedness that are proposed in the literature. We also

introduce some testbeds that have been used in the past to evaluate automatic measures of

semantic relatedness. Finally, we discuss the use of domain information (Section 2.5) in tasks

such as word sense disambiguation and measuring semantic similarity between words.

One class of conversational agents is comprised of those designed to cooperate with users

in accomplishing tasks via dialogue. Such agents are known as task-oriented. With these

agents, a purpose or goal is envisioned from the start of the interaction [Allen et al., 2001;

Jokinen and McTear, 2009]. This dissertation involves an example of a conversational agent,

hereafter called the Toy, which not only uses task-oriented dialogue, but also interacts with

users using a collection of defined tpics; this is known as nontask-oriented dialogue [Joki-

nen and McTear, 2009]. This type of interaction is challenging, as user inputs tend to be

unpredictable. In Section 2.1.1, we describe the Toy, which displays several characteristics

relevant to this thesis. We put special emphasis on two requirements of the Toy: a modular

knowledge architecture, which allows multiple developers to create specific knowledge and

interactive domains; and the need for a coherent conversation flow, which is provided by a

mechanism that selects topics given user input and the context of dialogue.

11
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The requirement of modular knowledge architecture is examined in Section 2.2, where we

analyse ontologies as a selected approach for representing the universe of discourse [Gruber,

1995] that the agent can handle. In particular we focus on domain-specific ontologies and their

application in spoken systems. We discuss the fact that building ontologies is a process that

has traditionally been delegated to knowledge engineers. This has made the development

and maintenance of these resources expensive, in terms of time and human involvement.

Other approaches involve the knowledge created by a community of contributors, and (semi-

)automated text analysis over preselected corpora.

To address coherent conversational flow, we present in Section 2.3 research related to

text and dialogue coherence. Coherence has been studied as a property that makes texts

understandable, and this property can be also found in dialogues where there is a clear

interaction between speakers. We argue that having a coherent topic can be used to not only

react towards user behaviours, but also to propose topics that users may deem to be related to

the conversation history; this is required to support mixed initiative conversational behaviour.

We subscribe to the hypothesis of Lapata and Barzilay [2005] that semantic relatedness is

an important factor found across sentences in coherent texts.

Semantic relatedness can be regarded as the degree to which two concepts (especially

nouns) are alike or related given the common attributes or context that they share [Budan-

itsky and Hirst, 2006; Strube and Ponzetto, 2006]. For instance, concepts car and gasoline

can be considered related because the former uses the latter. The relative simplicity of ac-

quiring the resources for calculating semantic relatedness measurement, notwithstanding its

computational cost, makes this an ideal approach for detecting coherence in conversations.

In Section 2.4 we present and describe different existing measures of semantic relatedness.

One approach to evaluating the effectiveness of semantic relatedness measures consists

of using testbeds containing pairs of words with human-judged scores; we explore existing

testbeds and their characteristics. Finally, due to domain-specific context in which this

research is based, we discuss current trends in studying the influence of domain with respect

to semantic relatedness and dialogue coherence. This closes the chapter in Section 2.5.

2.1 Conversational Agents

A conversational system is a computer system capable of interacting with human users via

speech to provide some service [Jokinen and McTear, 2009]. Such systems are employed to

substitute current mechanisms for interaction with interfaces, based on input via keystrokes

or point-and-click interfaces. Spoken language is used since it is a more human and natural

means of communication [Allen et al., 2001]. However, this type of input allows for ambiguity

in the instructions provided, as well as the requirement for powerful language processing and
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understanding techniques.

Conversational systems using AI-based techniques (e.g. planning, collaborating, inferenc-

ing) can also be called conversational agents (CA). These are provided with a model of the

world where they interact and learn from users to help solving their needs [Jokinen and

McTear, 2009; Maes, 1994]. In terms of the intention of the dialogue, CAs can be classi-

fied into two types: task-oriented and nontask-oriented. Task-oriented CAs use dialogue for

addressing requests from users to accomplish tasks. This use of dialogue is defined in the

literature as practical dialogue [Allen et al., 2001]. Some tasks that have been addressed with

task-oriented CAs are: planning escape routes in disaster scenarios [Dzikovska et al., 2004;

2008], channeling patients according to their symptoms [Milward and Beveridge, 2003], and

providing tutorials on cooking [Pardal and Mamede, 2011]. More recently, these kinds of

systems have gained popularity in the form of personal assistants for smartphones, such as

Siri1 and Google Now2. These systems are characterised for operating in constrained do-

mains. The cost of applying such projects to other domains is sometimes high, as the system

needs to acquire the semantics of the intended domain [Dzikovska et al., 2008]. Moreover,

task-oriented approaches regularly have a clear goal to be achieved, with the conversational

agent collecting relevant information to satisfy that goal [Abella and Gorin, 1999; Milward

and Beveridge, 2003; Hurtado et al., 2006; Dzikovska et al., 2008]. This additional informa-

tion can be obtained by requesting it, e.g. using a frame-like structure that the system fills

out in collaboration with the user.

Nontask-oriented CAs, on the other hand, are concerned with the engagement with users

in an open conversation (i.e. about any topic). Given the lack of a clear purpose for the

dialogue, two challenges are of particular interest for this kind of CAs: managing mixed-

initiative interaction with users (being capable of both driving the conversation and allowing

users to drive it); and making the users perceive the interaction as coherent. The sim-

plest conversational systems of this type are chatbots. While chatbots partially address the

challenge of engaging with users, they use linguistic patterns to rephrase users’ input, thus

simulating empathy while producing interactions generally lacking feedback with respect to

the input [Shibata et al., 2009]. Some examples of chatbots are ELIZA [Weizenbaum, 1966]

and ALICE [Wallace, 2009]. Agent-based approaches to nontask-oriented CAs (which can

be considered hybrid as they combine both approaches) can be found in projects such as

the Senior Companion [Dingli et al., 2009]. Other approaches have focused on open-ended

dialogue providing feedback to users by collecting information from specific text resources,

such as Web pages and question-answering repositories [Shibata et al., 2009; Waltinger et al.,

1http://www.apple.com/au/ios/siri/
2http://www.google.com/now

http://www.apple.com/au/ios/siri/
http://www.google.com/now
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2012].

2.1.1 The Intelligent Interactive Toy

This thesis proposes a mechanism for addressing the problem of maintaining coherence in

open-ended dialogue between a conversational agent and its user. We use the Intelligent

Interactive Toy [Adam and Ye, 2009; Adam and Cavedon, 2009; Adam et al., 2010a;b; Wong

et al., 2012a;c] as a platform for testing our hypotheses formulated below. The Intelligent

Interactive Toy, or simply the Toy, is a joint project between RMIT University and Re-

althing Entertainment Pty Ltd to produce a module-based conversational agent, which can

be embodied into a physical toy. The target audience for the Toy is children aged 8 to 12

years. The Toy can interact with users via conversational activities ranging from struc-

tured activities such as storytelling and playing games, to unbounded “chatty” dialogue like

responding to questions or talking about any topic that its knowledge units handle. The

Toy’s capabilities for pre-processing user inputs use shallow natural language processing

techniques, while its responses are built from a pre-defined pool of conversational fragments.

Part of a conversation using both task- and nontask-oriented interaction and conversational

fragments is shown in Figure 2.1. We provide more details on the Toy’s architecture and

speech capabilities in the following sections3.

2.1.1.1 Architecture

The Toy is modelled using a Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) approach, which defines conver-

sational goals that the agent attempts to achieve via multiple strategies. Goals in this context

include: activating interactive activities; addressing commands or requests; and participat-

ing in open-ended conversations about a given topic [Wong et al., 2012a]. The difference

between these goals relies on speakers leading the system to achieve these using their inputs.

For instance, a cooking tutorial’s goal (describe the preparation method of a dish) is reached

when the last instruction is confirmed (see turns 35 and 36 in Figure 2.1).

Two requirements of the Toy provide central motivation to this thesis: a modular ar-

chitecture for knowledge that allows its architecture to be extensible; and a mechanism for

enhancing the conversation flow capable of managing topic transitioning (i.e. switching from

one topic to another) in a coherent manner. We describe these requirements below.

A prominent aspect of the Toy rests in its modularity, not only of its architecture but

also of its knowledge organisation; the context of this dissertation is related to the latter.

The architecture of the Toy is distributed in modules, as shown in Figure 2.2. In this

3Note that the Toy itself is not proposed as a specific contribution of this thesis.
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04: SYSM: do you like chocolate?
05: USER: i love chocolate.
06: SYSM: i love it too. i wish i could eat it for breakfast...
07: USER: chocolate for breakfast? yuck!
08: SYSM: what do you eat for breakfast instead of chocolate?
09: USER: toast.
10: SYSM: what do you like to eat on your toast.
11: USER: ice cream.
12: SYSM: yum yum! delicious.
13: SYSM: do you want to make some ice cream?
14: USER: yeah.
15: SYSM: do you have the recipe with you?
16: USER: can you please tell me a story?
17: SYSM: sure. susie the ice cream moose was...
. . .
23: SYSM: that’s the end of the story.
24: SYSM: let’s continue with our cooking. so, do you have the recipe?
25: USER: no.
26: SYSM: you’ll need milk and chocolate.
27: USER: where does chocolate come from?
28: SYSM: chocolate comes from cacao trees.
29: SYSM: let’s continue with our cooking, do you need to get out a pan?
. . .
34: USER: it’s done!
35: SYSM: yum yum! your ice cream is ready.
36: SYSM: now, let’s talk about the zoo, ok?

Figure 2.1: A fragment of a conversation between the Toy and a user. Source: Wong
et al. [2012c].

architecture, a central component (the Interactor) processes user input, delegates messages

and hands control of the conversation to the appropriate modules. Input and output via

voice are performed at the User-agent client (e.g. a mobile application). The Toy can be

upgraded by “plugging” into it new Conversational-activity modules [Adam et al., 2010b;

Wong et al., 2012c], each module containing its own knowledge for the capability it is built

upon. For the purpose of this dissertation, a capability module is comprised of a knowledge

representation structure, which we term a Modular Ontology, and a pool of conversational

fragments associated with the module domain. The Modular Ontology is used to define

the vocabulary that the system can understand and converse about, and is also used as

a classification mechanism for the conversational fragments featured in the module. We

describe the construction of these resources in Chapter 4.
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Figure 2.2: General architecture of the Toy.

2.1.1.2 Input and Output Processing in the Toy

In terms of input analysis, the Toy uses shallow natural language processing based on simple

shallow parsing and keyword-spotting techniques [Adam et al., 2010b]. As the Toy is capable

of dealing with task-oriented activities and nontask-oriented conversation, each user utterance

is processed as “chat” unless it matches an activity represented as a BDI plan. Each input

is processed in terms of keyphrases, topics, sentiments and requests, using parsing tools and

lemmatisers [Wong et al., 2012c]. At the same time, inputs are parsed against a collection

of input grammars, which are defined for each domain-capability module. These grammars

enable the Toy to detect potential triggers to start dialogue activities [Wong et al., 2012c].

For instance, the input grammar for a story-telling activity is “* tell * story *”, where

* represents a wildcard matching a set of words that specify the activity (in this case, the

story that the user wants to hear, e.g. “please tell me the story of Snow White”).

To produce a response in a dialogue, the Toy does not generate utterances; rather, it

selects an output from a library of pre-scripted utterance “templates” called Conversational
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Fragments (CFs) [Adam et al., 2010b; Wong et al., 2012c]. Conversational Fragments are

pieces of dialogue that were originally authored by Creative Media students at RMIT Uni-

versity [Adam et al., 2010b] and, in more recent work [Wong et al., 2012b], mined from

question-answering websites. The use of CFs in dialogue is activated by triggers, which are

in general based on the user inputs and word frequency statistics to determine the most

appropriate fragment to be used next. CFs can be either sequences or stand-alone pieces,

according to the type of dialogue activity that the Toy is performing. This also relates

to the source of the CFs: authored pieces of dialogue are assembled in a sequential way,

while question-answer sentences are generally independent from each other. For instance, a

story such as “Snow White” can be assembled as a sequential set of CFs, whereas the CFs

used to respond to user questions about this story (e.g. “what were the names of the seven

dwarves?”) are not necessarily part of the sequence. Rather, they are stand-alone pieces of

dialogue that can be used without a specific reference to the story; in other words, the user

may formulate a question like this at any time, and the system must be able to address it,

regardless of the running dialogue activity. We describe CFs in more detail in Chapter 3.

Due to the modular architecture of the Toy, CFs are also distributed in modules. Each

module has its own processing unit, which is used to interpret the way to proceed a con-

versation as planned by the module designer. The processing unit can choose, given a user

response, to continue the story, to stop responding to a question, or to finalise the activity.

CFs can also be templates, containing variables that are replaced by instances from user input

or conversational context. For instance, the utterance “I know that the $ANIMAL is your

favourite animal!”, where the variable $ANIMAL can be instantiated with any specialisation

of the concept Animal, such as Lion or Zebra.

2.1.1.3 Topic Management

Conversational Fragments are organised using the set of terms appearing in them, which

we use to represent conversational topics. In this dissertation, we subscribe to the defini-

tion of topic of Bublitz [1989] (p. 39): “[. . . ] an independent, usually continuous category

which centres the attention of the participants in the conversation, links their linguistic con-

tributions and establishes a connection between them (and with them)”. To us, a topic is a

conceptualisation that responds to the question What have you been talking about? [Bublitz,

1989].

For example, conversational topics in Figure 2.1 are represented as bold-formatted words.

From this figure, it can be observed that topics are maintained and exchanged according to

inputs from users. These topics were originally classified using a handcrafted taxonomy

[Adam et al., 2010b]. We improve the construction of these taxonomies ahead in Chapter 4,
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Figure 2.3: Overview of contents in a module. The M-Onto and the conversational frag-
ments help to the cognitive part of the Toy, while other components enrich the interactive
experience using multimedia or other resources.

using a domain-specific ontology, which we called Modular Ontology or M-Onto. Modular

Ontologies can be combined with other M-Ontos from available capability modules and the

core ontology contained in the Toy. Figure 2.3 shows an overview of the architecture of

M-Ontos.

Modular Ontologies contribute to the Toy architecture by providing information con-

tained in a particular domain, thus delimiting the information space that dialogue may

cover. Adding more M-Ontos into the Toy enables it not only to consider topics from other

domains, but also to find connections between domains. However, managing a conversation

requires maintaining a certain degree of coherence; the Toy should not jump randomly be-

tween topics, otherwise the context may become unpredictable and users will find it hard to

follow conversations. We analyse this requirement below.

2.1.2 Dialogue Coherence in the Toy

Coherence is an attribute related to the quality of a “logical, orderly, and aesthetically

consistent relationship of parts”4. For instance, a coherent text is one where co-located

sentences hold some structure and meaning, which enables a reader to understand them,

4The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, Fourth Edition copyright 2000 by Houghton
Mifflin Company. Updated in 2009.
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in contrast to a sequence of randomly ordered sentences. While there are many ways in

which information can be presented in a text to be perceived as coherent, some of these

arrangements will be deemed as incoherent by humans [Lapata and Barzilay, 2005]. This

phenomenon is also present in dialogue, when analysing the arrangement of utterances in a

conversation [Purandare and Litman, 2008].

The Toy maintains interaction coherence by choosing outputs with topics recently men-

tioned during a conversation. However, this approach will eventually fail as the library of

conversational fragments is limited. Therefore, our approach consists of proposing topic

switches without disrupting the perceived coherence during a conversation. In this disserta-

tion, we are concerned with the following challenge regarding open-ended dialogue: enhancing

the selection of the most adequate output to the user input while maintaining dialogue co-

herent. We propose to address this challenge by using a topic-selection mechanism based on

semantic relatedness between concepts. We describe coherence more broadly in Section 2.3,

in particular how it is measured in applications such as evaluating machine-generated text

[Lapata and Barzilay, 2005] or dialogue [Purandare and Litman, 2008; Gandhe and Traum,

2008], and scoring human-produced summaries [Higgins et al., 2004]. In Chapter 7, we

present our approach using semantic relatedness to coherently select conversational topics in

a progressing conversation.

The rest of this chapter describes work in two areas: ontology construction, discussed in

Section 2.2, and dialogue coherence, in Section 2.3. The latter uses semantic relatedness as

a mechanism for determining coherence, following the work of Lapata and Barzilay [2005].

Section 2.4 contains an overview of different approaches to measuring semantic relatedness,

in order to supply the agent with a mechanism to coherently propose conversational topics.

2.2 Knowledge Representation in Conversational Agents

As discussed in Section 2.1.1, an open-ended conversational agent as the Toy needs a mech-

anism that enables both the representation and classification of a domain-specific set of

topics. Such a mechanism enables the agent to understand its domain of discourse, which

makes it capable of understanding user input and responding with relevant information. We

are specifically interested in domain-specific ontologies for this purpose. In this section, we

define ontologies and distinguish them from other knowledge structures, such as taxonomies

and folksonomies. We survey different approaches to construct these resources, in partic-

ular expert-based, community-based and text-mining-based approaches. We also highlight

strengths and shortcomings of resources constructed with each approach, in order to under-

stand their application in the classification of topics for open-ended conversational agents,

as used in Chapter 3.
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2.2.1 Knowledge Structures

Due to recent advances in digital communications, particularly attributed to the Web, there

has been an increased interest in the generation, acquisition and exchange of information.

However, keeping the pace in understanding, analysing and interpreting the vast information

available in multiple sources is impossible for humans; hence, computer systems take a role as

either facilitators or decision makers on behalf of humans. Still, the challenge of making these

actors interact is that each of them uses different semantic representations. Early research in

AI has focused on designing such a language that enables effective communication between

computer systems [Roche, 2003]. The aim of such a language is to represent a consensual

meaning about a conceptualisation between the systems involved. One of the knowledge

structures for achieving such a desired level of communication is ontologies [Gruber, 1995;

Studer et al., 1998; Berners-Lee et al., 2001; Horrocks, 2007].

In this section we explore ontologies and other knowledge resources such as taxonomies

and folksonomies. We also outline representation languages for ontologies, a classification of

ontologies and different processes for constructing ontologies, along with some examples.

2.2.1.1 Ontologies

The term Ontology was coined by Greek philosophers, particularly Aristotle who attempted

to classify all the things in the world. This motivation was adopted by the AI community,

which adopted the name and regarded ontologies as a way to make computer systems capable

of representing, reasoning and exchanging knowledge. An ontology can be stated as “a formal,

explicit specification of a shared conceptualisation” [Gruber, 1995]. In this definition, four

parts are crucial to understand ontologies: conceptualisation, explicitness, formality and

shared understanding [Studer et al., 1998; Uschold and Gruninger, 2004; Guarino et al.,

2009]. The conceptualisation of an ontology refers to modelling objects as abstractions in

the form of concepts, which can be represented by a natural language noun phrase and

comprise both an idea and a meaning. This conceptualisation has to be self-contained ; that

is, ontologies must be able to “explain” themselves, without the help of other resources.

Concepts in an ontology have to be explicit ; that is, they must have a unique interpretation,

as well as a specific level of detail according to the world that they represent. In terms of

formality and given that ontologies have the purpose of communicating to systems and users,

these resources must use a well-constructed set of machine-understandable semantics. This

automatically discards natural language as an alternative representation, due to it being

ambiguous by nature. Shared understanding acknowledges that the model structured in an

ontology is agreed and understood by a group of individuals, which can then be adopted and

implemented in their systems.
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Ontologies are comprised of objects defined in a given domain or subject area [Uschold

and Gruninger, 2004]. These objects are known as classes or concepts, and are arranged

in a lattice that may resemble a hierarchical structure. Concepts have sets of properties

that define their attributes, values and restrictions over them. Some ontologies may contain

instances of concepts, which refer to a particular element of a concept, or even axioms

based on logical formalisms that enable computer systems to reason about the information

contained in the ontology. The amount and type of information contained in ontologies

determines the complexity of the ontology; this is discussed in more detail in Section 2.2.2.

In the rest of this section we focus on the representation of an ontology rather than on its

reasoning capabilities.

As mentioned above, the contents of an ontology are generally structured in a lattice of

concepts connected by relationships. This can be seen in the example provided in Figure

2.4, where concepts (nodes in the network) encase abstractions: for instance, the concept

Lion defines all the gregarious carnivores where the male has a mane5. Relations, which

are the edges in the structure, are abstract connections between concepts. The most used

type of relationship in ontologies is known as subsumption, that is, the generalisation of

concepts (e.g. Big cat subsumes Lion, or inversely Lion is a Big cat). In the figure,

subsumption is represented by a solid line connecting two concepts. For instance, both

concepts Lion and Tiger are subsumed by concept Big cat. This means that Lion and

Tiger share some characteristics as both are big cats, such as body size, paws, and other

properties inherited from the class Mammal (e.g. having warm blood and fur) and other

super-concepts. Conversely, both have their own specific attributes: lions have a solid colour

in their body, while tigers have a striped body pattern.

Ontologies are widely used as a mechanism for organising knowledge in enterprises [Studer

et al., 1998], user-tailored personalisation and recommendation systems [Maes, 1994; Middle-

ton et al., 2009], and for spoken dialogue systems [Allen et al., 2001; Milward and Beveridge,

2003; Dzikovska et al., 2008; Pardal and Mamede, 2011]. Moreover, ontologies are being used

as the pillars for constructing the Semantic Web [Berners-Lee et al., 2001; Gilchrist, 2003;

Horrocks, 2007]. Currently the Web is a pool of textual, interlinked documents that can

be easily interpreted by humans. However, the ease of adding contents to the Web means

that the amount of information available in it is so large that searching for specific content

becomes challenging. This is performed by using search engines where users input strings.

The main drawback of this approach is that users search for information that can be easily

thought of, but hardly specified in a query that only identifies string matches. Moreover,

search engines return a set of results that users have to manually analyse and deem whether

5As defined in WordNet 3.0.
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Figure 2.4: The relation structure of an ontology. Solid lines show hierarchical relations
between concepts, while dotted lines show other types of relationships (labelled in teletype
font).

they are relevant for their information needs.

The Semantic Web [Berners-Lee et al., 2001] is an initiative that proposes to reduce the

gap between human language and machine understanding [Horrocks, 2007]. This bridging

is performed by providing Web contents with machine-understandable meaning or semantic

annotations, which can therefore be interpreted by computers. In this context, ontologies

contain a vocabulary and a classification between things. Moreover, they also specify the

interactions and associations between its components. This makes them facilitators for au-

tomatic systems to effectively interpret, understand and make decisions on behalf of their

users.

One concern regarding ontologies is their construction, which overall requires intensive

human effort. We discuss three different approaches and their respective characteristics in

Section 2.2.3.
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2.2.1.2 Taxonomies

A taxonomy is a classification according to general laws6, which uses subsumption relations

as the main mechanism of classification. Constructing ontologies involves not only the acqui-

sition of the semantics and relations between concepts, but also the implementation of rules,

axioms and additional mechanisms for automated reasoning. Therefore, the construction of

taxonomies instead of full-fledged ontologies is commonly preferred, as it only involves the

first part of the process. Historically, taxonomies are used to represent specialisation; for

instance, the Linnean taxonomy of animals used in Biology and Life Sciences. For docu-

ment searching over the Web, taxonomies are currently employed in five different contexts,

as surveyed by Gilchrist [2003]: web directories that classify websites; automatic indexing

that supports search and displays information given keywords in a manually constructed

ontology; automatic classification to organise documents given their contents and automat-

ically constructed text-based taxonomies; query reformulation to improve the effectiveness

of document retrieval; and in corporate taxonomies that support communication in terms of

practices and terminology within and outside the enterprise. While taxonomies were early

on treated as similar to ontologies [Studer et al., 1998; Uschold and Gruninger, 2004], an

important aspect of ontologies is their hierarchical organisation, which can also be adapted

in an ontology; however, taxonomies cannot replace ontologies as they only represent a lim-

ited view of the world [Gilchrist, 2003]. We outline more differences between these resources

below.

In terms of complexity, taxonomies are oriented towards the classification of objects,

while ontologies support richer capabilities for automated reasoning. In particular, ontolo-

gies consider other relationships between concepts apart from hierarchical relations. For

example, WordNet [Fellbaum, 1998] is regarded as an ontology rather than a taxonomy, due

to the inclusion of lexical relationships between nouns such as meronymy (composed-of) and

holonymy (member-of), as well as other types of relations between verbs and adjectives.

2.2.1.3 Folksonomies

Hierarchical and lexical relations, such as those found in ontologies, represent static relations

between concepts that cannot change. Due to this, the construction of ontologies to structure

knowledge is a task traditionally left to knowledge engineers, which makes the process slow to

develop and expensive to maintain [Kozareva and Hovy, 2010]. The Web has not only enabled

people to access information, but also to contribute in the construction of new knowledge

with activities such as tagging pictures or reviewing products. Folksonomies are structures

6as defined by the Oxford English Dictionary.
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of knowledge supported by contributions made by people [Vander Wal, 2007].

A folksonomy is a directed graph representing a categorisation of elements, which are

proposed by people using social tagging websites [Vander Wal, 2007; Van Damme et al., 2007].

Nodes of the graph represent resources, while edges represent associations with possibly less

strength than hierarchical relations between two resources. Such labels are informal in terms

of following conventions imposed by the community that are not verified at the time of

their definition. Relationships can also be employed for classifying resources; this allows the

construction of a highly connected taxonomy (as “folksonomy” stands for the taxonomy of

the people). An important advantage of folksonomies is the massive input from experts in

their area with basic knowledge on tasks such as tagging specifications. These experts, in

collaboration, help in the continuous improvement of the categorisation structure. Several

applications of folksonomies can be found in the field of information search and retrieval

[Gruber, 2007], as well as in the construction and maintenance of resources such as the

category graph in Wikipedia. This graph is used by contributors to classify Wikipedia

articles. We give a brief description of Wikipedia in Subsection 2.2.3.

2.2.2 Classification of Ontologies

Ontologies can be classified according to their complexity [Uschold and Gruninger, 2004]

using the continuum shown in Figure 2.5. On the left side, light-weight ontologies contain

the simplest representation of concepts, with no specification nor axioms for reasoning. These

representations can use terms, which are ambiguous by nature. Moving into the middle region

in the figure, there are resources containing richer representations of concepts, but the focus is

maintained on the representation of abstract worlds rather than on reasoning functionalities

over the components in these worlds. On the right side, heavy-weight ontologies permit more

expressiveness and formality due to the inclusion of axioms, which are used for automatic

inference and deduction. In short, light-weight ontologies aim at coverage and vocabulary,

while heavy-weight ontologies aim at reasoning and managing knowledge [Prévot et al., 2005].

In this thesis we propose the construction of light-weight ontologies featuring concepts related

to a domain, with no axioms for reasoning. That is because we are interested in the problem

of finding coherently connected topics rather than of representing knowledge. This means

that our light-weight ontologies, described in more detail in Chapter 4, are used for identifying

concepts as conversational topics, as well as relationships between them as topic transitions.

2.2.3 Construction of Ontologies

There are three main approaches to ontology construction according to the knowledge source:

expert-constructed (described in Section 2.2.3.1); community-driven construction (Section 2.2.3.2);
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Figure 2.5: Classification of ontologies by complexity. Source: Wong et al. [2012d].

and automatic construction (Section 2.2.3.3). We now examine a set of large ontologies and

knowledge bases, with a particular interest in their involved stages to build these resources.

2.2.3.1 Expert-constructed Ontologies

Expert-construction is considered the earliest approach to constructing ontologies due to the

scarce availability of sources in computer-readable format and tools for text analysis. These

ontologies assumed that knowledge already exists, and it is only necessary to collect and

arrange it [Studer et al., 1998]. In this approach, knowledge engineers were in charge of the

ontology construction process. The majority of processes to build these kind of ontologies per-

form most of the following generic steps [Fernández-López and Gómez-Pérez, 2002]: defining

the scope of the ontology; mining sources; converting written into machine-understandable

knowledge; evaluating the ontology; and maintaining the ontology. However, due to the

lack of a standardised methodology for constructing ontologies, each development project,

whilst broadly following the same steps outlined above, also proposed specific mechanisms

[Fernández-López and Gómez-Pérez, 2002]. We describe below three ontologies that repre-

sent this type of construction approach, each having a different motivation: Cyc, WordNet

and UMLS.

Cyc. The motivation behind Cyc [Lenat and Guha, 1990] was the production of a common-

sense knowledge base containing a “consensus reality” for humans, so it could complement

the knowledge acquired by computer systems. Representing human knowledge and adapting

it to machine understanding was initially addressed using expert systems. These systems

were focused on high-level knowledge analysis and inference, rather than on basic or com-

monsense knowledge. Therefore, they cannot handle a lot of information that for humans is

a given: for example, that the age or weight of a person cannot be a negative number. Not
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considering this type of information increases the possibility of inducing errors in automated

processes. This knowledge base would cover the gaps left by experts in the construction of

expert systems. To build this knowledge base, the authors proposed a frame-based language

that supported inference using an adaptation of first order logic, which was termed CycL.

Constructing the Cyc ontology involved experts in three phases [Lenat and Guha, 1990;

Fernández-López and Gómez-Pérez, 2002]:

• manual extraction of commonsense knowledge: experts were required to detect, infer

and codify explicit and implicit knowledge and translate into CycL;

• computer-aided extraction of commonsense knowledge: experts were supported, with

knowledge already stored in Cyc, in polishing the knowledge codified from the previous

phase;

• computer-managed extraction of commonsense knowledge: tools incorporated in Cyc

perform the task of extracting knowledge from sources recommended by experts, under

their constant supervision and support.

One problem that emerged in early stages of Cyc was that rules were not universal. For

instance, a rule saying that Dracula is a vampire would clash with another saying vam-

pires do not exist [Taylor et al., 2007]. Consequently, a mechanism known as microtheories

was implemented in Cyc [Guha, 1995]. Microtheories are subdivisions of knowledge that

enable clustering atomic terms, concepts and axioms into specific domains. Following the

example above, this would allow inserting facts about Dracula into a fantasy characters mi-

crotheory. However, there are no mechanisms to validate local coherence of facts inserted

within microtheories [Prévot et al., 2005]. Similarly, Cyc has been constructed under different

principles from those defined by widely adopted standards, such as the OWL specification.

Therefore, adapting Cyc to such standards becomes a very complex task [Prévot et al.,

2005]; in addition, Cyc is still under construction and far from being finished [Richardson

and Domingos, 2003]. However, it now incorporates information from other sources, such as

WordNet and SUMO [Reed and Lenat, 2002] and Wikipedia [Medelyan and Legg, 2008].

Cyc has been used in many applications that use part of the whole ontology, such as the

Terrorism Knowledge Base [Deaton et al., 2005], which contains information about terrorist

cells around the world for military purposes; personal assistance based on commonsense

knowledge [Panton et al., 2006], which determines whether human intervention is required

to accomplish a task; unification of medical terminology [Lenat et al., 2010] for a question-

answering specialised repository; network security to predict and prevent attacks; and in the

construction of domain-specific taxonomies7. Currently OpenCyc, the free version of Cyc is

7Refer to http://cyc.com/cyc/technology/cycrandd/applications for a listing of applications using Cyc.

http://cyc.com/cyc/technology/cycrandd/applications
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Figure 2.6: Four synsets available in WordNet for word form “lion”.

part of Linking Open Data [Bizer et al., 2009], an initiative to construct the Semantic Web.

WordNet. WordNet [Fellbaum, 1998] is an electronic database that combines properties of

thesauri and dictionaries in a handcrafted taxonomy with lexical relations between its com-

ponents. While it is not regarded by some researchers as an ontology [Missikoff et al., 2002;

Martin, 2003], WordNet is commonly employed as a reference for constructing or evaluating

ontological resources [Kozareva and Hovy, 2010; Wong et al., 2012d; Navigli et al., 2011].

WordNet groups terms (called word forms) into synsets, which represent conceptual defini-

tions and arranges them in a network of taxonomical and lexical relations. Synsets, therefore,

comprise the same meaning for their contained word forms. A word form may be associated

with one or more synsets. Figure 2.6 shows four different synsets for the word form lion.

WordNet features different classifications for nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs, based on

hierarchical and lexical relations; however, this thesis focuses on nouns only. Noun synsets

are organised according to a manually defined taxonomy using of hierarchical relations such

as hypernyms (generalisation) and hyponyms (specialisation). Moreover, WordNet features

additional lexical relations for nouns, such as holonymy (member of) and meronymy (part

of). Some of these relationships are shown in Figure 2.7, where synsets are represented as

nodes.

Despite the characteristics described above, WordNet cannot be used directly as an ontol-

ogy due to several issues, as discussed by Martin [2003], who argued the following deficiencies

in WordNet 1.7. First, WordNet does not satisfy the requirement of having unique natural

language tags in synsets, as these are in practice identified by a unique number. Second, the

top level of WordNet does not converge into one unique concept, hence it is more a set of

ontologies rather than just one. Third, it is not possible to differentiate an instance from

a concept as these are represented similarly8. Finally, the granularity applied to certain

8However, this issue has been addressed since version 2.0 of WordNet, by creating two instantiation
relations labelled instance-of and has-instance.
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Figure 2.7: A graphical view of the WordNet noun taxonomy focused on the “lion” word
form, showing two synsets corresponding to an animal (left large oval) and to a denom-
ination of a person (right large oval), as well as hypernyms (is-a), hyponyms, holonyms
(part-of) and meronyms (member-of) of the synset of “lion” referring to the feline.

synsets makes the same concept subdivided; for instance, an edible fish can be seen as its

meat and as the animal itself. This helps in cases where such granularity is relevant, but

in cases such as the word form dolphin, taking either one or the other synset will affect the

analysis, as shown in Figure 2.89. Some of these issues, such as instantiation relations, have

been addressed in recent iterations of WordNet (as indicated in the WordNet logs).

Due to its hand-crafted hierarchy and components (e.g. synonyms, lexical relations),

WordNet is widely used in a range of tasks, such as: measuring semantic similarity between

words [Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006; Agirre et al., 2009]; word sense disambiguation [Hirst

and St-Onge, 1998; Leacock et al., 1998; Banerjee and Pedersen, 2002]; semantic relation

extraction [Beamer et al., 2008]; evaluation of coherence in machine-constructed texts [Lapata

and Barzilay, 2005]; topic classification [Newman et al., 2010]; extension of large-general

taxonomies [Martin, 2003; Suchanek et al., 2008]; and evaluation of machine-constructed

taxonomies [Kozareva and Hovy, 2010; Navigli et al., 2011]. In this thesis, we regard WordNet

as a reliable source from which concepts are mined to build ontologies; we describe how we

employ this resource in Chapter 4.

9This visualisation is provided by the tool wnbrowser, available in http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/adubey/
software/wnbrowser/index.html

http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/adubey/software/wnbrowser/index.html
http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/adubey/software/wnbrowser/index.html
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Figure 2.8: A case where WordNet’s granularity affects the coverage of a word form. The
word form dolphin can be seen as a mammal or as a fish, but these branches converge in
the synset vertebrate, which eventually can disregard many synsets.

UMLS. The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) is a compilation of knowledge

sources that relieves the complexity of communication in medical terms [Lindberg et al.,

1993]. In comparison to Cyc and WordNet, which are generic, UMLS is domain-specific,

focusing on the representation of terminology employed in Medical areas. The project was

commenced by the National Library of Medicine (NLM) in 1986, and is an ongoing project

comprised of four main sources: a Methatesaurus; a semantic network; a map of information

sources; and a lexicon [Humphreys et al., 1998]. In addition to these, it also features a set

of lexical programs associated with knowledge sources. We describe the Metathesaurus and

Semantic Network sources in more detail, as these are the resources that are relevant to the

current section.

The Metathesaurus clusters terminology from a variety of biomedical vocabularies and

classifications. These clusters are employed by automated systems in the cases that: termi-

nology employed by users is ambiguous; query expansion or clarification is required; most

adequate sources to extract information are required; and medical-specific terminology needs

grammar to be translated [Humphreys and Lindberg, 1989]. The last point is of special in-

terest to UMLS: such a vast amount of synonyms, terminology, hierarchical relationships and

even term frequency information can be employed by IR systems for more specific, tailored

queries in the field of Medicine [Hersh et al., 2000; Guo et al., 2004].
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The UMLS Semantic Network is a separate knowledge source containing relationships

between concepts from the Metathesaurus. This network limits the type of relationship

that two terms can have, by containing 133 semantic types and 54 relationships [Nat, 2009].

Concepts in the Metathesaurus are mapped to at least one semantic type, and the Semantic

Network acts more as a representational ontology that maps concepts to semantic types, and

then detects relationships with other types and consequently concepts. Relationships are

manually defined, and range from strong, hierarchical relations (e.g. virus is-an organism) to

other types of weaker associations, such as may-cause (e.g. virus may-cause disease). Special

care has to be taken when mapping semantic types to concepts, as according to ontological

principles, it is expected that all the sub-concepts of a concept mapped to a given semantic

type hold the same relationships.

An important characteristic of the UMLS is the amount of resources and specialists in-

volved, which is praised as exceptional in terms of resources involved [Zhang and Ciravegna,

2011] and the influence it has achieved through a similar life span to that of Cyc. The knowl-

edge sources are under continuous maintenance and corrected via audit processes, which

serve to remove the amount of human-induced errors [Humphreys et al., 1998]. UMLS has

been employed in a range of initiatives: extending medical terminology in projects such as

PubMed10, a free database of medical publications; constructing Clinical Trials, a registry

of procedures for testing drugs; implementing the NLM Indexing Initiative11, which is used

for investigating automated indexing approaches; modeling the National Cancer Institute

Thesaurus [de Coronado et al., 2004], which is used to catalog and to exchange informa-

tion about detection and treatment of cancer-related diseases; and developing the National

Guidelines Clearinghouse Database, a public resource for clinical practice guidelines [Bronson

Fitzpatrick, 2007].

2.2.3.2 Community-driven Ontologies

Another recent trend in constructing knowledge is by aggregating the knowledge of the

masses. Wikipedia, a very successful example of a collaboratively-constructed encyclopedia,

contains a set of articles that can be extended, modified or discussed by volunteers from

all around the world. This has lead to the development of richer knowledge resources that

can be understood and used for inference by automatic systems like Cyc, but avoiding the

bottleneck of requiring knowledge engineers.

In general, a community-driven ontology consists of a category network constructed man-

ually for a set of resources (e.g. web pages), which are classified according to personal criteria

10http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
11http://ii.nlm.nih.gov/

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
http://ii.nlm.nih.gov/
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Figure 2.9: The set of categories in Wikipedia for the article about “lion”.

and perspective of each contributor. This categorisation is illustrated in Figure 2.9; in this

case, the category network is obtained from Wikipedia, which is eventually incorporated

into DBPedia (both described ahead). The categorisation generated is in turn edited by a

reduced set of people, who are mainly in charge of removing unnecessary loops from the

category graph and assessing the validity of the contributions.

However, these resources are still limited by the quality of the contributions by their vol-

unteers, which in some cases argue about contents rather than finding an agreement. In ad-

dition, the categorisation exhibited in these resources is sometimes subjective, in comparison

to, for example, hierarchical structures of taxonomies. Before analysing community-driven

ontologies, we describe Wikipedia as an example representing these resources. Then, we

discuss several of these approaches and their characteristics.

Wikipedia. Wikipedia is a domain-independent multilingual Web-based encyclopedia con-

structed by volunteer editors. While Wikipedia does not follow a hierarchical organisation, its

articles are arranged in a folksonomy of Wikipedia Categories. Due to containing a unique

sense of a word (except for disambiguation pages) and having a unique label, articles in

Wikipedia can be used to refer to concepts [Syed et al., 2008]. For example, the article titled

Zoo (URL: en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Zoo) describes the facility enclosing animals, while the

article Zoo (band) (URL: en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Zoo (band)) contains information about a

Japanese Pop band. Article names can be treated as Uniform Resource Identifiers or URIs in

ontologies, such as DBPedia [Auer and Lehmann, 2007], which we describe later. Moreover,

en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Zoo
en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Zoo_(band)
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articles have a defined structure and multiple relationships between them, as described below

[Ponzetto and Strube, 2007b]:

• A category graph, which is defined as a folksonomy, where volunteers assign categories

that are deemed as relevant to articles. While categories may assimilate a hierarchical

organisation, categories do not necessarily follow the classification featured in WordNet.

The large number of categories to which articles are linked rather poses a challenge for

defining hierarchical relations [Ponzetto and Strube, 2007b].

• A set of page links or wikilinks, which are hyperlinks connecting from an article to other

Wikipedia articles. These are considered to contribute to the acquisition of relations

between concepts, as they can approximate to the relations available in a Thesauri such

as AgroVoc [Hepp et al., 2007].

• A list of redirect links that describe alternative names for a given article. This can

be considered as means for synonymy, but also as a mechanism for associating articles

written in other languages.

• A set of disambiguation pages that are accessed in case a noun phrase input may convey

different meanings. These types of articles list the possible interpretation of a given

noun phrase.

While the multi-collaboration approach was initially considered to create imprecise arti-

cles, Wikipedia is regarded as reliable for tasks such as ontology construction [Hepp et al.,

2007; Strube and Ponzetto, 2006; Cui et al., 2009], measuring document similarity [Gabrilovich

and Markovitch, 2007], word relatedness [Milne and Witten, 2008], as well as many other

tasks. However, given the current organisation of Wikipedia, its contents make sense to users

but not to computer systems. Several advances in this regard have been proposed, such as the

inclusion of infoboxes [Auer and Lehmann, 2007], which are 3-tuples< subject, relation, object >

that automatic inference systems are able to interpret. Even so, there is not a standardised

way to create relations in infoboxes. These resources describe specific entities, such as people

or cities; however, these are not available for concepts.

DBPedia. DBPedia is an extraction of Wikipedia that contains only structured informa-

tion from the latter [Auer et al., 2008]. As such, it is also a community-driven effort that

depends not only on Wikipedia contributors, but also on the Linked Data Initiative [Bizer

et al., 2009]. It started from the extraction of information contained by infoboxes [Auer and

Lehmann, 2007], but became a larger project featuring the main classification mechanisms

employed in Wikipedia (e.g. page links, categories and redirect links). In terms of its size,
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DBPedia is the largest resource available in the Linking Open Data cloud (see Figure 2.10)

due to its number of concepts and associations12. DBPedia has been constructed as a tool for

mining structured information from Wikipedia, and making this available online [Auer et al.,

2008]. In more recent iterations of this resource, DBPedia has incorporated other knowledge

resources, such as YAGO, which is described ahead.

Contents of DBPedia are generally mined from Wikipedia and are distributed in different

classifications, which can be employed for both storage and retrieval in databases following

standard representations based on the Resource Description Framework (RDF). This allows

a clean visualisation of Wikipedia contents, which avoids analysing semi-structured texts

from Wikipedia articles. This makes extraction tasks easier from this resource than directly

from Wikipedia.

DBPedia is one of the core elements of the W3C Linked Data initiative, a set of practices

for developing contents with a computational meaning for the Web [Bizer et al., 2009]. This

has allowed developers to provide Web resources with an agreed meaning, which is generally

connected to DBPedia. The cloud diagram of the Linking Open Data is shown in Figure

2.10.

YAGO. The “Yet Another Great Ontology (YAGO)” [Suchanek et al., 2008] is a large

ontology constructed over the principles of Wikipedia’s infoboxes and category pages and

enriched by a community of contributors. It is part of the DBPedia initiative, which later

became the Linked Data initiative. In terms of size, YAGO is considered large as it fea-

tures information from both Wikipedia articles and WordNet synsets [Suchanek et al., 2008].

However, Wikipedia and WordNet display disjoint information, as explained at the start of

this section, as WordNet is arranged via a taxonomy and Wikipedia is structured according

to multiple categories, i.e. a folksonomy. This problem was addressed by dividing Wikipedia

category labels into three elements: a pre-modifier, a head and a post-modifier. For instance,

the category American people in Japan is divided into pre = “American′′, head = “people′′

and post = “inJapan′′. By performing this fragmentation and mapping the head to the most

frequent synset, it was possible to match the large majority of categories of Wikipedia into

the taxonomy of WordNet [Suchanek et al., 2008].

YAGO stores facts in 5-tuples: < id, subject, relation, object, confidence >. While the

first element is simply an identifier, the next three elements (subject, relation and object)

are commonly used in other ontologies to represent facts. The value of confidence is a score

between 0 and 1 that represents the reliability of the fact presented in a tuple. For instance,

Figure 2.11 shows different sets of tuples corresponding to facts about Elvis Presley. Tuples

12http://linkeddata.org
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Figure 2.10: Linking Open Data cloud diagram, by Richard Cyganiak and Anja Jentzsch
as of September 19, 2011. http://lod-cloud.net/

can also be combined to provide more detail if required; e.g. the fact id = 2 is used to

complements information in fact with id = 3, which can be read in natural language as

“Elvis Presley won a Grammy in 1967”.

In addition, YAGO contains a set of predefined semantic relationships between concepts.

Some of these relationships are displayed in Figure 2.11, such as type and hasWonPrize.

However, as observed, these semantic relationships apply to instances, such as people or

cities, and can be hardly applicable in the context of concepts, which is of crucial interest to

this thesis.

Freebase. Another community-driven effort is the general knowledge base termed Freebase.

One common characteristic of a resource like YAGO and DBPedia is that its core is managed

as a database. This results in unnatural mechanisms to update information already stored

within the system. On the other hand, wikis pose an answer in the sense of simplifying editing,

but also a challenge in terms of information reliability. Under the premise of combining
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id subject relation object confidence

1 Elvis Presley type singer 1.00
2 Elvis Presley hasWonPrize Grammy Award 1.00
3 #2 inYear 1967 1.00

Figure 2.11: Some examples of facts stored in YAGO.

both approaches, Freebase [Bollacker et al., 2007; 2008] is a large knowledge base featuring

algorithms for automatic error detection containing more than a billion facts and close to 40

million of topics13. This knowledge base provides users with a clear, visual interface based

on AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript And XML) that is supported by HTML and JSON

(JavaScript Object Notation) to allow editing quickly-evolving data [Bollacker et al., 2007].

This project has been recently acquired by Google and combined with Google Refine14. The

goal of this merging is to obtain structured information from plain texts that can be then

incorporated into Freebase, as well as to use this information to address web queries.

2.2.3.3 Automatic Ontology Construction

Recently, there has been a number of attempts to construct large scale knowledge resources

automatically from specialised documentation. Such initiatives hold the premise of construct-

ing these valuable resources with a minimal human effort. These approaches must deal with

linguistic issues, such as heterogeneous writing styles and irregular text patterns. Therefore,

experts are required to detect text patterns that operate over large sets of texts, in order to

extract facts from the heterogeneous way people write.

First approaches in ontology learning from text consisted of finding associations between

terms. For instance, Sanderson and Croft [1999] proposed analysing clusters of documents

that represented the same topic or domain from those in the Text REtrieval Conference

(TREC) collection. Others attempted the enrichment of already available ontologies: for

instance, Navigli [2002] proposed automatic inferencing for enriched WordNet with informa-

tion from the domain of tourism, while Reiter and Buitelaar [2008] extended the Human

Anatomy Ontology with lexical information from WordNet.

While these approaches relied on manual annotations and manual intervention respec-

tively, recent techniques from the areas of Natural Language Processing and Machine Learn-

ing are being employed to detect and, where possible, learn text patterns that help in the

13As of June 11, 2013.
14https://github.com/OpenRefine

https://github.com/OpenRefine
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construction of ontologies. For instance, Navigli and Ponzetto [2010] developed BabelNet, a

multilingual semantic network containing both WordNet taxonomy and Wikipedia semantic

associations. The process to build this network is focused on word sense disambiguation, by

finding a Wikipedia article representing more accurately the same WordNet synset by means

of related categories.

In general, the process of constructing ontologies from text is divided in three main stages:

(a) text pre-processing; (b) concept clustering; and (c) hierarchy construction. We describe

these stages in detail below.

Text pre-processing. The first stage of ontology construction from text requires the

exhaustive analysis of input text to detect common meanings between words. Generally,

part-of-speech (POS) tagging and sentence parsing is required as part of the pre-processing

performed over texts [Missikoff et al., 2002]. These processes allow the extraction of noun

phrases, which are commonly used for representing concepts in text.

Additional processes, however, can be conducted to increase the precision of the words

selected. For instance, one latent problem with respect to extracted noun phrases is their

pertinence to the domain that will be represented in the ontology. To ensure this, TermEx-

tractor [Sclano and Velardi, 2007] implements two metrics: domain relevance and domain

consensus. Domain relevance determines the importance of a term with respect to the input

domain documents, and then compares it to other predefined domains. Thus, a term is rele-

vant to a given domain if the probability of finding it in the domain of interest is greater than

the probability of finding it in the other domains. Domain consensus, on the other hand,

measures the probability of finding the term of interest in each document of the corpus.

Other approaches to extract terms and concepts from text involve text mining techniques

such as Latent Semantic Indexing and k-means clustering [Fortuna et al., 2006]. These

techniques allow the detection of documents with similar words, and then clustering these

words in sets with similar words according to their distribution and meaning in documents.

In the absence of domain-specific documents, it has been proposed to mine the Web using

lexico-syntactic patterns [Hearst, 1992; Kozareva and Hovy, 2010]. Hearst [1992] proposed

an approach to extract hyponyms by finding patterns in text such as the following:

NP0 such as {NP1, NP2, . . . , (and|or)NPn}

A pattern of this type implies that “for all i = 1 . . . n in NPi, NPi is a hyponym of

NP0”. In the approach for constructing ontologies from texts of Kozareva and Hovy [2010],

six patterns defined by Hearst [1992] are employed, along with new patterns incorporated by

observations performed over reference texts. However, this extension is debated by authors
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such as Wu et al. [2012]. These authors used the same patterns, but rather than extending

them, they maintain them in multiple iterations and use repetition to decide whether to

keep or drop discovered relationship. In other words, finding the same hyponym relationship

between two words enforces its validity. Valid relations are stored in the database, and

will be used in future iterations as knowledge to determine similar relationships between

patterns that occur less frequently in texts. A similar probabilistic approach has been used

by Sanderson and Croft [1999], but considered the cohesion statistic [Forsyth and Rada,

1986] to measure the degree of association between two terms. Also, generality of a term

was defined by its domain frequency, meaning that terms occurring in more documents were

regarded as more general.

After the stage of text pre-processing, words extracted are generally employed as the

nodes in the ontology. However, due to words not encasing an explicit meaning, but one

provided by the context in which they are used, word sense disambiguation is required.

This task consists of choosing the most appropriate sense or meaning to use a word within

a defined context. In concrete settings, this often involves selecting the most appropriate

WordNet synset for that term. For instance, the word cricket is more associated to a sport

rather than to an animal when other words like soccer or volleyball are part of the context.

Therefore, the task of clustering these nouns into concepts is induced in the next stage.

Concept clustering. Given that the terms found in the previous stage are still meaning-

less, this task requires terms to be disambiguated and, if possible, clustered according to

their meaning. A simple approach for this clustering is to query a reference ontology such

as WordNet and replicate its classification [Missikoff et al., 2002], a step that is known as

semantic interpretation. Another approach disregards the acknowledgement of synonymy

Kozareva and Hovy [2010]; hence, each noun phrase encountered in the term pre-processing

stage is considered a concept. More recent approaches for concept clustering are machine-

learned techniques such as Word-Class Lattices [Navigli and Velardi, 2010], which are clusters

of similar text patterns found in a collection of documents.

In the construction of BabelNet, Navigli and Ponzetto [2010] present a word sense dis-

ambiguation approach consisting of mapping Wikipedia articles to WordNet synsets, based

on the probability that their disambiguation contexts have information in common. For

example, the context of a Wikipedia article is comprised of its additional terms in the ti-

tle (e.g. words in parenthesis, as in Balloon (Aircraft)), page links and article categories.

Similarly, the disambiguation context of a WordNet synset is determined by its synonyms,

hierarchical relations, sibling synsets and gloss definitions. Mapped synsets are then comple-

mented with their definitions in multiple languages using Wikipedia pages connected from
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the mapped synset page.

Hierarchy construction. From the set of the concepts obtained, the final stage generally

involves inducing a hierarchical arrangement of concepts using is-a relations. A simple app-

roach uses WordNet as a reference to induce such a taxonomy [Missikoff et al., 2002]. Other

approaches for discovering a hierarchy of concepts consists of using lexico-syntactic patterns,

other structures such as Wikipedia’s category graph [Ponzetto and Strube, 2007a], and edge

weighting [Wu et al., 2012]. These are discussed below.

The lexico-syntactic patterns proposed in Hearst’s seminal work [Hearst, 1992] are string

matching patterns used to identify taxonomies from text. For instance, a pattern like “root

such as seed and *” indicates that root is a parent of seed and of other discovered concepts

denoted by *. By introducing a root and a leaf concept, Kozareva and Hovy [2010] proposed

to recursively identify concepts mentioned in sentences using these patterns. Discovered

concepts are submitted to a search engine (Yahoo! ) in order to be approved upon repeti-

tion. Additional patterns can also be discovered; this enriches the process to detect other

hierarchical relations between concepts.

Another approach for taxonomy induction consists of using folksonomies like Wikipedia.

For instance, in the construction of Wikitaxonomy [Ponzetto and Strube, 2007a], a taxonomy

based on Wikipedia’s category graph, the authors considered articles as concepts, and their

approach consisted of labelling relationships as hierarchical (is-a) or non-hierarchical (not-

isA). This is a rather complex process, which requires finding evidence in the form of textual

patterns that supports the hierarchical relation (or the lack of a relationship) between two

concepts. For instance, if a corpus contains the same factoid (e.g. a is-ab), then a hierarchical

relationship is verified. Non-hierarchical relationships, in this case, refer to the absence of a

hierarchical relationship between two concepts.

The third approach introduced above consisted of relationship weighting, and was pro-

posed by Navigli et al. [2011]. This is covered in a four-stage process, starting from a

multi-connected acyclic graph containing domain-specific terms:

1. in the graph trimming stage, the upper and lower bounds of the taxonomy are verified

according to a set of limits previously detected;

2. in the edge weighting, connections between concepts are assessed with respect to the

number of leaf concepts that can be reached from upper levels in the graph;

3. finding the optimal branching consists of pruning cycles in the graph with short paths,

as the authors determined that longer paths are preferred in a taxonomy;
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4. finally, in the pruning recovery stage, weakly-connected nodes in the taxonomy (prod-

uct of removing cycles) are reconnected via previous connection or language-based

heuristics.

There are some cases where the induction of relationships can be extended to non-

hierarchical, for instance, lexical relations or others. Zirn et al. [2008] used the Wikitaxon-

omy [Ponzetto and Strube, 2007a] to distinguish between concept-to-concept and concept-to-

instance relations based on four methods: detection using named entity recognition; detection

of capitalised noun phrases; detection of plural forms using a parser; and a heuristic of organ-

isation defined in Wikipedia that considers instances to those articles having a homonymous

category.

Other approaches based on automatic text analysis are Ontotext [Dannélls et al., 2012],

ConceptNet [Havasi et al., 2007] and TextRunner15 [Yates et al., 2007], which are not detailed

here.

Automatic ontology construction approaches source changing resources such as the Web

or specialised corpora to obtain relevant terminology, which makes them suitable for the task.

These approaches can be tailored to specific domains, as defined by the corpora explored for

extraction. However, compiling these corpora still requires important human effort16, as well

as an important stage of training to perform to an acceptable level of precision. Projects

like Wikitaxonomy [Ponzetto and Strube, 2007a] or DBPedia focus on coverage rather than

on the taxonomy depth: below its root concept, the second level is generally very dense

(i.e. the root has thousands of subconcepts), which is different to expert-driven approaches

as in WordNet, which only has 10 base synsets17.

The evaluation of these taxonomies/ontologies is generally conducted by comparing an

automatically produced resource against a gold standard; for instance a subset of a general

taxonomy, e.g. WordNet [Kozareva and Hovy, 2010; Navigli et al., 2011] or ResearchCyc

[Ponzetto and Strube, 2007a]. In other cases, the evaluation is conducted by a group of

experts in the respective field, who analyse the relevance of the concepts automatically added

to the resource [Missikoff et al., 2002]. These approaches generally focus on coverage of the

ontology, and the resources produced have a subset of hierarchical relations between concepts.

We propose our own approach for constructing ontologies in Chapter 4, which uses simi-

lar processes from automatic ontology construction approaches. Our particular focus is the

automatic construction of ontologies containing concepts for a specified domain. Our app-

15It must be noted that TextRunner is not a tool for constructing ontologies, the structured information
contained in it can be used for a similar purpose

16Compiling documentation is not a problem for industrial applications, as these have been collected over
the years.

17http://www.phmartin.info/CGKAT/ontologies/coWordNet.html

http://www.phmartin.info/CGKAT/ontologies/coWordNet.html
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roach involves simple text processing techniques to identify concepts in text with a focus on

domain-specificity. In our process, we make use of the article links found in Wikipedia or

wikilinks18. Wikilinks have been used in measures of semantic relatedness [Milne and Wit-

ten, 2008; Grieser et al., 2011] and for reconstructing Thesaurus [Milne et al., 2006]. These

relationships are commonly different to hierarchical relations, meaning that they provide an

initial candidate set to measure semantic relatedness between concepts and inter-connect

related conversational topics.

2.3 Text and Dialogue Coherence

The objective of this thesis is to construct a mechanism that aids an open-ended conversa-

tional agent to drive and continue spoken interactions. Rather than generating sentences or

rearranging inputs (as chatbots do) to interact with users, our conversational agent is pro-

vided with a set of pre-scripted sentence templates (called conversational fragments). These

fragments are selected according to an ongoing conversation with a user. The conversations

need to be perceived as coherent to humans. However, the definition of coherence in di-

alogue (as well as in other areas) is subjective [Lapata and Barzilay, 2005]. This section

initially focuses on describing different dimensions of coherence for texts, which can then be

extrapolated to dialogue. The former has been studied more than the latter, in particular

in computing and language-related areas [Foltz et al., 1998; Higgins et al., 2004; Lapata

and Barzilay, 2005; Barzilay and Lapata, 2008]. We also describe different approaches to

analysing coherence in texts and dialogue.

Coherence is a property of linguistic acts that qualifies them in regard to their semantic

meaning and understandability [Lapata and Barzilay, 2005]. This means that coherent text

is easier to read and to understand, compared to a set of randomly ordered sentences. In

addition, coherent text involves the flow of context; that is, a new sentence can be understood

with information from previous sentences, and in turn will help further sentences to be inter-

preted [Halliday and Hasan, 1976; Elsner and Charniak, 2011]. Below we discuss coherence

in text, as well as the dimensions to evaluate its automatic generation, and extrapolate these

to dialogue while presenting research conducted in these areas.

2.3.1 Text Coherence

Coherence in text can be observed from two perspectives [Lapata and Barzilay, 2005]: local

coherence, which analyses the understandability of a group of sentences as an inter-connected

18This name has been unofficially used in Wikipedia, and was employed from version 2.0 of DBPedia.
However, it has been re-labeled to wikipage wikilink from version 3.6 of DBPedia.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.12: An example on (a) a set of sentences tagged with a co-reference tool; and
(b) the entity grid output for the same set. Source: [Lapata and Barzilay, 2005].

sequential chain; and global coherence, which analyses a group of sentences as a whole. In

general, measuring local coherence between sentences in a text is necessary for achieving

global coherence. Measuring coherence in texts has applications in automatic summarisation

[Lapata and Barzilay, 2005] and automatic essay scoring [Foltz et al., 1998; Higgins et al.,

2004], as well as other areas.

To evaluate text coherence in automatically produced texts or summaries, Lapata and

Barzilay [2005] proposed two aspects: the syntactic view and the semantic view. The syn-

tactic view of coherence uses nouns and observes their maintenance across sentences using

their position and grammatical role in each occurring sentence and in the text overall. For

instance, words in Figure 2.12(a) are tagged with their grammatical role in the sentence

and then converted to an entity grid (shown in Figure 2.12(b)), where the grammatical role

(e.g. subject (S), object (O) or other (X)) of every noun in a column and its containing sen-

tence in a row are contrasted. The entity grid is automatically constructed and enriched with

a co-reference tool to detect, for instance, pronouns and incomplete names, such as “Former

Chilean dictator Augusto Pinochet” and “Pinochet” corresponding to the same entity. The

transitions of grammatical roles are used to train a system that can in part distinguish co-

herent from incoherent texts. The remaining analysis is conducted by observing texts from

their semantics.

The semantic view of coherence proposes a quantification over the degree of connectivity

between sentences. This comes from the observations of Halliday and Hasan [1976] about

entity repetition, synonymy, hyponymy and meronymy occurring in coherent texts. Con-

sequently, it is implied that coherent texts contain words with a high degree of semantic

relatedness between its terms. By considering sentences as bags-of-noun-words, it is possible
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to measure semantic relatedness between sentences. This discussion on semantic relatedness

is extended in Section 2.4. The combination of both the syntactic and semantic view of

texts allows the production of a model that correlates well to human judgements [Lapata

and Barzilay, 2005].

Evaluating coherence in texts is a task delegated to human assessors. For example, Lapata

and Barzilay [2005] asked subjects to score automatically constructed summaries using a 7-

point scale to assess their structured coherence without observing the original documents.

This style of evaluation has been extended to other related tasks, such as clustering topics

with close meanings [Newman et al., 2010]. An approach to automatically evaluate coherence

is the original sentence order (OSO), which consists of decomposing texts into sentences and

sort these sentences to produce a sequence that attempts to imitate the original [Barzilay

and Lee, 2004; Soricut and Marcu, 2006]. The OSO is complemented with Kendall’s τ , an

indicator of the difference between an automatically arranged set of sentences and the original

document or summary [Barzilay and Lee, 2004].

2.3.2 Analysis of Dialogue Coherence

Coherence is required for dialogue acts. Dialogue involves an exchange of sentences (utter-

ances) between two speakers, instead of one single source of information as in text. Fig-

ure 2.13(a) shows a conversation that is maintained around the elements of a given topic

(i.e. the movie Dances with Wolves), such as: the scenery (B-1), the main actor (A-2) and

the geographical place where the movie takes place (B-2) [Purandare and Litman, 2008].

These elements can be clearly identified, contrary to the dialogue in Figure 2.13(b) where

each speaker randomly chooses different topics. Given the setting of our conversational agent,

where outputs are selected from a set of pre-defined sentences, the scenario shown in Fig-

ure 2.13(b) is more likely to happen unless sentences are chosen in a coherent way. However,

one additional challenge in our setting is the progression of dialogue, which is not predefined

but has to be raised with each utterance [Gandhe and Traum, 2007]. Note that local and

global coherence can also be extrapolated to dialogue, as shown by these examples. We

present below an extension of approaches to detect coherence in text (described in 2.3.1)

to operate over dialogue between two entities, which has been proposed by Purandare and

Litman [2008] and Gandhe and Traum [2008].

As in text, the evaluation of coherence in dialogue is subjective, and is commonly based on

the experience of users [Hone and Graham, 2000; Purandare and Litman, 2008]. For example,

Hone and Graham [2000] proposed the Subjective Assessment of Speech System Interfaces

(SASSI), a questionnaire focusing on six factors in conversational systems: system response

accuracy ; likability ; cognitive demand ; annoyance; habitability ; and speed. The problem with
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A-1: Have you seen Dancing with Wolves?
B-1: Yeah, I’ve seen that. That was a really good
movie. Probably one of the best things about it was
the scenery.
A-2: I thought the story was pretty good too. I think
Kevin Costner did a really good job with it.
B-2: Have you ever lived in that part of the country?
A-3: No I haven’t.

(a)

A-1: So, what do you think are the major causes of
air pollution?
B-1: I uh enjoy Szechuan type of Chinese food.
A-2: That’s great! So do you still sing?
B-2: Yeah I do, I have a seven and half year old dog.
A-3: I had a Chevrolet before I bought my Taurus.
B-3: I think, we can spend our money better else-
where.

(b)

Figure 2.13: Examples of (a) coherent; and (b) incoherent dialogue acts. Source: Puran-
dare and Litman [2008]

subjective evaluations is the human effort required to formulate a survey, applying it and

giving a follow-up to issues claimed by users in the responses. For automated approaches,

Gandhe and Traum [2008] adapted Kendall’s τ to measure coherence in conversation turns

using a corpus of two-speaker interactions. However, this kind of evaluation cannot be

conducted over real-time generated dialogue: recall that one challenge present in our system is

that conversations are assembled over time, modelled by each turn of the speakers. Moreover,

the purpose of dialogue in open-ended systems is not only that of accomplishing tasks, but

also that of engaging with users in general dialogue. This makes these evaluations even more

dependent on user experience.

Recent studies have focused on the evaluation of coherent interactions of conversational

systems. Purandare and Litman [2008] employed information ordering as a task to evaluate

models of dialogue coherence. This task consists of ordering a set of sentences, or utterances,

to find their most acceptable order in terms of coherence. Based on the principles of coherence

described earlier in this section, specifically the maintenance of topics throughout adjacent

sentences, the authors proposed a machine-learning approach capable of distinguishing co-
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herent and incoherent dialogue sequences. These dialogue sequences were extracted from a

corpus of dialogue, which was shuffled in order to produce a set of incoherent dialogue. This

shuffle was made in two modes: (a) by alternating dialogue turns within the same conversa-

tion; and (b) by mixing dialogue turns from different conversations. This learning approach

produces a binary response (i.e. a sentence is coherent or incoherent), which is insufficient

for detecting finer distinctions between adjacent sentences.

In a similar line, Gandhe and Traum [2007] conducted an analysis of coherence in task-

oriented conversations for a simulation for selecting outputs in real-time. In this simulation,

the user plays the role of an Army captain negotiating with a doctor about reallocating

the location of a clinic [Gandhe and Traum, 2007]. The authors use a corpus of predefined

outputs, and make the system choose the most similar output to the context (i.e. the set of

previously uttered sentences) based on the tf × idf statistic as obtained from the corpus.

We describe this setting in more detail in Chapter 3.

2.4 Semantic Relatedness

As described above, Lapata and Barzilay [2005] proposed semantic relatedness as part of

the semantic view of text analysis that helps in detecting coherent texts. In this subsection,

we define semantic relatedness, contrast it with semantic similarity, and discuss different

measures that have been proposed for the automatic detection of relatedness between words.

Finally, we present several datasets employed as a workbench for validating semantic relat-

edness measures.

Semantic relatedness can be regarded as the degree to which two terms (especially nouns)

are alike or related given the common attributes or context that they share [Budanitsky and

Hirst, 2006; Strube and Ponzetto, 2006]. This relationship is affected by word co-reference,

co-occurrence or similar meaning. Literature in the area sometimes refers, sometimes in-

distinctly, to semantic relatedness as semantic similarity. However, two distinctions can be

made regarding these definitions. One is made by defining semantic similarity as a sub-type

of semantic relatedness that focuses on hierarchical paths between words in a taxonomy (e.g.,

WordNet’s) [Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006]. Another distinction is made by observing both

semantic similarity and relatedness from the point of view of semiotics [Chandler, 2007].

Two words are paradigmatically similar if they can be interchanged without affecting the

semantic form of a sentence. This is known as the paradigmatic substitution of terms. On

the contrary, if two words depend on their positions in a sentence to acquire a meaning, we

refer to them as syntagmatically similar. As a consequence, semantic similarity is compa-

rable to paradigmatic similarity and is only visible in one dimension. On the other hand,

semantic relatedness can be perceived not only from the paradigmatic axis, but also from the
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Figure 2.14: The semiotic analysis of word relatedness. The paradigmatic axis defines
the behaviour of semantic similarity, while adding the syntagmatic axis explains semantic
relatedness.

syntagmatic axis. For instance, computer and electronic device can be seen as highly seman-

tically similar words, while computer and desk are highly semantically related words. See

Figure 2.14 for an example of the semiotic analysis of word relatedness. Another terminology

that can is used to refer to this measurement is semantic distance, which is comparable to

semantic similarity in terms that it is measured in an opposite scale. For instance, computer

and electronic device may score a high semantic similarity, which implies that their semantic

distance is low. In this thesis we regard semantic similarity and relatedness by the type of

relations considered, and clearly state where one or the other occurs.

In this thesis, we are interested in handling semantic relatedness between concepts instead

of mere words. Because we employ ontological classes in our knowledge structures, we use

the word concept to refer to specific, unambiguous definitions of a word. However, seman-

tic relatedness can be particularly applied to disambiguate a word. Determining semantic

relatedness between concepts has an important application in automatic analysis tasks such

as:

• word sense disambiguation [Resnik, 1995; Leacock et al., 1998; Banerjee and Pedersen,

2002], where unambiguous words in a context are used to detect the sense of words with

multiple meanings. This task is addressed in Chapter 4 for constructing domain-specific

ontologies;

• ontology construction [Lin, 1998], which assigns the most related meanings for a word

inside a domain;

• ontology matching [Gracia and Mena, 2008], for enriching representation in ontologies

by pointing to an appropriate representation of a word;
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• automatic summarisation [Foltz et al., 1998; Lapata and Barzilay, 2005], which suggests

the use of semantically related words across adjacent sentences;

• machine translation [Wu and Palmer, 1994; Agirre et al., 2009], for creating links

between conceptualisations in different languages;

• topic clustering [Newman et al., 2010], where clusters of highly related topics are de-

tected using semantic relatedness; and,

• detecting malapropisms, that is, misspelled words having a different meaning with re-

spect to the context where they occur [Hirst and St-Onge, 1998].

2.4.1 Measuring Semantic Relatedness or Similarity

Current approaches for measuring semantic relatedness can be aligned in three areas ac-

cording to the resource employed for the analysis: taxonomy-based measures (described in

2.4.1.1), folksonomy-based measures (in 2.4.1.2), and Web-based measures (in 2.4.1.3).

2.4.1.1 Taxonomy-based Measures

Initial studies of relatedness focused on measuring similarity between words. This led to

the usage of taxonomies and conceptual networks, where the path between two terms was

employed as a starting model of similarity [Rada et al., 1989]. Two terms are considered

semantically similar if a short path (i.e. the number of intermediate concepts from one to

another) between them exists. As described earlier, this provides the opposite value to

semantic distance, which obeys the principle of path exploration. Therefore, a pair of words

semantically similar (i.e. with a high score) is separated by a short path. This path is formed

by subsumption relations, such as hyponymy (e.g. big cat-lion) and hypernymy (e.g. lion-

animal). In the case of two terms referring to the same concepts (i.e. synonymy), the path is

0. However, the measure of Rada et al. [1989] used a domain-specific taxonomy, as there was

no general taxonomy that this technique could be applied over. The construction of WordNet

[Fellbaum, 1998] helped to overcome this, by availing a general taxonomy of concepts. Due to

the characteristics of WordNet, it became the standard general taxonomy and a benchmark

for measuring semantic similarity and, in some cases, extend this to semantic relatedness.

WordNet-based measures can be subdivided according to the features employed for mea-

suring semantic similarity. The first subset comprises measures that use hierarchical paths

provided by WordNet, for instance hypernyms and hyponyms. Also in this subset, the mea-

sure proposed by Hirst and St-Onge [1998] takes into consideration not only WordNet’s
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taxonomy, but also lexical relations available in WordNet. The second subset contains mea-

sures that, in addition to paths, are modelled after a concept retrieved from information

theory, called information content. This refers to the probability of finding a certain term

within a set of documents or corpus. We describe these in some detail below.

WordNet taxonomy-based measures. This group contains the measures of Wu and

Palmer [1994] (wup), Leacock et al. [1998] (lch), Lesk [1986] and its adaptation to WordNet

[Banerjee and Pedersen, 2002] (lesk) and Hirst and St-Onge [1998] (hso). The first three

measures account for semantic similarity, while the last one is used to calculate semantic

relatedness between words.

The first two measures employ a concept known as the least common subsumer (lcs),

which is the first common concept that the two concepts of interest have in common. For

instance, concepts lion and tiger (as animals) are both direct children of big cat, which is

thus their least common subsumer concept.

Wu and Palmer (wup). Wu and Palmer [1994] introduced a measure for conceptual simi-

larity, which takes into consideration the depth of the involved hierarchy, and scale this to

the elements involved, including the lcs. The formula employed is shown in Equation 2.1,

where path(x, y) represents the shortest hierarchical path between concepts x and y and

depth(lcs(x, y)) represents the depth of the lcs of the pair x, y in the taxonomy.

simwup(c1, c2) =
2× depth(lcs(c1, c2))

path(c1, lcs(c1, c2)) + path(c2, lcs(c1, c2)) + 2× depth(lcs(c1, c2))
(2.1)

Leacock and Chodorow (lch). This measure [Leacock et al., 1998] presents a normalised calcu-

lation of the path length against the maximum depth of the taxonomy, in this case WordNet.

As in wup, this measure detects concepts similarity, which is determined by Equation 2.2,

where c represents the maximum depth of the taxonomy. In WordNet, c ≈ 18 for nouns.

simlch(c1, c2) = − log
path(c1, c2)

2× max
c∈WordNet

depth(c)
(2.2)

Adapted Lesk algorithm (lesk). One of the early approaches to word sense disambiguation

was proposed by Lesk [1986]. Rather than focusing on taxonomies, Lesk’s measure employs

the definitions accompanying a concept (i.e. glosses in WordNet). For this measure, the

best sense to disambiguate a word is by detecting one sharing common words with a concept

definition [Lesk, 1986]. While the original algorithm employed physical dictionaries to extract

definitions, e.g. the Oxford Advanced Learner, Banerjee and Pedersen [2002] adapted the

algorithm to use WordNet glosses. This adapted algorithm is shown in Equation 2.3, where
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Word form Gloss

lion large gregarious predatory feline of Africa and
India having a tawny coat with a shaggy mane
in the male

tiger large feline of forests in most of Asia having a
tawny coat with black stripes; endangered

Overlaps (lemmatised) 4 (large, feline of, have a tawny coat with, in)
simlesk(lion, tiger) 1 + 4 + 25 + 1 = 31

Table 2.1: An example of the calculations of gloss overlap for the lesk measure, using the
glosses for lion and tiger (as animals).

G is defined as the set of overlapping words between glosses and og(c1, c2) represents a word

overlap between the glosses of c1 and c2. See Table 2.1 for an example using the glosses of

lion and tiger (both as animals). In the adaptation of Banerjee and Pedersen [2002], not

only did they consider synset gloss-gloss comparisons, but also other similar glosses related

via taxonomy or other lexical relations, such as holonymy and meronymy.

simlesk(c1, c2) =
∑
g∈G

length(og(c1, c2))2 (2.3)

Hirst and St-Onge (hso). The measure proposed by Hirst and St-Onge [1998] is the only

WordNet-based measure to account for relatedness instead of just similarity, as it takes into

consideration three levels of strength between two words and more than just hierarchical

relations between synsets. Two concepts are said to have an extra-strong relation if they are

synonyms; that is, they can be found within the same synset. Extra-strong terms are scored

with a large value, which generally doubles the value for strong relations. Otherwise, they

hold a strong relation if they share a horizontal path (i.e. any lexical relationship such as

holonym, meronym or antonym) between them. Finally, two concepts share a regular relation

if there is an existing allowable path between them, using the formula described in Equation

2.4, where C and k are two constants defined to limit the length of the longest path between

concepts. These values alleviate computability of paths, as greater values of C imply the

calculation of more possible paths between concepts. Also in the equation, turns(c1, c2) is a

boolean value that shows whether a turn (a change from traversing hypernyms to hyponyms

or contrariwise) occurs in the available path.

relhso(c1, c2) = C × path(c1, c2)− k × turns(c1, c2) (2.4)
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Paths between concepts are considered available only if they have at most one turn and

one horizontal link between them [Hirst and St-Onge, 1998]. Because this measure considers

more than just hierarchical paths between concepts, it is considered to measure semantic

relatedness [Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006].

One limitation of taxonomy-based measures is their heavy dependence on the com-

pleteness and correctness of the taxonomy employed to measure similarity [Sánchez et al.,

2009]. Although WordNet features other relationships between synsets such as holonymy and

meronymy, these are either not considered by the measures described above or are insuffi-

cient, as for the measure hso. For instance, the experimental setting of Budanitsky and Hirst

[2006] demonstrated that these measures show good correlation with humans using the sim-

ilarity dataset proposed by Rubenstein and Goodenough [1965] (which is described later in

this section). However, another dataset (e.g. WordNet-353 or the datasets constructed ahead

in this chapter) demonstrates that these measures are insufficient when tested on relatedness.

WordNet and Information Content-based measures. It has been suggested that the

number of relationships available between two concepts cannot be measured, and the type

of relationships cannot be defined by a single, general frame such as WordNet [Budanitsky

and Hirst, 2006; Grieser, 2011]. However, hidden associations represent around 60% of the

relationships that humans consider when determining semantic relatedness [Morris and Hirst,

2006]. This makes the explicit inclusion of other semantic relationships between concepts

a very hard problem for ontological representation. However, some of these relationships

can be found in plain texts. This is connected to the syntagmatic perspective discussed

above, meaning that the co-occurrence of words in several documents can be used to deem

relatedness between two involved terms.

Word co-occurrence has been used for measures for detecting semantic similarity. Such

measures combine the ontological structure of WordNet with the information content of

two concepts. These measures take into consideration the probability of a term occurring

in a controlled corpus, such as the Brown National Corpus. Additionally, these measures

can be considered hybrids, due to combining corpora information along with taxonomical

features extracted from WordNet. These measures, along with those using Wikipedia and

the Web (described ahead) are commonly referred to as measures of distributional similarity,

as they assign values using word distribution statistics [Agirre et al., 2009]. Examples of

these measuress include: Resnik [1995], Jiang and Conrath [1997], and Lin [1998].

Resnik (res). Resnik [1995] proposed a measure based on the probability of finding the desired

concepts in the same document, and extended this to a corpus. However, this measure takes

into consideration the occurrence of the least common subsumer between two words. This
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was motivated by the fact that two words are similar to “the extent to which they share

information in common” [Resnik, 1995], and this commonality can be found via the least

common subsumer between them. He proposed Equation 2.5, where p(lcs(c1, c2)) represents

the probability of finding the least common subsumer in a document.

simres(c1, c2) = − log p(lcs(c1, c2) (2.5)

According to this, the occurrence of Big cat considers the occurrence of its children,

e.g. Lion, thus p(Big cat) ≥ p(Lion). This probability is therefore calculated as,

p(c) =

∑
w∈W (c)

count(w)

N
(2.6)

where W (c) is the set of terms (nouns) that subsume c and N is the total number of terms

(in particular, nouns) in the corpus.

Jiang and Conrath(jcn). A noticeable disadvantage of the measure proposed by Resnik is

the fact that different terms with the same least common subsumer obtain the same score.

For this reason, Jiang and Conrath [1997] reanalysed the calculation of probabilities. They

proposed Equation 2.7 to determine similarity between words.

simjcn(c1, c2) =
1

2 log p(lcs(c1, c2))− (log p(c1) + log p(c2))
(2.7)

Lin (lin). Lin [1998] defined a measure that could be applied regardless of the knowledge

representation employed. He stated that the similarity between two terms is measured by

contrasting the amount of information required to state their commonality and the informa-

tion required to describe them entirely [Lin, 1998]. He adapted this to WordNet’s taxonomy,

as follows:

simlin(c1, c2) =
2× log p(lcs(c1, c2))

log p(c1) + log p(c2)
(2.8)

In a comparison made by Budanitsky and Hirst [2001; 2006], measures that combined

hierarchical and corpus-based properties as those described above outperformed measures

that only considered WordNet with respect to the datasets of Rubenstein and Goodenough

[1965] and Miller and Charles [1991]. More recently, Cramer et al. [2012] made a comparison

of semantic relatedness measures for the task of lexical chaining, including WordNet-based

measures. The authors reported that measures limited by both coverage and taxonomy do

not correlate as high as distributional-based measures, such as the ones described in the

following sections.
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2.4.1.2 Folksonomy-based Measures

One important drawback of WordNet-based approaches (either by exploring only relations

or by word co-occurrence) is coverage: many words are not contained in WordNet, which

makes these words unmeasurable for relatedness. WordNet required specialists to extend

the structured knowledge already available and map new synsets to this structure. Hence, a

new strategy for building knowledge was proposed that takes into consideration the collab-

oration of the masses: this led to the construction of Wikipedia’s category graph and other

folksonomies. In this section we focus on the former.

As a knowledge resource structured as a folksonomy, Wikipedia has been increasingly

employed for natural language tasks. Even though knowledge is updated dynamically, it is

reliable for being employed in natural language tasks [Hepp et al., 2007], such as measuring

semantic relatedness between concepts. Examples of such measures include: Wubben and

van den Bosch [2009] (wub); the Wikipedia Link-based Measure (wlm) proposed by Milne

and Witten [2008]; and the Related Article Category Overlap (raco) of Grieser et al. [2011].

Wubben and Van der Bosch (wub). Wubben and van den Bosch [2009] proposed the simplest

approach, given the richness of unlabelled relationships available in more recent conceptual

networks. For their studies, they employed Wikipedia’s wikilinks19. They proposed a simple

formula for determining relatedness, as follows:

relWub(c1, c2) = max[
1

Np
] (2.9)

where Np is the number of nodes (i.e. concepts or Wikipedia articles) traversed from c1 to

c2. The idea behind this measure is that the degree of relatedness between two words is

determined by the shortest path available between them, thus the process of finding paths

between two articles is stopped once a valid path has been found.

Wikipedia Link-based Measure (wlm). Similarly to Wubben and van den Bosch [2009], Milne

and Witten [2008] used wikilinks in quantifying relatedness between articles. The authors

observed two ways to measure semantic relatedness, that consider the co-occurrence of the

relations (article links) between them.

The first measure used the cosine similarity (i.e. the angle between two vectors) between

two concepts represented by their Wikipedia article. Instead of using the probability of term

occurrence (e.g. the tf × idf weight employed in information retrieval), they employed the

number of links departing from the articles of interest. The weight of a link is calculated by

19They also employed ConceptNet, but this approach is out of the scope of this research due to the limited
coverage of this resource in comparison to Wikipedia
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the following equation:

w(x, y) = log
|W |
|T |

if x ∈ T, 0 otherwise (2.10)

where W is the total set of all Wikipedia articles. The vectors are then formed by the weights

of all the outgoing links as calculated with Equation 2.10, using Equation 2.11:

~ci = (w(ci, l1), w(ci, l2), . . . , w(ci, ln)) (2.11)

for i = [1, 2] and then compared via cosine similarity.

The second measure is modeled after the Normalised Web Distance proposed by Cilibrasi

and Vitányi [2007], which is discussed in Section 2.4.1.3. This measure is based on term

co-occurrence in Web pages. Like in the first part of the wlm measure, instead of employing

terms, this measure uses the wikilinks that point to the articles titled as the words of interest.

This is represented by Equation 2.12 as follows:

NLR(c1, c2) =
log (max (|il(c1)|, |il(c2)|))− log (|c1 ∩ c2|)

log (|W |)− log (min (|il(c1)|, |il(c2)|))
(2.12)

where NLR stands for Normalised Link Relatedness and il(x) represents the incoming wik-

ilinks to article x.

The authors found a slight improvement by combining both measures, which led to the

final implementation of the measure [Milne and Witten, 2008]. The complete measure is called

the Wikipedia Link-based Measure. This measure equally combines the contribution of each

sub-measure, meaning that both are important to determine relatedness; thus, relatedness is

calculated as follows:

WLM(c1, c2) =
1

2
× (cossim(c1, c2) +NLR(c1, c2)) (2.13)

Related Article Category Overlap (RACO). Grieser [2011] proposed a measure that is mod-

eled after the Wikipedia categories in common between two articles of interest. Given that

all Wikipedia articles have at least one category, which at the same time is connected to

a large graph, these categories can be used to detect the relatedness between two articles.

Grieser [2011] proposed to normalise the variability of wikilinks between articles by using the

Dice coefficient as follows:

relRACO(c1, c2) = 2×
|(∪l∈ol(c1)cat(l)) ∩ (∪l∈ol(c2)cat(l))|
| ∪l∈ol(c1) cat(l)|) + (| ∪l∈ol(c2) cat(l)|)

(2.14)
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where ol(x) represents the set of links from article x to other articles. The idea behind this

measure is that two words are more related if other words related to them share the same

categories, according to the wikilinks (ol(x)) contained by the articles with the same string

as the words of interest.

2.4.1.3 Web-based Measures

The increasing amount of documents available on the Web has led to the proposal of Web-

based measures of semantic relatedness. These measures directly employ search engine results

as a reference to determine frequency of terms, and thus calculate relatedness. In particular,

we focus our attention on one Web-based measure, called the Normalised Web Distance

(NWD)20.

The Normalised Web Distance measure was proposed by Cilibrasi and Vitányi [2007], and

is modelled after Kolgomorov complexity and information distance theories [Kolmogorov,

1965; Li and Vitányi, 1997]. This measure employs the relative probability of two terms

appearing in the same Web page. Moreover, this measure does not take into consideration any

kind of relationship between compared terms. Rather, as in WordNet information content-

based measures, relatedness is obtained from the frequency of finding the terms of interest

co-occurring throughout the same documents.

This measure models the occurrence of terms in the documents indexed by a search

engine. This value is obtained with the following formula:

NGD(c1, c2) =
log (max (|c1|, |c2|)− log (|c1 ∩ c2|)

log (|G|)− log min |c1|, |c2|)
(2.15)

where G is the number of articles indexed by Google. In this approach, however, the measure

only provides the distance between two words. In order to adapt the result of this to measure

relatedness, the following is calculated:

relNGR(c1, c2) = e−C×NGD(c1,c2) (2.16)

where C is employed to converge the relatedness value to a range between 0 and 1.

Concept Web-based measures. The measure described above only takes into consider-

ation two terms directly involved in the calculation. The nwr can also be applied to detect

semantic relatedness between concepts. Gracia and Mena [2008] extended nwr to consider

20Originally, the measure was called after the employed search engine, namely Normalised Google Distance
(NGD), but given its universality it was subsequently renamed to “Web” (NWD) [Cilibrasi and Vitányi, 2007;
Gracia and Mena, 2008].
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either classes, relations or individuals in OWL ontologies. This extension determines seman-

tic relatedness between two ontological concepts, not only by considering their word forms,

but also their synonyms and direct superclasses. The authors propose to calculate, for two

given classes, their relatedness score using two partial calculations. The first calculation, or

level 0 of relatedness, is determined as follows:

rel0(c1, c2) =

∑
i,j NGR(syni,c1 , synj,c2))

|Syn(c1)| · |Syn(c2)|
(2.17)

where i = 1 . . . |Syn(c1)| and j = 1 . . . |Syn(c2)| are synonym terms (i.e. RDF labels) con-

tained in a class. Likewise, the second level, or level 1 is calculated as:

rel1(c1, c2) =

∑
i,j rel0(oci,c1 , ocj,c2))

|OC(c1)| · |OC(c2)|
(2.18)

where i = 1 . . . |OC(c1)| and j = 1 . . . |OC(c2)| are the set of direct hypernyms of c1 and c2

respectively.

The final formula proposed by Gracia and Mena [2008] is the following:

relnwrc(c1, c2) = w0 · rel0(c1, c2) + w1 · rel1(c1, c2) (2.19)

where the suffix c refers to concept-based, w0 ≥ 0,w1 ≥ 0 and w0 + w1 = 1. The authors

employed w0 = w1 = 0.5.

While the list above covers many of the measures of semantic relatedness proposed so far,

other measures worth mentioning (but not employed in our study of relatedness in Chapters

5 and 6) are:

• the WikiRelate measure of Strube and Ponzetto [2006], which was not considered in

our study due to the lack of clarity on its implementation, as noted by Newman et al.

[2010];

• the Explicit Semantic Analysis proposed by Gabrilovich and Markovitch [2007], which

creates a concept network containing Wikipedia articles as concepts and all its links as

relations, and maps texts to this collection, thus allowing an extensive analysis of word

frequency;

• the measure of Sánchez et al. [2009], that proposes a reconfiguration of the information

content provided by measures employing least common subsumers (i.e. Resnik-inspired

measures like Lin [1998] and Jiang and Conrath [1997]) to enable the analysis of Web

corpora, and the avoidance of word collocation bias (i.e. pairs scoring high relatedness
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due to being found together quite frequently);

• the measure proposed by Batet et al. [2013], which considers the structure of multiple

ontologies (in the biomedical domain) for the estimation of semantic similarity between

words.

2.4.2 Datasets for Semantic Analysis

In this section we describe several datasets that have been employed in the evaluation of

automatic measures of semantic relatedness. Datasets for semantic analysis are produced by

selecting pairs of words and asking assessors to rate these pairs given a proposed scale with

respect to how similar or related they are perceived to be. A dataset then, includes a set

of pairs along with the average score assigned by users to these pairs to indicate a degree

of relatedness. One important challenge of constructing datasets is the complexity of the

process, not only in their construction but also on the collection of assessments [Budanitsky

and Hirst, 2006]. Moreover, datasets have to be reliable and contain assessments that persist

over time. These factors have not represented an issue at all; for instance, Rubenstein and

Goodenough [1965] reported a Pearson correlation of ρ = 0.99 between assessors for the

same experiment conducted at two different times, while Finkelstein et al. [2002] reported a

correlation between assessors of ρ = 0.95 from a subset of Miller and Charles [1991] that was

included into WordNet-353.

Using a dataset to validate automatic measures of semantic relatedness is just one of

three approaches suggested by Budanitsky and Hirst [2006]. The other two approaches are:

(a) describing and comparing the mathematical soundness and principles of the measure pro-

posed against others; and (b) evaluating the measure proposed against a particular NLP task,

such as: word sense disambiguation [Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006], detection of malapropisms

[Hirst and St-Onge, 1998], or coreference resolution [Ponzetto and Strube, 2007b]. At the

start of this section we summarised the mathematical foundations of existing measures; how-

ever, this evaluation does not allow us to discern the adequacy of these measures for our

task. Before this evaluation, we compare automatic measures of semantic relatedness under

a word similarity setting (see Chapters 5 and 6). For this, we describe below four testbeds

that have been constructed for assessing semantic similarity and relatedness between words:

Rubenstein and Goodenough [1965], Miller and Charles [1991], WordNet-353 [Finkelstein

et al., 2002] and Klebanov and Shamir [2006]. However, as we discuss in Chapter 5, none of

these datasets study the possibility of words sharing a domain in common, which leads us to

construct our own datasets for investigating this effect (see Chapters 5 and 6).
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2.4.2.1 Datasets for Analysing Semantic Similarity

We describe here two testbeds constructed for the study of similarity between words: Ruben-

stein and Goodenough [1965] and Miller and Charles [1991]. While other testbeds have been

employed in the literature (like the 80-TOEFL [Landauer and Dumais, 1997], 50-ESL [Tur-

ney, 2001] and the 300-Reader’s Digest Word Power Game, as indicated by Jarmasz and Sz-

pakowicz [2003]), they are not covered in this thesis. This is based on two observations made

by Ponzetto and Strube [2007b]: first, they do not explicitly consider relatedness of words

but only their similarity (i.e. based only on hierarchical relations); and second, these datasets

contain verbs. Through this thesis, we make use of WordNet and Wikipedia; the challenge of

analysing verbs or words with other grammatical roles is that these can be either represented

in different classifications from hierarchical, or simply disregarded (e.g. Wikipedia hardly

features verb-related articles). The testbeds that are relevant to this thesis are described

below.

Rubenstein and Goodenough’s dataset. The authors produced a dataset focused on

evaluating “similarity of meaning” between words. In this experiment, 51 individuals rated

65 pairs of words according to their similarity. It has to be noted that words contained in

the dataset were uni-grams. Participants in the experiment were asked to perform two tasks

regarding this dataset: first, ordering a deck of cards where each pair is represented by a

card (as in a ranking); and second, assessing a value for pairs on a discrete scale from 0 to 4,

where 0 meant that the words were “dissimilar” and 4 that they were “similar”. Given that

this experiment was the first of its kind, one important outcome of the dataset produced

was that similarity of words is maintained through time. This dataset has been employed

in experiments to evaluate measures of semantic similarity and relatedness [Jarmasz and

Szpakowicz, 2003; Gurevych, 2005; Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006; Strube and Ponzetto, 2006;

Milne and Witten, 2008; Wubben and van den Bosch, 2009; Cramer et al., 2012].

Miller and Charles sub-dataset. From the dataset proposed by Rubenstein and Good-

enough [1965], Miller and Charles [1991] selected 30 pairs according to the average values

deemed by assessors. Specifically, 10 pairs were selected for each level of similarity achieved:

the higher level (i.e. those pairs that scored an average between 3 to 4), the intermediate

level (1 − 3), and the lower level (0 − 1). Judgements from 38 subjects were recollected on

a similar 5-point scale. This dataset is sometimes preferred to the one of Rubenstein and

Goodenough [1965] as it features clearly distinct groups. It has been employed to evaluate

measures [Resnik, 1995; Jiang and Conrath, 1997; Gracia and Mena, 2008], as well as in stud-

ies of similarity and relatedness [Jarmasz and Szpakowicz, 2003; Gurevych, 2005; Budanitsky
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and Hirst, 2006; Ponzetto and Strube, 2007a; Milne and Witten, 2008; Wubben and van den

Bosch, 2009].

2.4.2.2 Datasets for Analysing Semantic Relatedness

One important drawback of the datasets described above is the lack of pairs featuring other

types of relations apart from hierarchical, as noted in an extensive study of WordNet-based

similarity measures [Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006]. In their study, Budanitsky and Hirst

[2006] detected that the majority of pairs contained in these datasets have either a synonymy

relationship or a direct parent-children hierarchical relation in WordNet. This, in many of the

pairs available, hinders the possibility of considering different relationships between words.

For these reasons, two recent datasets have been constructed under the premise of covering

semantically related pairs: WordNet-353 [Finkelstein et al., 2002] and Klebanov and Shamir

[2006].

WordNet-353. In order to develop a search engine that constructed a context from

reference texts, Finkelstein et al. [2002] constructed the WordNet-353 dataset. This dataset

contains 353 pairs of words, which includes the pairs from the dataset of Miller and Charles

[1991]. Despite the name of this dataset, 82 of these pairs contain at least one term not

available in WordNet 1.6; this has been corrected in recent versions, where only 8 pairs

cannot be assessed using WordNet.

As in previous datasets, an assessment of relatedness was conducted by 16 subjects on

a 10-point scale. Agirre et al. [2009] divided this dataset into two subsets; one partition

is used to test relatedness, and the other partition to evaluate similarity. Commonly, this

dataset is preferred when the focus of a study is semantic relatedness between words [Strube

and Ponzetto, 2006; Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007; Yazdani and Popescu-Belis, 2012].

However, as Jarmasz and Szpakowicz [2003] pointed out, the dataset presented several de-

ficiencies, in particular: (a) it contains culturally-biased pairs of words (e.g. Arafat-terror ;

(b) it also features collocated terms as pairs, like hundred-percent ; and (c) assessors were

presented with a 10-point scale presented, which can be considered more difficult to assess

in comparison to a 5-point scale used in previous experiments.

Klebanob and Shamir. This dataset was generated from an experiment performed by

Klebanov and Shamir [2006] on lexical cohesion of terms in texts. The researchers provided

22 subjects with a set of 10 texts; after reading them, subjects were presented with a list of

unique words of text in order of appearance, and were asked to annotate for each word the

words that appeared thus far that were related to the current word (see Table 2.2).
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Original text: “Mother died today. Or maybe yesterday; I
can’t be sure. The telegram from the Home says
YOUR MOTHER PASSED AWAY FUNERAL
TOMORROW”

List of words with annotations
mother the
died telegram →died
today from #
or home →mother
maybe says
yesterday →today your #
I passed
can’t away
be funeral → passed away, died
sure →maybe tomorrow → yesterday, today

Table 2.2: An example of the annotations performed by a participant for the experiment of
Klebanov and Shamir [2006]. Words in bold follow the text structure without repetitions,
while words after the right arrows act as associations deemed by a subject. Words with
hash characters represent stop words and are removed from the study.

The authors constructed a dataset from the pairs assembled by participants, and scored

these pairs with the number of participants that detected it. For example, the pair lamb-dolly

was marked by 14 participants, so the score of this pair is 14. This dataset was constructed

with relatedness between words in mind, and some studies have used it [Ponzetto and Strube,

2007b]. However, this dataset has two main drawbacks: (a) the usage of not only instances

and concepts, but also of other words such as verbs, adjectives and foreign words; and (b) the

construction of the dataset itself: it features a very large set of pairs (2, 682 pairs of nouns),

but pairs that were not detected by any participant are simply disregarded; therefore it is

biased towards the associations that assessors detected in texts.

2.5 Influence of Domain on Semantic Analysis Tasks

Domain can be understood as a set of words with strong semantic relationships between them

[Magnini et al., 2002]. For instance, the domain of medicine comprises terminology associated

to medication, diseases, treatments, etc., and is substantially different from the domain of
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sports21. One important challenge in domain representation is regarding its modularity and

granularity, which is sometimes addressed by covering broad areas of research (e.g. SNOMED-

CT, the taxonomy included in UMLS [Humphreys and Lindberg, 1989] to cover the domain

of biomedicine) or classification systems like the Dewey Decimal Classification, as suggested

by Magnini et al. [2002].

One important motivation behind this thesis is the consideration of domain information

as an influence to automatically select conversational topics using semantic relatedness. We

base this motivation on previous research: first, that domain information is an important

factor that helps in contextualising semantic similarity between words [Kessler et al., 2008];

second, that domain information can be helpful for increasing accuracy in task such as word

sense disambiguation [Magnini et al., 2002]; third, that domain-specific measures of semantic

relatedness or similarity can be applied in specific domains [Pedersen et al., 2006; Liu et al.,

2012].

2.5.1 Domain in Semantic Analysis

Previous research [Mohammad and Hirst, 2006; Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006] has acknowl-

edged the absence of domain information when measuring semantic similarity or relatedness.

Kessler et al. [2008] argued that, contrary to existing measures of semantic similarity, the

context in which two or more words occur affect human perception on how similar they are.

Contexts can be classified into six types [Kessler et al., 2008]:

• a user context, which depends on the background and specialised knowledge possessed

by the person interested in measuring similarity;

• noise and intended context, which are set by the gap between the purpose of measur-

ing similarity and the possible variations induced by human reasoning that are not

perceived beforehand;

• an application context, which defines the measurement of similarity as a means and not

a goal, thus depending on the task to be accomplished by this measurement;

• a discourse context, depending on the context established by a domain-specific ontology

representing the domain;

• a representation context, which at specific moments adds or removes conditions that

are relevant to the similarity analysis; and,

21However, there could be some overlap between these domains, for instance sport-related medical condi-
tions or treatment for sport injuries.
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• an interpretation context, which assigns a boolean value for complementing scores of

similarity to enforce or diminish the obtained value.

These kinds of contexts are tested over a domain-specific situation that measures se-

mantic similarity between, for instance, a river, a canal and a lake using a simple in-

verse path measure. Contexts are added into the system via specific axioms. With these

concepts, Kessler et al. [2008] conducted an experiment testing the aforementioned con-

texts. In particular, he noted a substantial contribution of domain information (discourse

context) and the change of conditions in the measurement (representation context) that

changed the original measurement. For instance, without a proper context, similarity be-

tween the following pairs were as follows: sim(lake− canal) = 0.5, sim(lake− river) = 0.75

and sim(canal − river) = 0.75. When considering the case of a flooding, the linear-

ity of canals and rivers disappears, thus being reflected in the perception of similarity as

sim(lake− canal) = 0.66, sim(lake− river) = 1.00 and sim(canal − river) = 0.66.

2.5.2 Domain Information for Word Sense Disambiguation

In the case of improving word sense disambiguation, Magnini et al. [2002] hypothesised that,

given a set of terms with a domain identified, it was possible to detect the meaning of one

or several terms with no domain associated. See Figure 2.15 for an example.

Under this rationale, the authors constructed WordNet Domains, an extension to Word-

Net that incorporates domain labels with synsets. Domain labels have been manually as-

signed by the authors to WordNet version 1.6, using 200 domain labels obtained from dictio-

naries and classified in a taxonomy using the Dewey Decimal Classification. There are some

terms that cannot be allocated to one domain in particular: for instance, the term man as

an adult male person. For these cases, a special domain label called FACTOTUM is defined.

The domain hypothesis was studied over the SENSEVAL-2 initiative22, where the results

show a high accuracy in disambiguating words for long sentences (i.e. with multiple noun

phrases). However, the usage of multiple FACTOTUM labels (i.e. more than one domain), in

addition to short contexts complicate the effectiveness of the approach.

2.5.3 Domain-specific Semantic Relatedness

The purpose of semantic similarity or relatedness measures is to be as general as possible. As

previously discussed, these measures make use of general resources like WordNet, Wikipedia

or a Web index to assign a value to a pair of words or concepts. We note that one of the

earliest approaches (Rada et al. [1989], which was discussed in Section 2.4) was proposed over

22http://www.sle.sharp.co.uk/senseval2

http://www.sle.sharp.co.uk/senseval2
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Figure 2.15: The rationale behind enhancing word sense disambiguation using do-
main information. Sub-inSdex words correspond to domains: F=Furniture, P=Play,
L=Literature.

MeSH, a semantic network of biomedical terminology. This approach was later implemented

over WordNet, after which other general measures of similarity and relatedness started to

proliferate.

Research in domain-specific semantic similarity has adapted some of these general mea-

sures to domain-specific resources. For instance, Pedersen et al. [2006] adapted five WordNet-

based measures to the taxonomy SNOMED-CT from UMLS [Humphreys and Lindberg,

1989]. For measures analysing taxonomical paths, the SNOMED-CT taxonomy was em-

ployed, while for measures based on corpus-frequency information, the Mayo Clinic Corpus

of Clinical Notes was used to calculate frequency of terms. This study served to understand

the behaviour of automatic similarity measures over a domain-specific resource, which can

be paired to their performance over general resources. Liu et al. [2012], on a similar line,

demonstrated that by combining the richness of a domain-specific resource like UMLS with

general information contained in WordNet, automatic semantic relatedness between biomedi-

cal terms could achieve high correlation with humans. For both experiments, domain-specific

datasets were constructed and assessed by specialists, which were used as means to evaluate

the proposed measures.

As can be seen, the approaches described above regard domain information as an impor-

tant aspect to measuring semantic relatedness or similarity, as well as in other NLP tasks

such as word sense disambiguation. However, it has to be noted that for all these cases,

manual intervention is required in tasks such as constructing the resource, attaching domain

information into an existing resource, and evaluating the measures or resources constructed.

Moreover, while these studies explore semantic relatedness inside a well-defined domain, the

behaviour of these measures when changing to another domain has not yet been analysed.

One contribution of this thesis aims to narrow this gap with the study described in Chapters

5 and 6, by analysing not only domain-specific but also domain-independent approaches for
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automatically scoring semantic relatedness between terms or concepts.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have outlined five research areas that describe important components of

this dissertation:

• the Toy as an open-ended conversational agent;

• ontologies as a resource to represent and organise knowledge;

• coherence as a component of well-formed text and dialogue;

• semantic relatedness as a mean to achieve coherence; and,

• domain information as an important, yet ignored, factor of semantic relatedness.

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows. We evaluate in Chapter 3 an initial app-

roach for using semantic relatedness for coherent topic selection, by comparing our approach

against a tf × idf statistic proposed by Gandhe and Traum [2007]. Chapter 4 describes

our methodology and tool for building domain-specific ontologies to classify conversational

topics. Chapter 5 explores existing automatic semantic relatedness measures to setup the

experiments of Chapter 6. Chapter 6 considers cases where concepts involved in the approx-

imation of relatedness are located in different domains, and demonstrates that “domain”

impacts human judgements of relatedness in such a way that automatic measures of seman-

tic relatedness ignore. Chapter 7 describes an implementation of the Toy that takes into

consideration the findings from previous chapters for coherent topic selection.



Chapter 3

Semantic Relatedness and

Coherence in Dialogue: A Pilot

Experiment1

One goal of this thesis is to build a mechanism for an open-ended conversational agent that

drives dialogue with users in a coherent way. In Chapter 2, we argued that semantic relat-

edness is an appropriate mechanism for measuring coherence of text and dialogue. However,

to our knowledge, it has not been used for generating conversational responses. In this chap-

ter, we explore its use for this purpose . We specifically compare its performance against a

mechanism proposed by Gandhe and Traum [2008] that uses word frequency statistics and

conversational history to respond to user inputs.

3.1 Motivation

Chatbots are conversational systems offering shallow understanding of user inputs. These

systems use pattern matching or paraphrasing over the user input rather than more complex

natural language templates and processes, as these are more computationally expensive due

to requiring a large set of knowledge about the world and its components. For instance,

the A.L.I.C.E. chatbot [Wallace, 2009] uses a database of possible questions and, when the

responses are not appropriate, it paraphrases inputs to make users believe that they are

talking with the system.

The Toy adopts a similar approach with respect to language processing, as it makes use

of shallow word recognition to extract from a database to select a response to user inputs.

1Contents in this chapter have been published in [Macias-Galindo et al., 2012].
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However, our aim is to provide the Toy with appropriate capabilities to drive conversations

that users perceive as coherent. For this task, reactive selection may not be sufficient, and

we suggest enriching this selection with mechanisms for coherent dialogue generation based

on semantic relatedness.

The conversational scenario presented in this chapter is comprised of two participants: a

user and a system. In this scenario, either participant can drive the conversation; this requires

capabilities for mixed-initiative interactions. Based on previous approaches (e.g. [Weizen-

baum, 1966]) an initial approach to assembling conversations consisted of using authored

pieces of dialogue: we call these Conversational Fragments (CF) [Adam et al., 2010b; Wong

et al., 2012c;b]. The type of CFs used in this study were authored by Creative Media stu-

dents2. Because conversations can be about any topic, the challenge in this scenario is the

selection of an output that users perceive as coherent with respect to the history of the

conversation, especially when a change of topic is required.

Previous research has focused on measuring coherence of complete conversations [Puran-

dare and Litman, 2008]. In real-time conversations, generated coherence has been managed

using the current context of the conversation, as proposed by Gandhe and Traum [2007].

Such a context includes terms that have been recently mentioned in the conversation.

For the proof of concept analysed in this chapter, we study a scenario where the conver-

sational agent must choose an appropriate output to continue its interaction with the user.

In other words, this output (in the form of a CF) can be about the same topic, or a topic

change that maintains coherence. As this CF opens a new conversation, we call it the starter

throughout this section. We propose a mechanism that, by also considering the context of

the conversation, chooses the next output containing the terms with the highest degree of

semantic relatedness.

Multiple techniques have been proposed that use different resources and features to ap-

proximate the measurement of semantic relatedness, as discussed in Section 2.4. Given that

semantic relatedness can be used to artificially represent human assessment, we are interested

in exploring the following hypothesis: that drifting between different but semantically related

conversational topics helps in maintaining coherent interactions, in a more flexible way than

using only word frequency statistics as Gandhe and Traum [2007].

3.2 Conversational Fragments Used in this Chapter

As discussed in Section 2.1.1, the Toy contains collections of CFs associated with each of

its domain modules. Candidate fragments for responding to a user input are selected by

2We described another type of conversational fragment mined from question-answering websites; these are
described in Chapter 7.
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1: SYSM: What is your favourite sport?
2: USER: Soccer
3: SYSM: You must need a lot of energy to play that

sport. Where do you get all your energy?
4: USER: I eat a lot
5: SYSM: That’s good.

Figure 3.1: Examples of sequential conversational fragments along with user inputs.

shallow processing, such as keyword-spotting. CFs can also be sequential in nature; i.e. a

CF may “point” to another, which is considered a natural way to progress a conversation. A

conversation can be constructed by assembling a sequence of such CFs.

Sequential CFs can be subdivided into three types:

1. a starter CF, which is the output that initiates a conversation about a given topic;

2. a finaliser CF, which is used to conclude a conversation, and therefore does not point

to any further fragment; and

3. an continuation CF, which is an intermediate fragment in a tree of interactions. These

fragments are both pointed from and to a set of fragments, and are used to contribute

to the enrichment of the dialogue context due to specific keywords provided in each

possible user input.

Figure 3.1 illustrates a short conversation assembled from CFs. A sequence is initiated

by a trigger user input, which activates a starter CF featuring a set of expected responses

(turn 1 of the same figure). Each following user input (turns 2 and 4) may activate a different

continuation fragment to maintain the interaction (turn 3). The interaction progresses until

a finaliser CF (turn 5) is reached. A more detailed interaction is shown in Figure 2.1.

In addition to using a finaliser CF, the user can interrupt an interaction (e.g. turn 16 in

Figure 2.1. Either of these alternatives may require a new sequence to be started (in this

case, telling a story as in turn 17 of Figure 2.1. Note that the system will prefer to detour

a conversation to an activity with the same topic over a new topic whenever this is possible

(i.e. when a similar topic can be found; see the terms in bold in turns 16 and 17 of Figure 2.1).

Each sequential CF is comprised of two components: a header and a body. The header

contains information regarding the classification of conversational fragments, such as a unique

identifier and a set of key terms related to the contents of the output utterance or the purpose

of the fragment. On the other hand, the body contains the output that the Toy uses for
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the interaction, along with a list of keywords that can be mentioned by users in their next

turn as a response to the system output. Some examples of these components are shown in

Figure 3.2.

HEAD

ID: QF547
Topic: Lion
Type: Activity
Subtype: Quiz
Applicability
condition:

QUIZ(true)

BODY
Output: What do lions eat?
Expected: {Meat, Zebra . . .} = CORRECT ;

{Grass . . .} = INCORRECT
Default: {STOP} = PAUSE(this)

HEAD

ID: SF631
Topic: Lion
Type: Story
Subtype: —
Applicability
condition:

SF630

BODY
Output: Simba was born in the Pridelands, along with

other animals such as zebras and elephants.
Expected: {WHAT,Zebra} = RF338;

{WHAT,Pridelands} = RF297
Default: {STOP} = PAUSE(this)

Figure 3.2: An example of two sequential conversational fragments available in the Zoo mod-
ule and their components; at the top, an activity quiz fragment, and at the bottom, a story
fragment.

3.3 Hypothesis of the Experiment

For the experiment conducted in this chapter, we focus on analysing mechanisms for selecting

a conversational topic and output given a conversation history. This selection must be made

after a set of interactions between two entities (i.e. the user and the Toy, with the latter

driving the conversation) has reached a final point (that is, when the sequence of predefined

outputs has been exhausted and a new conversational starter must be selected). This selection

must be perceived as coherent given a context assembled with the last utterances made by the

participants. For example, Figure 3.3 shows two conversations that have reached a transition

point (i.e. a point where a finaliser CF is used and a new starter must be selected by U1).

The starter proposed in interaction (a) can be perceived as more coherent than the one shown
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(s) U1: What is your favourite sport?
U2: Soccer

(c) U1: You must need a lot of energy to
play that sport. Where do you get
all your energy?

U2: I eat a lot
(f) U1: That’s good.

< topic suggestion >
(s) U1: What’s your favourite energy food?

(a)

(s) U1: When you go to a restaurant
with mummy and daddy,
what do you order?

U2: Hot chips and sauce
(f) U1: You’re making me very hun-

gry!
< topic suggestion >

(s) U1: How about creating a super-
hero?

(b)

Figure 3.3: Examples of (a) coherent; and (b) less coherent topic selections for dialogue
acts.

in (b), as the former maintains a topic like energy, while the latter abruptly jumps from food

to superheroes.

As detailed in Section 3.2, each CF is comprised of two sections: a header and a body.

Depending on the next user input, the Dialogue Manager module (described in Section 2.1.1)

decides the course of the conversation for the following turn (see Figure 3.3(a)).

3.3.1 Interaction Sequence

Given the classification presented above, a sequence of interactions I is arranged as

Ii = {si, bi,1, . . . , bi,n, fi},

where i represents the sequence these fragments belong to. Once a finaliser fragment fi

is reached, and if the system is driving the conversation (recall that the Toy can handle

mixed-initiative interaction with users), it must choose a new starter sj and therefore, a new

sequence of interactions Ij to retake the conversation. This would allow both the system and

the user to continue interacting.

In this proof of concept, we compared three mechanisms for coherently choosing a con-

tinuation to a conversation. The random approach simply chooses a random candidate and

is used as a baseline. The Nearest-Context Approach [Gandhe and Traum, 2007] and our

Semantic Relatedness Approach are described in the following subsections.
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3.3.2 Nearest-Context Approach [Gandhe and Traum, 2007]

The scenario analysed by Gandhe and Traum [2007] consists of a dialogue-based negotiation

between an Army Captain (the user) and a doctor (represented by an agent) to move a

hospital to a different (i.e. less dangerous) location. The doctor in this scenario is represented

as having different beliefs and goals with respect to the captain, and a set of needs requested

by this entity must be addressed by the captain in order to succeed in the negotiation.

Consequently, it is important that the system replies with coherence to the user, not only

to the last user utterance but to the overall conversation. To determine the most coherent

response from the system to an ongoing conversation, Gandhe and Traum [2007] proposed a

measure that determines the candidate with the highest score to be selected. This score is

calculated by considering the frequency of a term with respect to a corpus and the context

of the conversation (i.e. the terms that have been used in the immediate past). In their

approach, Gandhe and Traum [2007] divided the candidate output sentences into tokens,

and then assigned a weight W j
i to each token wi used j turns ago. Therefore, the selected

output would desirably contain those terms with the highest weights; i.e. those that have been

frequently and recently mentioned which are also important in the corpus. They modelled

weight terms as follows:

W j
i = tf(wi)× idf(wi)×H(j) (3.1)

The first two components in the equation involve the adaptation of two statistics widely

employed in Information Retrieval: term frequency (tf) and the inverse document frequency

(idf). While the former detects the number of times a term appears in a corpus, the latter

represents the importance of such a term based on the number of documents in a corpus

containing that term. In the experiments of Gandhe and Traum [2007], the corpus was

defined as a pool of 435 candidate sentences (extracted from a Wizard-of-Oz data collection3)

that a conversational agent could use. As in our study we are interested in the selection of

an output to continue a conversation, we defined this set as a pool containing only starter

fragments. The context of the conversation, on the other hand, is determined by the terms

employed in the previous n utterances. The context is used to define the relevance of a token

with respect to the conversation history, and is the third component of Equation 3.1.

In the practical setting of Gandhe and Traum [2007], they defined n = 2 and adapted

the traditional equation to approximate tf as follows:

tf(wi) = 1 + log (#wi) (3.2)

3In this kind of collection, another user responds on behalf of the agent.
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SYS-1: Do you ever get snacks from the can-
teen?
USR-1: Yes
SYS-2: What snack do you like to buy?

USR-2: Mixed Lollies
SYS-3: ok, let’s talk about something else
< candidate transition >
SYS-4: Do you like activities?

Figure 3.4: An example of a starter selection using the nearest-context approach proposed
by Gandhe and Traum [2007]. The example shows conversational fragments employed in
our experiments.

where #wi refers to the number of times that wi appears in the analysed utterance.

Similarly, the idf weight of a term is approximated as:

idf(wi) = log (
N

dfi
) (3.3)

where N is the number of outputs in the corpus and dfi is the number of sentences

containing wi.

Using the set of sentences employed in an interaction, Gandhe and Traum [2007] assem-

bled a context that helped the system to track back the contents of a conversation so far.

For each term in the context, the last factor in Equation 3.1 is determined by:

H(j) = exp−(
j2

2
) (3.4)

With each term in the context weighted, the approach creates a candidate future con-

text containing each candidate next sentence. The next utterance that the system will use,

therefore, will be the one with the minimal difference between the candidate future context

and the current context.

An example of the output selected with this approach is shown in Figure 3.4. In our

implementation of the nearest context approach, those tokens that obtained higher weights

are underlined, and the context is constructed using the last two utterances (i.e. outputs

SYS-2 and SYS-3 from the figure).
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3.3.3 Proposed Approach using Semantic Relatedness

From the nearest context approach presented above, it can be observed that it strongly relies

on word matching. This may give more importance to less informative but previously used

words (e.g. do you like) rather than to topics, as shown in Figure 3.4. Topics, rather than

verbs, provide an insight of the key points discussed in a conversation [Bublitz, 1989].

Moreover, word matching does not support topic switching initiated by the system. For

instance, suppose that the Toy is having a conversation about lions with a user. Because

conversational fragments are limited, the Toy will eventually exhaust all the available frag-

ments for a topic. The main purpose of a semantic relatedness approach is to enable the

Toy to perform transitions to other topics with a high degree of relatedness to the current

conversation topic, such as tigers, elephants or the savanna, for example. Since this mech-

anism does not involve direct word matching, we devise a mechanism to support driving

conversations that uses semantic relatedness at its core.

Our process to drive conversations based on semantic relatedness operates as follows.

First, each fragment has a set of tag terms (i.e. nouns) associated with it, denoted as Tci ,

where ci can be any type of conversational fragment, i.e. a starter, a continuation or a

finaliser. We used the keywords associated with the two most recent utterances as the

context (following Gandhe and Traum [2007]), denoted as κ. Once a finaliser is reached, the

pool of candidate starters to choose from (that is, without the starter already used), denoted

as S, is compiled. According to our semantic relatedness approach, the most coherent starter

s ∈ S for drawing a new direction in a conversation is the one containing the terms with the

highest group-average relatedness with respect to the context [Lapata and Barzilay, 2005],

i.e. Rel(κ, T ), where κ is the set of terms contained in the context (recall that this is formed

using the last two system outputs) and T is the set of terms in a starter fragment. The

group-average relatedness is the average over the pairwise relatedness of terms taken from

two sets. Recall that each conversational fragment contains a set of keywords; therefore,

we used Equation 3.5 to measure the group-average relatedness between the key terms of a

candidate starter sr ∈ S and those key terms in the context κ, as follows:

Rel(κ, Tr) =

∑
∀k∈κ,∀t∈Tr NWR(k, t)

|κ||Tr|
(3.5)

where NWR(k, t) = e−0.6×NWD(k,t) is the Normalised Web Relatedness measure proposed

by Cilibrasi and Vitányi [2007] (cf. Section 2.4). The Normalised Web Distance (NWD) [Cili-

brasi and Vitányi, 2007] is defined in Equation 3.6. As this measure requires a corpus to

determine a relatedness score, we used online Wikipedia4 as the collection of documents to

4We obtained the values of frequency during April 2012.
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SYS: Do you ever get snacks from the can-
teen?
USR: Yes
SYS: What snack do you like to buy?
USR: Mixed Lollies
SYS: ok, let’s talk about something else
< candidate transitions >
(semrel) SYS: What is your favourite ce-
real?

Figure 3.5: An example of a starter selection using the semantic relatedness approach
proposed in this chapter.

assess such a value of relatedness. In Equation 3.6, G is the number of articles in English

Wikipedia. We used this measure due to its strong correlation to human assessments [Cili-

brasi and Vitányi, 2007; Gracia and Mena, 2008; Wong et al., 2009; Cramer et al., 2012] and

the relative simplicity to compute its outputs. An example of the selection process using

semantic relatedness is shown in Figure 3.5.

NWD(k, t) =
log (max (|k|, |t|)− log (|k ∩ t|)

log (|G|)− log min (|k|, |t|)
(3.6)

3.4 Comparing Approaches for Conversational Fragment Selection

Users must perceive the transition to the selected starter as coherent. We propose to compare

three approaches to choose the next conversational starter given a context, as follows:

1. a simple random approach, which acts as the baseline of this study (random);

2. the nearest-context approach proposed by Gandhe and Traum [2007] (nearct); and,

3. our approach based on semantic relatedness (semrel), which returns the starter fea-

turing the terms that are more related to the conversation history.

The purpose of the evaluation that we conduct in this chapter is to demonstrate the

usefulness of an approach based on semantic relatedness for selecting a coherent output

to continue a conversation. This motivates work in the following chapters. We limited

this experiment to use the pool of CFs authored by Creative Media students from RMIT

University. The story lines proposed with these starters did not show a linear flow; rather,
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they diverted topics, which allowed the conversations to progress differently depending on

selected responses.

3.4.1 Experimental Setup

Three Creative Media students were responsible for authoring CFs, and they were unaware of

the evaluation process. They constructed in total a set of 256 conversational fragments, from

which 13 fragments were starters. One of the students built a collection of food-related CFs

which corresponded to 6 starters (and a total of 192 fragments), while the other two built the

remaining 7 starters for miscellaneous topics related to fantasy, sports and games (with the

remaining 64 fragments). Contrary to the experiment of Gandhe and Traum [2007], where

each system turn was evaluated in terms of coherence, our proof of concept focuses on the

selection of the next starter, but it could be extended to assess other turns. Some fragments

did not have keywords explicitly specified; for these, common nouns contained in the output

sentence were used as keywords for the semantic relatedness approach. Using these fragments,

we conducted a user study where participants assessed the coherence perceived in the starter

fragment selected for each approach with respect to the context of the conversation, as

discussed below.

3.4.2 Constructing Sample Conversations

For our evaluation, we used only linear interactions: that is, expected responses of each

fragment point to the same next fragment, regardless of the user input. For each starter

sx ∈ S, a set of continuations would follow, ending with a finaliser fx to form a sequence

sx → b1 → b2 → ... → bz → fx. We identified a set S containing 12 starter fragments from

our collection of fragments that conform to this condition. We constructed 12 conversations,

which are essentially alternations between the output utterances (i.e. system utterance) and

randomly selected expected inputs (i.e. simulated user inputs) from every fragment in the

respective sequences5, as shown in Figure 3.6.

The random, nearest-context and semantic relatedness approaches were used to continue

these 12 distinct conversations, as follows. Having a conversation with the starter fragment

sx, once the finaliser fx is reached, the system has |S| − 1 starter fragments to select from;

each one of the approaches is used to determine the most coherent continuation to the

conversation. Following Gandhe and Traum [2007], the context employed to determine the

next starter is comprised of the finaliser fragment output and the context. The latter is

5We only removed one starter fragment from the initial pool, as it only contained a variation of gender
but the conversational flow was identical: the starter featured the sentence What is the best thing about being
a boy/girl?. However, we maintained that fragment in the pool for next starter selection.
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SYS: Do you ever get snacks from the
canteen?
USR: Yes
SYS: What snack do you like to buy?
USR: Mixed Lollies
SYS: ok, let’s talk about something else
< candidate transitions >
SYS: What is your favourite cereal?

Figure 3.6: An example of a conversation continuation.

described as either the last two utterances for the nearest context approach, or the keywords

of the same sentences for the semantic relatedness approach. We collected all the starter

fragments for the twelve conversations between the user and the system mentioned above,

and conducted a user experiment as follows.

The experiment consisted of presenting three options of starter fragments to ten judges,

who were responsible for assessing the perceived coherence in the selected starter fragment.

Judges assessed coherence using a 5-point Likert scale, where 0 represented a highly incoherent

continuation (e.g. a response out-of-topic) and 4 a highly coherent starter with respect to the

conversation history (a response about a topic in the same domain; e.g. from cereal to energy

food). We also asked judges to describe the reason behind awarding such a score to the

continuation. Starter fragments were selected using the approaches described in the previous

section, and were randomly distributed to refrain participants from attempting to guess any

trend. In some cases, the selected starter for two approaches was the same; therefore, for

these cases, only two of the starter fragments were shown to the assessors, instead of three.

These surveys were distributed as a hard copy6 An example of the survey is presented in

Figure 3.7. All of the judges were postgraduates from RMIT University. None of them

had familiarity with this research topic. Each judge was responsible for assessing coherence

for 32 continuations, distributed as follows: in 8 cases, the approaches selected 3 different

starter fragments, with only 4 cases with repeated starters; that is, when semrel and nearct

produced the same output.

6The project was approved by the RMIT College of Science, Engineering and Health Human Ethics
Advisory Network, under the identifier B&SEHAPP93-10.
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3.4.3 Results and Discussion

We collected and analysed 320 assessments; the results are shown in Figure 3.8 as boxplots

for each of the fragment-selection mechanism used, and the average ratings by the ten judges

for each approach is shown in Table 3.1. Each box represents two quartiles covering the

regions from 25% to 75% of the scores, the bar represents the median, and the arms of

the boxes show extremities (i.e. abnormally distributed cases). To determine the agreement

between judges, we calculated the Average Pearson inter-assessor correlation, i.e. the Pearson

correlation between each judge and the average of the other judges [Pallant, 2007]. This test

uses a continuous scale to detect whether a change in the value of a variable can be attributed

to the change of another variable value. The correlation reported a value ρ = 0.82, indicating

strong agreement across the ten human judges.

Figure 3.8 summarises the average rating achieved by the continuations using the respec-

tive approaches for all 12 conversations. Unsurprisingly, the random mechanism (i.e. the

baseline) produced the least coherent continuations, as deemed by the human assessors.

This approach displayed an erratic nature, as expected: on the one hand, the median is

located below the scale of 1, which represents incoherent continuation; in contrast, the upper

INSTRUCTIONS: Following are snippets of conversation between a User (U2)
and a Conversational Agent (U1). At the end of each snippet, the Agent has
run out of things to say for the current conversation, and is trying to continue
as best it can, sometimes with a transition to a new topic. Displayed are 2
or 3 possible ALTERNATIVES for continuing. Please score each alternative,
using the 5-point scale shown below, for how ”smooth” is the continuation:
i.e. does it feel coherent. If possible, give a short reason for your score.

Figure 3.7: The survey presented to judges in the pilot experiment of coherence.
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Figure 3.8: Distribution of scores for each approach.

arm of the box exceeded an average score of 3.

In the case of the nearct approach of Gandhe and Traum [2007], the median sits in the

middle of the scale. However, it can provide the system with a better sense of coherence than

the random approach, but not to a level that guarantees coherent continuations, as shown

in Figure 3.8. This can be observed in the position of the lower arm of the corresponding

boxplot, which is located below the middle of the scale.

Our semrel approach, on the other hand, has the lower quartile on and above the scale

of 2. In other words, the majority of the transitions using the semrel approach (75%)

were rated as better than neutral by the judges. To determine if the difference between

the three techniques is significant, we performed a Wilcoxon rank-sum test for all the user

judgements and each approach [Pallant, 2007]. For this test, given a degree of confidence, we

can determine whether the averages of each group of data are significantly different or not.

It was found that by comparing individual scores, the random approach was significantly

different to the other two approaches (p < 0.01), while the difference between nearct and

semrel is also significant (p < 0.01). The difference by using average scores can be observed

in Figure 3.8.

As a summary, Table 3.1 shows the average ratings by the 10 assessors across all 12

conversations. In general, we observe from the table that the assessors considered the con-

tinuations generated using the semrel approach as coherent. This is shown through the high

number of average ratings that are on or above the scale of 2 (i.e. 7 out of 10). The same

level of reliability, however, does not hold for continuations generated using the random and
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Judge
Average

random nearct semrel
1 1.54 2.15 2.69
2 0.69 1.92 2.38
3 1.00 1.54 1.92
4 1.08 1.54 2.00
5 1.31 2.77 2.92
6 1.15 1.85 2.62
7 1.38 2.00 2.15
8 1.31 1.38 1.92
9 0.69 1.62 1.77
10 1.23 1.53 2.53

Table 3.1: Average scores deemed by judges for each approach.

the nearct approaches. Figure 3.9 illustrates one specific case from our experiment where

semrel outperforms nearct by maintaining the topic of the conversation (i.e. food) instead

of an abrupt change using a starter about activities.

Finally, and as a side note, the figures for coherence shown from this experiment are the

opposite in terms of the time and complexity required for the system to return a response. As

expected, responses from the random approach were obtained in less time than the ones from

the nearest context approach, and similarly for the implementation of semantic relatedness

used in this experiment. We discuss in Chapter 7 a mechanism for making the semantic

relatedness mechanism capable of obtaining a response faster in a larger-scale environment.

3.4.4 Failure Analysis

While semantic relatedness was considered more coherent to all of our judges than the other

approaches, three dialogues using this approach fell below the middle of the scale. We found

that the most important issue was that all terms were assessed equally. In some occasions,

the existence of multiple keywords with similar weights relaxed the effect of those keywords

that were very representative, as shown in Figure 3.10. In this example, there are two

candidate continuations: while the continuation labelled as (ii) seemed to be better in the

“magical” context of mermaids, the approach selected the starter (i) because it contained the

keyword girl, which scored a higher semantic relatedness than (ii) for keywords beauty and

mermaid. We observed that, in order to use the semantic relatedness approach coherently,

there must be a topic scoring system that helps to determine which term is the central topic

of a conversation, and thus make the selection based upon that topic.
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SYS: Do you ever get snacks from the
canteen?
USR: Yes
SYS: What snack do you like to buy?
USR: Mixed Lollies
SYS: ok, let’s talk about something else
< candidate transitions >
(nearct) SYS: Do you like activities?
(semrel) SYS: What is your favourite
cereal?

Figure 3.9: A transition where subjects perceived that the output proposed by the seman-
tic relatedness approach is more coherent than the one suggested by the nearest-context
approach.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we demonstrated that semantic relatedness seems to be an effective and

promising mechanism to support mixed-initiative interactions between a user and a conver-

sational agent. The results of this experiment encouraged our overall approach described

in this thesis, but also raised some possible issues to address, such as having all key terms

treated as equally important in the context, as well as the influence of keywords from dif-

ferent domains. In the remaining chapters of this thesis, we focus on the representation

of knowledge as self-contained modular domains (Chapter 4). Based on this view and the

results of the present chapter, we analyse the influence of domain information in semantic re-

latedness (Chapters 5 and 6). Finally, we combine the outputs in an efficient implementation

to support conversations in real-time (Chapter 7).
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SYS: You know what I think would be
beautifully magical? To see a won-
derful mermaid at the beach.
USR: Yes that would be terrific.
SYS: I’d definitely agree with you.
< candidate transitions >
i) SYS: What do you like best about
being a girl?
ii) SYS: Do you believe in magic or
make-believe?

Figure 3.10: An example of a failure allowed by the semantic relatedness approach.



Chapter 4

M-OntoBUILD: Constructing

Domain-specific Ontologies1

Ontologies are a widely-used mechanism for representing knowledge. As part of the Toy ar-

chitecture, every module has an ontology, containing the set of conversational topics (in the

form of concepts) that are related to the domain of the module. However, constructing on-

tologies, even for restricted domains, can require a substantial human effort. Further, we

require an ontology to represent a collection of concepts that are relevant to a domain mod-

ule. These ontologies can be extracted from existing large knowledge bases in a systematic

manner that helps the module designer in creating content for the Toy, in a way that minimal

human intervention is required.

In this chapter, we describe a technique implemented in a system, called M-OntoBUILD,

that semi-automatically constructs domain-specific ontologies for the Toy, the open-ended

conversational agent described in Section 2.1.1. This represents one of the contributions of

this thesis. These ontologies, hereafter referred to as Modular Ontologies or M-Ontos, are

part of the Toy’s modular knowledge infrastructure and are used for a number of purposes,

such as semantic relatedness and classification, amongst others. To create M-Ontos, we

combine the WordNet taxonomy with Wikipedia’s folksonomy. The construction process is

conducted with the M-Onto designer only requiring to specify the domain of interest; the

rest of the process is automatically performed by M-OntoBUILD. However, the tool provides

opportunities for a module designer to intervene in order to improve the final output.

We evaluated several M-Ontos constructed for both correctness and completeness using

human judges, and found that the concepts at the top level of the M-Onto are deemed as

appropriate to their container domains. We also found that there is room for improvement

1The contents of this chapter have been published in [Macias-Galindo et al., 2011a] and [Macias-Galindo
et al., 2011b].
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in the current system, as judges suggested concepts not appearing in the M-Onto that may

be relevant to the domain. This evaluation is described in Section 4.6.

4.1 Modular Ontologies

As described in Section 2.2, the process of constructing ontologies has been traditionally del-

egated to knowledge engineers. Significant advances in approaches that speed up this process

have occurred in recent years, mostly in the extraction of knowledge from text [Kozareva and

Hovy, 2010; Navigli et al., 2011] or from a community of contributors [Suchanek et al., 2008;

Bollacker et al., 2008]. While these approaches attempt to reduce the workload of knowledge

engineers in developing and maintaining such resources, tasks like the construction of cor-

pora to collect components of the ontology still requires human expertise. In this chapter,

we are concerned with the automatic construction of ontology-like resources that allow iden-

tifying concepts associated with a given domain. In this domain setting, concepts represent

a unique idea inferred from a definition. This means that concepts have an unambiguous

meaning, which makes them similar to the definition of synsets in WordNet. Therefore, for

our purposes, a concept will be represented by a WordNet synset.

In addition to the domain specificity of the ontology-like resources, we must satisfy two

conditions: reliability (it must extract concepts related to a domain of interest) and connec-

tivity between its components (the concepts must be connected by associations other than

hierarchical). With respect to the former condition, the desired domain resources must be

constructed from a reliable source of knowledge, for instance expert knowledge or domain

corpora. In terms of connectivity, these domain-specific ontologies will be employed in a

conversational setting for the purpose of detecting coherent topic transitions from one topic

to another. Many existing ontologies focus on representing a taxonomy of concepts, but

hierarchical relations are not sufficient for representing options for choosing conversational

topics, as these are scarce and represent just one dimension of relatedness (i.e. similarity).

Therefore, our approach must produce an ontology with more than only hierarchical relations

between concepts.

We propose an approach and an ontology-construction process to address these require-

ments, which we term M-OntoBUILD and is programmed in a Java application with the

same name. M-OntoBUILD is different to other tools and approaches in regard to the

aforementioned requirements: in terms of sourcing, existing tools for automatic construction

of ontologies require having a set of preselected documents to address domain specificity

(e.g. [Missikoff et al., 2002; Fortuna et al., 2006; Kozareva and Hovy, 2010; Navigli et al.,

2011]). Our approach, on the other hand, uses both WordNet and Wikipedia, and explores

available connections between articles in the latter (i.e. Wikipedia page links) to represent do-
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Figure 4.1: An example of a M-Onto containing the domain Zoo.

mains. Regarding connectivity, current approaches focus on detecting hierarchical relations

between its components; M-OntoBUILD extracts taxonomies from an existing handcrafted

resource (WordNet) and imports the aforementioned page links, following Milne et al. [2006],

to create a multi-connected ontology. To build these ontologies, M-OntoBUILD uses shallow

linguistic analysis (e.g. named entity recognition, and word sense disambiguation, which are

detailed below) over extracted terms to become concepts. Resources constructed with this

tool are evaluated using human assessments.

4.2 The Architecture of Modular Ontologies

Modular Ontologies constructed with M-OntoBUILD are divided into three levels, as exem-

plified in Figure 4.1 for the Zoo domain: the Primary Domain Concept (PDC ), the Top

Layer of Domain Concepts (TLDC ) and the Hierarchical Layer of Concepts (HLC )2. These

are described below.

The first level of an M-Onto contains the Primary Domain Concept (PDC ), which

defines the domain of interest using a singleton concept; this is also leveraged for identifying

the appropriate senses of the concepts in the layers below. These concepts can be about

anything featuring a Wikipedia article and as desired by the module designer, but we focus

on those domains referring to spatial entities, such as a Zoo or a Museum, activities like

Sport, or more abstract concepts like Food and Health.

The second level, defined as the Top Layer of Domain Concepts (TLDC ), features the

main concepts that are related to the domain, in terms of both meaning and level of generality.

2In this chapter, we denote ambiguous terms in italics, concepts in bold and relationships using text-type
style.
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By meaning, we refer to selecting from a polysemous3 word the sense that relates best to the

domain of interest. For instance, in the construction of the Zoo M-Onto, a concept like

Lion should be associated with the concept representing an animal and not to the concept

about the constellation. Further, concepts obtained in this layer must have an acceptable

degree of generality, so these include other sub-concepts (hierarchically related) that are also

relevant to the domain. In particular, there should not be a more appropriate super-concept.

Continuing the example above, the M-Onto of Zoo should feature the concept Animal as

a TLDC, rather than Lion or any other specific animal found in a zoo.

Another important property of the concepts in the TLDC is that they may have other

types of relationships apart from hierarchical with respect to the PDC : for instance, the

relationships between Zoo and Animal or between Sports and Ball. We propose to extract

these relationships from links in Wikipedia articles, known as wikilinks. This has a two-fold

motivation: first, Wikipedia has been regarded as a reliable resource for Text Mining and

Ontology Construction tasks [Hepp et al., 2007; Strube and Ponzetto, 2006]; and second,

wikilinks have been used as a parameter to measure semantic relatedness between terms or

concepts [Milne and Witten, 2008; Wubben and van den Bosch, 2009; Grieser et al., 2011].

However, it is important to highlight that relationships based on wikilinks are not labelled.

Such labels are not required for our purposes, and so their definition is out of the scope of

this thesis.

Each concept in the TLDC may have an associated set of hierarchically related hyponyms

(i.e. subclasses). Concepts in these subclasses form the Hierarchical Layer of Concepts (HLC )

of the M-Onto. Relations between concepts in the HLC can be either those available in

WordNet, such as hypernymy, hyponymy, holonymy and meronymy4, or associations obtained

from wikilinks. We found that wikilink relationships can add to the M-Ontofrom 50% to

247% more associations between concepts, depending on the domain, as we show later. This

results in a multi-associated ontology, which makes it usable to support topic transition to

associated topics.

4.3 Stages of M-OntoBUILD

M-OntoBUILD produces a Modular Ontology in three stages: (1) domain definition (de-

scribed in Section 4.3.1); (2) automatic extraction of domain-related concepts (Section 4.3.2);

and (3) hierarchy construction (Section 4.3.3). Each stage deals with the construction of the

PDC, TLDC and HLC layers respectively. A final extra stage (4) of domain interconnection

can be conducted over two developed M-Ontos, in case the module designer is interested in

3A word having multiple meanings.
4Corresponding to superclass-of, subclass-of, part-of and member-of relations, respectively.
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Figure 4.2: A summary of the M-OntoBUILD process, outlining the stages, tasks and
outputs involved in each step.

finding semantic associations between two existing resources. These stages are described in

this section, along with the tools used and issues addressed in each of them. In the process

of manufacturing M-Ontos, two information resources were employed, namely the English

version of Wikipedia5 and WordNet 3.0 [Fellbaum, 1998]. Wikipedia is used to produce

the initial concepts forming the TLDC, while WordNet is employed in the disambiguation

and generalisation processes. WordNet is also used in the extraction of the HLC. The M-

OntoBUILD process is summarised in Figure 4.2, which outlines the main stages, tasks and

outputs that it produces.

Before describing the full process, we overview the main tasks and problems addressed

from the designer perspective. As a starting point, the module designer manually conducts

Stage 1 of the process, by choosing a Wikipedia article representing the domain to be

created; for instance, Zoo as “a facility to exhibit animals”. The domain is represented in

M-OntoBUILD using the Web Ontology Language (OWL), a standard defined by the World

Wide Web Consortium to store and retrieve knowledge6. The domain selected represents the

core of the ontology, and is termed the primary domain concept or PDC. After this selection,

the rest of the process can be performed without the designer’s intervention.

Note that, rather than containing only hierarchical relations, domains feature other types

of relationships between concepts. For instance, the Zoo features Animals and Cages, ab-

stractions that are not hierarchically related to the domain. Thus, M-OntoBUILD constructs

5http://en.wikipedia.org, in a period between March and May 2011.
6http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/OWL

http://en.wikipedia.org
http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/OWL
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domain ontologies containing multiple sub-ontologies starting from automatically extracted

top-level concepts, hereafter identified as the top-layer of domain concepts or TLDC. To

define these top-level concepts, Stage 2 deals with the identification of concepts related

to the domain of interest. The definition of the TLDC is automatically performed by M-

OntoBUILD in four Tasks, as follows:

1. Candidate terms are sourced from the articles that the article corresponding to the

PDC points to (via wikilinks; see Task 2.1). In the Zoo example, for instance, these

include animal welfare, bear and Netherlands.

2. Some terms are not appropriate (e.g. Netherlands is an instance of “country”), as M-

Ontos only feature concepts and not instances. We use Named Entity Recognition

(NER) to address this requirement (see Task 2.2). Ultimately, instances are detected

and removed by M-OntoBUILD from the process, thus leaving only concepts to analyse

in the rest of the stage.

3. Some of the terms remaining after the previous task have multiple meanings, because

we are only extracting the labels but not definitions from Wikipedia. Therefore, it

is required to find for these terms the sense that approximates best to the domain

defined; this task is called Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) and is addressed in

Task 2.3. For instance, the word bear has multiple meanings: e.g. an animal and “an

investor with a pessimistic market outlook”7, plus other meanings (e.g. a verb). M-

OntoBUILD chooses the appropriate sense based on the defined domain and semantic

similarity with other terms from that domain.

4. Some links need to be combined or generalised to cover additional relevant concepts

(see Task 2.4); for instance, Bear, Chameleon and Leopard represent only part of

the Animals that can be seen in a zoo, thus our process uses WordNet to find more

general concepts and decides based on word occurrence in a corpus whether these are

most representative of the domain. However, for some domains a more general concept

is not appropriate: for example, Fish and Seal should not be replaced by Animal

when defining an ontology about an aquarium.

After the TLDC is constructed, Stage 3 is performed, which consists of importing a

corresponding sub-tree below each TLDC into the M-Onto. This stage uses WordNet

(Task 3.1); the relations between all those concepts added into the M-Onto are extended

using page links from Wikipedia articles (Task 3.2).

7As defined in WordNet 3.0.
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As mentioned above, an additional Stage 4 can be invoked which, given two M-Ontos,

detects Wikipedia articles associated with each of their concepts. This stage extends Stage

3 by creating associations between concepts contained by different domains.

In the following sections we detail these stages and tasks, and illustrate the process using

the Zoo example. We show part of the M-Onto produced at the end of each process.

4.3.1 Stage 1. Definition of the Primary Domain Concept

The first step of the process requires the module designer, that is, the user developing a

module for the Toy, to define the domain that an M-Onto will cover. The domain is

represented by the label of a Wikipedia article selected by the designer.

One of the properties of Wikipedia is the use of unique identifiers to label articles. To

use Wikipedia articles, we must take into consideration that the encyclopedia contains a

larger set of entities (e.g. places or people), in comparison to more systematically developed

resources like WordNet. Various instances like brands or music groups named after common

nouns like Zoo as shown in Figure 4.3 can create issues of ambiguity.

To address the issue of identifying the correct article given an input string, Wikipedia

contains disambiguation pages, which list the multiple meanings available for a given noun

phrase. Articles with the same label are distinguished using a suffix between brackets. This

is illustrated in Figure 4.3, which shows the disambiguation page for the word “zoo”. In

this case, the label of the article about “zoo” as “a place to exhibit animals” does not have

additional suffixes. On the other hand, the label of the article referring to a J-pop band

called “Zoo” has a suffix: Zoo (band). While in this case the selection of the appropriate

article is straightforward, in some cases this stage needs to be performed carefully to detect

the right article. For example, to build an M-Onto about “aquarium”8, designers must find

the article called Public aquarium, which in this case involves not a suffix but a prefix.

Existing work requires a similar level of interaction with the module designer; however,

we observe that our approach possibly requires the least intervention in terms of effort. For

instance, Kozareva and Hovy [2010] request the designer to input a root and a basic-level

concept, which define the start and some branch of an automatically constructed taxonomy.

OntoGen [Fortuna et al., 2006], OntoLearn [Missikoff et al., 2002] and OntoTermExtraction

[Navigli et al., 2011] require designers to construct domain-specific corpora.

It should be noted that articles in Wikipedia are unambiguous by nature, as discussed

above given their unique representation in the encyclopedia. This occurs since the article that

a module designer chooses to represent the domain (with the exception of a disambiguation

8Defined as “the aquatic counterpart of a zoo, housing living aquatic species for viewing”. Source: Word-
Net.
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page) describes only one meaning of the word; therefore, this term represents a concept for

our purposes. At the end of this stage, the label words of the article representing the domain

of the M-Onto becomes the PDC. This string is passed on to the next stage of the system.

Figure 4.3: An example of a Wikipedia disambiguation page for the noun phrase “zoo”.

4.3.2 Stage 2. Automatic Extraction of Domain-related Concepts

With a PDC defined in Stage 1, the rest of the process is conducted automatically by M-

OntoBUILD. Note, however, that the designer can intervene in the process should manual

editing be required. For the purpose of verifying the accuracy of M-OntoBUILD, the M-

Ontos constructed and employed throughout this thesis have been constructed without

human intervention.

Stage 2 extracts the TLDC of an M-Onto, which is the most general set of concepts that

are related to the domain. Concepts in this layer can be considered as the “root concepts”

of the sub-ontologies that represent the domain. These concepts are extracted from the

Wikipedia article corresponding to the PDC and defined after processes of instance detection,

sense disambiguation and generalisation. However, rather than using Wikipedia directly, we

used DBPedia9 (see Section 2.2.3.2). DBPedia stores tuples containing the different elements

9http://wiki.dbpedia.org

http://wiki.dbpedia.org
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structuring Wikipedia; for instance, a set containing wikilinks from articles, and the set

of categories that each article links to. This allows us to extract the elements required

straightforwardly, rather than requiring text parsing [Velardi et al., 2005; Navigli et al.,

2011] or validating relations given their repetition and occurrence [Kozareva and Hovy, 2010;

Wu et al., 2012]. However, it also poses some challenges that are described below.

It should be noted that concepts in the TLDC should: (a) not refer to specific entities or

instances, but to concepts; (b) have a disambiguated definition related to the domain of the

M-Onto; and (c) be associated to other concepts found in the domain, by relationships other

than hierarchical. These requirements are a challenge for our approach, since the terms ex-

tracted from Wikipedia’s PDC article can either refer to instances, be ambiguous, or be very

specific with respect to the domain of interest. Therefore, in this step M-OntoBUILD ex-

tracts the set of terms associated to the domain, in order to: (a) detect and discard terms

referring to instances; (b) disambiguate words with multiple meanings; and (c) explore the

possibility of substituting a set of concepts with a concept that hierarchically comprises them

and other concepts also related to the domain. In our evaluation proposed in Section 4.6, we

focus on the outcomes of this stage, as most of the contributions of M-OntoBUILD rely on

them.

Stage 2 is then comprised of four tasks: term extraction from Wikipedia; instance detection

and deletion; linking terms to concepts; and concept generalisation. We describe these in the

following subsections.

Task 2.1. Term Extraction from Wikipedia

This task extracts a set of candidate terms that are related to the PDC according to

Wikipedia. Recall that we are not working with concepts yet, but with possibly ambiguous

terms, since the most appropriate sense of domain-related terms has not yet been determined

(until Task 2.3). In this task, rather than analysing domain-specific corpora to identify spe-

cific terminology [Velardi et al., 2005; Navigli et al., 2011], using term clustering [Fortuna

et al., 2006] or performing web queries [Kozareva and Hovy, 2010; Wu et al., 2012], we opt

for extracting terms that are related to the domain of interest via explicit associations, in

particular wikilinks. This is because we expect M-Ontos to contain subtaxonomies of con-

cepts semantically related to a domain instead of a single taxonomy. To perform this task,

M-OntoBUILD retrieves terms from a table in DBPedia called page links that contains the

wikilinks featured in every Wikipedia article. This table is organised in triples as follows:

< container article > wikilinks < linked resource >
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Wikipedia article about the Zoo

Animal welfare Emergency response team (Zoo)
Endangered species National forest
Captivity (animal) Israel
Butterfly zoo Piranha
Bottlenose dolphin Bear
Giant panda Netherlands
Taronga Zoo Manatifauna.jpg
Bamboo Species

. . .

Table 4.1: A subset of Wikipedia article names that the Zoo article target to via wikilinks.
The total number of wikilinks in the Zoo article is 213.

M-OntoBUILD uses the PDC as the container article, and obtains all the linked resources

to this concept. Previous studies have shown reliability in employing wikilinks as a mech-

anism to measure semantic relatedness between words [Milne and Witten, 2008; Wubben

and van den Bosch, 2009; Grieser et al., 2011]. We motivate our construction process on

these observations. Table 4.1 shows a subset of the linked resources by the article about

Zoo. However, before passing on to the next step of the task, we only keep those resources

pointing to actual articles in Wikipedia, and not to images, videos or other multimedia (an

example of a string defining an image is “manatifauna.jpg” in Table 4.1).

One challenge with the use of wikilinks is that they are manually defined by Wikipedia

contributors with no supervision. Hence, it is possible that an author defines a wikilink to

an article called United States of America, but makes the link point to U.S.A., which would

not refer to an existing article. This is solved by curators, who create a redirect link from the

string U.S.A. to the article United States of America. These links can be seen as synonyms of

a given article [Strube and Ponzetto, 2006]. The list of redirect links is available in DBPedia

in a table named similarly. These links are organised in triples in the form:

< term > redirects < wikipedia article >

where term is a term specified by an author which does not point to an article, and

wikipedia article is the article it refers to. Because some of the labels of the linked resources

extracted in this task may not refer to any article, we retrieve for each term its corresponding

wikipedia article (if available). This task ends with two lists, one containing article names

(we refer to this as the list of related terms) and another with redirect links of these terms.
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Task 2.2. Instance Detection and Removal

This task identifies entities (i.e. instances of concepts) and concepts for the M-Onto, given

that Wikipedia contains articles referring to both without distinguishing between them. Note,

however, that not all processes for constructing ontologies disregard the inclusion of entities.

For instance, Kozareva and Hovy [2010] allow the insertion of concepts or entities as starting

points from which taxonomies are built, and Ponzetto and Strube [2007a] propose that cat-

egories in Wikipedia refer to taxonomy classes, while entities are represented by Wikipedia

articles. The scope of the tool sometimes defines the type of elements that will be contained

in the taxonomy [Fortuna et al., 2006].

For our purpose, we remove entities for two reasons: first, entities and concepts are repre-

sented differently in OWL ontologies; and second, concepts are more likely to be available in

WordNet, which is the main resource that we employ throughout the M-OntoBUILD process

to shape the taxonomy of an M-Onto. Consequently, M-OntoBUILD requires distinguish-

ing and removing terms that refer to instances before constructing the TLDC. Some entities

found in the page links from the “zoo” article can be observed in Table 4.1, such as Israel,

Netherlands and Taronga Zoo.

The task of identifying instances and concepts in texts is known as Named Entity Recog-

nition (NER). This task can be defined as a sub-task of Information Extraction that consists

of detecting and matching instances (e.g. names of people, places and organisations) from

unstructured texts to their corresponding types (i.e. concepts) [Grishman and Sundheim,

1996; Wu et al., 2012].

For the task described in this subsection, we employed a sequence of filters according to

their reliability (from the most to the least reliable filter) in order to automatically differen-

tiate entities from concepts. We make use of the following resources and tools: the Stanford

NER Tool; DBPedia; MorphAdorner10; and a set of heuristics based on WordNet. Terms

in the list input to this task are removed if they are classified by one of these resources to

be entities and are retained otherwise. This filtering process is illustrated in Figure 4.4, and

described in the following.

1. The Stanford NER Tool11 is a Java application that, given an input text and a

selected training set, tags words as either instances (of Person, Organisation or Loca-

tion) or common words. We use this program to detect terms referring to any of these

instances (e.g. Israel, Netherlands) and remove them from the list of terms.

2. The DBPedia table of links to WordNet, hereafter referred to as Wiki2WordNet,

10http://morphadorner.northwestern.edu/
11http://www-nlp.stanford.edu/ner/

http://morphadorner.northwestern.edu/
http://www-nlp.stanford.edu/ner/
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Figure 4.4: An overview of the filtering process executed in Task 2.1.

is a mapping in DBPedia that associates Wikipedia articles to synsets in WordNet.

Information in this table is structured in triples as follows:

< article label > wordnet type < wordnet synset >

where< article label > is a label referring to a Wikipedia article and< wordnet synset >

corresponds to a string in the form synset-word form-POS-sense number. An example

of a triple is the following:

Edinburgh Zoo wordnet type synset-menagerie-noun-2

The Wiki2WordNet table can be used to extend the coverage in WordNet, since it

maps a Wikipedia article to at least one WordNet synset. However, not all of the

Wikipedia articles appear in this table; only those corresponding to entities. We use

the Wiki2WordNet table as a means to exclude article names in the list that refer

to entities; if an article name in the list is found as an article label in the table, we

assume that it corresponds to an entity and M-OntoBUILD removes it from the list.

We repeat the query in case that a redirect link was associated to an article name by

using the list of redirected links obtained in Task 2.1. Should this query also return an

empty result set, we retain the label of an article name onto the next filter.
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3. MorphAdorner12 is a library developed at the Northwestern University containing a

set of NLP tools. Amongst the tools it offers, we use the Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagger

over the article names in the list of candidate concepts. To preserve a term from the

list, M-OntoBUILD needs to verify two properties using the POS analyser: first, that

the term contains at least one common noun; and second, that its words perform other

grammatical roles different to proper nouns, proper adjectives or non-English words.

An example of a candidate that is removed by this tool is the term Greek loanwords,

which is an instance of a language and features a proper adjective.

4. WordNet is the last resource to find entities, in case that the aforementioned re-

sources and tools fail to discover them. M-OntoBUILD performs three heuristics using

WordNet, described below:

• The input term does not appear in WordNet : this is conducted because concepts

that will appear in M-Ontos are required to exist in WordNet. Some concepts

that are removed with this heuristic are Frozen zoo, Virtual zoo and list of con-

servation topics, amongst others.

• The term is not an instance-of a concept : this relationship has existed since

WordNet 2.0.

• The term synonyms do not start with a capital letter : This heuristic is proposed

due to the lack of coverage using the instance-of relationships in WordNet.

After all these filters have been applied over the list of candidate article names, the

remaining article names are termed the list of concept names from the TLDC ; these are

shown in Table 4.2. These are passed onto the next task so their sense (i.e. meaning) is

disambiguated. The effectiveness of the aforementioned tools and heuristics described above

is evaluated in Section 4.6.

Task 2.3. Linking Terms to Concepts

The list of concept names obtained in the previous task has three properties: nouns obtained

are related to the PDC, appear in WordNet, and are not instances of concepts. However,

these concept names may have multiple senses or meanings. The problem of choosing an

appropriate sense is addressed by the task of word sense disambiguation (WSD). This is one

of the earliest problems in computational linguistics [Weaver, 1955] and requires identifying

the correct sense of a term [Wu et al., 2012] given the context in which the term is found.

12http://morphadorner.northwestern.edu

http://morphadorner.northwestern.edu
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Zoology Endangered species* Extinction
Captivity National Park* Aviary*
Spectacled Cayman* Bottlenose Dolphin* Bear
King Penguin* Leopard Bamboo
Chicken Slaughterhouse* Pathology
Species Whale Amusement park*
Domestic animal* Neglect Whale shark*
Savannah* Safari park* Moat*
Marmoset* Lemur* Habitat*
Pygmy* Ecology

Table 4.2: A list of concept names obtained after executing Task 2.2. Asterisks denote
terms with a unique meaning in WordNet.

Disambiguation of terms is also performed in other ontology construction processes. For

example, Navigli et al. [2011] address this task implicitly while filtering the terminology ob-

tained from domain-specific corpora. Alternatively, senses can be determined from matching

hierarchically related pairs using common elements between them [Wu et al., 2012]. This

task can be waived in approaches where taxonomies are constructed from resources previ-

ously disambiguated, such as Wikipedia [Ponzetto and Strube, 2007a].

With the purpose of determining the senses that are more related to the M-Onto being

constructed, M-OntoBUILD performs a disambiguation process over the list of candidate

terms. This process also identifies the semantically similar concepts to be included along

with the HLC into the M-Onto in Stage 3. For instance, the term bear has two meanings

in WordNet: one corresponds to the animal13. and the other corresponds to a person14. In

the context of the Zoo M-Onto, the first definition is more appropriate; we assume that

the sub-concepts of the first synset are also related to the Zoo.

Task 2.3 is divided into two sub-processes. In the first sub-process, M-OntoBUILD iden-

tifies the set of concept names that only appear in one synset (unambiguous terms, or the C

subset) and separates them from those appearing in multiple synsets (ambiguous terms, the

M subset). For example, candidate terms like Spectacled Cayman, Lemur and Aviary

belong to the C subset and can be therefore considered concepts, while Leopard and Whale

are contained in subset M . Other candidates in these sets are shown in Table 4.3. After this

sub-process, concept names found in subset C can be referred to as concepts, as they can be

associated with a single definition rather than with multiple ones. In the second sub-process,

13“Massive plantigrade carnivorous or omnivorous mammals with long shaggy coats and strong claws”
14“an investor with a pessimistic market outlook”
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Concepts (C) Ambiguous common terms (M)

Zoology Endangered species Extinction Captivity
National Park Aviary Bear Chicken
Spectacled Caiman Slaughterhouse Pathology Species
Amusement park Domestic animal Whale Neglect
Whale shark Moat
Marmoset Habitat
Ecology

Table 4.3: Classification of zoo-related terms into one-synset (concepts) and multi-synset
(ambiguous concept names).

the M subset is disambiguated by using concepts from the C subset, as described below.

The second step of Task 2.3 disambiguates concept names: in terms of the sets M and

C, we move terms from the former set to the latter. The following is applied to each concept

name in M : we use the similarity measure of Lesk adapted over WordNet15 [Banerjee and

Pedersen, 2002] to all valid synsets containing a concept name from M and all the concepts

in C. Here, by valid we mean those synsets containing word forms in lowercase characters,

as other synsets were discarded from the last filter of Task 2.1 using WordNet. For instance,

to disambiguate the term bear, which is featured in two synsets, M-OntoBUILD calculates

the similarity score between bear1 (which corresponds to the animal sense of bear) and the

set of unambiguous concepts in C (e.g. Zoology, Endangered species and so on). Using

this similarity measure, the sense for a concept name is determined by majority voting from

all the concepts in C. The sense selected for a concept name is the one which was deemed

by the majority of concepts to have the highest similarity score. The same is repeated for

bear2 (if this is a valid synset, as above) and other synsets if available. After performing

this comparison, it turns out that the animal sense of bear is more similar to the majority

of concepts in C rather than the investor sense. With a sense selected, the disambiguated

concept name is removed from M , added to C, and the process is repeated for the next

element in M . Although there exists the possibility of potential ties, these scores were never

close in practice. This process is more precisely defined in Algorithm 1.

In the literature, some of the topic ontologies produced address disambiguation by fo-

cusing on the automatic extraction of keywords comprising a corpus [Sanderson and Croft,

1999; Fortuna et al., 2006; Kozareva and Hovy, 2010; Navigli et al., 2011]. The meaning

of these terms are implicitly deduced from the domain represented, while irrelevant terms

15This measure has been described in Section 2.4.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm to induce term sense disambiguation for Task 2.3.

1: P ← p1, p2, . . . , pn . Set of concept names.
2: C ← . Set of unambiguous concepts.
3: M ← . Set of ambiguous terms.
4: for p ∈ P do
5: Find p in WordNet
6: if p occurs in only one synset then
7: put p in C
8: else
9: put p in M

10: for m ∈M do
11: for c ∈ C do
12: get semantic relatedness between each sense of m and c
13: retain the sense i of m with the highest relatedness score

14: store mi in C

are disregarded from the produced ontology. For instance, Sanderson and Croft [1999] made

use of the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) collection, where a set of documents clustered

under a common topic represented the domain of interest for building a hierarchy. For con-

cept discovery, however, disambiguation must be performed in order to correctly place new

concepts in the taxonomy. OntoLearn [Missikoff et al., 2002] used both WordNet synsets

and relations, along with a collection of documents to combine single terms into complex

concepts (e.g. room service). These concepts are placed in the taxonomy by overlapping

networks of the synsets involved, using both lexical relations and words in the gloss section

(i.e. the definition of the concepts involved).

The problem of disambiguation is more prominent in the automatic construction of gen-

eral taxonomies. For instance, in Probase [Wu et al., 2012], terms with the same subtree

representation are merged, producing larger subtrees that become part of the final taxonomy.

These subtrees are produced from lexico-syntactic analysis conducted over an index of Web

pages, and the strength of each node in a subtree is assessed in terms of the probability of

finding these relations in corpora. Other general approaches like YAGO [Suchanek et al.,

2008] make use of WordNet’s taxonomy as a starting point (thus, an unambiguous arrange-

ment of concepts was already present), but the problem of disambiguation required to match

Wikipedia articles and categories into WordNet synsets did not affect the process at all.

It should be noted that, due to having at least one disambiguated concept (the PDC ),

in the worst case |C| = 1 to begin with. However, in practice there are generally many

more unambiguous concepts at the outset. At the end of this task, a list of concepts with a

definition associated is obtained, hereafter labelled as the list of candidate top-level concepts.
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Task 2.4. Concept Generalisation

The list of candidate top-level concepts obtained from the previous task may not be general

enough to represent a domain; there may be better subsumer concepts containing a larger

set of subsumed concepts (hyponyms in WordNet), which are also related to the domain.

The absence of this subsumer in the set of extracted terms can happen because wikilinks

are not defined with domain specificity in mind. For instance, while a very general concept

of the Zoo domain is Animal, this link is not contained in the “zoo” article. However,

the Wikipedia article about “zoo” has wikilinks to specific animals, such as Bear, Whale

and Marmoset. Some other animals like Lion and Tiger may also be relevant to the

domain, but are not targeted by wikilinks. However, subsumers may not be convenient in all

of the cases: for example, an M-Onto about Aquarium16 contains wikilinks to articles like

Fish, Seal and Penguin. In this case, it is not appropriate to generalise using the concept

Animal as aquariums do not display all animals, but a reduced set of them. Unless we detect

the appropriate generalisation level for a domain, we risk considering either very general or

specific concepts in M-Ontos instead. In regard to the example above, M-OntoBUILD needs

to determine that concept Animal is also related to the Zoo domain, but is not necessarily

a good representative concept for the Aquarium.

It should be noted that this task is not featured in other approaches for constructing

taxonomies. The upper limit of a taxonomy can be one [Kozareva and Hovy, 2010] or many

concepts [Navigli et al., 2011] explicitly stated by the designer. Alternatively, text mining

techniques to classify terms can be employed, as in Fortuna et al. [2006]. Term clustering is

the task of distributing objects into groups (or clusters) according to some similarity criteria.

For this thesis, we refer to the grouping of concepts with a similar hierarchy, e.g. a hierarchical

domain. This approach is known as hierarchical clustering and is commonly employed for

ontology construction.

In our current task, M-OntoBUILD supports module designers to automatically dis-

cover whether candidate concepts are appropriate to represent the corresponding domain,

or whether higher-level concepts are more appropriate to the M-Onto. That is, module

designers can easily remove those concepts that are not relevant to the domain later, rather

than to induce them from texts. For instance, concepts such as Chicken, Dog and Whale

may not be strongly related to the Zoo domain, thus they can be manually removed. To

enable this concept discovery process, we make use of the handcrafted taxonomy available

in WordNet to explore the space of concepts hierarchically related to the domain, and the

co-occurrence frequency of terms with respect to the domain of the M-Onto.

M-OntoBUILD first extracts from WordNet a list of super-concepts associated with each

16The aquatic counterpart of a zoo, housing living aquatic species for viewing. Source: Wikipedia.
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Figure 4.5: A subset of candidate concepts of the M-Onto about Zoo with their super-
concepts in WordNet. Concepts obtained from Task 2.3 are: Domesticated animal, Mar-
moset, Whale and Bear.

candidate concept resulting from Task 2.3. These super-concepts are extracted and stored

as a linear array of linked lists, each of the length of the number of super-concepts for a

candidate concept (including itself). See the example shown in Figure 4.5.

The generalisation process is performed in iterations, where each iteration is an attempt

to reduce the set of candidate concepts. Each iteration explores the next level up of all

the lists, starting from the first parent of each candidate concept. The task is finalised if,

after an iteration, M-OntoBUILD does not reduce the number of candidate concepts, i.e. no

generalisation is applied. Two sub-tasks of generalisation are executed in each iteration: (1)

generalisation at candidate concept level and (2) generalisation at super-concept level.

Sub-task 2.4.1. Generalisation at Candidate Concept Level. In this sub-process,

M-OntoBUILD removes concepts that are subsumed by another concept already available

in the list of candidate top-level concepts. For instance, suppose that one of the candidate
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concepts in Figure 4.5 is Beluga17. This concept is subsumed by Whale in the third parent

level, which as can be seen in the figure is another candidate concept. In this case, M-

OntoBUILD removes Beluga from the set of candidate top-level concepts. This is done

because in this stage we are only interested in identifying root concepts; sub-concepts to

the top layer of concepts are added in Stage 3. As can be seen, with the exception of

removing candidate concepts, other concepts in this level remain unchanged. The following

sub-process modifies the level of candidate concepts, thus each iteration compares different

candidate concepts with respect to the previous step.

Sub-task 2.4.2. Generalisation Reduction using Super-concepts. From the on-

tology construction process, it cannot be assumed that concepts appearing in a Wikipedia

article are the only ones that are relevant to a domain. Specifically, this sub-task deals with

discovering hierarchical relations using concepts that can be inferred from WordNet. For this,

we employ a notion of concept majority based on the document frequency of concept labels in

Wikipedia articles, as described below. For instance, in Figure 4.6a, four concepts (appear-

ing as leaves, and termed candidate subsumed concepts) are featured in the Wikipedia article

about Zoo . However, by only adding these concepts to the corresponding M-Onto we

would be missing other concepts that are relevant to the domain (i.e. other types of ani-

mals). By cross-checking with the hierarchical classification in WordNet, M-OntoBUILD is

able to determine whether this generalisation is useful (i.e. it adds more information that is

relevant instead of the opposite) or not. This sub-task, however, must be controlled in a way

that it selectively chooses when to apply generalisation and when this is not convenient. We

use term co-occurrence for this purpose, by using the process described below.

To determine whether a candidate subsumer should replace its sub-concepts, we determine

the co-occurrence of concept labels (i.e. the string displayed as the concept identifier) using

Wikipedia as a document corpus. We chose Wikipedia due to the facilities provided for

obtaining document frequency statistics, as well as to the homogeneous type of articles that

it contains. We use it to calculate the number of documents where each of the aforementioned

concepts and the PDC co-occur. We use the co-occurrence condition shown in Equation 4.1

to determine whether the generalisation is applied or not:

co oc(pdc, subsumer) >
n∑
i=1

co oc(pdc, subsumedi), (4.1)

where co oc is the number of documents where both concepts co-occur. If this condition holds,

all the subsumed concepts are removed from the set of candidate concepts and are replaced

17Small northern whale that is white when adult. Source: WordNet 3.0.
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Figure 4.6: Detection of more general classes via WordNet: (a) shows a generalisation
process accepted, while (b) shows a rejected generalisation.

by the candidate subsumer. Otherwise, the subsumer is rejected and the candidate concepts

are preserved. The efficacy of the co-occurrence condition in Equation 4.1 is analysed in

Section 4.6.

In the examples shown in Figure 4.6, we illustrate the generalisation process with the

same subsumer Animal for two M-Ontos with different domains: Zoo and Aquarium,

respectively. In the first case, the set of candidate subsumed concepts contains concepts like

Chicken, Lemur, Marmoset and Whale ; while for Aquarium, the same set contains

concepts Bird, Dolphin, Fish and Pinniped18. The frequency of co-occurrence with re-

spect to the PDC in Wikipedia is shown in the numbers below each concept. In the case of

Zoo, the condition of generalisation is met (i.e. 5977 > 659 + 116 + 293 + 456), and concept

Animal is accepted and replaces the other concepts. However, this condition is not met for

the Aquarium M-Onto (i.e. 2250 < 799+298+2579+21), hence in this case generalisation

using concept Animal is rejected, thus Bird, Dolphin, Fish and Pinniped are retained

in the set of candidate top level concepts.

As mentioned above, sub-tasks 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 are repeated until no generalisation is

applied to the set of candidate concepts during an execution. Once this task terminates,

the set of remaining concepts have been detected as common nouns, are unambiguous and

general with respect to the domain of the M-Onto. These concepts are hereafter called the

Top-Layer of Domain Concepts (TLDC ), and are the maximally-general concepts associated

with the domain. As observed from the previous tasks, these concepts may have relationships

different to those in a hierarchy (is-a) with respect to the domain concept. As described in

Section 4.1, M-OntoBUILD constructs a type of relationship, or association between the

18Aquatic carnivorous mammal having a streamlined body specialized for swimming with limbs modified
as flippers. Source: WordNet.
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PDC and each TLDC simply called association. However, classifying such relationships is

out of scope and not required for our purposes. All concepts in the TLDC are added, with

their respective relationship to the PDC, into the M-Onto; this addition finalises Stage 2.

The concepts of the TLDC are used to add new concepts related to the domain, as described

in the next stage.

4.3.3 Stage 3. Hierarchy Construction

The Top Layer of Domain Concepts represents a set of general concepts identified by com-

mon nouns that are related to the domain of the M-Onto. However, these concepts are

not yet enough to represent a domain, as they are only the roots of a set of sub-taxonomies

also related to the M-Onto. Hence, in Stage 3, M-OntoBUILD extends the TLDC by per-

forming two tasks: extending M-Onto coverage with hierarchically related concepts (Task

3.1); and adding relationships for concept connectivity detection (Task 3.2). The two tasks

described below form the Hierarchical Layer of Concepts (HLC ), which concludes the process

of constructing M-Ontos.

Task 3.1. M-Onto Hierarchy Extension.

In this task, M-OntoBUILD fills the hierarchy of the M-Onto by extracting the sub-tree of

concepts from WordNet hierarchically associated with each concept in the TLDC. However,

we note that some synsets extracted in this task may refer to either concepts or instances. To

remove instances from the M-Onto, we make use of those techniques described in 4.3.2 that

employ WordNet, such as verifying instance-of relationships and validating that all word

forms available in a denominated synset are common nouns. In such cases, these are not

added into the M-Onto. This task, then, constructs the Hierarchical Layer of Concepts or

HLC by adding hierarchically related concepts to the TLDC. In the next task, these concepts

are enriched with more associations.

Task 3.2. M-Onto Concept-association.

The taxonomy in WordNet enables M-Ontos with hierarchical relations and other lexical

relations like holonymy (part-of) and meronymy (member-of). However, the problem of

featuring hierarchical relations between concepts in M-Ontos is that these are effective in

measuring semantic similarity between concepts, but this measure is only a specific case of

semantic relatedness, which requires other associations [Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006]. This

phenomenon has been described in Section 2.4, and is explored in more detail in Chapter

5. Holonymy and meronymy help contribute to measuring semantic relatedness between
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concepts; however in our context these are not enough. Hence, we propose to extend available

connections between concepts with relationships based on wikilinks.

We address the problem of limited relationships in M-Ontos by considering wikilinks

available in Wikipedia articles, which have been employed to associate related articles [Mi-

halcea and Csomai, 2007], reconstruct a thesaurus [Hepp et al., 2007] and measure semantic

relatedness [Milne and Witten, 2008; Wubben and van den Bosch, 2009; Grieser et al., 2011].

To obtain these relationships, M-OntoBUILD extracts from DBPedia the set of wikilinks

associated with each concept in the M-Onto. These are matched directly to their corre-

sponding Wikipedia article (i.e. both the concept and the article have the same name). Then,

for each wikilink from DBPedia pointing to an article named similarly to an M-Onto con-

cept, M-OntoBUILD creates a wikilink association between these two concepts. In the

case that both concepts associated by wikilink are also hierarchically related (i.e. one sub-

sumes the other), wikilink associations are ignored to favour hierarchical relations. This

process does not add new classes to the M-Onto; rather it only extends possible associations

between concepts already available.

Our approach in this regard is simpler than the one proposed by Ponzetto and Navigli

[2010], who enriched a version of WordNet 3.0 with Wikipedia page links. This process

consisted of producing a disambiguation context for both WordNet synsets and Wikipedia

pages, and then mapping the elements with the highest probability of resembling each other.

A context in a Wikipedia article is comprised of the article title, page links and categories,

while a WordNet synset is contextualised by its synonym labels, hierarchical relations, siblings

and gloss definitions. In our process, we assume that disambiguation is carried out at the

moment of specifying the domain. Therefore, mapping is performed straightforwardly for

those WordNet synsets and Wikipedia articles with an exact label matching. Wikipedia

page links contribute to the addition of more associations between topics, depending on the

domain, from 50% to 247%, as shown in Table 4.4.

4.3.4 Stage 4. Connecting Multiple M-Ontos

This additional stage can be conducted if a module designer has created more than one M-

Onto. This stage extracts wikilinks from each concept in an M-Onto that points to concepts

contained by a different M-Onto, thus enabling explicit transitions between modules. This

stage is employed for the purpose of interconnecting domains, as this feature is required later

in this thesis for testing semantic relatedness measures. However, we ignore this aspect for

the rest of this chapter.
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Domain Hierarchical links Wikilinks (extra%)

Aquarium 1513 1089 (72%)
Cars 779 845 (108%)
Food 4899 6143 (125%)
Economy 2694 3011 (112%)
School 745 371 (50%)
Soccer 436 250 (57%)
Sports 3182 2209 (69%)
Theatre 353 348 (99%)
Zoo 7209 17815 (247%)

Table 4.4: Number of hierarchical and wikilink relationships in some M-Ontos. The
percentage represents the increment of relationships in the resource.

4.4 Example Extracted

Figure 4.7 shows part of the resulting M-Onto for Zoo produced by the process described

above. The figure displays some elements corresponding to the concept Lion, such as sur-

rounding concepts (left box), labels denoting near-similar labels (top-right box) and relation-

ships (bottom-right box).

4.5 M-OntoBUILD as a Java Tool

M-OntoBUILD is implemented as a Java tool to build M-Ontos following the approach de-

scribed above. M-OntoBUILD is accessed from the console, and executes tasks input via com-

mands from module designers. The program allows a module designer to either input com-

mands in real time or to use a script, which includes the set of instructions that the designer

requires to be automatically executed. In this automatic execution, M-OntoBUILD generates

a set of logs that report the M-Onto construction process. These documents can be used

as a reference to correct the constructed graph or for debugging purposes. The commands

required to automatically construct an M-Onto (which we use in the example described in

this chapter) are shown in Table 4.5. These commands trigger the three stages comprising the

M-OntoBUILD approach discussed in this chapter. In addition to these, M-OntoBUILD also

features commands for inserting, deleting and editing particular concepts or relations from

M-Ontos. Figure 4.8 presents a screen shot of M-OntoBUILD using a script.

M-Ontos are produced in OWL19 format; this enables the module designer to browse and

19http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-ref/

http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-ref/
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Figure 4.7: A snippet of the M-Onto produced with M-OntoBUILD, using Protégé as
the visualisation tool.

edit them using OWL-compliant graphical interfaces like Protégé20. To represent contents

in M-Ontos, concepts are represented using the OWL:Class tag, synonyms are contained

inside rdfs:labels, hierarchical relations make use of the rdfs:subClassOf wrapper, while

other relations (including WordNet’s meronymy, holonymy and Wikipedia’s wikilinks) are

stored using the following tags: owl:Restriction, owl:onProperty (to define the relation)

and owl:someValuesFrom (to define the class affected by the relationship). For example, a

fragment of the OWL definition of concept Lion is shown in Figure 4.9.

20http://protege.stanford.edu/

Figure 4.8: A screen shot of M-OntoBUILD.

http://protege.stanford.edu/
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Command Description

create monto name Creates an M-Onto file (OWL format)
with the respective name.

import dbpedia monto articleName Obtains the TLDC of the article
articleName from Wikipedia (which
becomes the PDC ).

import dbpedia all Imports the HLC given a previously ob-
tained TLDC.

close monto Closes the file and allows creating or edit-
ing another file.

Table 4.5: Commands employed to construct automatically an M-Onto.

4.6 Evaluating the M-OntoBUILD Process

This section evaluates Stage 2 of the M-OntoBUILD process, which aims to identify the

most general and representative concepts of a Modular Ontology (M-Onto) domain. Stage 1

(choosing the Primary Domain Concept PDC ) is performed manually, and stage 3 (importing

the HLC ) straightforwardly imports sub-taxonomies from WordNet: since both stages use

direct extraction from existing resources (e.g. DBPedia or WordNet), they are not the focus

of this evaluation.

While there are some existing methodologies for evaluating automatically constructed

ontologies [Maedche and Staab, 2002; Sabou et al., 2005; Kozareva and Hovy, 2010; Velardi

et al., 2012], these approaches compare produced ontologies against hand-crafted ontologies

which we do not have available for our constructed domains. In all of the cases, the do-

mains constructed require expert feedback [Navigli et al., 2011]. In an alternative approach,

a benchmark is extracted from WordNet sub-taxonomies [Kozareva and Hovy, 2010; Velardi

et al., 2012], which only makes use of hierarchical relations. Given that M-OntoBUILD uses

WordNet synsets for concepts, its use as a comparison taxonomy is out of place. We pro-

pose an alternative evaluation mechanism that requires subjects to assess the relatedness

between those concepts deemed as the main roots of the sub-ontologies comprising an M-

Onto (i.e. the TLDC ) and their container domains.

Given that domains can cover familiar topics in a conversational setting, we propose a user

study that requires minimal expert knowledge. Therefore, we select the domains represented

by M-Ontos employed in our evaluation that do not cover technical terminology.

We used wikilinks embedded in the Wikipedia article of the PDC in order to construct

the second layer, or TLDC. This layer represents concepts that are related to the domain
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<owl:Class rdf:about="Lion">

<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Panthera_leo</rdfs:label>

<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">king_of_beasts</rdfs:label>

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="BigCat"/>

<rdfs:subClassOf>

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="wikilinks"/>

<owl:someValuesFrom rdf:resource="Strangulation"/>

</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs:subClassOf>

<rdfs:subClassOf>

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="wikilinks"/>

<owl:someValuesFrom rdf:resource="GiantPanda"/>

</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs:subClassOf>

...

</owl:Class>

Figure 4.9: An excerpt of the OWL definition of the Zoo M-Onto.

of interest. However, one caveat of using these relationships is that not all of them refer

to inclusive facts21. While it is not encouraged, some relationships between the PDC and

its TLDC can be considered weak (e.g. the pair lion-kilogram22) or exclusive (arachnid -

insect). Given that we consider all these types of relationships to be included in the TLDC,

we have established two hypotheses for our study:

1. that the concepts in the TLDC are in fact related to their domain; and,

2. that the generalisation process proposed in the last task of Stage 2 obtains a concept

that is related to the domain, rather than over-generalising and including weakly-related

concepts.

In the rest of the section we describe a user-based evaluation to assess relatedness between

a domain and its related concepts in the TLDC. We also outline the metrics employed in this

21We observe inclusiveness in terms of the words employed to describe such relationships. As a counter-
example, exclusive relations between two concepts like cat-dog or arachnid -insect involve negation words.
Differentiating between these relation has been conducted for differentiating hierarchical graphs [Ponzetto and
Strube, 2007a].

22We considered the relationship lion-kilogram to be weak as, without a proper context, it does not
provide any information (e.g. lions can weigh up to 250 kilograms).
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evaluation, as well as the results obtained. At the end of this section we perform an error

analysis and suggest some areas of improvement for the M-OntoBUILD methodology.

4.6.1 Design of the Domain Appropriateness experiment23

To evaluate our hypotheses we designed a user study that we labelled Domain Appropriate-

ness. This study focused on the following classification of TLDC concepts with respect to a

domain:

(A) concepts that are deemed to be related to a domain;

(B) concepts that are not deemed to be related to a domain, but that are contained due to

the induction of generalisation on task 2.4; and,

(C) concepts that are related to a domain, but are not featured in that domain.

To analyse the concepts contained by the classification above, our experiment proposed

two separate analyses. In the first analysis, which considers classes (A) and (B), we use a

dataset containing pairs formed by a concept in the TLDC and the PDC, for various M-

Ontos. The second analysis for class (C) was evaluated by asking assessors for relevant

concepts not included in the dataset presented in the first analysis. We describe below the

construction of these studies.

The dataset constructed for the Domain Appropriateness experiment consists of 490

concepts from the TLDC of 14 M-Ontos constructed using the M-OntoBUILD tool. The

full set of pairs is denoted by T , while pairs for each domain in the corresponding set is

represented as Td. We used domains that could be easily identifiable by assessors, with the

intention that they would not require specialised knowledge to assess. These domains are

shown in Table 4.6, along with the number of concept pairs for each M-Onto (Td). The

complete list of concepts in the TLDC for each domain is shown in Appendix A.

Concept pairs were distributed randomly across 19 surveys, and each survey contained

three sets with at most 10 pairs per domain. We established a three-point scale on a range

from 0 to 2, where 2 indicates that the involved concept is “strongly related” to the domain

(i.e. the PDC ) and 0 indicates that the concept is “not related” to the domain. We employ

the middle point of the scale, that is 1 (labelled as “related” on the scale), as an indicator that

varies according to the analysis used (details below). This scale is used to judge the appro-

priateness of a concept in the TLDC towards its domain; the description of this evaluation

is detailed below. In addition to the scale, a fourth point labelled as “Unsure” is available in

23The study was approved by the RMIT College of Science, Engineering and Health Human Ethics Advisory
Network with the identifier A&BSEHAPP93-10.
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Domain(D) Td
Amusement park (AP) 26
Association football (So) 25
Automobile (Ca) 41
Beach (Be) 28
Computer (Co) 73
Economy (Ec) 56
Food (Fo) 88
Museum (Mm) 32
Music (Mu) 37
Public aquarium (Aq) 11
School (Sc) 25
Sport (Sp) 24
Theatre (Th) 18
Zoo (Z) 8

Total (|T |) 490

Table 4.6: Number of concepts in the TLDC available for each M-Onto in the Domain
Appropriateness experiment.

case judges cannot decide relatedness appropriately. After assessing appropriateness for each

concept presented, the survey asks subjects to nominate up to five concepts that are not in

the list but they consider are also relevant to the requested domain.

To evaluate M-OntoBUILD with respect to the concepts absent from the M-Ontos (un-

der classification (C)), we presented three questions to assessors, one for each domain in a

survey. We asked assessors to suggest up to five concepts not appearing in the pairs pro-

vided, which they considered were related to the domain shown. There are three situations

expected for these suggested concepts24: either (1) they appear in other surveys (i.e. shown

to other assessors); (2) they are sub-concepts in the HLC (i.e. are subsumed by a TLDC );

or (3) they do not appear in the M-Onto at all. Our analysis focuses on the final case, as

this represents a lack of coverage in M-OntoBUILD.

Having described the experimental setting for the Domain Appropriateness study, we

discuss the procedure for data collection and for evaluating our hypotheses below.

24Assuming that assessors add concepts in the form that we constructed our M-Ontos; that is, common
noun phrases and not any other grammatical form nor instances of concepts.
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4.6.2 Data Collection

We distributed 490 pairs across 19 survey files. These files were deployed into a Web interface

(Figure 4.10), which manages displaying surveys, domains, and pairs in a random order. Pairs

corresponding to the same domain were displayed on the same page. Along with each pair,

the interface showed a definition extracted from WordNet that corresponded to the concepts

involved, in the case that an assessor required one to understand or disambiguate a concept.

These definitions were not visible unless a provided link was clicked. The distribution of

pairs through survey files can be found in Appendix A. After presenting the three sets of

pairs (each corresponding to a domain), we presented a demographic survey to analyse the

cultural background of our participants.

In the results reported in Macias-Galindo et al. [2011b], we performed a pilot with only a

subset of pairs corresponding to three domains. Here we report the results for all concepts in

the TLDC of the 14 involved domains. For this study, we used a group of n = 155 anonymous

participants who were either staff or students from RMIT University, or contacts from social

networks of the author and supervisors of this dissertation, to assess appropriateness of

concepts in the TLDC to their container domain. Each pair of concepts was assessed by at

least eight judges.

4.6.3 Evaluation Metrics

For evaluating the appropriateness of concepts in the TLDC with respect to their domain, we

use measures of lexical precision and lexical recall proposed by Sabou et al. [2005]. Equations

4.2 and 4.3 show their calculation respectively, where erelevant is the number of concepts for

the domain deemed as relevant, eall is the total number of concepts in an M-Onto, and

brelevant is the total number of relevant concepts in a gold standard benchmark (e.g. a hand-

crafted ontology).

LP =
erelevant
eall

(4.2)

LR =
erelevant
brelevant

(4.3)

As mentioned earlier, a problem with using these equations is the absence of expert-

constructed domain-specific ontologies. Due to this, we define the following assumptions:

• rather than the full ontology, we only analyse concepts in the TLDC as representatives

of the M-Onto domain;

• to substitute benchmark ontologies, we construct an artificial baseline by considering
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Figure 4.10: A screen shot of the Web interface used to conduct the Domain Appropri-
ateness study.

both the assessments obtained from our participants for the dataset of pairs and the

concepts in brelevant that they suggested to be missing in M-Ontos.

Under these assumptions, we adapt Equations 4.2 and 4.3 as indicated below:

LPd =
|T ∗d |
|Td|

, (4.4)

LRd =
|T ∗d |+ EXd|ex ∈M-Ontos

|Td|+ |EXd|
, (4.5)

where T corresponds to the set of concepts in the TLDC of an M-Onto (cf. Table 4.6),

EX is the set of extra concepts suggested by participants, and T ∗d is the set of concepts that
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are deemed by assessors as related to their M-Onto domain. The appropriateness app of

a concept c with respect to a domain (or its PDC, likewise) is generalised as the difference

between positive and negative assessments deemed for such a pair. Appropriate concepts are

those achieving a positive aggregate score, while inappropriate concepts obtain a negative

aggregate score, as shown in Equation 4.6. Appropriateness is calculated as follows:

app(c, d) = # of positive judgements−# of negative judgements, (4.6)

whereas T ∗d is determined as follows:

T ∗d =
∑

x

{
1 if app(x, d) > 0

0 otherwise
(4.7)

We noted above that we provided subjects with a three-point scale for assessing appro-

priateness. However, in Equation 4.6, only two points for comparison are employed. The

middle score of the scale (tagged as “related”) is used as a way to analyse results from dif-

ferent views (or scenarios). Adding results from the intermediate point in the scale affects

the accounting for both positive and negative judgements, thus changing the score of lexical

precision as shown in Equation 4.4. We propose three possible scenarios for our comparison,

as follows:

• The best scenario (best) employs the middle point in the scale as an extension of

appropriateness. While this perspective favours M-OntoBUILD the most, it also re-

spects the labelling of the middle and upper value points in the scale as related and

strongly related respectively. In this case, appropriateness is defined as in Equation

4.8.

appbest(c, pdc) = (|strongly related|+ |related|)− |unrelated| (4.8)

• The average scenario (avg) follows the same rationale from method a, but removes the

prior consideration of relatedness that treated both scores of 1 and 2 as equally related.

In this scenario, since points of the scale labelled as unrelated and strongly related

represent total opposites, we consider judgements with score related as partial (half)

value. Appropriateness using this case is calculated as indicated in Equation 4.9.

appavg(c, pdc) = (|strongly related|+ |related|
2

)− |unrelated| (4.9)

• The conservative scenario (cons) considers only strongly related and unrelated judge-

ments, and the number of times a concept is scored with a related value as a tie
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breaker, in case both numbers are the same. This approach is the least favourable for

M-OntoBUILD, as it assumes that judging a pair as related means indecision instead

of confidence from assessors. Appropriateness of a concept for this case is calculated

as shown in Equation 4.10.

appcons(c, pdc) =

{
|strongly related| − |unrelated| if (app(c, pdc) 6= 0)

|related| otherwise
(4.10)

The cases described above define three scenarios for calculating lexical precision of the

M-OntoBUILD process. Taking lexical precision into consideration, we proceed to calculate

lexical recall. To assess lexical recall, contrary to using concept-domain pairs, we take into

consideration concepts suggested by assessors. In particular, we analyse if it was expected

that M-OntoBUILD should have included these concepts in a given M-Onto. We propose

two configurations to calculate lexical recall, as follows:

• The optimistic configuration (+) addresses the issue of accuracy: it only considers

concepts that can be found either in the Wikipedia article of the PDC (as a wikilinked

article) or in the taxonomy of nouns in WordNet. That is, if a concept input by an

assessor does not appear in either of these resources, we ignore it in our calculation.

Having a low recall under this configuration means that concepts missing in the M-

Onto were erroneously removed in Stage 2.

• The pessimistic configuration (−) addresses the issue of coverage: any concept sug-

gested by participants, regardless of their existence in either Wikipedia or WordNet

should be contained in the respective M-Onto. This method permits the detection

of gaps in terms of the resources used in the construction process; for instance, that

analysing only Wikipedia’s PDC article may not be enough to detect related concepts.

With the cases defined above for both lexical precision and lexical recall, we proceed to

the calculation of these values. We calculated, for each domain and for the dataset overall,

each combination of lexical precision and lexical recall (six in total for each). In addition,

we also determine the F1-score25 between each setting, for the purpose of comparison with

other approaches, as described later.

4.6.4 Participants’ Inter-agreement

We measured agreement between participants’ scores to determine the reliability of the judge-

ments [Grieser et al., 2011]. We used Pearson correlation to find such an agreement, by cal-

25The harmonic mean of precision and recall.
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Domain Avg ρ

Amusement park 0.59
Association football 0.64

Automobile 0.65
Beach 0.50

Computer 0.57
Economy 0.57

Food 0.65
Museum 0.60

Music 0.53
Public aquarium 0.54

School 0.67
Sport 0.64

Theatre 0.73
Zoo 0.7

Table 4.7: Average Pearson correlation (ρ) by domain. Correlation scores are defined
by Evans [1996] as follows: .00 − .19: very weak; .20 − .39: weak; .40 − .59: moderate;
.60− .79: strong; .80− 1.0: very strong.

culating the average Pearson correlation between each participant and the others who filled

out the same survey.

We observed agreement for each domain analysed. The correlation scores for each do-

main are shown on Table 4.7. It can be observed that agreement ranges from 0.5 to 0.73,

indicating a moderate-to-strong correlation in the assessments of our participants. We noted

that domains Beach and Music have the lowest correlation, while Theatre and Zoo were

somehow more familiar to assessors and thus agreement was higher.

4.6.5 Results

We analysed lexical precision and lexical recall using three scenarios for the former (best,

average and conservative cases) and two configurations for the latter (optimistic and pes-

simistic). The combination of these provided us with six sets of results, which are shown in

Table 4.8. Below we describe the most relevant outcomes.

In terms of lexical precision, M-OntoBUILD achieved values of 0.77, 0.69 and 0.61 for

the best, normal and worst scenarios respectively across all the domains. Note that the

best scenario is a realistic measure given the configuration of the experiment. These values

indicated that the tool constructed M-Ontos with appropriate concepts in the TLDC, except
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for two domains where precision is below 0.5 for the worst scenario. It has to be noted,

however, that one of these abnormalities occurs in the Zoo domain, which features only 8

concepts in the TLDC. This represents a strong variability of values given the small number

of concepts. It can also be observed that the average difference between the best and worst

scenarios for each domain is 0.16.

For determining lexical recall, we use those concepts in the TLDC that participants

deemed as appropriate to their corresponding domain (according to one of the scenarios

of lexical precision), as well as the suggested concepts added by participants in the two

configurations proposed (configurations + and −). However, it has to be remembered that

lexical recall in our setting is hard to estimate, and that the numbers obtained are only

approximations of such a calculation due to the lack of a complete gold standard.

A total of 100 out of 155 participants suggested at least one extra concept for one of the

proposed domains. These concepts were first analysed to detect those already included in

their respective domains, as part of either the TLDC or the HLC. For instance, assessors

could have added the concept Panda for the Zoo domain; however, this concept is part of

the sub-taxonomy of Animal. The results for lexical recall are shown in Table 4.8, more

specifically in columns 6-11 and with a header following the format rm|p, where m is the

configuration used for analysing extra terms (either + or −) and p is the scenario used to

determine lexical precision (either best, avg or cons). Lexical recall for all concepts in the

TLDC of their respective domains is located within the range from 0.28 to 0.84. In this range,

domains like Association football and Sport achieve a recall of 1 due to participants not

contributing additional concepts; that is, the concepts they suggested were either displayed

in other surveys or were included in the HLC of these M-Onto. On the other hand, domains

such as Zoo and Aquarium had more additional concepts, thus leading to low scores of

recall from 0.09 to 0.50 for the Zoo domain, and from 0.13 to 0.67 for Public aquarium

for the best and most conservative combination of scenario and configuration. Some of these

concepts involved additional elements from either the experience of visiting these places

(e.g. fun, education) or components of the domain (e.g. cage, plush toys, water). We extend

this discussion in the next subsection.
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Domain(D) T pbest pavg pcons r+|best r+|avg r+|cons r−|best r−|avg r−|cons F1+|bestF1+|avgF1+|consF1−|bestF1−|avgF1−|cons

Amusement
park

26 0.81 0.69 0.58 0.81 0.78 0.75 0.42 0.38 0.34 0.81 0.73 0.65 0.55 0.45 0.36

Association
football

25 0.8 0.76 0.76 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.34 0.33 0.33 0.89 0.86 0.86 0.41 0.38 0.38

Automobile 41 0.71 0.56 0.51 0.76 0.72 0.70 0.22 0.18 0.17 0.74 0.63 0.59 0.32 0.23 0.20
Beach 28 0.82 0.79 0.71 0.74 0.73 0.71 0.23 0.22 0.20 0.78 0.76 0.71 0.39 0.36 0.32
Computer 73 0.86 0.78 0.68 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.47 0.45 0.41 0.89 0.84 0.78 0.58 0.51 0.43
Economy 56 0.91 0.86 0.71 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.35 0.34 0.30 0.94 0.91 0.82 0.48 0.44 0.33
Food 88 0.75 0.66 0.53 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.56 0.53 0.47 0.85 0.79 0.69 0.54 0.46 0.35
Museum 32 0.84 0.72 0.56 0.90 0.88 0.86 0.32 0.28 0.24 0.87 0.79 0.68 0.44 0.35 0.24
Music 37 0.68 0.57 0.46 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.37 0.33 0.29 0.80 0.71 0.62 0.38 0.29 0.21
Public aquar-
ium

11 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.17 0.17 0.17

School 25 0.68 0.60 0.60 0.85 0.83 0.83 0.33 0.31 0.31 0.76 0.70 0.70 0.38 0.32 0.32
Sport 24 0.75 0.71 0.63 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.42 0.40 0.38 0.86 0.83 0.77 0.44 0.41 0.34
Theatre 18 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.52 0.52 0.52
Zoo 8 0.75 0.63 0.38 0.50 0.45 0.33 0.16 0.14 0.09 0.60 0.53 0.35 0.37 0.29 0.16

Total 490 0.77 0.69 0.61 0.84 0.83 0.81 0.33 0.31 0.28 0.80 0.75 0.70 0.43 0.38 0.31

Table 4.8: Domains covered in the study with their evaluated precision, recall and F1 values.
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Since we do not have a baseline result to compare to, we considered the related task of

term extraction [Liu et al., 2010; Massey and Wong, 2011] to interpret the performance of

M-OntoBUILD. In this task, a set of terms highly related to a given domain is automatically

extracted from a collection of non-annotated texts. For instance, [Liu et al., 2010] reported

values of precision and recall of 0.354 and 0.183 respectively. Also, [Massey and Wong,

2011] obtained an F1 score of 0.25 when extracting terminology using Web pages instead

of document corpora. In this regard, our lowest F1 score reported is 0.16 for pc and re|c;

as can be seen, only eight cases using the pessimistic configuration for lexical recall perform

below the F1 score of Massey and Wong [2011] (most of them coming from small-sized

TLDC layers). Care has to be taken when interpreting these figures because there are clear

differences between our task and domain term extraction. First, M-OntoBUILD focuses on

extracting concepts and not just terms, which implies dealing with the resolution of terms

via tasks such as word sense disambiguation. Second, term extraction is commonly applied

in closed environments using well-defined domain corpora, whereas we extract from a general

resource as broad as Wikipedia. Hence, in comparison to this baseline task, we consider our

results as encouraging and in particular, satisfactory for our purposes.

4.6.6 Error Analysis

We analysed the set of concepts suggested by participants that are absent in M-Ontos to

identify potential shortcomings of the M-OntoBUILD approach. These suggested concepts

were classified into four groups, as follows:

• Group A refers to either entities instead of concepts (e.g. Shakespeare, Beethoven) or

words with other grammatical roles apart from nouns (e.g. play, eat). This group is

disregarded as M-Ontos only considered common noun concepts.

• Group B comprises of suggested concepts that appeared in the TLDC, but in a different

survey to the one judged by that assessor; i.e. these were contained in the M-Onto.

• Group C contained concepts that appeared in the third layer of the assessed M-Onto,

more specifically as members of the HLC (e.g. Panda is subsumed by Animal);

i.e. these were also contained in the M-Onto.

• Lastly, Group D are concepts not appearing in the corresponding M-Onto. This group

is the one of interest in this section.

It should be noted that from these groups, only Group D reflects deficiencies in our

technique. From a set of 366 suggested concepts, 207 were featured in Group D (see Fig-
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Figure 4.11: Distribution of the concepts suggested by participants.

ure 4.11), meaning that these concepts were not included in the developed M-Ontos, but

assessors suggested them as important to their respective domains.

We divided group D into three sub-groups as follows:

• subgroup D1 contained concepts not appearing in WordNet;

• subgroup D2 featured concepts that were not linked from the Wikipedia article of the

PDC ; and,

• subgroup D3 contained concepts appearing in both WordNet and Wikipedia that were

removed by a task in Stage 2 of M-OntoBUILD. We explore these in more detail below.

From these subgroups, D2 represents the largest sample, thus the most significant lim-

itation of our approach. This shows that using only the PDC article was not enough to

find concepts associated with a domain. Before describing Task 2.1, we mentioned that

M-OntoBUILD did not consider the folksonomy provided by Wikipedia as hierarchical rela-

tions represented by categories are hard to identify; rather, we relied on WordNet’s taxonomy.

While the works of Strube and Ponzetto [2006] and Zirn et al. [2008] propose the extraction

of taxonomical relations from Wikipedia folksonomy, the resulting taxonomy in each case

was flat (i.e. with a large number of concepts in the second level). Other text-based ontolo-

gies like Probase [Wu et al., 2012] may suffer from this issue, as their focus is on coverage

rather than on classifying all of its elements into a full taxonomy. Therefore, a broader, more

systematic exploration of related articles that considers elements like article categorisation

in Wikipedia must be defined as future work.

By observing Figure 4.11, we noted that only 8 suggested concepts occurr in D3. These

concepts represent specific problems that could be addressed immediately in the M-OntoBUILD pro-
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cess. We classify these concepts into three types, described below.

Ambiguous taxonomy. The first error type (D3a) contains WordNet concepts where the

taxonomy is ambiguous. For example, concept Dolphin has two different senses, one defines

it as a fish and the other referred to it as a mammal. Given that concepts in M-Ontos cannot

have the same identifier name, M-OntoBUILD is unable to create a new concept, thus the

concept referring to the second sense and its children concepts are not included. This issue

can be resolved if we analyse the definitions of concepts according to WordNet. In the case

that some definitions for different sense of a word are complimentary (e.g. Dolphin is an

edible fish AND a mammal) we could merge both senses in our produced M-Onto.

Incorrect labelling from NER tools. The second error type (D3b) contains concepts re-

moved by the named entity recognition tools and heuristics employed. These tools performed

sub-optimally due to the lack of surrounding text as a context. Therefore, some concepts

that corresponded to common nouns were detected as instances, and thus removed from the

process. For example, the term algorithm is recognised as an entity expressing a location.

To improve coverage, we require either replacing the NER tools and heuristics employed

or providing them with a context. An alternative for obtaining this context is the usage

of the short abstracts available in DBPedia, which correspond to the first paragraph of the

Wikipedia article.

Incorrect instance detection with WordNet. Finally, the third error type (D3c) occurs

due to the heuristic used to identify instances using WordNet via a word form with capital

letters. Our approach automatically eliminates a term if it contains a word form (a synonym)

starting with a capitalised letter. This applies to concepts such as hydrogen, which can also

be represented with the letter “H”, as well as synsets of animals that contain their scientific

name. While this heuristic was defined by Martin [2003] at a point where WordNet did

not include the instantiation relationships, we observed that this policy is not very effective

towards the detection of instances. Therefore, in a further iteration of M-OntoBUILD we

will remove this heuristic.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter we presented a process for constructing domain-specific ontologies based

on WordNet’s taxonomy and Wikipedia’s links between articles: we termed this tool M-

OntoBUILD. These domain-specific ontologies, labelled M-Ontos, are organised into three

layers: the PDC is a concept that represents the domain of the M-Onto; the TLDC contains
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a set of concepts that are related to the domain and general enough to subsume all other

related concepts as well; the HLC features those concepts that are hierarchically related to

the TLDC. The process to construct these ontologies is divided into four stages: domain

definition, selection of domain-related concepts, hierarchy construction, and domain inter-

connection. To produce M-Ontos, M-OntoBUILD uses three areas of text mining: named

entity recognition, word sense disambiguation and hierarchical term clustering.

To validate M-OntoBUILD, we constructed 14 domains automatically, then asked users to

judge appropriateness between each concept in the TLDC and the main domain concept using

a 3-point Likert-like scale. We also asked participants to suggest up to five other concepts

that they considered to be related to the domain in order to estimate the completeness

of the constructed ontologies. We analysed these assessments in different ways: first, we

analysed the difficulty of the task by measuring assessors’ agreement; then, we observed the

performance of M-OntoBUILD in terms of lexical precision and lexical recall [Sabou et al.,

2005]; finally, we explored the set of suggested concepts and proposed improvements in the

original M-OntoBUILD process. We found that agreement between participants is stronger

when the set of concepts in the TLDC is large, and that some of the presented domains

are harder to assess than others, but in general found an agreement between 0.50 and 0.73.

Our results show that M-OntoBUILD is sufficient for constructing domains for the purposes

we use it for in this dissertation. However, we have identified ways in which it could be

improved, particularly with respect to coverage.

We will use contents produced with M-OntoBUILD in the rest of this thesis to guide the

conversational approach of the Toy. Before this, we study in the next two chapters different

aspects of semantic relatedness to find one that correlates to humans, as semantic relatedness

is an important component from measuring coherence of text and dialogue [Lapata and

Barzilay, 2005; Gandhe and Traum, 2008; Purandare and Litman, 2008]. In particular, we

identify and explore the effect of domain on semantic relatedness, which is important both

generally and in the context of our modular agent architecture.



Chapter 5

A Framework for Evaluating

Domain-based Semantic

Relatedness

The concept of semantic relatedness, as well as the variety of automatic measures for cal-

culating it, are of specific interest to this dissertation. So, too, are the general methods for

evaluating these measures since semantic relatedness is generally a component of coherent

text and dialogue, as described in Section 2.3. Thus, an effective measure of relatedness

would enable a conversational agent like the Toy to help drive dialogue in a way that users

perceive as coherent.

Over the following two chapters, we explore aspects of semantic relatedness in the context

of “domain” for a collection of concept pairs retrieved from M-OntoBUILD ontologies. This

requires designing a process for constructing a dataset of concept pairs associated with domain

information, as this is not available in existing testbeds for evaluating semantic relatedness

measures; this is the core of Chapter 5. We first analyse a subset of this dataset that features

pairs sharing a common domain, and compare its properties against existing datasets such

as R&G [Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965] and W353 (WordNet-353 [Finkelstein et al.,

2002]). We also describe an exploratory setup using the constructed dataset and show some

preliminary results obtained from human judgements of semantic relatedness over these pairs.

This chapter defines the framework for Chapter 6, where we analyse the influence of domain

on the human perception of semantic relatedness using the complete dataset, which includes

pairs from different domains. The discoveries outlined in Chapter 6 shape another major

contribution of this thesis: a result demonstrating that domain information poses an effect

in the measurement of semantic relatedness between concepts.

118
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5.1 An Overview of Semantic Relatedness

Semantic relatedness refers to the degree to which two concepts are alike or related, by either

common attributes or shared context between them [Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006; Strube

and Ponzetto, 2006]. As described in Chapter 2, it is different to semantic similarity as it

takes into account any kind of relationship between two concepts, in addition to hierarchical

relations between them. One of the factors influencing the assessment of semantic relatedness

is the multiple meanings that can be assigned to a term. For this reason, in this and the

next chapter, we adopt the use of concepts rather than terms, as the former are abstract and

unambiguous, in contrast to the latter; this way, we present our human judges with precise

definitions about the pairs that they are assessing. Concepts are also provided as we extract

these from the M-Ontos constructed in Chapter 4, as described ahead.

In the conversational setting of the Toy, open-ended dialogue allows a variety of ways of

assembling a dialogue. To interact with users, as previously indicated, the Toy is provided

with a set of conversational fragments associated with the concepts representing a domain.

This thesis is concerned with issues in driving coherent conversations, for instance when the

current topic needs to be changed, for reasons such as the exhaustion of new information

about such a topic or because of allowing the toy to otherwise maintain conversation with

users. We hypothesise that by using a measure of semantic relatedness that correlates with

human assessments, we can implement a mechanism to perform coherent topic selection and

switching for dialogue. In this and the next chapter, we explore the nature of semantic relat-

edness using domain information explicitly. This chapter serves as a setup where we design

a process to collect pairs of concepts with properties detected from two existing testbeds for

evaluating automatic measures of semantic relatedness: R&G [Rubenstein and Goodenough,

1965] and W353 (WordNet-353 [Finkelstein et al., 2002]). We also show some preliminary

results, that lead us to posing the main hypothesis of this dissertation: that automatic mea-

sures of semantic relatedness do not take domain information into consideration, while human

judges do to a significant level. This hypothesis is evaluated in detail in Chapter 6.

5.2 Assessing Term Relatedness

Budanitsky and Hirst [2006] suggested three types of evaluation for semantic relatedness:

evaluation of mathematical principles; evaluation in a general context; evaluation on a specific

application. This chapter focuses on the second type of evaluation. In particular, we focus

on the task of concept relatedness under domain constraints. In order to conduct a general-

context evaluation, we require a testbed that allows us to compare automatic measures

against human judgements of relatedness. These testbeds are commonly comprised of a set
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of term pairs (the dataset) and a score assigned by a group of human assessors.

In Section 2.4.2, we discussed four testbeds that have been used in studies to measure

semantic relatedness and similarity between terms: Rubenstein and Goodenough [1965];

Miller and Charles [1991]; WordNet-353 [Finkelstein et al., 2002]; and Klebanov and Shamir

[2006]. In the assessment of the first three datasets, human judges were asked to assign a

score to a set of given pairs. In contrast, the testbed of Klebanov and Shamir [2006] was

constructed and assessed at the same time by annotators who found paired relations between

words in a set of documents. However, none of these testbeds suit our study, because these

testbeds lack a context (i.e. domain) to attach to the terms involved in their pairs. For

example, WordNet-353 contains a pair using the word line, which is associated with 30

synsets in WordNet. Words of this type require assessors to decide their meaning, thus

affecting the expected assessment.

The dataset required for our study must contain domain information for the specific

investigation of the next chapter, which analyses the influence of domain on the human per-

ception of semantic relatedness. We create a dataset by sourcing pairs from domain-specific

resources, specifically the M-Ontos constructed with M-OntoBUILD. While we acknowledge

that measures of semantic relatedness must be universal [Ponzetto and Strube, 2007a], we

also make use of this setting as it allows us to test properties of the modular setup that we

propose for our conversational framework. In addition to this, we expect to represent general

knowledge with the domains that we present, rather than only domain-specific information.

Our testbed allows us to study the influence of “domain” in semantic relatedness, an effect

that is further complemented in the next chapter. In the section below, we describe the

process for building such a dataset.

5.3 Constructing a Domain-aware Dataset for Evaluating Semantic Relatedness

The process of constructing a dataset for assessing semantic relatedness is generally unclear.

For instance, Rubenstein and Goodenough [1965] and Finkelstein et al. [2002] only presented

the pairs involved, but there was no explicit rationale behind the process of selecting the

words featured in their pairs. While the dataset proposed by Klebanov and Shamir [2006] is

the clearest in terms of how pairs were assembled, it relies on the ability of participants to

form pairs rather than being given.

To construct our dataset, we explored properties found in two currently used datasets

that could potentially be useful to avoid assessors’ bias. In particular, we focus on two

factors for the terms selected: word familiarity, and word unambiguity. While assessors

evaluate relatedness of concepts, those concepts must be represented by a specific word

(along with a definition if required). Word familiarity refers to the degree to which a word
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can be understood without having to seek it in a dictionary, while word unambiguity refers

to the limited number of senses of a word. The datasets explored were Rubenstein and

Goodenough [1965] (R&G) and WordNet-353 [Finkelstein et al., 2002] (W353). For this

analysis, we used two metrics over these datasets: the inverse document frequency ( idf)

statistic, and the number of senses in WordNet of the terms employed.

The inverse document frequency (idf) is a widely employed statistic in Information Re-

trieval that indicates the ratio of documents in a corpus containing a given term. This factor,

in combination with the term frequency (tf), supports the importance of a word in a doc-

ument with respect to a corpus. Both statistics are employed, for instance, in information

retrieval systems to measure similarity between documents and an input query [Zobel and

Moffat, 1998; Croft et al., 2009]. In the context of dialogue coherence, both statistics are

used by Gandhe and Traum [2007] to choose the next utterance that a conversational agent

will use with respect to the context formed by the history of previous utterance exchanges.

The idf statistic indicates the specificity or generality of words [Church and Gale, 1995],

which means that words with a low idf weight are very common and less informative (for

instance, “stop words” like the, and, which), while those with a high idf weight can be con-

sidered as either technical terms requiring specific knowledge to be understood, or otherwise

uncommonly-used words.

The number of senses in WordNet for a term indicates the situations and contexts where

such a term can be used. A term such as line occurring in 30 different contexts is more

difficult to define without a guideline, in contrast to the word koala, which has a clear, unique

interpretation. In our unsupervised exploratory setting described later, we want to provide

assessors with as little ambiguity as possible in the pairs of concepts selected. However, we

note that these properties are mutually conflicting, as we show later.

The analysis made with respect to idf weights and number of senses helped us to iden-

tify concepts and domains that could be considered easier for assessors to understand and

therefore better dataset candidates without introducing bias from the construction process.

We discuss the construction process and revisit these properties in the following.

5.3.1 Steps in the Construction of the Dataset

We implemented an automated three-step process to build the dataset. For sourcing pairs, we

used eight M-Ontos from the Domain Appropriateness experiment: Beach, Cars, Econ-

omy, Food, Music, School, Sports, and Zoo. An additional sub-domain of Sport (Soc-

cer) was employed, thus completing the nine domains sourced. Our process performs selec-

tion based on term frequency statistics and the number of senses for a term, obtained from

Wikipedia and WordNet respectively. The construction steps are the following:
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Figure 5.1: Distribution density plot of idf weights for the datasets of Rubenstein and
Goodenough [1965] (R&G) and WordNet-353 [Finkelstein et al., 2002] (W353).

(1) detecting of unambiguous and frequently used terms;

(2) domain clustering and sample selection; and,

(3) classifying pairs, as described below.

For step (1), we are interested in human-understandable candidate concepts. We used the

main WordNet label to refer to a concept (i.e. the first word form in a WordNet synset). We

analysed existing datasets such as the one proposed by Rubenstein and Goodenough [1965]

and WordNet-353 [Finkelstein et al., 2002]. In particular, we analysed the inverse document

frequency statistic using Wikipedia as a corpus. We observed that a dense subset of terms

featured in these pairs have an idf weight between 2 and 10 in Wikipedia (Figure 5.1).

Therefore, we constructed our dataset under the same principle, as document frequency

reflects the commonality of a word’s usage [Church and Gale, 1995]. This step reduced the

set of candidate concepts involved from 50, 361 (the original pool of candidate concepts in

all of the M-Ontos used for the process) to 16, 715 (33% of the original size).

As described earlier, the focus of our current exploration is to observe existing automatic

relatedness measures over pairs of concepts from the same domain. Consequently, for step
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(2) an automated program assembles pairs of concepts that are exclusive to only one domain.

That is, concepts are disregarded if their associated main term in WordNet (the left-most

term in their definition) is contained in more than one M-Onto domain. This was done to

nullify the possibility of multiple domains occurring for a given concept, an effect that will

be studied later in Chapter 6. Concepts passing this filter are paired up and moved onto the

following step.

In step (3), pairs are classified into four classes for the dataset: nearly-similar concepts,

hierarchically-similar concepts, hierarchically-dissimilar concepts, and wikilinked concepts.

“Similarity” for this purpose is measured by the inverted hierarchical distance between two

concepts using, for instance, the WordNet hierarchy. This classification will allow us to

compare automatic measures over pairs with different characteristics. Nearly-similar concepts

contain pairs of terms that are synonyms according to WordNet. Hierarchically-similar

concepts are those having from one to seven concepts separating them (this was based on the

observations made by Hirst and St-Onge [1998] when defining their relatedness measure),

while hierarchically-dissimilar concepts have a path distance of more than eight concepts

of separation. Finally, wikilinked concepts are those with a wikilink associating them. For

more details on the subsets of pairs, refer to Appendix B. These four groups will allow us to

analyse behaviours of semantic relatedness from different perspectives (i.e. synonymy, path

distance and page links associations).

Finally, we obtained a dataset containing 198 pairs, 22 pairs for each domain: random

selection was performed over the set of candidate pairs with samples from each class. We

paid special attention in the selection, so the number of senses in WordNet for the pairs

selected is generally reduced in order to maintain the property of word unambiguity. Two

reasons motivated this population size: first, having a reasonable sample size that allowed

us to perform statistical analysis over the classes defined for this exploration; and second,

providing participants with a survey that required a small amount of time. The complete set

of pairs, as well as their classification and associated domains, is provided in Appendix B.

5.3.2 Contrasting Properties of the Dataset with Other Testbeds

After defining our Subset with Same-domain Pairs, we compared its properties to those of

existing datasets, in order to determine a priori whether semantic relatedness judgements

would be harder in terms of requiring specialised knowledge. We compared our dataset

against R&G [Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965] and W353 [Finkelstein et al., 2002].

Our Subset with Same-domain Pairs has properties that we consider relevant for this study

and future studies of semantic relatedness:

1. it contains concepts that do not require specific knowledge, as demonstrated by the
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Figure 5.2: Density distribution plot of idf weights for word forms selected for the Sub-
set with Same-domain Pairs (SDOM), R&G [Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965] and
W353 [Finkelstein et al., 2002].

distribution of idf weights in Wikipedia of the terms paired;

2. it features terms which are comparable in ambiguity to existing testbeds, as shown by

the number of senses that terms have in WordNet; and,

3. it provides a classification of pairs according to properties found in WordNet and

Wikipedia, allowing us to study semantic relatedness from different perspectives.

In terms of the idf weights of word forms employed (Property 1), Figure 5.2 shows the

density distribution of word forms compared to those of the other datasets. In the figure,

outliers for the Subset with Same-domain Pairs (i.e. pairs outside the established region

between 2 and 10) can be observed; these correspond to pairs of nearly-similar pairs.

In order to determine whether the distribution of idf weights for our dataset is statisti-

cally different to that of existing datasets, and consequently if our dataset contains familiar

word forms, we conducted a Kruskal-Wallis rank-sum test contrasting the three datasets.

This test is used to determine if two or more different populations under the same scale are
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Dataset R&G W353

Subset with Same-domain Pairs 0.35(±0.02) 2.83e−6(±1.15e−6)
R&G 1.74e−7(±8.83e−8)

Table 5.1: p-value of average Wilcoxon rank-sum tests comparing each dataset’s
idf weights. A value under 0.05 indicates that the groups are significantly different.

differently distributed or not [Pallant, 2007]. The test revealed a statistically significant differ-

ence in idf weights across these three datasets (p < 0.01), with our Subset with Same-domain

Pairs recording the highest average score (5.56(±0.01)), while R&G and W353 presented

averages of 5.12 and 4.02(±0.01), respectively. This indicates that our dataset contains

words with a high idf weight, and therefore more commonly used, in comparison to the

other datasets. To observe if this difference is significant between each pair of datasets, we

conducted a Wilcoxon rank-sum test between our dataset and the other two, R&G and

W353. Given that these feature different population sizes, we iterated 1, 000 times over

randomly selected samples of the same size, using the size of the smallest dataset (in this

case, |R&G| = 130). The test revealed that the Subset with Same-domain Pairs and the

dataset R&G are not significantly different in terms of idf weights (p = 0.35), while the

idf weights of these datasets are significantly different to that of W353 (p < 0.05; see Table

5.1). Therefore, after comparing to the R&G and W353 dataset, we conclude that our

dataset has a reasonable level of word familiarity, as estimated using idf weights.

Since some terms may be ambiguous to assess with respect to the concept that they refer

to, we attached a definition to each concept for human judges to view if required. These

definitions were sourced from either WordNet synsets or the first sentence of a Wikipedia

article. In the first case, the full definition of a synset (except for word usage examples) is

used. For instance, the definition of “food” is any solid substance (as opposed to liquid) that

is used as a source of nourishment; “food and drink”; in this case, we only retain the part

before the semicolon to be shown to assessors. This is done to avoid providing users with

additional information that may bias their judgement. Definitions from Wikipedia articles

are used for nearly-similar pairs, in order to avoid biasing participants by showing them

the same definition for both terms1. As an example, a pair like Cricket-Sport could be

judged ambiguously, as Cricket can be interpreted as either a sport or an insect. We tried

1We note that acknowledging nearly-similar pairs sometimes depends on cultural background, and that
WordNet has been developed in the US. Though the dictionary comprises multiple interpretations, it is possible
that certain terms referring to the same concept may not be deemed as so by judges from other cultures, or
that pairs are more difficult to judge due to the absence of cultural knowledge.
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Figure 5.3: Number of senses for each term employed in the Subset with Same-domain
Pairs compared against datasets of Rubenstein and Goodenough [1965] and WordNet-353
[Finkelstein et al., 2002].

to select terms that were completely unambiguous, but this clashed with the idf limitation

in many cases. Having terms contained in only one synset was only possible for 40% of the

terms employed in the Subset with Same-domain Pairs. However, as shown in Figure 5.3,

the number of word senses per concept in the Subset with Same-domain Pairs dataset falls

within the range of R&G and W353.

As for idf weights, we also conducted a Kruskal-Wallis test for the number of senses of

terms in these datasets, with the purpose of finding whether these datasets are different and

thus incomparable in terms of unambiguity. We repeated this test by sampling 1, 000 times

to counter the different dataset sizes. This test revealed a statistically significant difference

between the number of senses for the terms employed in the three datasets (p < 0.01), where

the dataset W353 recorded the largest average number of senses per term (4.10 (±0.02)),

followed by the Subset with Same-domain Pairs and R&G with averages of 2.80(±0.01)

and 2.69 respectively. As above, we conducted a Wilcoxon rank-sum test to analyse the

difference between the number of senses per term for the three datasets compared. The tests

revealed a similar trend to that of idf weights: both our Subset with Same-domain Pairs and
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Dataset R&G W353

Subset with Same-domain Pairs 0.54(±0.02) < 0.01(±0.01)
R&G < 0.01(±0.01)

Table 5.2: p-values of average Wilcoxon rank-sum test with standard error comparing
each dataset’s number of senses per term. A value of less than 0.05 indicates similar
means for both datasets.

R&G cannot be assumed to be different (p = 0.54) with respect to the number of senses per

term, but both datasets are statistically different to W353 dataset for the same feature (see

Table 5.2). This analysis shows that our dataset is comparable to R&G in terms of word

unambiguity, yet slightly less ambiguous compared to W353.

An additional feature of our dataset is the proposed classification of pairs (Property 3).

We used M-Ontos constructed in the experiment described in Chapter 4 as sources for

extracting pairs. This was due to the need to attach specific domains to concepts.

The pairs are classified according to their ontological representation of M-Ontos in

four groups: near-similar ; hierarchically similar ; hierarchically dissimilar ; and wikilinked

pairs.We provide more detail of this classification in Appendix B.

The summary of properties of our Subset with Same-domain Pairs against other datasets

is shown in Table 5.3. With respect to the difficulty of assessing our dataset, we speculate

that the selected pairs will be as complex to assess as in previous testbeds.

5.4 Behaviour of Semantic Relatedness in Concepts from the Same Domain

After producing the Subset with Same-domain Pairs using the process described in the pre-

vious section, we conduct an exploration where participants assess relatedness in the dataset

pairs. Previous work has shown that a measure of semantic relatedness that correlates with

human judgements can be regarded as apt to perform a task like the automatic generation of

summaries and the detection of misspells [Lin, 2004; Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006]. This study

is different as it takes into consideration domain information to analyse pairs of concepts,

thus analysing specific meanings instead of an ambiguous term. Therefore, the purpose of

this setting is to explore a representative subset of these measures under a similar-domain

setting.
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Dataset-
Parameter

Rubenstein
and Goode-
nough [1965]

Miller and
Charles [1991]

WordNet-353
[Finkelstein
et al., 2002]

Klebanov and
Shamir [2006]

Subset with
Same-domain
Pairs

Focus of
study

Word similarity (synonymy) Term related-
ness

Term related-
ness and cohe-
sion

Concept relat-
edness

Number
of pairs
analysed

65 30 353 +7000 198

Classification
of word
provided

No No No No Yes

Number of
subjects per
pair

51 38 16 22a 25

Methodology
described

No Yesb No Yes Yes

aSubjects provided the pairs, instead of assessing relatedness for predefined pairs.
bThis experiment is based on [Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965].

Table 5.3: Summary of datasets employed for semantic analysis of relatedness. Rows
display dataset features, and columns contain the corresponding dataset.

5.4.1 Design of the Same-Domain Exploration

In order to conduct our exploration, we based our setting on that proposed by Rubenstein

and Goodenough [1965] for evaluating word similarity. Their experiment consisted of a task

where word pairs are presented to human judges, who assign a degree of similarity between

each pair, using a 5-point Likert-like scale. A score of 0 means that a pair is totally dissimilar,

while a score of 4 implies that both words are totally similar. Similar settings to this have been

replicated using different pair samplings with the purpose of evaluating semantic relatedness.

For instance, Finkelstein et al. [2002] performed a similar experiment for measuring semantic

relatedness, but used a 10-point scale instead of 5. Cramer et al. [2012] study the effects

of semantic relatedness for the task of lexical chaining, and used a specific dataset with a

similar scale to ours.

As explained above, our dataset of 198 pairs was extracted from nine M-Ontos. To

conduct the Same-Domain Exploration, we used a Web interface to collect assessments of

relatedness from participants for each pair in the dataset2. Pairs were distributed across 6

survey files, each file containing 11 pairs of concepts from three domains (see Table 5.6).

2The study was approved by the RMIT College of Science, Engineering and Health Human Ethics Advisory
Network with the identifier A&BSEHAPP93-10.
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Pairs from the same domain in different surveys were not repeated either. Care was taken

in the generated survey files to evenly distribute pairs with repeated concepts.

The Web program designed to collect assessments used the following mechanisms for

distributing pairs:

• it randomly shows a subject the survey which has been the least assessed, which trans-

lates into a mechanism that distributes surveys evenly for obtaining the same number

of judgements for each pair;

• it randomly scatters pairs over four pages, and once a page is assessed it allows partic-

ipants to continue to the next page;

• it displays a demographic survey at the end, in order to detect the familiarity of par-

ticipants with the English language and how commonly they use it.

The interface used to collect assessment is shown in Figure 5.43. Participants were asked

to assess relatedness between pairs of concepts using a 5-point Likert-like scale, ranging from

0 (not related) to 4 (strongly related). As mentioned above, participants could not skip

pairs in the survey from being assessed; however, the interface provided them with a button

labelled Unsure, in case a pair was considered difficult to assess. The interface also provided

participants with a link for definitions, which displayed the meanings associated with the

concepts in a pair. As discussed earlier in this chapter, these definitions were extracted from

WordNet, and in some cases from the first sentence of Wikipedia articles (see Appendix B

for details).

5.4.2 Relatedness Measures compared in the Exploration

Human assessments are employed to validate a measure of semantic relatedness, using the

setting proposed by Budanitsky and Hirst [2006]. We obtained scores for some of the auto-

matic measures described in that section. In particular, we considered four types of measures:

(i) WordNet-based measures; (iii) Wikipedia-based measures; (iii) Web-based measures; and

(iv) WordNet-based measures adapted to M-Ontos. The first three types were described in

Section 2.4.1, while type (iv) makes use of the structure provided by our domain resources.

The measures analysed in this exploration are summarised in Table 5.4 and are described

below.

Type (i): WordNet-based measures. While most of these measures account for similar-

ity instead of relatedness, we considered them as a benchmark for our analysis, in compliance

3The interface was designed and programmed by Aidan Martin.
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Figure 5.4: The Web interface to conduct the Domain-Influence Experiment.

with existing work by Ponzetto and Strube [2007a] and Cramer et al. [2012]. The measures

analysed in the exploration are shown in Table 5.4; we identify these throughout the thesis

via the corresponding acronyms specified in the final column of the table.

Type (ii): Wikipedia-based measures. Recent approaches to measuring semantic relat-

edness have considered the richness of the structure contained by Wikipedia, as described in

Section 2.4. We implemented two measures that made use of the category graph in Wikipedia:

raco and wlm, as shown in Table 5.4. Recall that these measures use organisational compo-

nents of Wikipedia such as the category graph, as well as out-going and in-coming page links

to the articles of interest.

Type (iii): Web-based measures. Motivated by the results obtained by Gracia and

Mena [2008] and Cramer et al. [2012] using this type of measures, we implemented the

Normalised Web Relatedness measure [Cilibrasi and Vitányi, 2007] over three resources: the

set of pages indexed by either the search engine Bing (nbr), Yahoo! (nyr) or Wikipedia

articles (nwr). It should be noted that while our analysis was performed, Yahoo! API

was replaced by Yahoo! BOSS, which has a smaller subset of indexed pages in comparison

to the previous version (2 billion versus 7 billion). This makes our results incomparable

with the original experiment conducted by Gracia and Mena [2008]. Finally, we employed
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Type Author/Measure name Acronym

WordNet-based (i)

Inverted path distance [Rada et al., 1989] path
Leacock et al. [1998] lch
Wu and Palmer [1994] wup
Adapted measure of Lesk to WordNet [Lesk,
1986; Banerjee and Pedersen, 2002]

lesk

Resnik [1995] res
Lin [1998] lin
Jiang and Conrath [1997] jcn
Hirst and St-Onge [1998] hso

Wikipedia-based (ii)
Related Article Category Overlap [Grieser
et al., 2011]

raco

Wikipedia Link-based Measure [Milne and
Witten, 2008]

wlm

Web-based (iii)

Normalised Web Relatedness using Wikipedia nwr
Concept-based Normalised Web Relatedness
using Wikipedia

nwrc

Normalised Web Relatedness using Bing nbr
Concept-based Normalised Web Relatedness
using Bing

nbrc

Normalised Web Relatedness using Yahoo! nyr
Concept-based Normalised Web Relatedness
using Yahoo!

nyrc

M-Onto-adapted (iv)

Adapted Leacock et al. [1998] alch
Adapted Wu and Palmer [1994] awup
Adapted Resnik [1995] ares
Adapted Lin [1998] alin
Adapted Jiang and Conrath [1997] ajcn

Table 5.4: Measures employed in the Same-Domain Exploration.

the concept-based adaptation proposed by Gracia and Mena [2008] to measure relatedness,

which takes into consideration not only the concepts of interest but also its synonyms and

direct parent classes. However, one modification was implemented in these measures, in the

case that the concepts involved were in the top layer of an M-Onto (i.e. a concept is the root

of a sub-taxonomy), and due to the absence of a superclass for these concepts, we take the

primary domain concept as their superclass; we identify these measures with an additional

suffix c. For instance, nbrc refers to using pages indexed in Bing and ontology-based concept

relatedness. As above, we also used the indexes of Yahoo! (nyrc) and Wikipedia (nwrc).

Type (iv): WordNet-based measures adapted to M-Ontos. WordNet-based measures

exploit properties available within that resource, such as relations and definitions. Rather
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Figure 5.5: A representation of an M-Onto to measure similarity using adapted
WordNet-based measures.

than consulting WordNet to determine relatedness between words, we use self-contained

resources such as the M-Ontos constructed in Chapter 4. While measures of semantic

relatedness usually operate over general resources, Pedersen et al. [2006] and Liu et al. [2012]

have adapted existing WordNet-based measures over structured domains, obtaining better

results than their generic counterparts.

We defined three modifications on five WordNet-based measures to make them capable

of operating over M-Ontos: the taxonomy path, the depth of the taxonomy, and the least

common subsumer, as indicated below.

• Regarding the taxonomy path: WordNet-based measures have a root synset called en-

tity, which is not represented in M-Ontos. Thus, we defined that all the subtaxonomy

roots were hierarchically connected to an artificial concept called Thing with no inter-

mediate concepts in between (see Figure 5.5).

• Regarding the depth of the taxonomy, which again involves the root concept: we used

the artificial concept defined above (see Table 5.5 to observe the depth of the M-

Ontos involved in this exploration).

• With respect to the least common subsumer : we assumed that concepts related to the

domain (i.e. the Primary Domain Concept) via a direct wikilink (e.g. the TLDC ) had

that concept as their least common subsumer.
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M-Onto Depth

Beach 7
Cars 8
Economy 9
Sports 10
Food 9
School 8
Soccer 7
Music 13
Zoo 13

Table 5.5: Constants for relative depths of each M-Onto in M-Onto-based relatedness
measures.

5.5 Results

We collected 5, 016 judgements from 152 participants recruited from email and social network

direct contacts of the author and supervisors of this thesis. Of these judgements, 95 were

assessed as “Unsure”. Each pair in the dataset was assessed 25 times by different judges.

We conducted the following analysis over the information collected in this study:

• calculating agreement between participants’ assessments; and,

• comparing the various relatedness measures against human assessment.

We employed the statistical package R4 for analysing the data collected. In the following

description, we focus on two major groups of measures: those with a wikilink in common,

and those without wikilinks. This allows us to explore if there is a benefit in terms of

relatedness for those concepts involving a direct wikilink against those that do not have these

relationships, as has been suggested in relatedness measures based on Wikipedia ([Milne and

Witten, 2008; Grieser et al., 2011].

Since the main purpose of this chapter is to define the evaluation framework used for the

results in Chapter 6, the details of the results have been moved to Appendix B. We outline

some of our results below.

5.5.1 Statistical Tests

In the rest of this thesis, we use three statistical tests to verify the significance of our re-

sults:the Pearson correlation; the Kruskal-Wallis test; and the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Pear-

4www.r-project.org/

www.r-project.org/
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son correlation is used to estimate the correlation or agreement either between assessors, or

between an automatic measure and the average human assessment of relatedness. This test

is commonly used to determine the performance of a measure against human assessments

[Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006; Ponzetto and Strube, 2007a]. To determine the agreement be-

tween assessors, we calculated for each participant the Pearson correlation between her and

the average of the other assessors, and then averaged all of the individual correlation scores

obtained.

The Kruskal-Wallis test is a non-parametric evaluation for analysing the variance between

more than two groups. This test was used to determine whether the populations analysed,

with different properties but measured under similar conditions, are significantly different

or not. Our populations are the groups of pairs (e.g. pairs in this dataset being classified

as hierarchically similar and hierarchically dissimilar, as shown in Appendix B). While this

test can be conducted on populations of different sizes, we reported our results by randomly

defining same-sized sets of pairs 1, 000 times with different samples used in each iteration.

The reported value is the average (and standard error at 95% confidence) obtained from

these tests, along with the average mean value obtained for each population. In a similar

fashion, the Wilcoxon rank-sum test is used when comparing the differences between only

two sets of pairs. Results are reported in the same way as for Kruskal-Wallis’ test results.

5.5.2 Agreement between Assessors

First, we calculated the average inter-judge Pearson correlation. This was obtained by deter-

mining the Pearson correlation between each participant and the average of the remaining

users’ scores. First, we observed this average correlation from each of the six surveys pro-

posed, obtaining the values presented in Table 5.6. In total, the average inter-judge Pearson

correlation of the Same-Domain Exploration was ρ = +0.68, which indicates a medium-high

agreement between judges according to Cohen [1977]. This score represents an upper bound

for the correlation between relatedness measures and human judgements.

5.5.3 Distributions of Pairs by Type

In this exploration we only show the distribution of pairs as classified in two groups: hier-

archical (i.e. not wikilinked) and wikilinked. The purpose of this comparison is to observe

the influence of wikilink associations on the human perception of semantic relatedness. The

distribution for both groups is illustrated in Figure 5.6. As can be observed, the presence of

a wikilink makes a pair slightly more related than when not wikilinked. However, it must be

highlighted that pairs in the hierarchical set contain concept pairs with different hierarchical

paths between them, from one jump (i.e. pairs of terms referring to the same WordNet synset)
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Survey file Avg. Pearson ρ

BCE (Beach, Computer, Economy) 0.64
CEB (Computer, Economy, Beach) 0.72
ScSoM (School, Soccer, Music) 0.69
SoMSc (Soccer, Music, School) 0.60
SFZ (Sport, Food, Zoo) 0.72
ZSF (Zoo, Sport, Food) 0.68

Average inter-judge Pearson ρ 0.68

Table 5.6: Average inter-judge Pearson correlation between participants of the Same-
Domain Exploration. Each survey was assessed by 26 judges.

Class (h) (d) (w)

(s) 4.09e−4 (±1.71e−5) 5.39e−4 (±5.27e−5) 0.16 (±0.01)
(h) 0.38 (±0.02) 0.07 (±0.007)
(d) 0.04 (±0.01)

Table 5.7: p-value average Wilcoxon rank-sum test with standard error comparing classes
of pairs defined in the Subset with Same-domain Pairs, with a significance level of 0.05
(significant differences shown in bold).

to many, but do not have these approximations that wikilinks propose. We conducted a set

of Wilcoxon rank-sum tests to compare each class of categories in our experiment against

each other. The tests were conducted 1, 000 times to compensate for the different population

sizes, by randomly selecting pairs from each class. The results of these tests showed that

the four classes can be treated as two similarly distributed groups: one comprises classes (s)

and (w) (i.e. nearly-similar and wikilinked pairs), while another contains subsets (h) and (d)

(hierarchically similar and dissimilar pairs). It must be noted, however, that the grouping (h)

and (w) is not significantly different by a small margin (p = 0.07; see Table 5.7). This shows

that the presence of wikilinks align with a boosted human perception of semantic relatedness,

even though this type of relationship is not made explicit to the judges. More details on the

specific classes of pairs can be found in Appendix B.

5.5.4 Performance of Automatic Relatedness Measures

Table 5.8 summarises the correlation between automatic measures described in Subsection

5.4.2 and average human assessments using Pearson’s correlation for the setting of concept

relatedness. The first column shows the type of the measure, as described in Section 5.4.2.

The second column contains the measure acronym (cf. Table 5.4), while the following columns
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Figure 5.6: Boxplots showing the distribution of hierarchical and wikilinked pairs.

show the Pearson correlation for hierarchical pairs (i.e. no direct wikilinks between concepts),

wikilinked pairs and all of the Subset with Same-domain Pairs. We discuss some findings

over these results below; for more detail refer to Appendix B.

WordNet-based Measures. These measures show high agreement with human assess-

ments when wikilinks are not involved. However, the opposite effect is found in the presence

of wikilinks. This can be attributed to the lack of these relationships being explicit (a problem

described in the literature as “the tennis problem” [Fellbaum, 1998]). We observed different

behaviours for these measures, and in agreement with previous work, the measures of Jiang

and Conrath [1997] (jcn) and Hirst and St-Onge [1998] (hso) shows the highest correlations

with human judgements. This can be attributed to the fact that the former measure takes

into consideration information content between the involved concepts, whereas hso uses other

semantic relations available in WordNet (e.g. meronyms and holonyms).

Wikipedia-based measures. These measures operate over existing sets of relationships

available in Wikipedia, such as its category graph and wikilinks. The structure of Wikipedia

analysed to calculate values for these measures corresponded to the representation in DB-

Pedia 3.5.1, which was produced on March 16, 2010. Wikipedia-based measures achieve low

correlation with hierarchical pairs, which can be attributed to the category graph structure,

which may present some differences with respect to an expert-constructed taxonomy as that

exhibited in WordNet. Moreover, we noted that the measure raco [Grieser et al., 2011] is used

in a study of relatedness between instances of concepts and not concepts, which may affect
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Type Measure Hierarchical Wikilink Overall

WordNet-based

path 0.520*** 0.285*** 0.358***
lch 0.511*** 0.273*** 0.334***
wup 0.325*** 0.174* 0.180**
lesk 0.374*** 0.173* 0.213***
res 0.315*** 0.154* 0.168**
lin 0.377*** 0.208** 0.226***
jcn 0.536*** 0.306*** 0.381***
hso 0.550*** 0.300*** 0.371***

Wikipedia-based
raco 0.295*** 0.134 0.227***
wlm 0.205* -0.187** -0.030

Web-based

nwr 0.199* 0.435*** 0.367***
nwrc 0.448*** 0.438*** 0.442***
nbr 0.125 0.361*** 0.271***
nbrc 0.399*** 0.417*** 0.399***
nyr 0.169 0.298*** 0.262***
nyrc 0.411*** 0.391*** 0.386***

M-Onto-adapted

alch 0.46*** 0.065 0.341***
awup 0.501*** 0.216** 0.390***
ares 0.273** -0.068 0.130*
alin 0.381*** 0.213** 0.329***
ajcn 0.290*** 0.094 0.148**

Table 5.8: Pearson correlation between automatic relatedness measures and human
assessment. The number of asterisk shows the confidence value: *=90%; **=95%;
***=99%. Upperbound: +0.68.

correlation to a certain extent. Also, in order for these measures to operate correctly, we au-

tomatically used exact string matching to associate a WordNet synset (or M-Onto concept

as both are the same) to a Wikipedia article. This association was manually edited when no

specific article could be automatically associated.

Web-based measures As indicated, we used three indexes corresponding to the following

search engines: Wikipedia, Yahoo! and Bing5. Table 5.8 shows that these measures have an

overall high correlation with human assessments. Their strength can also be reflected in those

pairs connected by wikilinks. We noted that none of these page indexes were employed in

the experiment conducted by Gracia and Mena [2008], thus making our results incomparable

to their results.

5Frequency values were extracted from online versions of the search engines on June 30, 2011.
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When employing search engines for measuring semantic relatedness, the context in which

a word is employed plays an important role, in particular for detecting occurrences of a given

word in its correct context [Sánchez et al., 2009]. For instance, we cannot assume that the

word “dog” in “hot dog” refers to an animal. We noted that using Wikipedia instead of

Yahoo! and Bing may reduce the occurrence of such cases, as the set of articles explored

is limited in comparison to the major search engines. Even though Wikipedia articles are

by far limited in comparison to a Web index, the specificity of these articles as encyclopedic

definitions was our motivation to use it as a general corpus for this study.

M-Onto-adapted measures. As previously described, we made several modifications to

enable five WordNet-based measures to operate over the M-Onto resources constructed

in Chapter 4. However, none of these measures outperformed any of the other groups of

measures analysed. Only the adapted measure of Wu and Palmer [1994] (awup) achieved

overall the highest correlation of any M-Onto-based measures, which can be attributed

to the fact that this measure does not always assess the highest score to pairs of terms

corresponding to the same domain. These values of correlation suggest that a measure solely

based on an M-Onto structure alone does not converge with human judgements.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have described the evaluation framework for exploring semantic relat-

edness in the context of “domain”. With the purpose of finding a measure of semantic

relatedness that correlated to human assessments in a domain-specific scenario, we con-

structed part of a dataset containing explicit domain information. This subset is used for

an exploration of automatic semantic relatedness measures for pairs of concepts located in

the same M-Onto-domain. The proportion of the dataset of concept pairs, based on term

features such as the idf statistic and word ambiguity, were compared to those of existing

datasets, particularly R&G [Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965] and W353 (WordNet-353

[Finkelstein et al., 2002]).

We used this testbed to request human assessors to assess relatedness over its pairs of

concepts. We observed high relatedness scores for pairs sharing at least one wikilink between

them, and the association is even greater when both concepts in a pair have a wikilink

pointing to the other concept. When measuring agreement between automatic relatedness

measures and human assessments, however, we noted that existing measures have a mid-high

correlation with human judgements.

In the next chapter, we study the effect of domain information in the measurement of

semantic relatedness using the rest of the dataset, which contains pairs from the same and
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from different domains. This effect is important to this dissertation, since multiple domains

are part of the conversational setting proposed for the Toy. Therefore, the mechanism to

drive conversations must weight using a topic from the same domain to the current one, or

switching to another topic in a different domain.



Chapter 6

Influence of Domain on Semantic

Relatedness1

The exploration described in the previous chapter was conducted to create a dataset of

pairs for use in evaluating automatic measures of semantic relatedness in a domain-specific

setting. Our purpose for finding a measure that correlates to human assessment is built

upon the findings of Chapter 3. In that chapter, we found that semantic relatedness can

be used to enable an open-ended conversational agent to coherently choose topics to drive

conversations.

In the exploratory study conducted in Chapter 5, we focused on pairs of concepts under

a same-domain setting. We also noted that wikilinks, the relationships between Wikipedia

articles, correlate with a higher perceived relatedness between two concepts that are taxo-

nomically distant. After designing an approach to building a dataset automatically that was

not biased by the authors nor challenging to assess, we proceed in this chapter to evaluate

a setting that considers pairs from different domains. Domain information is an impor-

tant variable in our setting due to our conversational agent using domain-specific knowledge

resources (i.e. Modular Ontologies). For instance, we expect that the chosen measure of se-

mantic relatedness should give preference to change a conversational topic to one within the

same domain, rather than changing to a different domain. In particular, we hypothesise that

existing measures of semantic relatedness, which do not explicitly take domain information

into consideration, do not correlate as well with human judgements compared to including

domain information.

In this chapter, we describe an investigation of semantic relatedness with the aim of

validating this hypothesis. Under this setting, we use the same process as in the previous

1The main results of this chapter are published in [Macias-Galindo et al.].
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chapter for automatically mining a set of 322 pairs from nine M-Ontos, using an extension

described in this chapter to take domain information into consideration. While it is obvious

that humans perceive a pair of concepts from the same domain as more related than a

pair taken from different domains. However, our hypothesis is that even pairs from different

domains that are closely related (by the metrics), will not be judged as closely related as pairs

from the same domain that are given the same score by those metrics. With a similar data

collection to Chapter 5, we demonstrate a significant novel result: that human judgements

judge same-domain pairs as more related than pairs of concepts from different

domains, even for pairs that are deemed equally related by the computed metrics.

We show evidence of this using pairs of concepts from the same and from different domains

with near-identical computed semantic relatedness scores. By “near-identical”, we mean a

difference of less than two decimal digits for a continuous measure of semantic relatedness.

6.1 Domain

In this thesis, we treat domain as “a central theme or purpose where multiple entities (i.e. con-

cepts, relations and instances) interact and co-occur” [Magnini et al., 2002]. Domain infor-

mation is used in various tasks, such as: word sense disambiguation [Magnini et al., 2002],

semantic similarity [Mohammad and Hirst, 2006; Pedersen et al., 2006; Kessler et al., 2008],

and ontology construction [Missikoff et al., 2002; Fortuna et al., 2006; Navigli et al., 2011].

In general, domain information narrows the choice of appropriate definitions associated with

an ambiguous term, given the multiple uses of such a term. In the context of ontologies and

knowledge representation, domains have been used to delimit the space covered by a resource

[Guarino et al., 1993; Fortuna et al., 2006; Herbelot and Copestake, 2006; Kozareva and Hovy,

2010; Navigli et al., 2011]. In Chapter 4 we used the central concept (i.e. the Primary Do-

main Concept) to represent the domain of an M-Onto, so terms extracted from Wikipedia

were disambiguated based on this concept. With respect to topic clustering, domain infor-

mation provides the system with boundaries of a certain cluster of topics. Those clusters can

be defined by either co-occurrence, semantic similarity or Wikipedia category overlapping,

amongst other methods, as described by Newman et al. [2010]. In terms of semantic simi-

larity, previous research has found that humans’ perception of semantic similarity is affected

by the context surrounding the terms involved, including the domain [Magnini et al., 2002;

Kessler et al., 2008]. The impact of such observations has motivated manual efforts to avail

such information. A formal collection of domains based on WordNet, called WordNet Do-

mains [Bentivogli et al., 2004], contains human-sourced annotations to represent around 200

domains based on the Dewey Decimal Classification. This resource has been used to increase

the accuracy of word sense disambiguation in a contextualised environment [Magnini et al.,
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2002]. We also show that the effect of domain information in human judgements of seman-

tic relatedness can be found under other domain definitions, such as those from WordNet

Domains.

6.2 Motivation for the Domain-Influence Experiment

The exploration conducted in Chapter 5 proposed a mechanism for generating pairs of con-

cepts to evaluate measures of semantic relatedness. In that chapter, we explored semantic

relatedness using only pairs of concepts extracted from the same domain. We sourced the

pairs of concepts employed in the experiment from the M-Ontos constructed using the

M-OntoBUILD tool described in Chapter 4.

In Chapter 2 we observed that domain seems to be an implicit consideration at best

in existing relatedness measures [Mohammad and Hirst, 2006; Kessler et al., 2008]. The

absence of well-constructed domain ontologies has played an important factor in this problem

[Mohammad and Hirst, 2006; Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006]. For example, in order to improve

similarity measurement in new domains, on many occasions researchers simply adapt general

measures to domain-specific resources2, e.g. SNOMED-CT [Pedersen et al., 2006] or UMLS3

and Medline abstracts [Liu et al., 2012] for the biomedical domain.

Table 6.1 shows some pairs from the exploration of semantic relatedness described in

Chapter 5. In this table, we note that some pairs of concepts with a considerably long

path distance between them were deemed as highly related by humans. Likewise, pairs of

hierarchically similar-concepts scored an overall low correlation by contrasting the automatic

measures of semantic relatedness against human judges. We speculate that “domain informa-

tion” is a factor influencing the perceived relatedness between two concepts. Our hypothesis

for this chapter is that domain poses a specific influence not properly captured by metrics;

i.e. pairs of concepts rated the same by the metrics are evaluated differently by humans if

domain is a factor. By “factor”, we mean that it matters whether a judged pair of concepts

are both from the same domain or come from different domains.

Obviously, in general, a pair of concepts from the same domain is intuitively more likely

to be related than a pair taken from different domains. However, our hypothesis is that even

pairs from different domains that are closely related (by the metrics), will not be judged as

closely related as pairs from the same domain that are given the same score by those metrics.

In other words, there is effectively a “boost” from being in the same domain, or a “penalty”

for being from different domains. We acknowledge that the boundary of a domain is itself

vague. However, our results will be shown over a variety of reliable domains to a significant

2This is similar to the measures operating on M-Ontos described in Chapter 5.
3The Unified Medical Language System.
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Pair Type Path distance Human Relatedness (average)

Auditorium-Patio s 3 0.9600
Missile-Vehicle s 3 0.9231

Coriander-Ginger d 8 2.6522
Sand-Seashore d 9 3.3462
Guacamole-Avocado w 14 3.0833
Economist-Finance w 14 2.9600

Table 6.1: A subset of pairs from the exploration of semantic relatedness presented in Chap-
ter 5. The top of the table shows hierarchically similar pairs ( s, with a path distance of less
than eight jumps), while the bottom shows hierarchically dissimilar ( d) and wikilinked ( w)
pairs.

degree.

For example, consider the pair of concepts Ambulance-Passenger, both from domain

Cars, and pair Passenger -Loan, where the former concept is from domain Cars and Loan

is from domain Economy. For these pairs, the metric nbrc assigns both pairs a very similar

relatedness score of 0.389 and 0.374 respectively (with a separation of less than 0.01). By

our hypothesis, human judges will still rate Ambulance-Passenger as more related than

Passenger -Loan, even without explicitly telling them the domain information.

6.3 Construction of the Subset with Cross-domain Pairs

Our first step in this chapter is to extend the evaluation framework and dataset of Chapter 5.

The second subset of the full dataset, hereafter referred to as the Subset with Cross-domain

Pairs, is comprised of 322 concept pairs, from nine ontologies representing the following

domains: Beach, Cars, Economy, Food, Museum Music, School, Sports and Zoo.

This dataset contains two types of concept pairs: same-domain and cross-domain. Of these

322 pairs, 163 are same-domain and 161 are cross-domain. For producing this subset, we used

a program that automatically selected concepts from a pool of 36, 792 candidate concepts

from the nine domain ontologies defined above. This program considered first those concepts

with a high relatedness to their respective PDC. This relatedness consideration is based on

judgements for the evaluation conducted in Chapter 4. We conducted a set of refinement

steps on this initial candidate set, which were similar to the steps defined in the previous

chapter. We added some steps for considering domain, as indicated below:

Step 1. Ensuring domain exclusivity of concepts within cross-domain pairs: This

step removes concepts that could potentially form pairs classed as both same-domain and

cross-domain, thus compromising the analysis of results. We refer to the remaining concepts
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Measure Range selected Pairs in range
Same Cross

Jiang and Conrath [1997] (jcn) 0.13-0.14 2734 1982
Adapted Lesk to WordNet [Banerjee and
Pedersen, 2002] (lesk)

23 195 515

Wikipedia Link Measure [Milne and Wit-
ten, 2008] (wlm)

0.06-0.07 70 106

Related Article Category Overlap [Grieser
et al., 2011] (raco)

0.12-0.13 128 209

Concept-based Normalised Wikipedia Re-
latedness [Gracia and Mena, 2008] (nwrc)

0.23-0.24 656 1667

Concept-based Normalised Bing Related-
ness [Gracia and Mena, 2008] (nbrc)

0.23-0.24 807 1689

Table 6.2: Ranges selected for each relatedness measure employed in this experiment with
the distribution of pairs according to their type.

as domain-exclusive. For instance, the concept Cricket is not domain-exclusive as it appears

in the M-Ontos about Zoo and Sports, while the concept Koala is exclusive to the domain

Zoo. This step reduced the initial number of concepts from 36, 792 to 9, 792 domain-exclusive

ones.

Step 2. Removing ambiguous pairs and pairs that are too specific or generic

(formerly Step 1 in the process of Chapter 5): We used the same idf weighting and

number of senses in WordNet to find concepts using terms that can be regarded as familiar

and unambiguous, along with a randomised selection process to produce a sample number

of concept pairs from the numbers indicated on Table 6.2. The application of these policies

reduced the number of cross-domain pairs with wikilinks from 1, 410 to a small sample of 34.

We used two criteria described below, along with a randomised selection process, to produce

a sample number of concept pairs as indicated on Table 6.2. We also collected other pairs

randomly that satisfy these criteria (without belonging to any of the clusters described in

Step 1), to form the final 322 pairs.

The first criterion is the number of senses in WordNet of the concepts in each pair.

Intuitively, it would be expected that the greater the number of senses, the more ambiguous

is a term4. Thus, we first arrange the concept pairs of each measure subset in ascending

4While it can be argued that, for a term associated to multiple meanings, there could be a predominant
meaning that such a term is universally associated to; for instance, the term lion is employed more to describe
an animal than to describe a famous person. However, we assume that a term is less ambiguous if it is
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order according to the number of senses. We then move down this list select concept pairs

that satisfy the second criterion. This second criterion is that we only include a pair if the

two concept-terms featured in a pair have their inverse document frequency ( idf) weights,

calculated over Wikipedia5, between 2 and 10; this is equivalent to the term appearing in

between approximately 461, 000 and 155 documents respectively from a set of about 3.5

million articles. This particular range was chosen to approximately correspond to the range

of idf scores of terms in the W353 and R&G datasets. The idf statistics are indicative of

how commonly words are found in texts [Church and Gale, 1995], where words with a low

idf weight are very common and less informative, while those with a high idf weight can

be considered to be either specialised terms requiring specific knowledge to be understood or

words that are not commonly used (or possibly misspellings). We consider this range to be

indicative of terms that are common enough to be well understood but are not likely to be

“stop words”.

6.4 Design of the Domain-Influence Experiment

Our challenge is to show that, according to human judgements, the gap between Same-

domain Pairs and Cross-domain Pairs is consistent to a statistically significant level over all

of the very similarly scored pairs. Our technique for doing this is to focus on the overlap of

pairs that have very similar relatedness scores.

Figure 6.1 shows that the overall relatedness scores assigned by the automatic measure

jcn is higher for same-domain than for cross-domain pairs. The horizontal gray line shows the

number of pairs for which significance in our results can be reflected. This number decreases

for cross-domain pairs for the values over 0.4, and it does not increase ahead in the scale;

for this reason, we do not evaluate our hypothesis for high automatic scores of semantic

relatedness. This is expected in general: concepts from different domains are overall likely

to be less related than concepts from the same domain.

To show our specific hypothesis, however, we isolate intervals that contain clusters of

very similarly metric-assigned scores and show that, even for these pairs where all of them

are scored the same for a metric (in this case, jcn), the human judges consistently rate the

same-domain pairs as more related. For example, pair Tax -Investment from the domain

Economy has a score of 0.133 under this measure, while Gamble-Picnic from domains

Economy and Food respectively has a nearly-similar relatedness value of 0.135. However,

human judges consistently score Tax -Investment to be more related than Gamble-Picnic.

We will show that this is a statistically significant pattern for all the automatic metrics

associated in WordNet to less synsets.
5The frequency values were acquired on two timepoints: June 2011 and June 2012
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of same- and cross-domain pairs using the jcn measure and
concepts from exclusive domains.

considered. In other words, that within nearly-similar relatedness scored clusters, the human

judges score separate the pairs to a statistically significant degree, whereas the automated

metrics do not. We show this focusing on a subset of measures that obtained a high correlation

to human judges in the previous chapter. First, we describe two sources of evaluators used

for this experiment: the Web interface used in Chapter 5, and the crowd-sourcing platform

CrowdFlower 6

6.4.1 Obtaining Judgements using the Web interface

To validate our hypothesis, we used the same Web interface described in Chapter 5 to collect

human assessments of relatedness for the pairs in the dataset described above. Using this

survey, we collected judgements from 80 judges, who assessed 40 pairs with every survey. In

addition, we crowd-sourced judgements via CrowdFlower7, as described next.

6.4.2 Obtaining Judgements using CrowdFlower

CrowdFlower is a Web platform, similar to Amazon Mechanical Turk, that allows uploading

tasks to be performed by a community of human users. This permits requesters (i.e. the

group requiring tasks to be performed) to post their jobs to a community of workers (i.e. the

6Both ways for collecting assessors were approved by the RMIT College of Science, Engineering and Health
Human Ethics Advisory Network with the identifier A&BSEHAPP93-10. Due to the remuneration mechanism
in crowd-sourcing platforms, this application was amended to consider their use.

7www.crowdflower.com

www.crowdflower.com
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people that will perform the tasks). Tasks, or Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) may include

activities such as labelling or classifying that require human judgement to be performed.

This model for collecting judgements has grown in popularity for small tasks [Schnoebelen

and Kuperman, 2010; Oleson et al., 2011; Nikolova et al., 2012]. In our setting, each task

consists of assessing a collection of pairs for semantic relatedness. Workers perform HITs for

a small amount of money per task, which is paid once workers demonstrate their reliability

via an acceptable level of trust.

To assess the trust in a worker’s output, requesters may include, along with their HITs,

a set of tasks with a known and true answer, called gold items [Oleson et al., 2011]. Should

a gold item be assessed incorrectly, the trust that the platform has on that worker is com-

promised. Depending on the number of assessments provided by a worker, the final value of

trust for this worker will determine whether these assessments can be trusted or not. The

trust is calculated as the ratio of gold items answered correctly; if such a value exceeds a

threshold (of 75%), the worker is paid.

To migrate our experimental setting to CrowdFlower, we used the tools provided by the

API of this platform. We uploaded four jobs, one for each survey from the Web interface

used in Chapter 5 (totalling 120 pairs), and a final job containing the remaining 202 pairs.

For each job, we included a set of gold questions constructed in two ways:

• additional pairs where simple cases of relatedness were displayed: (a) pairs contain-

ing exactly the same term in both sides, for instance Human-Human; and (b) pairs

displaying meaningless strings, for example Sklbmkd-Ejigrnwe.

• existing pairs from the Subset with Cross-domain Pairs where user agreement from

the Web interface experiment was high (see Section 6.4.2); more specifically, where

relatedness was deemed between the middle (2) and the highest value (4) for all assessors

of that pair (i.e. the region of positive perceived relatedness).

We collected judgements from 159 CrowdFlower workers, who could judge perceived

relatedness of pairs for as long as their level of trust score permitted them to. In total,

for both interfaces, 12,336 assessments were collected for all the pairs in the dataset, all

distributed in such a way that at least 25 judgements were collected for each pair. The

total number of unsure votes accounted for 0.6% of all the judgements received during the

experiment; these votes were discarded from the average scores.

6.5 Results

Recall that the hypothesis of this experiment is that, for a set of Same-domain Pairs and

Cross-domain Pairs , even where an automated measure of semantic relatedness assigns them
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very similar scores, human judges assess the former type of pairs as significantly more related

than the latter to a significant extent. This way, we show that domain information presents

some effect in the measurement of semantic relatedness by “boosting” this measurement

for pairs from within the same domain or “penalising” pairs from different domains. The

results obtained in this experiment are described in the following sections. We analyse

semantic relatedness between pairs with respect to a domain via the following classification:

Same-domain Pairs (SDP), Cross-domain Pairs (XDP), and a special case termed Wikilink

Cross-domain Pairs (WXDP), which are Cross-domain Pairs connected by a wikilink.

6.5.1 Analysis by Categories

In order to analyse the results obtained after the dataset was labelled, we separated pairs

according to their placement with respect to a domain, that is, in two subsets: SDP and

XDP. We considered separately the WXDP subset. As an initial investigation, we confirm

the expectation that Same-domain Pairs are overall more related than Cross-domain Pairs.

6.5.1.1 Analysis of Same- and Cross-domain Pairs

We obtained the average scores assigned over all pairs in the dataset, and used box plots to

show their distribution, as shown in Figure 6.2. We compared whether the difference between

these subsets is significant using a Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Recall that this test determines

whether the scores assigned to two different populations measures are similarly distributed.

The test reported a significant difference (p < 0.01) between the subsets of Same-domain

Pairs and Cross-domain Pairs, for an average value of the subset pairs of 2.30(±0.01) and

0.98 respectively. This result is unsurprising: as expected, concepts from different domains

are intuitively less related than concepts from the same domain.

6.5.1.2 Analysis by Pair Classification

We repeated the analysis performed above, this time by subdividing the subset of Cross-

domain Pairs in two, given the existence of wikilinks between concept pairs. The distribution

of the scores over these subsets is shown in Figure 6.3. We first compared the three subsets

to note whether their scores as a group are significantly different using a Kruskal-Wallis

rank-sum test, as this test allows us to detect differences between more than two groups

measured under the same scale. This test reported that humans deem on average these three

subsets as different (p < 0.01), with averages ¯SDP = 2.22 (±0.1), ¯XDP = 0.70 (±0.05) and
¯WXDP = 2.00.

In order to compare each subset against the others, we conducted a Wilcoxon rank-sum
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Figure 6.2: Distribution boxes of average scores deemed by humans for same-domain and
cross-domain pairs.

test between each pair of groups. These tests reported significant differences between the

subsets SDP and XDP, as well as between XDP and WXDP (p < 0.01). However, for

Same-domain Pairs and Wikilink Cross-domain Pairs, assessors did not consider them to

be significantly different (p = 0.45). This means that pairs of concepts from different domains

tend to be scored lower than pairs from within the same domain, unless they are connected

via a wikilink relation. When this happens, the difference between these pairs and pairs from

the same domain is not statistically significant.

A similar effect with wikilinks was detected in the exploratory study conducted in the

previous chapter. There, we found that pairs of concepts sharing a domain that are connected

via wikilinks are perceived by humans as related as those pairs of terms referring to the same

concept. While wikilinks have been relevant components of Wikipedia-based measures of

semantic relatedness (e.g. wlm [Milne and Witten, 2008] and raco [Grieser et al., 2011]),

their influence in semantic relatedness, to our knowledge, had not been demonstrated prior

to this study.

From the plot shown in Figure 6.3 and by comparing the distribution boxes in Figure 6.4,

we note that scores assigned by automatic relatedness measures do not distribute similarly

to human assessment. The only exception to this is the Concept-based Normalised Web

Relatedness measure using Wikipedia (nwrc); this reinforces the correlation results obtained

in the exploration conducted in the previous chapter, where this measure scored the highest

correlation with human judgements.
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Figure 6.3: Box plots of average scores deemed by judges for same-domain, cross-domain
and wikilink cross-domain pairs.

6.6 Domain Influence for Pairs Very Similarly Scored by Automatic Measures

We now describe the main result of this chapter. The results obtained in the previous

subsection are unsurprising: pairs of concepts from the same domain are in general more

likely to be related than pairs of concepts taken from different domains. However, it became

noticeable that automatic relatedness measures do not take domain information into account,

given the distribution boxes shown in Figure 6.4. To confirm this, we focus on pairs with

near-identical relatedness scores. Depending on the type of scale, for those measures using a

discrete scale (e.g. Hirst and St-Onge [1998] and adapted Lesk [Banerjee and Pedersen, 2002])

the similar score is defined by a unique number, whereas for measures using a continuous

scale we use a subset of pairs using two significant decimal digits.

We analysed six automatic measures of semantic relatedness, each with more than 30

pairs of Same- and Cross-domain Pairs with near-identical scores. For each cluster, we

hypothesised that human judges would demonstrate the existence of domain influence by

assigning a higher relatedness score to Same-domain Pairs, compared to Cross-domain Pairs.

This subsection presents our findings: we first describe the analysis using the nwrc metric

(i.e. Concept-based Normalised Web Relatedness using Wikipedia), as it was the metric that

correlated best with judges in the previous experiment. We then show results obtained for

the other measures.

From our concept-pair datapoints, we extracted a cluster of pairs with near-identical
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of average scores for Same-domain Pairs, Cross-domain
Pairs and Wikilink Cross-domain Pairs for measures: (a) nwrc; (b) jcn; (c) lesk; (d)
wlm.

scores in the range of nwrc = [0.23−0.24]. Recall that this range was randomly chosen based

on the number of pairs with near-identical scores for each class, in order to reach statistical

significance. From this range, 49 pairs were obtained: 35 from the same-domain and 14 from

cross-domain. Human judgements against nwrc scores within the defined range are graphed

in Figures 6.5 and 6.6. Pairs are sorted in increasing order according to their nwrc score.

Recall that all pairs in this illustration are scored nearly identical by the nwrc metric (i.e. all

fall between the ranges from 0.23 to 0.24) as indicated by the horizontal scale. The vertical

axis represents the average human-assessed relatedness score for these pairs. It can be seen

from the plot that almost every Same-domain Pairs was judged as significantly more related

by human judges than all Cross-domain Pairs. The same boxplots shown in the right and

upper regions of the plot are compared more clearly in Figure 6.7.

To confirm that the difference between the mean averages illustrated in Figure 6.7 is

statistically significant, we conducted a Wilcoxon rank-sum test over these two classes (Same-

and Cross-domain Pairs) using the assessments assigned by judges, and repeated the test

using the weights scored by the automatic measure. Recall that the Wilcoxon rank-sum test
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Figure 6.5: Pairs within the range nwrc = [0.23 − 0.24]. The horizontal axis reflects
the nwrc score, and the vertical axis the relatedness value deemed by participants in the
Domain-Influence Experiment. The boxplots at the right reflect the distribution of same-
domain pairs and cross-domain pairs according to humans, and the boxplots at the top
show the distribution according to the nwrc measure.

compares whether the difference between two groups is statistically significant or not. These

tests show that assessments made over the dataset by participants regarded the same-domain

and cross-domain pairs to be significantly different with p < 0.01; for nwrc, on the other hand,

the test reported that the difference between the groups was not significant (p = 0.59).

Therefore, we conclude that human assessors view the same-domain pairs consistently

more related than the cross-domain pairs, while the automatic measure nwrc did not make

this distinction. In the following subsections, we repeat the process and provide similar

evidence for other automatic measures.
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0.23 NWRc 0.24

SDP XDP

Pair Type nwrc Human Pair Type nwrc Human
Ambulance-Gasoline SDP 0.230 1.519 Food-Duck XDP 0.236 2.233
Sport-Dormitory XDP 0.230 0.533 Sound-Classroom XDP 0.236 1.864
Classroom-Education SDP 0.231 3.566 Muffin-Food SDP 0.236 3.683
Footwear-Bikini SDP 0.231 1.000 Bagel-Kitchen SDP 0.236 2.321
Gymnasium-Education SDP 0.231 2.000 Celery-Starvation SDP 0.236 1.226
Management-Loan SDP 0.232 1.365 Opera-Song SDP 0.236 3.365
Frog-Carnivore SDP 0.232 1.391 Koala-Platypus SDP 0.236 2.035
Skateboarding-Gymnasium XDP 0.232 1.100 Beach-Bikini SDP 0.237 3.167
Washout-Erosion SDP 0.232 2.767 Market-Merchant SDP 0.237 3.233
Skateboard-Gymnasium XDP 0.232 0.800 Banqueting-Crab XDP 0.237 1.483
Starvation-Crab XDP 0.233 0.433 Opera-Sound SDP 0.237 3.100
Kitchen-Wheel XDP 0.233 0.333 Muffin-Celery SDP 0.237 1.558
Crab-Seashore SDP 0.233 3.333 Merchant-Loan SDP 0.238 2.254
Washout-Shore SDP 0.233 2.133 Ambulance-Passenger SDP 0.238 2.043
Opera-Teacher XDP 0.233 1.233 Sport-University XDP 0.238 1.800
Opera-Instructor XDP 0.233 0.833 Kitchen-Patio XDP 0.238 1.250
Footwear-Goods SDP 0.234 1.843 Merchant-Bank SDP 0.238 2.667
Radio-Sound SDP 0.234 3.567 Dune-Seashore SDP 0.238 2.797
Route-Wheel SDP 0.234 1.683 Instructor-Course SDP 0.239 3.550
Road-Wheel SDP 0.234 2.849 Teacher-Class SDP 0.239 3.623
Brand-Song SDP 0.234 0.731 Teacher-Course SDP 0.239 3.302
Gecko-Camel SDP 0.234 0.810 Instructor-Class SDP 0.239 3.367
Supermarket-Crab XDP 0.235 1.566 Amplifier-Sound SDP 0.239 3.700
Gymnasium-Coach SDP 0.235 3.132 Noise-Classroom XDP 0.240 2.133
Food-Sardine SDP 0.235 2.833

Figure 6.6: Pairs in the Domain-Influence Experiment within the range nwrc = [0.23−
0.24]. The boxplots at the right and top reflect the average distribution of Same-domain
Pairs and Cross-domain Pairs for humans and nwrc, respectively. Pairs used in this
region are shown in the table below; pairs in bold are Same-domain Pairs where at least
one Cross-domain Pair is perceived by humans as more related than them.
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Figure 6.7: Distribution of human judgements against the automatic measure nwrc. Note
a change in the scales of the vertical axes.

6.6.1 Comparison using Other Measures

We repeated the analysis described above using other semantic relatedness measures. We used

the following measures: (1) WordNet-based: Jiang and Conrath [1997] (jcn), the measure

of Lesk adapted to WordNet [Banerjee and Pedersen, 2002] (lesk), and Hirst and St-Onge

[1998] (hso); (2) Wikipedia/wikilink-based: Wikipedia Link Measure [Milne and Witten,

2008] (wlm); and (3) Web-based: Concept-based Normalized Web Relatedness [Gracia and

Mena, 2008] using Bing (nbrc).

As for nwrc, we first identified a narrow range for each metric containing a cluster of

at least 20 pairs, at least 10 each for same-domain and cross-domains pairs: see Table 6.3

for the ranges identified for each metric. Similar to above, Figures 6.8 and 6.9 illustrate

the differences between human judgements for Same- and Cross-domain Pairs for the listed

metrics. As can be seen from the figures, the human judges clearly seem to consistently

rate the Same-domain concept pairs as more related than the cross-domain pairs, while the

calculated metrics do not. Recall that these comparisons are between pairs scored very

similarly by the pertinent metric.

We compared the values returned by these measures against human judgements using

a Wilcoxon rank-sum test. We noted that for all these ranges, an automatic measure of

semantic relatedness resembles the distribution of human assessments for concept relatedness,

as seen in Figures 6.8 and 6.9, but to a non-significant level. The tests reported that the

sets of Same- and Cross-domain Pairs could not be assumed to be differently distributed
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according to the studied measures. On the other hand, human assessors deemed these sets

to be significantly different with p < 0.05. We could also create additional ranges for jcn and

wlm in the ranges [0.05 − 0.06] and [0.12 − 0.13] respectively. In both subsets, the results

were maintained; see Table 6.3 for the results of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test for these and

the ranges initially defined.
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Figure 6.8: Distribution of pairs with a similar relatedness measurement for the measures:
(a) jcn; (b) lesk; and (c) wlm. Note the different scale for both human and measure scores.
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Figure 6.9: Distribution of pairs with a similar relatedness measurement for the measures:
(a) raco; and (b) nbrc. Note the different scales for both human and measure scores.

The separation was not found for any of the metrics to a statistically significant level; in

fact, for a couple of measures (jcn and raco) the populations were distributed inversely to

the regions expected, while for lesk the difference cannot be perceived as all pairs received

very similar relatedness scores by that measure.

6.6.2 Correlation with Automatic Relatedness Measures

Finally, we compared the correlation between each automatic relatedness measure and the

average of human assessments for the dataset. Given that the experimental settings were

different due to using the Web interface and CrowdFlower, we calculated agreement as follows.
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Measure Range Wilcoxon rank-sum’s p-
value

jcn [0.05− 0.06] 0.16(±0.03)
Human 4.60e−5(±7.90e−6)

jcn [0.13− 0.14] 0.11(±0.006)
Human 6.69e−8(±5.59e−12)

lesk 22 inf
Human 2.04e−5(±1.78e−6)

wlm [0.06− 0.07] 0.08(±0.011)
Human 7.18e−6(±8.38e−7)

wlm [0.12− 0.13] 0.78(±0.03)
Human 0.00(± < 0.01)

raco [0.12− 0.13] 0.71(±0.04)
Human 7.32e−4(±1.25e−4)

nbrc [0.23− 0.24] 0.18
Human 2.09e−6

Table 6.3: p-values of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test for automated measures of semantic
relatedness and human assessments in a predefined range for the measure shown.

We calculated an inter-annotator agreement using a random approach to simulate an-

notators. Because CrowdFlower distributes Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) randomly, we

could not analyse the same assessments per participant for the same pairs. Consequently, we

were unable to perform an inter-rater Pearson correlation to determine the agreement for the

experiment. Rather, we generated “random participants” by taking randomised samples of

assessments, and then calculated the inter-random-rater Pearson correlation for each sample.

We repeated this calculation 100 times using randomly-selected samples for each iteration,

and calculated the average and standard error for all these values. We obtained an agreement

of ρ = 0.733 with a standard error of ε = 0.006, which is comparable to values obtained in

the literature [Finkelstein et al., 2002].

We analysed the relatedness measures described in Section 6.3 by calculating the Pearson

correlation between the values of each measure and the human assessments (Table 6.4). All

these measures were introduced in Chapter 2. The table shows the measures according to the

groups defined previously for this study in Chapter 5: WordNet-based measures, Wikipedia-

based measures and Web-based measures.

As can be seen from Table 6.4, the measure that achieved the highest correlation with

human assessments is the Concept-based Normalised Web Relatedness using Wikipedia [Gra-

cia and Mena, 2008], which agrees with the results obtained in the exploration conducted in
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Measures Same-Domain Cross-Domain Wiki-Cross-Domain Overall
jcn 0.1361* -0.0443 0.2711 0.1301**
lesk 0.2586*** -0.0373 0.3055 0.2543***
hso 0.1736** -0.0525 0.0821 0.2307***
lch 0.1404* -0.0957 0.29 0.2063***
lin 0.0915 -0.0927 0.3224* 0.1764***
path 0.232*** -0.0882 0.2687 0.2717***
res 0.0547 -0.1043 0.3243* 0.1477***
wup 0.057 -0.0756 0.2947 0.151***
raco 0.1822** -0.1118 0.1096 0.1962***
wlm 0.2684*** 0.4338*** 0.1002 0.3292***
nbrc 0.267** 0.1451 0.0761 0.2508***
nwrc 0.3087*** 0.3786*** 0.1793 0.4226***

Table 6.4: Pearson correlation between automatic relatedness measures and human as-
sessment for the Domain-Influence Experiment. The number of asterisk shows the con-
fidence value: *=90%; **=95%; ***=99%. Upperbound: +0.733.

Chapter 5. This also shows that the correlation values obtained were still far less than human

agreement, which demonstrates the absence of a factor to narrow this gap. We hypothesise

that one factor is the domain influence, and explore this hypothesis using machine learning

in Section 6.7. However, we first show that the influence of domain in the measurement of se-

mantic relatedness can also be found in other datasets under other configurations in the next

subsection, using WordNet-353 [Finkelstein et al., 2002] and WordNet Domains [Magnini

et al., 2002].

6.6.3 Validating Domain Influence using Other Domain Resources

Having found the effect of domain information in our testbed, we were interested in demon-

strating that the influence of “domain” in human judgements of semantic relatedness was

supported by other testbeds for evaluating these measurement. In particular, we combine

two resources: the WordNet-353 dataset [Finkelstein et al., 2002] and WordNet Do-

mains [Magnini et al., 2002]. WordNet-353 is a dataset used to study measures of semantic

relatedness that was not constructed with domain information [Finkelstein et al., 2002];

WordNet Domains is an extension over WordNet 2.0 containing domain labels for every

synset based on the Dewey Decimal Classification System [Magnini et al., 2002].

First, we tested the WordNet-353 dataset to analyse if existing pairs can be classified

as either Same-domain or Cross-domain by ascribing the domain assigned to each synset

in WordNet Domains. Because terms in the WordNet-353 dataset are not associated
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with specific synsets, we paired every combination of domain for the terms in a synset to

artificially produce a classification. We defined the following rule for classification: if every

possible pairing between senses for both terms in a pair is associated with different domains,

we classified the pairing as cross-domain; otherwise, we classify the pairing as same-domain.

For instance, the pair of terms love-sex co-occurs in the domain sexuality, while the pair

of terms professor -cucumber is cross-domain as these do not co-occur in any of their

assigned domains. From the complete WordNet-353 dataset, there were only 9 pairs we

could not match, as these contained terms that were not available in WordNet. The rest of

the pairs were classified as follows: 236 pairs were deemed to be same-domain, while 108 were

deemed as cross-domain. This larger proportion of same-domain pairs can be attributed to

bias by the dataset creators, as they may have intentionally chosen pairs that were intuitively

from similar domains.

To test if both sets of Same- and Cross-domain Pairs were significantly differently as-

sessed by subjects in terms of relatedness, we conducted a Wilcoxon rank-sum test as with

our testbed. To compensate for the different sample size, we repeated the test 1, 000 times

with random samples of 108 elements for each subset. The test reported a statistically signif-

icant difference between both subsets (p < 0.01±1.7e−4). The same domain subset recorded

the highest average of both subsets, being 6.2(±0.01) and 5.1 respectively (Figure 6.10). This

implies that the effect of domain was also present in the human assessments of semantic re-

latedness for the pairs in the WordNet-353 testbed, even though domain information was not

explicitly shown (recall that this is achieved by artificially embedding domain information in

the dataset as found in WordNet Domains).

Note that this only reproduces the weak result shown in Section 6.5.1, that shows that

Same-domain Pairs are generally more related than Cross-domain Pairs; i.e. it is not a

reproduction of our main result. However, it gives us confidence that our main result would

be reproducible using WordNet Domains as a way to classify terms by domain.

6.7 Learning a Relatedness Metric with Domain as a Feature

In this section, we validate the effect of domain on semantic relatedness using a different app-

roach. We use Machine Learning to learn a hybrid metric for measuring semantic relatedness

between two concepts, using observable features such as the distance between the concepts

in the WordNet 3.0 taxonomy and the availability of wikilinks between concepts. The metric

obtained by this method has better agreement with our collected human judgements than

any of the standard metrics. Using this learnt metric as a baseline, we then add a ternary

feature: whether the pair of concepts are from the same domain, from different domains,

or from different domains connected by a wikilink. Adding this information significantly
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Figure 6.10: Domain effect in human judgements of semantic relatedness in the WordNet-
353 dataset using WordNet Domains as the domain classificator.

improves correlation with human judgement. This provides further evidence that the hu-

man evaluators demonstrate a domain-influence effect that is not captured by the existing

computed metrics.

6.7.1 Learning a Baseline Metric

The semantic relatedness metric we learn makes use of a hybrid of observable features, most

of which play a role in existing metrics. We define 19 features in total, contained in the

following categories:

1. IDF is the frequency of occurrence of the terms employed to denote a concept according

to Wikipedia indexed articles. This statistic is calculated for each term (IDF-1,IDF),

as well as for their co-occurrence (IDF-P);

2. DIST is the number of jumps from one synset to another in WordNet, following only

hierarchical relations;

3. SYN is an indicator of ambiguity for the terms employed, determined by the number

of synsets in WordNet containing the terms explored (SYN-1 and SYN-2);

4. the following set of automatic semantic similarity and semantic relatedness mea-

sures: hso, jcn, lch, lesk, lin, wup, res, wlm, raco, nwr, and nwrc for semantic relatedness;

and,
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5. WIKI represents the number of wikilinks in Wikipedia from the article referring to the

first concept to the second concept (WIKI-A) and vice versa (WIKI-B)

The evaluation dataset contained a set of 480 pairs, where 171 were taken from the

Subset with Same-domain Pairs and the other 309 were from the Subset with Cross-domain

Pairs. Thirteen pairs were removed from the Subset with Cross-domain Pairs as they were

repeated from the Subset with Same-domain Pairs, while 27 pairs were removed from the

Subset with Same-domain Pairs since they contained synonym terms (see Chapter 5 for

details on this classification). The evaluation of agreement was performed by computing

the Pearson correlation between the score computed by the learnt metric and the average

human-assigned score, for each datapoint (i.e. each pair of concepts). As a baseline, we used

only the measure nwrc for feature 4, since this measure obtained the highest correlation with

human assessments in our experiments (see Sections 5.5 and 6.5). We experimented with a

number of machine learning algorithms as implemented in the Weka toolkit8. We performed

10-fold cross-validation for the evaluation. This technique for evaluating performance divides

the full set of data into 10 groups, using 9 out of 10 of these groups to train a model, and the

remaining group for testing. The training model is rotated across the 10 available groups to

avoid training bias. The best performance (in terms of correlation with human judgements)

was obtained using Linear Regression; therefore, we report results only for this algorithm.

First, we tested the dataset with 480 pairs (as described above) with nwrc only. Pearson

correlation for the configuration using nwrc as a feature was ρ = 0.49 with a mean absolute

error of 0.81, indicating a medium high agreement between the aforementioned metric and

human judges.

6.7.2 Adding Domain Information as a Feature

To validate the influence of domain, we added the following feature to the above configuration:

• DOMTYPE: a trinary feature indicating whether the concept-pair is from the Same-

domain, from Cross-domains, or a Wiki Cross-domain pair (i.e. a cross-domain pair

connected by a wikilink association).

As a first approach, we took all of the 19 features defined in the previous subsection,

and compared the correlation of two learned measures: one including and another ignoring

domain information as a feature. We noted that the correlation with human assessments of

the model that includes domain information was ρD,all = 0.76, with a mean absolute error of

0.56. On the other hand, the model ignoring domain information decreased correlation with

8http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka

http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka
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human assessments to ρD̄,all = 0.67 with a mean absolute error of 0.66. This suggests that

domain information is influential when measuring semantic relatedness between concepts.

While the configuration using all of the features obtains a high correlation with human

assessments, the involvement of 20 features including automatic measures is computationally

expensive. Therefore, we tested several of the aforementioned features to infer those that

most helped to increase the correlation between the learned model and human assessments.

Based on that we reduced the set of features to 7, as follows:

• nwrc as the semantic relatedness measure that correlated the highest with human

assessments;

• the three IDF weights using the terms expressing the concepts involved: IDF-1, IDF-2

and IDF-P

• the number of wikilinks from the Wikipedia articles labelled as the concepts involved,

as WIKI-A and WIKI-B; and,

• DOM as the domain information of a pair.

A model was learnt using Linear Regression over the aforementioned 7 features, and

evaluated using 10-fold cross-validation. The resulting equation representing the learned

model is shown in Equation 6.1. In this equation, δ is a Dirac Delta Function which has

a value of 1 if the pair x, y belong to the same domain (or M-Onto for our purposes,

i.e. x, y ∈ SDP), or if concepts are from different domains but have at least one wikilink

in common (x, y ∈ WXDP). With Equation 6.1, the correlation with human judgements is

ρ = 0.75, with a mean absolute error of 0.57.

rel(x, y) =
1.0469δ−0.353idf(x, y)+0.1535idf(x)+0.1869idf(y)+

1.4998nwrc(x, y) + 0.2279wiki(y, x) + 1.819
(6.1)

Finally, to show that domain is a factor affecting relatedness between concepts, we re-

moved domain-specific information from the set of features. When using only the other

features described above, the correlation with humans is reduced to ρD̄ = 0.66, with a

mean absolute error of 0.68. This significant difference in performance between both set-

tings demonstrates and further validates our hypothesis regarding the hidden influence of

“domain” on human judgements of semantic relatedness.

6.8 Summary

In this chapter, we tested the hypothesis that domain information plays an influential role

in the human judgement of semantic relatedness, and that this is currently ignored by au-
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tomatic measures. For this purpose, we conducted an experiment of semantic relatedness

between concepts. We mined and contrasted relatedness scores between pairs of concepts

sourced from the same domain against pairs from different domains. For these groups, we

collected human judgements of relatedness between the pairs extracted using a Web interface

and CrowdFlower, a crowdsourcing platform. We compared automatic semantic relatedness

measures against human assessments in very similarly scored clusters of pairs containing both

pairs from the same domain and pairs from different domains. We found that, as expected,

pairs from different domains achieve a low degree of relatedness, in comparison to pairs of

concepts from the same domain. Most importantly, we detected that in clusters where auto-

matic measures assign very similar relatedness scores, these measures do not consider these

groups of pairs statistically different, while human judges do consider them to be different;

this supports our hypothesis, thus determining domain information to be an influential factor

in the judgement of semantic relatedness. By employing information that is easy to extract,

such as the frequency of occurrence of the involved terms in Wikipedia and the number of

wikilinks between involved Wikipedia articles, we learned a measure that outperforms the

relatedness measure in isolation or when domain information is disregarded.

The full dataset, which is comprised of pairs defined in this and the previous chapter, is

made available for download at http://www.cs.rmit.edu.au/∼dmaciasg/dataset/datasetfiles.

html

While domain influence in semantic relatedness has been previously suggested, to the

best of our knowledge this is the first detailed analysis and verification of this hypothesis.

While the analysis was performed in the context of domains extracted from M-Ontos, these

were validated by human evaluators to reflect domains (Chapter 4). Moreover, they are the

sources of domain information used in the conversation infrastructure analysed in this thesis.

The outcomes of this experiment are used in the following chapter, as the learned relat-

edness measure is used as the automated way to measure semantic relatedness in the context

of selecting coherent conversational topics. We have previously discussed the principle pre-

sented by Lapata and Barzilay [2005] defining the semantic component as relevant to detect

text coherence. Using this version of the metric automatically biases selection of a topic

towards one within the same domain.

http://www.cs.rmit.edu.au/~dmaciasg/dataset/datasetfiles.html
http://www.cs.rmit.edu.au/~dmaciasg/dataset/datasetfiles.html


Chapter 7

Implementation of a Real-Time

Topic Selection Mechanism using

Semantic Relatedness

This chapter brings together the techniques and results of the earlier chapters of this thesis, by

describing the implementation of a real-time mechanism that enables a conversational system

to incorporate semantic relatedness in the selection of coherent outputs. This mechanism,

labelled the Semantic Relatedness Selection Mechanism, analyses a set of candidate outputs

using topic-based semantic relatedness to select a coherent output. This is tested over an

implementation of the conversational agent embodied in the Toy (as described in Wong et al.

[2012b]), to select a response to users in real-time. An initial näıve implementation of this

mechanism (described in Chapter 3) did not operate under this time constraint. To satisfy

the need for responding in real-time, we calculate a set of pre-computations that permit

the Mechanism to obtain information on semantic relatedness between topics, speeding up

performance at execution time1.

7.1 Motivation

In Chapter 3, we conducted a pilot experiment that compared different mechanisms for

output selection by a conversational system: a random mechanism as a baseline; the nearest-

context approach, that uses word co-occurrence statistics [Gandhe and Traum, 2007]; and the

semantic coherence between a conversational context and a candidate output. The semantic

1This chapter is not so much a research contribution, but a description of a real-time implementation of
topic selection that incorporates the research contributions of the previous chapters.

165
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coherence measurement was represented by the following equation, based on [Lapata and

Barzilay, 2005]:

Rel(S, T ) =

∑
∀s∈S,∀t∈T SR(s, t)

|S||T |
(7.1)

where Rel(S, T ) stands as the overall relatedness between S and T , which are two utter-

ances and SR(s, t) refers to an automatic score of semantic relatedness between two words,

s ∈ S and t ∈ T . In our implementation for that chapter, we set S as the context (com-

prised only of M-Onto-concepts) of the conversation, T as the collection of concepts from

the candidate output, and SR(s, t) as the Concept-based Normalised Web Relatedness using

Wikipedia metric (see Chapters 5 and 6 for our study using this measure). In Chapter 3, we

found that scores of semantic relatedness between concepts can be used as a better generator

of coherent conversations, in contrast to the word co-occurrence statistic.

That experiment was used as a proof of concept, thus we were not so concerned with the

execution time that the mechanisms took to compute an answer. However, when considering

the implementation of this mechanism for conversational purposes, it is necessary to take into

consideration the time that the system takes to decide on which output to use to respond to

an input. In addition to this, we have to deal with another two issues: representing a conver-

sational domain, and determining a good measure of semantic relatedness in a multi-domain

setting. In previous chapters of this thesis, we developed M-OntoBUILD (Chapter 4) to rep-

resent domains, and detected a measure that has a high correlation with human judgements

in a domain scenario (Chapter 6). The final step of this thesis is to implement a real-time

version of semantic relatedness for selecting an output to respond to users.

Our implementation of semantic relatedness-based topic selection is performed in the

context of a collection of conversational fragments mined from question-answering search

engines (e.g. ask.com), as described by Wong et al. [2012b]. These human-authored texts are

expressed as Question-Answer pairs and, as the authors indicate, are transformed in a way

that also converts such pairs into more general conversational fragments. For instance, Fig-

ure 7.1 shows a question-answer pair and different ways its content is used in conversational

settings.

QA-fragments, contrary to sequential CFs described in Section 3.2, are pairs of sentences

representing a question and its associated answer, extracted from question-answering web-

sites. An example of a QA-fragment is shown in Figure 7.2. The Toy is capable of using

either the question or the answer component (Figure 7.2(a)), depending on the running di-

alogue activity and the strategy adopted. For instance, it uses the question sentence when

engaging in a quiz activity or to share knowledge with its user (Figure 7.2(b)), or the answer

when the user formulates a question (Figure 7.2(c)).

ask.com
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Q: What is a dugong?
A: The dugong is related to the manatee. They look and
act allot like them. They live in the coasts of Africa and
Australia.

(a)

USR-1: I want to see a dugong!
SYS-1: Can you tell me, what is a dugong?
USR-2: I do not know.
SYS-2: The dugong is related to the manatee. They look
and act allot like them. They live in the coasts of Africa and
Australia.

(b)

USR-1: Tell me about dugongs.
SYS-1: Did you know that the dugong is related to the
manatee? USR-2: No I didn’t.
SYS-2: Also, they look and act allot like them. They live in
the coasts of Africa and Australia.

(c)

Figure 7.1: (a) An original question-answer pair; (b) a modified question; and (c) a modified
answer used by the system as outputs.

QA-fragments, due to their lack of structure, are preferred for more open interaction with

users. They are classified according to the conversational topics that they contain, using a

taxonomy [Adam et al., 2010b]. For instance, the CF shown in Figure 7.2(a) is associated

with the topic Panda, but it may also be linked to other topics contained in the question

and answer sentences, such as Bear, Mammal, Bamboo and Raccoon.

Using QA-fragments instead of authored conversational fragments as in Chapter 3 greatly

increased the number of candidate fragments in the system, from 230 to 124, 000 fragments.

Calculating the combination of concepts for which semantic relatedness is approximated

turns out to be unfeasible under real-time constraints, as we determined while obtaining

outputs for that experiment. Furthermore, these Question-Answer pair fragments (or QA-

fragments for simplicity) are not designed for use in a sequence. Hence, in contrast to our

original experiment from Chapter 3, choosing the next output can be required immediately

after each user turn.

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 7.2 briefly describes both the original imple-

mentation of the Toy (Subsection 7.2.1), as well as the Semantic Relatedness Module and
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What is a panda?

The Panda is the bear-like black and white mammals

which lives in China. These cute and cuddly like

bears eats mainly bamboo shoots and are becoming

extinct. Some experts refer to them as bears while

others believe they are more like a raccoon.
(a)

1: SYSM: Did you know that the panda is the bear-like black
and white mammals which live in China?

(b)

1: USER: Can you tell me what is a panda?
2: SYSM: The panda is the bear-like black and white mam-

mals which lives in China.
(c)

Figure 7.2: (a) An example of a stand-alone conversational fragment, and how it is used
by the Toyin strategies for: (b) sharing knowledge; and (c) responding a user question.

its integration into the Toy whilst calculating semantic relatedness at execution time (Sub-

section 7.3.1). Section 7.3 describes in detail the enhancements to enable real-time response,

and shows a comparison between the original Toy implementation and the enhanced version

using semantic relatedness, with and without the real-time enablers. Finally, Section 7.4

closes the chapter by outlining our findings.

7.2 Output Selection using Semantic Relatedness

In this section we outline the output selection process that was implemented in the Toy orig-

inally. We then describe the Semantic Relatedness Selection Mechanism, by focusing on the

areas of the original process where our module is incorporated.

7.2.1 The [Wong et al., 2012b] Selection Mechanism

The Intelligent Interactive Toy, or simply the Toy, is a joint project between RMIT Univer-

sity and Realthing Entertainment Pty Ltd to produce a module-based conversational agent,

which can be embodied into a physical toy. The target audience for the Toy is children aged

8 to 12 years. The Toy can interact with users via conversational activities, ranging from

structured activities such as storytelling and playing games, to unbounded “chatty” dialogue
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like responding to questions or talking about any topic that its knowledge units handle. The

Toy’s capabilities for pre-processing user inputs use shallow natural language processing

techniques, while its responses are built from a pre-defined pool of conversational fragments.

More details on the system architecture can be found in Section 2.1.1 and elsewhere [Adam

et al., 2010a;b; Wong et al., 2012a;b;c].

The process of output selection in the Toy is currently performed in real-time after

the system processes a user input. Output selection is based on keyword matching, word

frequency statistics, and the edit distance [Levenshtein, 1966] between the user input and

each candidate fragment (see Section 2.1.1). As we show below, this mechanism is very fast

at choosing an output, taking on average 0.12 seconds to select a fragment. However, it is

mostly reactive towards the user input and depends on terms that have been mentioned in

earlier turns of a conversation [Wong et al., 2012b]. Moreover, we want to make the Toy able

of driving coherent conversations.

The Conversation Manager, which was described in Section 2.1.1, is the main compo-

nent of the Toy architecture. It addresses open chat and manages execution of three main

activities, hereafter referred to as the Wong et al. [2012b] Selection Mechanism:

1. User Input Analysis: in this task, the Toy generates or enriches a context with the

set of topics in a conversation by performing a shallow linguistic analysis over the user

input.

2. Candidate Selection: this task consists of retrieving a set of candidate outputs from

the pool of conversational fragments using a ranking technique involving the context.

3. Candidate Scoring and Retrieval : in this task, candidates are scored using edit distance

[Levenshtein, 1966] between the user input and each candidate contrastive component.

The candidate contrastive component can be either the question or answer in a QA-

fragment, depending on the selection made by the system to respond to the user. The

candidate contrastive component with the lowest edit distance (i.e. the most similar to

the input) is selected, and the other component (either the question or the answer) is

processed to be used as an output.

This process is shown in Figure 7.3. Refer to [Wong et al., 2012b] for more details on the

procedure.

Recall that the conversational fragments used by the Toy were mined from the web in the

form of Question-Answer pairs (QA-fragments) [Wong et al., 2012b]. These pairs address the

problem of content construction found for the conversational fragments used in Chapter 4,

providing module designers with a pool of potential system utterances to address user inputs

instead of having to manually construct them.
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7.2.2 The Semantic Relatedness Selection Mechanism

Based on the findings of Chapter 3, we propose extending the output selection process by

calculating the semantic relatedness between concepts contained in both the conversation

history and candidate outputs. This mechanism, labelled the Semantic Relatedness Selection

Mechanism, modifies aspects of the implementation of the Wong et al. [2012b] Selection

Mechanism:

1. A process of context expansion based on semantic relatedness: this process can be used

to increase the quality of a set of candidate outputs for finding alternative conversation

topics. Using this expansion, we aim to avoid cases where keywords are recognised by

the system but no conversational fragment is associated with these keywords.

2. Assessing semantic relatedness between the conversational context and candidate out-

puts: as in the experiment conducted in Chapter 3, this aspect measures the semantic

relatedness between the conversational topics appearing in both the candidate out-

puts and current context. This analysis extends the current implementation that only

considers context terms’ occurrences in the candidate outputs and the edit distance

between the user input and each candidate output.

Figure 7.3 shows the process performed in the original version of the Toy and how these

tasks fit in this process. It must also be acknowledged that, for point 2 above, there exists

a risk of creating a combinatorial set for which semantic relatedness must be calculated.

This is a potential risk with respect to the need for the conversational agent to respond in a

reasonable amount of time (of about three seconds). We describe these areas in detail below.

7.2.2.1 Context Expansion

Users interact with the conversational system via questions or assertions. Depending on the

input, the Toy determines the course of the interaction and how the output is processed

[Wong et al., 2012b]. Topics detected in the user input help in determining the topics in the

output. Having a context expansion mechanism helps in two cases: first, it can expand the

selection of related topics when only one major topic is mentioned by a user; second, it can

divert the conversation when there are no conversational fragments about the main topic (for

instance, when all of these have been exhausted).

This addition of concepts can also enrich the context with additional topics that the user

may pursue once the Toy mentions them. For example, rather than responding with an

output only about “lions”, the system can respond to the user with the following output:

“Can a lion run faster than a tiger?”. This helps the Toy introducing novelty and surprise

into a conversation.
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User Input Analysis

User In
put

System Output

Candidate Selection

1

Context Expansion

Semantic Relatedness 
Assessment

Candidate Scoring 
and Retrieval

2

3

Figure 7.3: The current process conducted by the Toy is enumerated in red, while the
extended steps of the Semantic Relatedness Module are shown in yellow.

We show an example of context expansion using the main topic lion in Figure 7.4. In the

example shown, topics related to the main topic lion are scored in terms of their semantic

relatedness using the learned hybrid metric from Section 6.7. This means that the system

determines their relatedness by analysing their conceptualisations in the corresponding M-

Onto, in this case the Zoo M-Onto.

This context expansion is triggered if the Toy only detects one conversational topic in

the user input, or if below some maximum threshold n which is a parameter set in the

Toy configuration.

7.2.2.2 Output Selection Using Semantic Relatedness

This mechanism uses the measure proposed by Lapata and Barzilay [2005] from the semantic

view of coherent texts (Equation 7.1), where the measure of semantic relatedness is replaced

by the learned hybrid metric from Section 6.7. The Toy selects an output from a set of 20

candidate QA-fragments previously selected by the Wong et al. [2012b] Selection Mechanism,

ranked in terms of the similarity between one of its components (either the question or the

answer, which we refer to as input candidate and output candidate for this purpose) with
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 Is-a relation



Wikilink 
relationship

Big cat

Lioness

Elephant
Lion

Liger

Lionet

Animal

Hyena

Leopard

Giraffe

Antelope
Zebra

Cheetah

SemRel(x, y) score

lion
leopard 1.88949
cheetah 1.63414
hyena 1.47294
elephant 1.41098
lioness 1.39421
*** THRESHOLD ***
zebra 1.35889
antelope 1.33788
giraffe 1.32122

. . .

Figure 7.4: Context expansion using the input term “lion”. The dotted line in the table
represents the threshold for selected topics.

respect to the user input. The result of Equation 7.1 is applied to both the input and output

candidate in the QA-fragment, and then included in the following ranking equation [Wong

et al., 2012b]:

score(Tr) =
δ× (score(Ir)× if + score(or)× of + diff(Ir, ι)× difff ) +

(0.5×RelI(κ, Tr)) + (0.5×RelO(κ, Tr)),
(7.2)

where score(Ir) and score(Or) represent the overlap of words contained by the input

and output candidate sentences with respect to the context of the conversation, respectively.

These scores are ranked using the tf×idf statistic. The component diff(Ir, ι) stands for the

string similarity (using the edit distance [Levenshtein, 1966]) between the input candidate

sentence and the last user input. The components RelI and RelO correspond to the semantic

relatedness between the context and candidate input and output topics, respectively.
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Setting Average
time

Standard
deviation

Minimum time Maximum time

TOY 0.12 0.04 0.04 0.22
TOY + SR 66.01 160.49 3.09 840.69

Table 7.1: Execution time (in seconds) measured for 50 turns with an output retrieved,
for the original and the extended Toy settings.

7.3 Measuring Execution Time

In this section, we test whether the Semantic Relatedness Module is able to detect a con-

versational output in real-time. For this experiment, our main objective is to make the

Semantic Relatedness Module capable of helping the system in providing a response to the

user in a time frame of several seconds. An acceptable response time from a computer sys-

tem is considered to be between 1 and 2 seconds, and is regarded as unacceptable after 8

seconds [Williams, 1973; Shneiderman, 1986]. We consider up to four seconds as an adequate

response time for conversation response purposes.

To conduct this test, we used two versions of the Toy: the original version (referred to as

TOY) which does not use the Semantic Relatedness Module; and the version implementing

the Semantic Relatedness Module (labelled TOY + SR), with the semantic relatedness

considerations. We asked ten users (of around 25-30 year old with at least a Bachelor degree)

to interact with the Toy using a text-based interface2. Users were asked to interact with

the system for between 10 to 15 turns, without knowing the version of the Toy that they

were interacting with. While the Toy can fragment a very long output in consecutive turns

(cf. [Wong et al., 2012b]), we collected the execution time of the system when it scores

and retrieves a new conversational fragment from the database. Under these constraints, we

collected two sets of 50 measurements of time. The execution time obtained from the original

setting was used as a benchmark. We calculated the mean and standard deviation for the

execution times of the two settings. The results are shown in Table 7.1.

As can be seen from the table, there are some occasions where the Semantic Relatedness

Module can select a response under five seconds. Specifically, it took between 3 to 6 seconds

on fourteen occasions. However, this did not apply for the majority of interactions, as ex-

ecution typically took more than 10 seconds, with the highest record being 840 seconds in

a case where a user changed topic abruptly. This makes the output selection with semantic

2The project underwent ethics approval and was approved by the RMIT College of Science, Engineering
and Health Human Ethics Advisory Network, under the identifier B&SEHAPP93-10.
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relatedness unreliable to respond to users under real-time constraints. To address this prob-

lem, we developed techniques to pre-compute information to support real-time execution of

the Semantic Relatedness Selection Mechanism.

7.3.1 Optimising the Toy Module

First, we describe the techniques that the Semantic Relatedness Module uses to respond

in real-time. These are: a Topic Transition Network, and a Pre-computation Database and

Relatedness Cache. We then describe how these mechanisms are embedded in the Module,

and how these help to obtain an output candidate in real-time using a similar evaluation to

the one above.

7.3.1.1 The Topic Transition Network

The Topic Transition Network (TTN) is a simple “compiled” representation of an M-

Onto that stores concepts and their connections. As described below, this information

is used to conduct a first detection of related conversational topics, which is later refined

using semantic relatedness.

In the TTN, M-Onto concepts are hereafter treated as conversation topics, thus match-

ing the basic units of reference for the Toy. We subscribe to the definition of topic as the

discourse topic provided by Bublitz [1989] (p. 39): “[. . . ] an independent, usually continu-

ous category which centres the attention of the participants in the conversation, links their

linguistic contributions and establishes a connection between them (and with them)”. In our

representation, a topic is a simple, short and specific response to the question What have

you been talking about? [Bublitz, 1989]. A topic is specifically associated with a concept in

M-Ontos.

The Topic Transition Network associates a value to each pair of concepts from an M-

Onto, using explicit relations featured in the ontology as hierarchical and wikilink relation-

ships. These values are used as a first reduction to retrieve only topics that are directly

connected to the main topic of the conversation, rather than considering all of the topics

available in every network as relevant. Figure 7.5 shows some values for pairs of concepts

in the network; note that paths between topics can have different lengths when traversing

from one topic to another (e.g. for the pair of topics Elephant and Lion). These paths are

pre-computed after the M-OntoBUILD process (described in Chapter 4).

To facilitate the detection of conversation topics in the collection of QA-fragments, we run

a shallow detection process of topics using the MorphAdorner lemmatiser used in Chapter 4.

For the implementation described ahead, which uses a collection of 124, 000 conversational
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 Is-a relation



Wikilink
relationship

Big cat

Feline Elephant

Placental

Carnivore

LionTiger

Pachyderm Aardvark

Pair Path Turns Relationship/Source

Lion-Big cat 1 0 Subclass-of
Lion-Tiger 2 1 Big cat
Lion-Elephant 1 0 Lion
Elephant-Lion 6 1 Placental
Lion-Aardvark 2 1 Elephant

Figure 7.5: Some examples of paths in the Topic Transition Network.

fragments, we associated 91.8% of the questions and 78.2% of the answers to 2, 000 concepts

in the Zoo MKB; see Table 7.2 for details.

The second component, the Precomputation Database and Relatedness Cache, is com-

prised of a MySQL database that stores both the semantic relatedness score between every

pair of single terms, as well as between every pair of conversational topics. Note that doc-

ument frequency information (used for measuring semantic relatedness) is extracted from a

Solr collection3 containing an index of Wikipedia from January 3, 2013; this replaces direct

extraction of these statistics from the online English Wikipedia. We also implemented a cache

memory-like repository in the Semantic Relatedness Module that keeps the most frequent

relatedness scores for both terms and topics. Both components allow the Semantic Related-

ness Selection Mechanism to obtain semantic relatedness scores from either the database or

the cache, rather than calculating them when required at execution time.

3http://lucene.apache.org/solr

http://lucene.apache.org/solr
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Pair source Total QA-
fragments

Classified
QA-
fragments (ques-
tions)

% classi-
fied QA-
fragments (ques-
tions)

Classified
QA-
fragments (an-
swers)

% classi-
fied QA-
fragments (an-
swers)

AskKids 5503 3242 58.9 4897 89.0
WikiAnswers 18253 16282 89.2 12509 68.5
Yahoo! Answers 100165 94227 94.1 79501 79.4

Total 123923 113751 91.8 96907 78.2

Table 7.2: Number of QA-fragments by source containing at least one conversational
topic from the Topic Transition Network.

Setting Average
time

Standard
deviation

Minimum time Maximum time

TOY 0.12 0.04 0.04 0.22
TOY + SR + DB 0.66 0.88 0.17 3.41
TOY + SR 66.01 160.49 3.09 840.69

Table 7.3: Execution time (in seconds) measured for 50 retrieval turns for each of the
three Toy settings.

7.3.2 Evaluation using the Enhanced Module

We used the same user inputs from the conversations from Section 7.3, using the database

and cache components. We labelled this setting as the TOY+SR+DB version and measured

its timing for fragment selection. These values are compared against previously obtained

computation times in Table 7.3.

Using this selection mechanism, the maximum response time registered was 3.41 seconds

over our test data, which can be still considered as satisfactory for real-time conversations,

as we defined earlier in Section 7.3. Figure 7.6 shows the distribution of the times taken by

each of the three versions of the system.

7.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have described the implementation of the Semantic Relatedness Selec-

tion Mechanism for enabling the Toy to evaluate conversational fragments using semantic

relatedness. We showed that if this mechanism attempts to evaluate semantic relatedness

between topics at execution time, it takes a large amount of time that makes it infeasible

to respond promptly to users. However, by using a database and a memory cache with
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Figure 7.6: Distribution of measurement of execution time required by the different ver-
sions of the Toy. Note the logarithmic scale for the Y axis.

pre-computed scores of relatedness, we were able to enhance the original response-selection

mechanism of the Toy, while keeping execution time within an acceptable limit. This builds

on the observation of Chapter 3 that semantic relatedness can enhance topic selection in a

conversational agent by implementing a real-time selection mechanism that uses concepts

developed in Chapters 4 and 6.

This mechanism also implements the findings of previous chapters in a working version

of the Toy.



Chapter 8

Conclusions

The ability to select and drive conversational topics appropriately is an important capabil-

ity for a conversational agent capable of mixed-initiative interaction. In this dissertation,

we studied and designed such a mechanism for an open-ended conversational agent with a

modular architecture, exploring related substantial research questions along the way. The

core of this selection mechanism is based on the approximated semantic relatedness between

topics. To build this mechanism, we required a representation of a domain ontology, and

for this we designed and evaluated M-OntoBUILD, a technique and tool to automatically

construct domain-specific ontologies, termed M-Ontos. Given that these ontologies repre-

sented generally disjoint domains, we studied the influence of domain information for human

judges and automatic measures of semantic relatedness. This study showed evidence that

where automatic measures assign very similar relatedness scores, humans perceive semantic

relatedness significantly different when more than one domain is involved. We leveraged the

contributions related to domain-specific ontologies and semantic relatedness to implement a

domain-sensitive topic selection mechanism in a conversational agent that operates in real-

time. While the specific agent framework where was very simple, our topic-selection could

potentially be used in more sophisticated conversational systems.

8.1 Summary of Contributions

The contributions of this thesis involve three research areas: ontology construction, semantic

relatedness and open-ended conversational agents. The ultimate goal of this dissertation

consisted of building a mechanism for topic selection based on semantic relatedness between

concepts for conversational systems. The conversational agent that we used to validate our

hypotheses was the Intelligent Interactive Toy [Adam et al., 2010b; Wong et al., 2012b],

which implements a modular architecture that can be extended with additional capabilities

178
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or structured knowledge. The Toy uses pre-scripted conversational fragments to assemble

conversations with users. The contributions are described in greater detail below.

8.1.1 Contributions in Ontology Construction

Our first specific contribution consisted of designing a process to construct domain-specific

ontologies for topic organisation in a conversational agent that requires a minimal human

involvement. One of the requirements for the Toy is its modular architecture, which can be

extended using domain-specific capabilities comprising concepts and relations about them.

We explored current approaches for building ontologies and designed one that requires min-

imal user involvement while achieving reasonable scores of precision and recall. This was

measured against human judgements of concepts representative of a domain. The process

also compared favourably against domain-specific keyword extractions task, a task related

to our setup. This process was presented in detail in Chapter 4.

We implemented this process in a Java tool for automatically constructing domain ontolo-

gies for the Toy, called M-OntoBUILD. This tool combined the reliability of a hand-crafted

resource like WordNet with semantic associations available in Wikipedia, a knowledge re-

source constructed and validated by the crowd. The tool extracts terms contained by the

Wikipedia article representing the domain of interest, while converting these into concepts

using tools for lemmatisation, named entity recognition, word sense disambiguation and con-

cept generalisation. By evaluating the quality of the concepts that the tool deemed to be

relevant to a domain, we observed that M-OntoBUILD provides the designer with a reason-

ably accurate ontology of concepts related to a domain that a module designer can edit. We

also outlined in Chapter 4 some areas for improving the coverage of the ontologies constructed

with this tool.

8.1.2 Contributions in Semantic Relatedness

We studied the influence of domain in both the human perception and automatic measures

of semantic relatedness. Our investigation of semantic relatedness led us to hypothesise that,

for pairs of concepts from similar and different domains that are scored very similarly by an

automatic measure of semantic relatedness, human judges nevertheless perceive both clusters

of concepts to be significantly different to each other. Due to the lack of a semantic relatedness

test dataset with explicit domain information, we constructed a dataset of concept pairs to

contrast automatic measures of relatedness and human judgements. The dataset contained

pairs of concepts extracted from the same domain, as well as pairs from different domains,

and was constructed automatically in order to avoid introducing our bias in the selection

process. The construction process was performed with care to ensure a lack of bias, while
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ensuring that selected concepts were in common usage and as unambiguous as for existing

datasets. Using this testbed, we investigated different measures of semantic similarity and

relatedness to validate our hypothesis. By analysing the perceived human relatedness, we

showed that wikilinks boost the perception of semantic relatedness, not only within but

also across domains. This aligns with previously proposed measures of semantic relatedness

[Milne and Witten, 2008; Grieser et al., 2011], but in our study we further considered domain

information as an additional property.

Our main result was a major contribution of this dissertation: a result demonstrating that

domain information poses an effect in the perceived semantic relatedness between concepts,

which is not present in automatic measures of semantic relatedness. Our experiments showed

that existing measures of similarity and relatedness ignore domain information in regions

with similar automatic relatedness scores, and that considering this information increases

correlation with human assessments. We obtained a large collection of human judgements

and showed clear statistical significance for this result. We also conducted a machine learning

experiment whereby domain information was explicitly used as a feature in a linear regression

analysis. A learned measure with selected features considering domain information increased

its correlation with human assessments of semantic relatedness over the case of not using

domain as a feature.

8.1.3 Contributions in Conversational Agents

Our final contribution was a mechanism for coherent topic selection based on semantic re-

latedness between topics for a conversational system. Semantic relatedness is considered to

be a mechanism for measuring coherence of coherent texts [Lapata and Barzilay, 2005] and

dialogue [Purandare and Litman, 2008]. However, it has not been used to generate conver-

sations. We explored the feasibility of using semantic relatedness generatively for a topic

selection process. We conducted a study in Chapter 3 to investigate the validity of using

semantic relatedness for topic selection in a conversational agent. This study suggested that

semantic relatedness enabled more “interesting”, yet coherent transitions, in comparison to

a selection mechanism based only on the most frequently mentioned terms in the context, as

proposed by Gandhe and Traum [2007].

We implemented this mechanism into the existing infrastructure of the Toy. This module

was constructed using both the domain-specific ontologies constructed in Chapter 4 and the

learned measure of semantic relatedness obtained in Chapter 6. Our specific focus was to

ensure the mechanism was efficient enough to enable system responses within an acceptable

time. The Semantic Relatedness Selection Mechanism intervened in two processes of the

Toy: (i) it expanded the main topic in the context; and (ii) it modified the candidate
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output selection by adding the measurement of semantic relatedness between concept topics

in the context and each candidate. By pre-processing information used to compute semantic

relatedness between concepts, we ensured that a response could be selected within a maximum

time of approximately 3.5 seconds.

8.2 Future Work

This section presents possible lines of future research.

8.2.1 Future Work in Ontology Construction

With respect to M-OntoBUILD, this technique and the tool itself requires more extensive

research. One of the concerns discussed in Chapter 4 is improving the coverage of the domain

ontologies, for which we can explore the use of Wikipedia’s Category Graph as an alternative

for adding hierarchies of concepts. We could also consider a systematic approach for defining

concept associations that is not limited to WordNet and Wikipedia’s wikilinks. For instance,

we can analyse other relations defined in DBPedia [Auer et al., 2008], YAGO [Suchanek

et al., 2008], ConceptNet [Havasi et al., 2007], BabelNet [Navigli and Velardi, 2010], WiSeNet

[Moro and Navigli, 2012] and Probase [Wu et al., 2012]. Alternatively, we can explore other

ontological properties to make the M-Ontos more robust for other purposes (e.g. conceptual

properties and relation labelling), which are out of the scope of our system’s requirements.

8.2.2 Future Work in the Effects of Domain over Semantic Relatedness

The domain-sensitive semantic relatedness metric learned in Chapter 6 showed a higher cor-

relation to human assessments compared to existing automatic metrics. However, “domain”

can only be considered one of the many factors considered by humans while assessing seman-

tic relatedness between concepts. The metric itself is affected by the set of domains that are

considered for the application, for which in our case, more M-Ontos are required. These

changes may also affect the coefficients of the learned metric which was defined in Section 6.7.

We could also consider comparing this metric to other existing metrics over other datasets,

to see if the high correlation effect prevails. However, as above, we would require domain

ontologies covering the terms included in these datasets.

8.2.3 Future Work in Mixed-initiative Conversational Agents

As mentioned above, the use of semantic relatedness in open dialogue to maintain coherence

is only a first step taken in this thesis. Using the Toy as a framework and improving its

capabilities is not under our control, as these decisions depend on our industry partner. To
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continue our research on this line, we could evaluate our Semantic Relatedness Selection

Mechanism in a more sophisticated conversational agent framework. This requires more

conversational domains available for the agent, in such a way that we can also measure the

effect of switching to a topic in a different domain for judges in dialogue. We could also

consider applying semantic relatedness as a mechanism for opportunistic topic-switching, so

the agent can produce behaviours that users consider interesting, while remaining coherent.

We expect that having multiple domains plugged into the Toy implies more potential

for variability in constructed conversations. In particular, switching topics to make con-

versations more “surprising” and thereby more engaging is a possibility, although retaining

coherence becomes an interesting challenge. While the analysis of the learned metric of

semantic relatedness takes into account domain switching, longer conversations and human

evaluation subjects is warranted. Furthermore, we can expect some ambiguity because of the

multiple senses that a word can bear and the process conducted to match QA-fragments to

M-Onto concepts. Finally, having more than one domain can pose a challenge in terms of

adding computational complexity to the system, which is also a further line of research.



Appendix A

Top-level domain concepts used in

the Domain Appropriateness user

study

A.1 Concept Terms Selected for Domain Amusement park

Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Arson malicious burning to destroy property 0 1 6

Budget a summary of intended expenditures along with

proposals for how to meet them

1 4 2

Building a structure that has a roof and walls and stands more or

less permanently in one place

1 4 2

Chairlift a ski lift on which riders (skiers or sightseers) are seated

and carried up or down a mountainside; seats are hung

from an endless overhead cable

3 4 2

Crime (criminal law) an act punishable by law; usually

considered an evil act

0 2 5

Desegregation the action of incorporating a racial or religious group

into a community

1 3 2

Enterprise a purposeful or industrious undertaking (especially one

that requires effort or boldness)

4 6 3

Fair a sale of miscellany; often for charity 4 3 0

Fast food inexpensive food (hamburgers or chicken or milkshakes)

prepared and served quickly

5 8 3

Funfair a commercially operated park with stalls and shows for

amusement

8 1 0

Go-kart a small low motor vehicle with four wheels and an open

framework; used for racing

3 5 1

Hamburger a fried cake of minced beef served on a bun 0 6 3

Hot-dog a smooth-textured sausage of minced beef or pork

usually smoked; often served on a bread roll

5 1 0

Industrial revolution the transformation from an agricultural to an industrial

nation

0 2 7

Jaws holding device consisting of one or both of the opposing

parts of a tool that close to hold an object

1 1 4

Parking lot a lot where cars are parked 0 5 4

Penny arcade an arcade with coin-operated devices for entertainment 4 4 1

Person a human being 3 4 0

Playground yard consisting of an outdoor area for children’s play 6 2 1

Recreation an activity that diverts or amuses or stimulates 6 1 0

183
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Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Roller coaster elevated railway in an amusement park (usually with

sharp curves and steep inclines)

8 0 1

Suburb a residential district located on the outskirts of a city 2 4 1

Sweet a food rich in sugar 3 2 1

Tournament a sporting competition in which contestants play a series

of games to decide the winner

0 4 3

Urban planning the branch of architecture dealing with the design and

organization of urban space and activities

2 4 1

World all of the inhabitants of the earth 1 2 4

A.2 Concept Terms Selected for Domain Aquarium

Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Bird warm-blooded egg-laying vertebrates characterized by

feathers and forelimbs modified as wings

0 1 9

Building a structure that has a roof and walls and stands more or

less permanently in one place

0 4 6

Crust a hard outer layer that covers something 0 2 14

Education the activities of educating or instructing or teaching;

activities that impart knowledge or skill

1 3 6

Fish any of various mostly cold-blooded aquatic vertebrates

usually having scales and breathing through gills

17 0 0

Narwhal small arctic whale the male having a long spiral ivory

tusk

5 6 5

Otter freshwater carnivorous mammal having webbed and

clawed feet and dark brown fur

6 6 5

Petting zoo a collection of docile animals for children to pet and feed 1 7 8

Pinniped aquatic carnivorous mammal having a streamlined body

specialized for swimming with limbs modified as flippers

6 7 2

Polymethyl

methacrylate

a transparent plastic used as a substitute for glass 3 2 2

Zoo the facility where wild animals are housed for exhibition 4 12 1

A.3 Concept Terms Selected for Domain Beach

Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Bathing machine a building containing dressing rooms for bathers 3 3 2

Crab decapod having eyes on short stalks and a broad

flattened carapace with a small abdomen folded under

the thorax and pincers

5 4 0

Deposition the natural process of laying down a deposit of something 1 1 4

Disease an impairment of health or a condition of abnormal

functioning

0 2 4

Dune a ridge of sand created by the wind; found in deserts or

near lakes and oceans

5 2 0

Dune buggy a recreational vehicle with large tires used on beaches or

sand dunes

4 3 1

Erosion (geology) the mechanical process of wearing or grinding

something down (as by particles washing over it)

2 2 1

Geology a science that deals with the history of the earth as

recorded in rocks

3 3 1

Gravel rock fragments and pebbles 2 2 3

Insect small air-breathing arthropod 1 3 2

Ocean current the steady flow of surface ocean water in a prevailing

direction

7 0 2
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Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Overpopulation too much population 0 2 4

Park a large area of land preserved in its natural state as

public property

0 5 2

Pier a platform built out from the shore into the water and

supported by piles; provides access to ships and boats

5 1 1

Reef a submerged ridge of rock or coral near the surface of the

water

5 1 1

Rock a lump or mass of hard consolidated mineral matter 3 4 0

Sand a loose material consisting of grains of rock or coral 7 0 0

Sea turtle any of various large turtles with limbs modified into

flippers; widely distributed in warm seas

4 3 2

Sediment matter deposited by some natural process 2 3 2

Shoal a large group of fish 3 2 2

Shore the land along the edge of a body of water 7 0 0

Shorebird any of numerous wading birds that frequent mostly

seashores and estuaries

5 4 0

Surfing the sport of riding a surfboard toward the shore on the

crest of a wave

8 1 0

Suspension a mixture in which fine particles are suspended in a fluid

where they are supported by buoyancy

1 1 5

Swimsuit tight fitting garment worn for swimming 7 2 0

Tern small slender gull having narrow wings and a forked tail 2 4 0

Waste any materials unused and rejected as worthless or

unwanted

0 2 5

Wave one of a series of ridges that moves across the surface of

a liquid (especially across a large body of water)

6 1 0

A.4 Concept Terms Selected for Domain Car

Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Bearing heraldry consisting of a design or image depicted on a

shield

2 1 4

Brake a restraint used to slow or stop a vehicle 9 1 0

Carbon dioxide a heavy odorless colorless gas formed during respiration

and by the decomposition of organic substances;

absorbed from the air by plants in photosynthesis

3 4 1

Carbon nanotube a fullerene molecule having a cylindirical or toroidal

shape

1 2 4

Change the action of changing something 0 2 5

Depreciation a communication that belittles somebody or something 3 8 5

Diesel engine an internal-combustion engine that burns heavy oil 6 4

Fiberglass a covering material made of glass fibers in resins 0 2 4

Four-stroke engine an internal-combustion engine in which an explosive

mixture is drawn into the cylinder on the first stroke and

is compressed and ignited on the second stroke; work is

done on the third stroke and the products of combustion

are exhausted on the fourth stroke

4 4 1

Fuel a substance that can be consumed to produce energy 12 2 0

Fuel cell cell that produces electricity by oxidation of fuel

(hydrogen and oxygen or zinc and air); for use in electric

cars

3 5 1

Greenhouse gas a gas that contributes to the greenhouse effect by

absorbing infrared radiation

3 7 0

Health care social insurance for the ill and injured 0 2 5

Ignition system the mechanism that ignites the fuel in an

internal-combustion engine

6 3 0

Insurance promise of reimbursement in the case of loss; paid to

people or companies so concerned about hazards that

they have made prepayments to an insurance company

6 8 2

Inventor someone who is the first to think of or make something 0 4 3
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Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Joint-stock company a company (usually unincorporated) which has the

capital of its members pooled in a common fund;

transferable shares represent ownership interest;

shareholders are legally liable for all debts of the

company

0 3 4

Lacquer a black resinous substance obtained from certain trees

and used as a natural varnish

1 1 7

Law legal document setting forth rules governing a particular

kind of activity

2 6 5

Obesity more than average fatness 1 6 8

Paint a substance used as a coating to protect or decorate a

surface (especially a mixture of pigment suspended in a

liquid); dries to form a hard coating

1 3 3

Parking the act of maneuvering a vehicle into a location where it

can be left temporarily

6 2 1

Passenger a traveler riding in a vehicle (a boat or bus or car or

plane or train etc) who is not operating it

6 1 0

Patent a document granting an inventor sole rights to an

invention

1 3 3

Pedestrian a person who travels by foot 0 5 4

Petroleum a dark oil consisting mainly of hydrocarbons 7 3 0

Premier the person who is head of state (in several countries) 0 0 6

Process a sustained phenomenon or one marked by gradual

changes through a series of states

0 0 6

Production line mechanical system in a factory whereby an article is

conveyed through sites at which successive operations are

performed on it

3 4 2

Road an open way (generally public) for travel or

transportation

12 2 0

Sport an active diversion requiring physical exertion and

competition

1 3 3

State the way something is with respect to its main attributes 0 3 4

Steering the act of setting and holding a course 7 1 2

Suspension a mechanical system of springs or shock absorbers

connecting the wheels and axles to the chassis of a

wheeled vehicle

13 4 0

Tax charge against a citizen’s person or property or activity

for the support of government

0 5 2

Tire hoop that covers a wheel 8 2 0

Tonne a unit of weight equivalent to 1000 kilograms 1 5 1

Transport something that serves as a means of transportation 6 1 0

Transportation a facility consisting of the means and equipment

necessary for the movement of passengers or goods

7 0 0

Virtual reality a hypothetical three-dimensional visual world created by

a computer; user wears special goggles and fiber optic

gloves etc., and can enter and move about in this world

and interact with objects as if inside it

0 2 5

Wheel a simple machine consisting of a circular frame with

spokes (or a solid disc) that can rotate on a shaft or axle

(as in vehicles or other machines)

6 2 1

A.5 Concept Terms Selected for Domain Computer

Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Abacus a calculator that performs arithmetic functions by

manually sliding counters on rods or in grooves

1 5 4

Activity any specific activity 3 2 2

Adder a machine that adds numbers 2 5 3

Bit a unit of measurement of information (from Binary +

digIT); the amount of information in a system having

two equiprobable states

5 0 1
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Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Branch an administrative division of some larger or more

complex organization

0 4 3

Bunch a grouping of a number of similar things 1 2 2

Bus an electrical conductor that makes a common connection

between several circuits

4 0 2

Byte a sequence of 8 bits (enough to represent one character

of alphanumeric data) processed as a single unit of

information

6 0 0

C the speed at which light travels in a vacuum; the

constancy and universality of the speed of light is

recognized by defining it to be exactly 299,792,458

meters per second

0 2 4

Computer graphics the pictorial representation and manipulation of data by

a computer

8 2 0

Computer network (computer science) a network of computers 5 1 0

Computer program (computer science) a sequence of instructions that a

computer can interpret and execute

7 0 0

Computer simulation (computer science) the technique of representing the real

world by a computer program

8 2 0

Computer-aided

design

software used in art and architecture and engineering

and manufacturing to assist in precision drawing

7 3 0

Crash (computer science) an event that causes a computer

system to become inoperative

4 2 0

Data a collection of facts from which conclusions may be

drawn

12 2 0

Database

management system

a software system that facilitates the creation and

maintenance and use of an electronic database

9 1 0

Daytime the time after sunrise and before sunset while it is light

outside

0 0 7

Desktop publishing (computer science) the use of microcomputers with

graphics capacity to produce printed materials

7 3 0

E-mail (computer science) a system of world-wide electronic

communication in which a computer user can compose a

message at one terminal that is generated at the

recipient’s terminal when he logs in

5 2 0

Electricity a physical phenomenon associated with stationary or

moving electrons and protons

3 4 0

Electronics the branch of physics that deals with the emission and

effects of electrons and with the use of electronic devices

7 7 0

Engineering the discipline dealing with the art or science of applying

scientific knowledge to practical problems

2 3 1

Equipment an instrumentality needed for an undertaking or to

perform a service

2 3 1

Exploit a notable achievement 0 3 3

Fighter aircraft a high-speed military or naval airplane designed to

destroy enemy aircraft in the air

1 3 2

Flight simulator simulator consisting of a machine on the ground that

simulates the conditions of flying a plane

5 4 1

Floppy disk a small plastic magnetic disk enclosed in a stiff envelope

with a radial slit; used to store data or programs for a

microcomputer

7 2 1

Hour clock time 1 1 5

Icon a visual representation (of an object or scene or person

or abstraction) produced on a surface

2 9 3

Image scanner an electronic device that generates a digital

representation of an image for data input to a computer

3 3 0

Information Age a period beginning in the last quarter of the 20th

century when information became easily accessible

through publications and through the manipulation of

information by computers and computer networks

5 3 2

Installation a building or place that provides a particular service or

is used for a particular industry

0 5 2

Instruction (computer science) a line of code written as part of a

computer program

5 1 0

Integrated circuit a microelectronic computer circuit incorporated into a

chip or semiconductor; a whole system rather than a

single component

7 2 1

Java a beverage consisting of an infusion of ground coffee

beans

5 1 1
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Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Keyboard device consisting of a set of keys on a piano or organ or

typewriter or typesetting machine or computer or the like

9 3 1

Language a systematic means of communicating by the use of

sounds or conventional symbols

2 4 1

Lever a rigid bar pivoted about a fulcrum 0 2 5

Library (computing) a collection of standard programs and

subroutines that are stored and available for immediate

use

2 4 1

Logic gate a computer circuit with several inputs but only one

output that can be activated by particular combinations

of inputs

6 4 0

Loom a textile machine for weaving yarn into a textile 0 3 4

Machine a device for overcoming resistance at one point by

applying force at some other point

5 2 0

Machine code a set of instructions coded so that the computer can use

it directly without further translation

9 1 0

Magnetic core (computer science) a doughnut-shaped magnet formerly

used to store one bit of information in the main memory

of a computer; now superseded by semiconductor

memories

2 5 3

Matrix a rectangular array of elements (or entries) set out by

rows and columns

4 3 0

Memory an electronic memory device 11 2 0

Microphone device for converting sound waves into electrical energy 2 4 1

Microprocessor integrated circuit semiconductor chip that performs the

bulk of the processing and controls the parts of a system

6 0 0

Mouse any of numerous small rodents typically resembling

diminutive rats having pointed snouts and small ears on

elongated bodies with slender usually hairless tails

3 2 2

Night the time after sunset and before sunrise while it is dark

outside

0 1 6

Operating system (computer science) software that controls the execution

of computer programs and may provide various services

7 0 0

Optical disc a disk coated with plastic that can store digital data

astiny pits etched in the surface; is read with a laser that

scans the surface

6 4 0

Person a human being 1 3 3

Personal digital

assistant

a lightweight consumer electronic device that looks like a

hand-held computer but instead performs specific tasks;

can serve as a diary or a personal database or a

telephone or an alarm clock etc.

4 6 0

Pointer (computer science) indicator consisting of a movable spot

of light (an icon) on a visual display; moving the cursor

allows the user to point to commands or screen positions

3 2 2

Process a sustained phenomenon or one marked by gradual

changes through a series of states

7 5 1

Protocol (computer science) rules determining the format and

transmission of data

1 5 1

Punched card a card on which data can be recorded in the form of

punched holes

1 9 0

Real number any rational or irrational number 1 5 0

Rendering a written communication in a second language having

the same meaning as the written communication in a

first language

5 2 0

Robot a mechanism that can move automatically 0 6 1

Square root a number that when multiplied by itself equals a given

number

1 2 2

Subroutine a set sequence of steps, part of larger computer program 7 2 1

Switch control consisting of a mechanical or electrical or

electronic device for making or breaking or changing the

connections in a circuit

3 2 1

Time the continuum of experience in which events pass from

the future through the present to the past

1 3 2

Toy an artifact designed to be played with 0 3 3

Traffic light a visual signal to control the flow of traffic at

intersections

0 4 2

Transistor a semiconductor device capable of amplification 4 4 2

Vacuum tube electronic device consisting of a system of electrodes

arranged in an evacuated glass or metal envelope

2 2 2
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Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Washing machine a home appliance for washing clothes and linens

automatically

1 2 7

Wire a metal conductor that carries electricity over a distance 3 3 0

A.6 Concept Terms Selected for Domain Economy

Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Bank sloping land (especially the slope beside a body of water) 4 2 1

Barley cultivated since prehistoric times; grown for forage and

grain

0 3 3

Capital wealth in the form of money or property owned by a

person or business and human resources of economic

value

4 3

Class struggle conflict between social or economic classes (especially

between the capitalist and proletariat classes)

1 7 1

Colony a body of people who settle far from home but maintain

ties with their homeland; inhabitants remain nationals of

their home state but are not literally under the home

state’s system of government

0 1 5

Company an institution created to conduct business 3 4 0

Competition an occasion on which a winner is selected from among

two or more contestants

3 2 2

Culture the tastes in art and manners that are favored by a

social group

0 6 1

Currency the metal or paper medium of exchange that is presently

used

9 1 0

Debt money or goods or services owed by one person to

another

5 0 1

Distribution (statistics) an arrangement of values of a variable

showing their observed or theoretical frequency of

occurrence

4 2 0

Ecology the branch of biology concerned with the relations

between organisms and their environment

2 4 3

Economist an expert in the science of economics 10 0 0

Engineering the discipline dealing with the art or science of applying

scientific knowledge to practical problems

1 3 2

Expatriate voluntarily absent from home or country 0 3 2

Freeholder the owner of a freehold 4 4 0

Geography study of the earth’s surface; includes people’s responses

to topography and climate and soil and vegetation

0 6 1

Goods articles of commerce 5 1 1

History a record or narrative description of past events 1 4 2

Imperialism a political orientation that advocates imperial interests 2 5 2

Industry the people or companies engaged in a particular kind of

commercial enterprise

6 1 0

Infrastructure the stock of basic facilities and capital equipment needed

for the functioning of a country or area

2 4 1

Investment money that is invested with an expectation of profit 6 0 1

Labor any piece of work that is undertaken or attempted 4 2 0

Land the territory occupied by a nation 1 5 1

Management the act of managing something 4 2 0

Market the world of commercial activity where goods and

services are bought and sold

5 2 0

Measure how much there is of something that you can quantify 2 4 0

Mercantilism transactions (sales and purchases) having the objective

of supplying commodities (goods and services)

6 3 0

Merchant a businessperson engaged in retail trade 5 4 0

Neoliberalism a political orientation originating in the 1960s; blends

liberal political views with an emphasis on economic

growth

6 3 0

Overpopulation too much population 1 6 2
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Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Process a sustained phenomenon or one marked by gradual

changes through a series of states

3 8 2

Profession an occupation requiring special education (especially in

the liberal arts or sciences)

1 5 1

Property a basic or essential attribute shared by all members of a

class

1 6 0

Protectionism the policy of imposing duties or quotas on imports in

order to protect home industries from overseas

competition

5 3 1

Rate amount of a charge or payment relative to some basis 8 5 0

Religion a strong belief in a supernatural power or powers that

control human destiny

0 4 3

Resource available source of wealth; a new or reserve supply that

can be drawn upon when needed

1 4 1

Saving an act of economizing; reduction in cost 5 4 1

Secretary of State a government minister for foreign relations 0 4 6

Secularization the activity of changing something (art or education or

society or morality etc.) so it is no longer under the

control or influence of religion

0 4 5

Self-interest taking advantage of opportunities without regard for the

consequences for others

2 4 0

Social organization the people in a society considered as a system organized

by a characteristic pattern of relationships

1 7 1

Social science the branch of science that studies society and the

relationships of individual within a society

2 4 2

Solidarity a union of interests or purposes or sympathies among

members of a group

1 4 5

State the way something is with respect to its main attributes 2 5 0

Stock exchange an exchange where security trading is conducted by

professional stockbrokers

7 2 1

Tax charge against a citizen’s person or property or activity

for the support of government

4 1 1

Theory a well-substantiated explanation of some aspect of the

natural world; an organized system of accepted

knowledge that applies in a variety of circumstances to

explain a specific set of phenomena

0 5 1

Tradition a specific practice of long standing 0 4 2

Unit an organization regarded as part of a larger social group 1 4 2

Value the quality (positive or negative) that renders something

desirable or valuable

4 2 0

Venture capital wealth available for investment in new or speculative

enterprises

5 4 0

Working class a social class comprising those who do manual labor or

work for wages

4 4 2

World War a war in which the major nations of the world are

involved

2 4 1

A.7 Concept Terms Selected for Domain Food

Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Acid any of various water-soluble compounds having a sour

taste and capable of turning litmus red and reacting with

a base to form a salt

0 5 2

Advertising a public promotion of some product or service 1 3 2

Aid the activity of contributing to the fulfillment of a need or

furtherance of an effort or purpose

0 5 1

Alcoholic beverage a liquor or brew containing alcohol as the active agent 1 5 3

Animal a living organism characterized by voluntary movement 2 5 0

Antioxidant substance that inhibits oxidation or inhibits reactions

promoted by oxygen or peroxides

4 3 0

Apple fruit with red or yellow or green skin and sweet to tart

crisp whitish flesh

4 3 0
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Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Blood the fluid (red in vertebrates) that is pumped by the heart 0 3 4

Blue-green algae predominantly photosynthetic prokaryotic organisms

containing a blue pigment in addition to chlorophyll;

occur singly or in colonies in diverse habitats; important

as phytoplankton

0 0 6

Brand a name given to a product or service 0 4 3

Bread food made from dough of flour or meal and usually

raised with yeast or baking powder and then baked

6 0 1

Building a structure that has a roof and walls and stands more or

less permanently in one place

0 0 7

Caffeine a bitter alkaloid found in coffee and tea that is

responsible for their stimulating effects

1 7 1

Change the action of changing something 0 1 6

Chewing gum a gum prepared for chewing; sweetened and flavored 0 7 2

Chocolate a food made from roasted ground cacao beans 4 2 0

Coffee a beverage consisting of an infusion of ground coffee

beans

1 4 2

Cosmetics a toiletry designed to beautify the body 1 3 3

Counter table consisting of a horizontal surface over which

business is transacted

1 2 3

Curing the process of becoming hard or solid by cooling or

drying or crystallization

0 2 5

Dairy product milk and butter and cheese 8 1 0

Drinking the act of consuming liquids 4 2 1

Eating the act of consuming food 6 0 1

Ecology the branch of biology concerned with the relations

between organisms and their environment

1 5 1

Egg oval reproductive body of a fowl (especially a hen) used

as food

6 1 0

Environmentalism the philosophical doctrine that environment is more

important than heredity in determining intellectual

growth

0 5 1

Ethanol the intoxicating agent in fermented and distilled liquors;

used pure or denatured as a solvent or in medicines and

colognes and cleaning solutions and rocket fuel; proposed

as a renewable clean-burning additive to gasoline

1 1 4

Evisceration surgical removal of an organ (or the contents of an

organ) from a patient

0 1 4

Evolution (biology) the sequence of events involved in the

evolutionary development of a species or taxonomic

group of organisms

0 3 4

Famine a severe shortage of food (as through crop failure)

resulting in violent hunger and starvation and death

5 2 0

Farming the practice of cultivating the land or raising stock 4 3 0

Fish the flesh of fish used as food 5 2 0

Fishing the act of someone who fishes as a diversion 1 6 0

Foraging the act of searching for food and provisions 1 6 2

Free trade international trade free of government interference 1 5 0

Fruit the ripened reproductive body of a seed plant 3 4 0

Fuel a substance that can be consumed to produce energy 1 3 3

Gastronomy the art and practice of choosing and preparing and

eating good food

10 6 2

Group any number of entities (members) considered as a unit 0 4 3

Habit a pattern of behavior acquired through frequent

repetition

1 4 2

Human a human being 2 4 1

Hunting the pursuit and killing or capture of wild animals

regarded as a sport

0 6 0

Implement instrumentation (a piece of equipment or tool) used to

effect an end

0 3 4

Industrial revolution the transformation from an agricultural to an industrial

nation

2 4 0

Ingredient food that is a component of a mixture in cooking 5 1 0

Inorganic compound any compound that does not contain carbon 0 6 3

Kitchen a room equipped for preparing meals 4 3 0

Latex a milky exudate from certain plants that coagulates on

exposure to air

1 2 4

Meat the flesh of animals (including fishes and birds and

snails) used as food

5 2 0
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Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Microwave oven kitchen appliance that cooks food by passing an

electromagnetic wave through it; heat is produced by the

absorption of microwave energy by the water molecules

in the food

3 6 0

Mill a plant consisting of buildings with facilities for

manufacturing

2 5 0

Morality concern with the distinction between good and evil or

right and wrong; right or good conduct

0 3 3

Nut a small (usually square or hexagonal) metal block with

internal screw thread to be fitted onto a bolt

7 0 0

Nutrition a source of materials to nourish the body 5 1 0

Oven kitchen appliance used for baking or roasting 6 1 0

Packaging the business of packaging 1 4 1

Pet food food prepared for animal pets 4 3 2

Plant a living organism lacking the power of locomotion 2 4 1

Preservative a chemical compound that is added to protect against

decay or decomposition

5 11 2

Pressure cooker autoclave for cooking at temperatures above the boiling

point of water

3 6 0

Prion (microbiology) an infectious protein particle similar to a

virus but lacking nucleic acid; thought to be the agent

responsible for scrapie and other degenerative diseases of

the nervous system

0 0 3

Property a basic or essential attribute shared by all members of a

class

0 2 5

Protist free-living or colonial organisms with diverse nutritional

and reproductive modes

0 3 4

Psychoactive drug a drug that can produce mood changes and distorted

perceptions

1 4 1

Rash any red eruption of the skin 1 4 2

Rationing the controlled distribution of scarce resources, goods, or

services

2 5 2

Recipe directions for making something 4 2 0

Rendering a written communication in a second language having

the same meaning as the written communication in a

first language

0 1 4

Salary something that remunerates 1 1 4

Salt a compound formed by replacing hydrogen in an acid by

a metal (or a radical that acts like a metal)

3 4 0

Seafood edible fish (broadly including freshwater fish) or shellfish

or roe etc

7 0 0

Seaweed plant growing in the sea, especially marine algae 0 6 3

Shopping cart a handcart that holds groceries while shopping 0 6 3

Smoking a hot vapor containing fine particles of carbon being

produced by combustion

0 2 4

Starvation the act of depriving of food or subjecting to famine 5 2 0

State the way something is with respect to its main attributes 0 2 4

Steam water at boiling temperature diffused in the atmosphere 2 4 1

Supermarket a large self-service grocery store selling groceries and

dairy products and household goods

3 2 1

Taboo a prejudice (especially in Polynesia and other South

Pacific islands) that prohibits the use or mention of

something because of its sacred nature

1 2 4

Taste the sensation that results when taste buds in the tongue

and throat convey information about the chemical

composition of a soluble stimulus

6 1 0

Thing a separate and self-contained entity 0 2 5

Toaster oven kitchen appliance consisting of a small electric oven for

toasting or warming food

4 3 0

Tobacco leaves of the tobacco plant dried and prepared for

smoking or ingestion

1 1 4

Vegetable edible seeds or roots or stems or leaves or bulbs or tubers

or nonsweet fruits of any of numerous herbaceous plant

6 1 0

Vegetarianism a diet excluding all meat and fish 6 3 0

Vending machine a slot machine for selling goods 1 6 2

Virus (virology) ultramicroscopic infectious agent that

replicates itself only within cells of living hosts; many

are pathogenic; a piece of nucleic acid (DNA or RNA)

wrapped in a thin coat of protein

1 3 3
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Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Vomiting the reflex act of ejecting the contents of the stomach

through the mouth

3 3 0

A.8 Concept Terms Selected for Domain Museum

Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Accession the right to enter 1 6 2

Agriculture the practice of cultivating the land or raising stock 0 3 4

Animal a living organism characterized by voluntary movement 0 5 2

Art the creation of beautiful or significant things 2 5 0

Artifact a man-made object taken as a whole 4 4 1

Aviation travel via aircraft 4 2 0

Collection the act of gathering something together 9 5 0

Craft skill in an occupation or trade 2 4 0

Culture the tastes in art and manners that are favored by a

social group

10 4 0

Curator the custodian of a collection (as a museum or library) 7 0 2

Entertainment a diversion that holds the attention 2 4 1

Executive director a person responsible for the administration of a business 1 4 3

Fee a fixed charge for a privilege or for professional services 3 2 1

Feminism the movement aimed at equal rights for women 0 4 2

Glass a brittle transparent solid with irregular atomic structure 6 3 4

Group any number of entities (members) considered as a unit 1 2 3

History a record or narrative description of past events 6 1 0

Illustration an item of information that is representative of a type 5 7 3

Invention the creation of something in the mind 4 4 1

Lion a celebrity who is lionized (much sought after) 1 3 3

Metalworking the activity of making things out of metal in a skillful

manner

1 4 1

Muse the source of an artist’s inspiration 2 4 3

Musician someone who plays a musical instrument (as a profession) 0 2 5

Natural history the systematic account of natural phenomena 12 2 1

Philosophy a belief (or system of beliefs) accepted as authoritative

by some group or school

1 4 1

Preservation the activity of protecting something from loss or danger 5 2 0

Profit the excess of revenues over outlays in a given period of

time (including depreciation and other non-cash

expenses)

2 4 7

Propaganda information that is spread for the purpose of promoting

some cause

0 5 4

Science a particular branch of scientific knowledge 1 5 1

Sea a division of an ocean or a large body of salt water

partially enclosed by land

0 2 5

Technology the discipline dealing with the art or science of applying

scientific knowledge to practical problems

0 6 1

Trustee a person (or institution) to whom legal title to property

is entrusted to use for another’s benefit

2 3 3

A.9 Concept Terms Selected for Domain Music

Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Academic degree an award conferred by a college or university signifying

that the recipient has satisfactorily completed a course of

study

2 4 2
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Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Accent the usage or vocabulary that is characteristic of a

specific group of people

3 2 4

Articulation the aspect of pronunciation that involves bringing

articulatory organs together so as to shape the sounds of

speech

2 3 4

Bar a rigid piece of metal or wood; usually used as a

fastening or obstruction or weapon

7 3 3

Book a written work or composition that has been published

(printed on pages bound together)

2 7 4

Broadcasting taking part in a radio or tv program 9 11 0

Computer a machine for performing calculations automatically 2 8 3

Condition a state at a particular time 1 3 2

Dissertation a treatise advancing a new point of view resulting from

research; usually a requirement for an advanced

academic degree

0 2 4

Element an artifact that is one of the individual parts of which a

composite entity is made up; especially a part that can

be separated from or attached to a system

1 10 9

Equipment an instrumentality needed for an undertaking or to

perform a service

7 4 1

Fine art the products of human creativity; works of art

collectively

3 4 2

Globalization growth to a global or worldwide scale 2 2 1

Invention the creation of something in the mind 5 1 1

Keyboard device consisting of a set of keys on a piano or organ or

typewriter or typesetting machine or computer or the like

2 7 0

Memory an electronic memory device 2 9 2

Metre rhythm as given by division into parts of equal time 5 4 0

Musical instrument any of various devices or contrivances that can be used

to produce musical tones or sounds

6 3 0

Musical notation a notation used by musicians 7 1 1

Notation a comment or instruction (usually added) 5 3 0

Part a portion of a natural object 2 5 4

Pitch the property of sound that varies with variation in the

frequency of vibration

6 3 0

Printing reproduction by applying ink to paper as for publication 1 3 3

Propaganda information that is spread for the purpose of promoting

some cause

2 2 2

Soul a human being 13 5 2

Structure a thing constructed; a complex construction or entity 7 3 3

Texture the feel of a surface or a fabric 0 2 5

A.10 Concept Terms Selected for Domain School

Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Area a part of a structure having some specific characteristic

or function

1 2 3

Breakfast the first meal of the day (usually in the morning) 0 3 4

Bullying the act of intimidating a weaker person to make them do

something

2 6 1

Closed-circuit

television

a television system that is not used for broadcasting but

is connected by cables to designated monitors (as in a

factory or theater)

0 3 5

Dormitory a college or university building containing living quarters

for students

4 3 2

Education the activities of educating or instructing or teaching;

activities that impart knowledge or skill

6 0 0

Gymnasium athletic facility equipped for sports or physical training 4 5 0

Health care social insurance for the ill and injured 2 4 7

Institution an organization founded and united for a specific purpose 6 1 0

Laboratory a region resembling a laboratory inasmuch as it offers

opportunities for observation and practice and

experimentation

3 4 0
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Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Leisure time available for ease and relaxation 1 2 4

Library a collection of literary documents or records kept for

reference or borrowing

7 0 0

Lunch a midday meal 8 5 2

Middle age the time of life between youth and old age (e.g., between

40 and 60 years of age)

0 3 4

Mosque (Islam) a Muslim place of worship 1 3 3

Physical education training in the development of and care for the human

body; stresses athletics; includes hygiene

7 2 0

School bus a bus used to transport children to or from school 7 1 1

Self-esteem a feeling of pride in yourself 1 4 1

Soldier an enlisted man or woman who serves in an army 0 3 4

State a state of depression or agitation 1 4 1

Student a learned person (especially in the humanities); someone

who by long study has gained mastery in one or more

disciplines

6 0 0

Teacher a person whose occupation is teaching 13 0 0

Toddler a young child 3 1 4

Unit an organization regarded as part of a larger social group 2 4 0

Vandalism willful wanton and malicious destruction of the property

of others

1 3 3

A.11 Concept Terms Selected for Domain Soccer

Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Ball game a field game played with a ball (especially baseball) 6 1 0

C the speed at which light travels in a vacuum; the

constancy and universality of the speed of light is

recognized by defining it to be exactly 299,792,458

meters per second

0 1 6

Captain an officer who is licensed to command a merchant ship 8 5 1

Coach (sports) someone in charge of training an athlete or a

team

4 3 0

Defender a person who cares for persons or property 10 3 1

Division one of the portions into which something is regarded as

divided and which together constitute a whole

2 4 1

Dribbling the propulsion of a ball by repeated taps or kicks 5 2 2

Euro the basic monetary unit of most members of the

European Union (introduced in 1999); in 2002 twelve

European nations (Germany, France, Belgium,

Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Italy, Spain, Portugal,

Ireland, Greece, Austria, Finland) adopted the euro as

their basic unit of money and abandoned their

traditional currencies

0 3 4

Extra time playing time beyond regulation, to break a tie 4 3 2

Fan a device for creating a current of air by movement of a

surface or surfaces

6 3 3

Football any of various games played with a ball (round or oval)

in which two teams try to kick or carry or propel the ball

into each other’s goal

6 1 0

Formation the act of forming something 2 5 0

Goal game equipment consisting of the place toward which

players of a game try to advance a ball or puck in order

to score points

6 1 0

Goalkeeper the defensive position on an ice hockey or soccer or

lacrosse team who stands in front of the goal and tries to

prevent opposing players from scoring

8 0 1

Kick the act of delivering a blow with the foot 6 2 1

Kit gear consisting of a set of articles or tools for a specified

purpose

0 3 5

Misconduct activity that transgresses moral or civil law 1 4 4
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Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Referee (sports) the chief official (as in boxing or American

football) who is expected to ensure fair play

5 3 1

SI the syllable naming the seventh (subtonic) note of any

musical scale in solmization

0 0 5

Striker the part of a mechanical device that strikes something 8 0 1

Substitute a person or thing that takes or can take the place of

another

3 4 0

Table a piece of furniture having a smooth flat top that is

usually supported by one or more vertical legs

1 0 6

Team sport a sport that involves competition between teams of

players

7 1 1

Throw-in (rugby) an act or instance of throwing a ball in to put it

into play

4 3 2

Tie equality of score in a contest 4 1 2

A.12 Concept Terms Selected for Domain Sport

Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Apartheid a social policy or racial segregation involving political

and economic and legal discrimination against

non-whites; the former official policy in South Africa

0 3 4

Art the creation of beautiful or significant things 0 1 5

Competitiveness an aggressive willingness to compete 6 3 0

Culinary art the practice or manner of preparing food or the food so

prepared

0 1 6

Culture the tastes in art and manners that are favored by a

social group

1 5 0

Dollar sign a mark ($) written before a number to indicate that it

stands for the number of dollars

1 4 2

Game a contest with rules to determine a winner 6 1 0

Golf course course consisting of a large landscaped area for playing

golf

3 4 2

Group any number of entities (members) considered as a unit 1 5 1

Hooliganism willful wanton and malicious destruction of the property

of others

0 5 4

Illustration an item of information that is representative of a type 0 1 6

Martial art any of several Oriental arts of weaponless self-defense;

usually practiced as a sport

3 5 1

Mass noun a noun that does not form plurals 0 1 3

Nationalism the doctrine that your national culture and interests are

superior to any other

0 7 2

Physical exercise the activity of exerting your muscles in various ways to

keep fit

9 0 0

Recreation an activity that diverts or amuses or stimulates 8 5 1

Rioting a state of disorder involving group violence 0 4 5

Sponsorship the act of sponsoring (either officially or financially) 3 5 1

Sports equipment equipment needed to participate in a particular sport 6 3 0

Sportsmanship fairness in following the rules of the game 8 0 1

Stadium a large structure for open-air sports or entertainments 8 6 0

Tradition a specific practice of long standing 2 11 0

Victory a successful ending of a struggle or contest 12 2 0

Wage something that remunerates 1 5 1

A.13 Concept Terms Selected for Domain Theatre
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Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Actor a theatrical performer 6 1

Comedy light and humorous drama with a happy ending 3 4 0

Costume designer someone who designs or supplies costumes (as for a play

or masquerade)

8 2 0

Humour the liquid parts of the body 3 4 0

Improvisation an unplanned expedient 6 4 0

Industrial Revolution the transformation from an agricultural to an industrial

nation

0 1 9

Off-Broadway low-budget theaters located outside the Broadway area

in Manhattan

7 3 0

Performing arts arts or skills that require public performance 9 1 0

Play a dramatic work intended for performance by actors on a

stage

6 1 0

Playwright someone who writes plays 4 1 1

Puppet a person who is controlled by others and is used to

perform unpleasant or dishonest tasks for someone else

7 6 3

Repertory a storehouse where a stock of things is kept 3 3 3

Shadow play a drama executed by throwing shadows on a wall 5 5 0

Shaheed Arabic term for holy martyrs; applied by Palestinians to

suicide bombers

0 0 6

Stagecraft skill in writing or staging plays 9 1 0

Theatre director someone who supervises the actors and directs the action

in the production of a show

10 0 0

Tragedy an event resulting in great loss and misfortune 3 4 0

A.14 Concept Terms Selected for Domain Zoo

Concept Definition Very

related

Related Unrelated

Animal a living organism characterized by voluntary movement 15 1 0

Building a structure that has a roof and walls and stands more or

less permanently in one place

1 10 4

Moat ditch dug as a fortification and usually filled with water 2 6 7

Neglect failure to act with the prudence that a reasonable person

would exercise under the same circumstances

1 6 7

Region a large indefinite location on the surface of the Earth 2 9 4

Science a particular branch of scientific knowledge 8 7 1

Species (biology) taxonomic group whose members can interbreed 13 3 0

State the way something is with respect to its main attributes 2 5 7



Appendix B

The Same-Domain Testbed

This appendix contains details related to the construction of the Subset with Same-domain

Pairs described in Chapter 5.

B.1 Characteristics of the Subset with Same-domain Pairs

This section provides additional details about the construction of the Subset with Same-

domain Pairs from Section 5.3. For this subset, we considered four types of pairs, each

with different and generally exclusive properties: nearly-similar (s), hierarchically similar

(h), hierarchically dissimilar (d), and wikilinked (w). This classification was employed to

observe factors of interest from the experiment aims, such as the value of relatedness deemed

to dissimilar concepts (i.e. with a large ontological path between them) or the influence of

wikilinks between concepts. We ensured that an adequate distribution of concepts correspond

to these classes, as shown later. Such a predefined classification of pairs is not evident

in existing datasets thus far, so this further strengthens the reliability of our dataset for

performing specific exploration tasks.

This classification is automatically extracted from two resources: WordNet and Wikipedia.

The first three categories (s), (h) and (d) are deemed by WordNet 3.0 using the semantic relat-

edness measure proposed by Hirst and St-Onge [1998]. Pairs in category w are sourced from

wikilinks in Wikipedia articles. Pairs of concepts in the Subset with Same-domain Pairs can

be associated to either one or two of these categories, since WordNet and Wikipedia are not

exclusive from each other. For instance, a pair in category (w) can also be clustered in (s),

(h) or (d). An example of each category is illustrated in Figure B.1, and these four types are

described below.

Nearly-similar (s) pairs are formed by terms referring to the same or a very similar

concept, for instance snake and serpent. We used the word forms contained in synsets as

198
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Thing

Savanna

Panthera_leoLion

Mammal Mammalian

Building Construction

Figure B.1: Examples of categories for concepts in the Subset with Same-domain Pairs.
Pairs Lion-Panthera leo, Lion-Mammal, Lion-Building and Lion-Savannah correspond to
categories (s), (h), (d) and (w) respectively.

defined in WordNet to form these pairs. This category allowed us to detect whether terms

referring to the same concept are perceived by assessors as the strongest type of relatedness

in the dataset, and could also be employed as a control group. We expect that factors such

as term familiarity affect the correct perception in the assessment, although measures of

semantic similarity usually deem these pairs to obtain the highest score regardless.

Hierarchically similar (h) are those pairs of concepts with a short hierarchical distance

between them in WordNet. To determine a value for this qualification, we used a criterion

defined in the relatedness measure proposed by Hirst and St-Onge [1998]. This measure

was introduced in Chapter 2, and takes into consideration positive values since it uses path

distance using other relations available in WordNet in addition to hierarchical relations. For

purposes of computability, some implementations of this measure fix the constant values in

Equation 2.4 to C = 8 and k = 11 [Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006]. We employed the value of

constant C as a reference of the top path distance between two concepts in order to consider

them “hierarchically similar”. Therefore, pairs in this class have a path distance from 2 to

7, as a path of 8 concepts in Equation 2.4 deems a relatedness value of 0. In contrast to the

original equation, we only look at hierarchical relations between concepts in the construction

of these pairs, rather than to any kind of relationship available between them.

Hierarchically dissimilar concepts (d) is the converse category to that of hierarchically

similar concepts. Here, we label pairs as “hierarchically dissimilar” if having a hierarchical

1See, for instance, WordNet::Similarity http://wn-similarity.sourceforge.net/.

http://wn-similarity.sourceforge.net/
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path above 7 concepts between them. For a simpler approach using M-Ontos, we assumed

that hierarchically dissimilar concepts belonged to different subtaxonomies; we later corrob-

orated this using WordNet. Given that semantic relatedness cannot be correlated to human

assessments using only hierarchical paths [Lapata and Barzilay, 2005; Budanitsky and Hirst,

2006], we expected that (h) pairs would achieve greater scores of relatedness pairs in compari-

son to (d) pairs. For instance, we would expect that a pair of type (h) such as Duck -Aquatic

bird is judged more related than a pair (d) like Duck -Butterfly. However, we also expect

more variations in the (d) pairs, for example, the pair Toddler -Kindergarten, due to them

being semantically related but hierarchically dissimilar, in comparison to Duck -Butterfly.

Wikilinked (w) are concepts related irrespective of their hierarchical distance via a wikilink

association. Given that each Wikipedia article refers to one unambiguous concept, it is

possible to map this association to existing concepts in the M-Onto. We mentioned above

that a pair in category (w) may belong as well to categories (h) and (d); in addition, all

pairs in categories (h) and (d) containing a wikilink are featured in set (w). While wikilinks

denote some relationship between two concepts, because the association is not explicitly

defined, they may also represent a contrast between concepts. For instance, a wikilink exists

from the article Arachnid to the article Insect. However, the sentence containing such

association states that “[A]lmost all adult arachnids have eight legs, and arachnids may be

easily distinguished from insects by this fact, since insects have six legs”. Despite contrasting

relationships, we expect that these associations positively impact on the human perception

of relatedness between the concepts involved.

This classification was motivated by the experiments of Milne et al. [2006]. The au-

thors recreated a graph based on Wikipedia to approximate AGROVOC, an agriculture

Thesaurus. In order to represent semantic relationships in the new resource, the authors

used bidirectional wikilinks under the hypothesis that these represented a stronger agree-

ment in a relation between two articles. Contrastingly, they deemed unidirectional wikilinks

to represent slighter connections between articles. However, it was found that for coverage,

unidirectional wikilinks almost doubled the number of associations rather than only employ-

ing bidirectional wikilinks. We are also interested in considering if these links also influence

semantic relatedness.

One caveat of this approach is the incompleteness of Wikipedia’s deployment of wikilinks;

in other words, wikilinks are not employed to define absolutely every relationship between

two concepts. One reason for this not happening is to avoid user confusion while navigating

Wikipedia pages by overcrowding an article with links2.

2cf. to the Wikipedia manual of style.
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B.2 Additional Considerations while Constructing the Dataset

For nearly-similar pairs (class s) an automated process selected concepts with at least two

word forms not referring to each other; for instance, we disregarded pairs such as Koala-

Koala bear, but chose a pair like Koala-Kangaroo bear. We noted that the second word

forms did seldom satisfy the IDF limitation imposed in Step 1; therefore, we forgave their

IDF weights for the sake of representing nearly-similar pairs.

In regard to pairs with a wikilink (class w), we used the table wikilinks from DBPedia to

look for these relationships between articles. Note that we did not perform any disambigua-

tion while matching WordNet synsets into Wikipedia articles; our process only looked for

exact string matches between both resources (i.e. WordNet word forms with an exact match

in Wikipedia). We extracted from these matches, those pairs having at least one wikilink

between them in any direction.

Finally, for pairs hierarchically similar and hierarchically dissimilar (classes h and d re-

spectively), our program performed matches within a subtaxonomy for the former class and

cross-taxonomies for the latter class. When constructing the dataset, we only performed

three manual corrections in the concept labels for the sake of clarity.

Pairs
Domain Near-similar (s) H. Similar (h) H. Dissimilar (d) wikilinks (w) Total
(B)each 1 3 4 14 22
(C)ars 3 3 3 13 22
(E)conomy 3 3 3 13 22
(F)ood 2 2 2 16 22
(M)usic 4 3 2 13 22
(Sc)hool 1 3 5 13 22
(So)ccer 2 3 5 12 22
(S)ports 3 2 2 15 22
(Z)oo 1 2 8 11 22
Total Pairs 20 24 34 120 198

Table B.1: Distribution of pairs by class, domain and containing survey files in the Subset
with Same-domain Pairs.

B.3 Hierarchically-similar Pairs (Subset h)

Concept 1 Definition 1 Concept 2 Definition 2 Domain Avg

human

Amplifier electronic equipment that

increases strength of signals

passing through it

Equalizer electronic equipment that

reduces frequency distortion

M 3.0417

Auditorium the area of a theater or concert

hall where the audience sits

Patio usually paved outdoor area

adjoining a residence

Sc 0.9600
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Concept 1 Definition 1 Concept 2 Definition 2 Domain Avg

human

Bill a piece of paper money

(especially one issued by a

central bank)

Change the balance of money received

when the amount you tender is

greater than the amount due

E 2.6923

Coach someone in charge of training

an athlete or a team

Referee the chief official (as in boxing

or American football) who is

expected to ensure fair play

So 1.9600

Dormitory a college or university building

containing living quarters for

students

Classroom a room in a school where

lessons take place

Sc 1.5833

Duck small wild or domesticated

web-footed broad-billed

swimming bird usually having

a depressed body and short

legs

Aquatic bird wading and swimming and

diving birds of either fresh or

salt water

Z 3.0000

Footwear clothing worn on a person’s

feet

Goods articles of commerce E 1.5600

Giant panda large black-and-white

herbivorous mammal of

bamboo forests of China and

Tibet; in some classifications

considered a member of the

bear family

Vertebrate animals having a bony or

cartilaginous skeleton with a

segmented spinal column and

a large brain enclosed in a

skull or cranium

Z 1.4783

Harmony the structure of music with

respect to the composition and

progression of chords

Voice the melody carried by a

particular voice or instrument

in polyphonic music

M 2.8333

Hydrology the branch of geology that

studies water on the earth and

in the atmosphere: its

distribution and uses and

conservation

Seismology the branch of geology that

studies earthquakes

B 1.6000

Kindergarten a preschool for children age 4

to 6 to prepare them for

primary school

Institution an organization founded and

united for a specific purpose

Sc 2.0000

Missile a rocket carrying a warhead of

conventional or nuclear

explosives; may be ballistic or

directed by remote control

Vehicle a conveyance that transports

people or objects

C 0.9231

Muffin a sweet quick bread baked in a

cup-shaped pan

Bagel glazed yeast-raised

doughnut-shaped roll with

hard crust

F 2.1538

Opera a drama set to music; consists

of singing with orchestral

accompaniment and an

orchestral overture and

interludes

Carol joyful religious song

celebrating the birth of Christ

M 1.6800

Punt a kick in which the football is

dropped from the hands and

kicked before it touches the

ground

Corner kick a free kick from the corner

awarded to the other side

when a player has sent the

ball behind his own goal line

So 2.0833

Reef a submerged ridge of rock or

coral near the surface of the

water

Dune a ridge of sand created by the

wind; found in deserts or near

lakes and oceans

B 1.0000

Salmon flesh of any of various marine

or freshwater fish of the family

Salmonidae

Anchovy small herring-like

plankton-eating fishes often

canned whole or as paste;

abundant in tropical waters

worldwide

F 2.6087

Sedan a car that is closed and that

has front and rear seats and

two or four doors

Bobsled a long racing sled (for 2 or

more people) with a steering

mechanism

C 0.8077

Shore

boulder

a boulder found on a shore

remote from its place of origin

Crystal a rock formed by the

solidification of a substance;

has regularly repeating

internal structure

B 1.5000

Soccer a football game in which two

teams of 11 players try to kick

or head a ball into the

opponents’ goal

Field game an outdoor game played on a

field of specified dimensions

So 3.2000
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Concept 1 Definition 1 Concept 2 Definition 2 Domain Avg

human

Speedway road where high speed driving

is allowed

Detour a roundabout road (especially

one that is used temporarily

while a main route is blocked)

C 1.3462

Stadium a large structure for open-air

sports or entertainments

Hippodrome a stadium for horse shows or

horse races

S 2.3600

Stake a right or legal share of

something; a financial

involvement with something

Investment laying out money or capital in

an enterprise with the

expectation of profit

E 2.9600

Volleyball a game in which two teams hit

an inflated ball over a high net

using their hands

Soccer a football game in which two

teams of 11 players try to kick

or head a ball into the

opponents’ goal

S 2.1600

Table B.2: Subset of hierarchically-similar pairs in the Subset with Same-domain Pairs.

B.4 Hierarchically-dissimilar Pairs (Subset d)

Concept 1 Definition 1 Concept 2 Definition 2 Domain Avg

human

Ambulance a vehicle that takes people to

and from hospitals

Bullet train a high-speed passenger train C 0.9200

Auto racing the sport of racing

automobiles

Circuit a racetrack for automobile

races

S 2.7500

Ballet a theatrical representation of a

story that is performed to

music by trained dancers

Opera a drama set to music; consists

of singing with orchestral

accompaniment and an

orchestral overture and

interludes

M 2.6000

Bikini a woman’s abbreviated

two-piece bathing suit

Bathing

machine

a building containing dressing

rooms for bathers

B 1.4000

Car a motor vehicle with four

wheels; usually propelled by

an internal combustion engine

Airbus a subsonic jet airliner

operated over short distances

C 1.1600

Coach someone in charge of training

an athlete or a team

Ball game a field game played with a ball So 2.0800

Coach someone in charge of training

an athlete or a team

Blackmail extortion of money by threats

to divulge discrediting

information

So 0.2083

Coach a person who gives private

instruction (as in singing or

acting)

Teacher a person whose occupation is

teaching

Sc 2.8400

Competitive-

ness

an aggressive willingness to

compete

Sport an active diversion requiring

physical exertion and

competition

S 3.2400

Coriander Old World herb with aromatic

leaves and seed resembling

parsley

Ginger perennial plants having thick

branching aromatic rhizomes

and leafy reedlike stems

F 2.6522

Corner kick a free kick from the corner

awarded to the other side

when a player has sent the

ball behind his own goal line

Fan an enthusiastic devotee of

sports

So 1.0400

Duck small wild or domesticated

web-footed broad-billed

swimming bird usually having

a depressed body and short

legs

Butterfly diurnal insect typically having

a slender body with knobbed

antennae and broad colorful

wings

Z 0.5200

Equivocation a statement that is not

literally false but that cleverly

avoids an unpleasant truth

Referee the chief official (as in boxing

or American football) who is

expected to ensure fair play

So 1.2083
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Concept 1 Definition 1 Concept 2 Definition 2 Domain Avg

human

Fish any of various mostly

cold-blooded aquatic

vertebrates usually having

scales and breathing through

gills

Chimpanzee intelligent somewhat arboreal

ape of equatorial African

forests

Z 0.5600

Giant Panda large black-and-white

herbivorous mammal of

bamboo forests of China and

Tibet; in some classifications

considered a member of the

bear family

Zebra any of several fleet

black-and-white striped

African equines

Z 1.3846

Goods articles of commerce Currency the metal or paper medium of

exchange that is presently

used

E 2.2308

Gymnasium athletic facility equipped for

sports or physical training

Coach a person who gives private

instruction (as in singing or

acting)

Sc 2.6800

Industry the people or companies

engaged in a particular kind of

commercial enterprise

Capital wealth in the form of money

or property owned by a person

or business and human

resources of economic value

E 2.6800

Kangaroo any of several herbivorous

leaping marsupials of

Australia and New Guinea

having large powerful hind

legs and a long thick tail

Shark any of numerous elongate

mostly marine carnivorous

fishes with heterocercal caudal

fins and tough skin covered

with small toothlike scales

Z 0.6154

Koala sluggish tailless Australian

arboreal marsupial with gray

furry ears and coat; feeds on

eucalyptus leaves and bark

Dodo extinct heavy flightless bird of

Mauritius related to pigeons

Z 0.7200

Lion large gregarious predatory

feline of Africa and India

having a tawny coat with a

shaggy mane in the male

Duck small wild or domesticated

web-footed broad-billed

swimming bird usually having

a depressed body and short

legs

Z 0.4000

Market the world of commercial

activity where goods and

services are bought and sold

Merchant a businessperson engaged in

retail trade

E 3.3200

Mountain

bike

a bicycle with a sturdy frame

and fat tires; originally

designed for riding in

mountainous country

Minicab a minicar used as a taxicab C 0.8462

Penguin short-legged flightless birds of

cold southern especially

Antarctic regions having

webbed feet and wings

modified as flippers

Whale any of the larger cetacean

mammals having a streamlined

body and breathing through a

blowhole on the head

Z 1.5000

Quay wharf usually built parallel to

the shoreline

Reef a submerged ridge of rock or

coral near the surface of the

water

B 1.4783

Sand a loose material consisting of

grains of rock or coral

Seashore the shore of a sea or ocean B 3.3462

Sewage waste matter carried away in

sewers or drains

Beach an area of sand sloping down

to the water of a sea or lake

B 0.8400

Soldier an enlisted man or woman

who serves in an army

Academy a school for special training Sc 1.8400

Song a short musical composition

with words

Rhythm the basic rhythmic unit in a

piece of music

M 2.9200

Striker a forward on a soccer team Soccer a football game in which two

teams of 11 players try to kick

or head a ball into the

opponents’ goal

So 3.0833

Student a learner who is enrolled in an

educational institution

Self-esteem a feeling of pride in yourself Sc 1.3600

Supermarket a large self-service grocery

store selling groceries and

dairy products and household

goods

Restaurant a building where people go to

eat

F 0.9615
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Concept 1 Definition 1 Concept 2 Definition 2 Domain Avg

human

Tiger large feline of forests in most

of Asia having a tawny coat

with black stripes; endangered

Koala sluggish tailless Australian

arboreal marsupial with gray

furry ears and coat; feeds on

eucalyptus leaves and bark

Z 0.6400

Toddler a young child Kindergarten a preschool for children age 4

to 6 to prepare them for

primary school

Sc 3.0800

Table B.3: Subset of hierarchically-dissimilar pairs in the Subset with Same-domain Pairs.

B.5 Nearly-similar Pairs (Subset s)

Concept 1 Definition 1 Concept 2 Definition 2 Domain Avg

human

Administra-

tion

the persons (or committees or

departments etc.) who make

up a body for the purpose of

administering something

Governing

body

the performance or

management of business

operations and thus the

making or implementing of a

major decision

S 2.7600

Bikini a woman’s abbreviated

two-piece bathing suit

Two-piece a women’s swimsuit B 3.5385

Bus a vehicle carrying many

passengers; used for public

transport

Coach a type of passenger-carrying

road vehicle

C 3.4231

Captain the leader of a group of people Skipper a team member chosen to be

the on-pitch leader of the team

So 3.5200

Course education imparted in a series

of lessons or class meetings

Class a unit of teaching that

typically lasts one academic

term, is led by one or more

instructors (teachers or

professors), has a fixed roster

of students and gives each

student a grade and academic

credit

Sc 3.4400

Duration the period of time during

which something continues

Length a certain dimension of an

object along which the length

is measured

E 3.0400

Feasting eating an elaborate meal

(often accompanied by

entertainment)

Banqueting a large meal or feast, complete

with main courses and

desserts. It usually serves a

purpose such as a charitable

gathering, a ceremony, or a

celebration, and is often

preceded or followed by

speeches in honor of someone

F 2.9231

Hymn a song of praise (to God or to

a saint or to a nation)

Anthem a song (or composition) of

celebration

M 2.0000

League an association of sports teams

that organizes matches for its

members

Conference a term commonly used to

describe a group of sports

teams or individual athletes

that compete against each

other in a specific sport

S 1.5000

Lullaby a quiet song intended to lull a

child to sleep

Cradlesong a soothing song, usually sung

to young children before they

go to sleep, with the intention

of speeding that process

M 3.4800

Management the act of watching and

directing something (a

business)

Direction the act of getting people

together to accomplish desired

goals and objectives using

available resources efficiently

and effectively

E 2.8077

Musical

composition

a musical work that has been

created

Piece an original piece of music M 3.3200
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Platypus small densely furred aquatic

monotreme of Australia and

Tasmania having a broad bill

and tail and webbed feet; only

species in the family

Ornithorhynchidae

Duckbill an egg-laying, venomous,

duck-billed, beaver-tailed,

otter-footed mammal from

Eastern Australia and

Tasmania

Z 2.2222

Pool any of various games played on

a pool table having 6 pockets

Pocket

billiards

the family of cue sports and

games played on a pool table

having six receptacles called

pockets along the rails, into

which balls are deposited as

the main goal of play

S 2.7500

Road an open way (generally public)

for travel or transportation

Route a public road, highway, path

or trail or a route on water

from one place to another for

use by a variety of general

traffic

C 2.7917

Seller someone who promotes or

exchanges goods or services

for money

Vendor the sale of goods or

merchandise to retailers, to

industrial, commercial,

institutional, or other

professional business users

E 3.6154

Substitute a person or thing that takes or

can take the place of another

Replacement a player who is brought on to

thepitchduring a match in

exchange for an existing player

So 3.5600

Tasting taking a small amount into the

mouth to test its quality

Savoring a specific taste or smell F 3.0000

Tone a musical interval of two

semitones

Step the high or low sound of a

musical note

M 2.6667

Transport something that serves as a

means of transportation

Conveyance a shared passenger

transportation service

C 2.2800

Table B.4: Subset of nearly-similar pairs in the Subset with Same-domain Pairs.

B.6 Wikilink Pairs (Subset w)

Recall that the number of wikilinks from one concept to another is obtained from DBPedia
version 3.5.1.

Concept 1 Definition 1 Concept 2 Definition 2 Domain Wikilinks Avg

human

Aardvark nocturnal burrowing mammal

of the grasslands of Africa

that feeds on termites

Ant social insect living in

organized colonies;

characteristically the males

and fertile queen have wings

during breeding season;

wingless sterile females are the

workers

Z 1 0 1.6087

Aspirin the acetylated derivative of

salicylic acid; used as an

analgesic anti-inflammatory

drug usually taken in tablet

form; used as an antipyretic

Acetylsali-

cylic

acid

a salicylate drug, often used as

an analgesic to relieve minor

aches and pains, as an

antipyretic to reduce fever,

and as an anti-inflammatory

medication

F 1 1 3.0909

Ballad a narrative song with a

recurrent refrain

Pop music music of general appeal to

teenagers; a bland

watered-down version of

rock’n’roll with more rhythm

and harmony and an emphasis

on romantic love

M 1 0 2.5600
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Ballet a theatrical representation of a

story that is performed to

music by trained dancers

Music an artistic form of auditory

communication incorporating

instrumental or vocal tones in

a structured and continuous

manner

M 0 1 2.9600

Beach an area of sand sloping down

to the water of a sea or lake

Park a large area of land preserved

in its natural state as public

property

B 1 0 1.4231

Beer a general name for alcoholic

beverages made by fermenting

a cereal (or mixture of cereals)

flavored with hops

Sake Japanese alcoholic beverage

made from fermented rice;

usually served hot

F 0 1 2.3600

Beetle insect having biting

mouthparts and front wings

modified to form horny covers

overlying the membranous rear

wings

Caterpillar a wormlike and often brightly

colored and hairy or spiny

larva of a butterfly or moth

Z 1 0 1.8333

Bill a piece of paper money

(especially one issued by a

central bank)

Note a form of cash currency E 1 0 3.1600

Blues a type of folksong that

originated among Black

Americans at the beginning of

the 20th century; has a

melancholy sound from

repeated use of blue notes

Popular

music

any genre of music having

wide appeal (but usually only

for a short time)

M 1 0 2.4000

Brake a restraint used to slow or

stop a vehicle

Hand brake a brake operated by hand;

usually operates by

mechanical linkage

C 2 0 3.1600

Brake a restraint used to slow or

stop a vehicle

Tire hoop that covers a wheel C 1 0 2.5200

Brand a name given to a product or

service

Trade name the name which a business

trades under for commercial

purposes

F 0 1 3.1250

Bribery the practice of offering

something (usually money) in

order to gain an illicit

advantage

Referee the chief official (as in boxing

or American football) who is

expected to ensure fair play

So 1 0 0.9167

Bullying the act of intimidating a

weaker person to make them

do something

Self-esteem a feeling of pride in yourself Sc 1 1 2.7200

Bus a vehicle carrying many

passengers; used for public

transport

Passenger a traveler riding in a vehicle (a

boat or bus or car or plane or

train etc) who is not operating

it

C 1 0 3.1600

Camper a recreational vehicle equipped

for camping out while

traveling

Motor home a motor vehicle equipped with

living space and amenities

found in a home

C 1 0 2.8000

Celery widely cultivated herb with

aromatic leaf stalks that are

eaten raw or cooked

Salad food mixtures either arranged

on a plate or tossed and

served with a moist dressing;

usually consisting of or

including greens

F 1 1 2.6154

Checkmate a chess move constituting an

inescapable and indefensible

attack on the opponent’s king

Chess a board game for two players

who move their 16 pieces

according to specific rules; the

object is to checkmate the

opponent’s king

S 1 1 3.5385

Cheese a solid food prepared from the

pressed curd of milk

Milk a white nutritious liquid

secreted by mammals and used

as food by human beings

F 1 1 3.0000

Cheetah long-legged spotted cat of

Africa and southwestern Asia

having nonretractile claws; the

swiftest mammal; can be

trained to run down game

Hyena doglike nocturnal mammal of

Africa and southern Asia that

feeds chiefly on carrion

Z 1 1 2.0800
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Chess a board game for two players

who move their 16 pieces

according to specific rules; the

object is to checkmate the

opponent’s king

Intelligence a unit responsible for

gathering and interpreting

information about an enemy

S 1 0 2.6400

Coach someone in charge of training

an athlete or a team

Manager the person responsible for

running a football club or a

national team

So 0 1 2.4000

Coin a flat metal piece (usually a

disc) used as money

Gold a deep yellow color E 1 1 2.6923

College an institution of higher

education created to educate

and grant degrees

Dormitory a college or university building

containing living quarters for

students

Sc 1 1 2.5200

Condiment a preparation (a sauce or

relish or spice) to enhance

flavor or enjoyment

Beef meat from an adult domestic

bovine

F 1 0 1.4800

Coriander Old World herb with aromatic

leaves and seed resembling

parsley

Citrus any of numerous fruits of the

genus Citrus having thick rind

and juicy pulp; grown in warm

regions

F 1 0 1.3636

Crab decapod having eyes on short

stalks and a broad flattened

carapace with a small

abdomen folded under the

thorax and pincers

Beach an area of sand sloping down

to the water of a sea or lake

B 0 1 2.4800

Crab decapod having eyes on short

stalks and a broad flattened

carapace with a small

abdomen folded under the

thorax and pincers

Seashore the shore of a sea or ocean B 1 0 2.6800

Cricket a game played with a ball and

bat by two teams of 11

players; teams take turns

trying to score runs

Wicket cricket equipment consisting of

a set of three stumps topped

by crosspieces; used in playing

cricket

S 3 1 3.1200

Dribbling the propulsion of a ball by

repeated taps or kicks

Free kick a place kick that is allowed for

a foul or infringement by the

other team

So 1 0 2.0000

Drum a musical percussion

instrument; usually consists of

a hollow cylinder with a

membrane stretch across each

end

Jazz a genre of popular music that

originated in New Orleans

around 1900 and developed

through increasingly complex

styles

M 1 0 2.4800

Dune a ridge of sand created by the

wind; found in deserts or near

lakes and oceans

Sand a loose material consisting of

grains of rock or coral

B 1 1 3.3600

Economics the branch of social science

that deals with the production

and distribution and

consumption of goods and

services and their management

Business a commercial or industrial

enterprise and the people who

constitute it

E 1 1 3.1923

Economist an expert in the science of

economics

Finance the branch of economics that

studies the management of

money and other assets

E 1 0 2.9600

Economy the system of production and

distribution and consumption

Management the act of watching and

directing something (a

business)

E 1 0 2.2800

Education the activities of educating or

instructing or teaching;

activities that impart

knowledge or skill

Student a learner who is enrolled in an

educational institution

Sc 2 1 3.5200

Education the activities of educating or

instructing or teaching;

activities that impart

knowledge or skill

Teaching any act or experience that has

a formative effect on the mind,

character or physical ability of

an individual

Sc 1 1 3.6400

Eggplant egg-shaped vegetable having a

shiny skin typically dark

purple but occasionally white

or yellow

Mad apple hairy upright herb native to

southeastern Asia but widely

cultivated for its large glossy

edible fruit commonly used as

a vegetable

F 1 0 1.2083
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Erosion the mechanical process of

wearing or grinding something

down

Geology a science that deals with the

history of the earth as

recorded in rocks

B 0 1 2.8800

Extra time playing time beyond

regulation to break a tie

Tiebreaker overtime play in order to

break a tie

So 0 1 2.6818

Fare the sum charged for riding in

a public conveyance

Bus a vehicle carrying many

passengers; used for public

transport

C 1 0 3.0385

Food any substance that can be

metabolized by an animal to

give energy and build tissue

Advertising a public promotion of some

product or service

F 1 0 1.3750

Football any of various games played

with a ball (round or oval) in

which two teams try to kick or

carry or propel the ball into

each other’s goal

Corner kick a free kick from the corner

awarded to the other side

when a player has sent the

ball behind his own goal line

So 1 0 3.2400

Frog any of various tailless

stout-bodied amphibians with

long hind limbs for leaping;

semiaquatic and terrestrial

species

Carnivore a terrestrial or aquatic

flesh-eating mammal

Z 1 0 0.8400

Fuel a substance that can be

consumed to produce energy

Automobile a motor vehicle with four

wheels; usually propelled by

an internal combustion engine

C 0 1 3.2692

Gecko any of various small chiefly

tropical and usually nocturnal

insectivorous terrestrial lizards

typically with immovable

eyelids; completely harmless

Cricket leaping insect; male makes

chirping noises by rubbing the

forewings together

Z 1 0 0.7917

Geology a science that deals with the

history of the earth as

recorded in rocks

Beach an area of sand sloping down

to the water of a sea or lake

B 0 1 1.6000

Goal a successful attempt at scoring Soccer a football game in which two

teams of 11 players try to kick

or head a ball into the

opponents’ goal

So 0 1 3.3200

Goalkeeper the soccer or hockey player

assigned to protect the goal

Goal a successful attempt at scoring So 1 0 3.2400

Goalkeeper the soccer or hockey player

assigned to protect the goal

Goalie a designated player that is

charged with directly

preventing the opposite team

from scoring by defending

thegoal

So 0 1 3.6800

Grapefruit citrus tree bearing large round

edible fruit having a thick

yellow rind and juicy

somewhat acid pulp

Vitamin C a vitamin found in fresh fruits

(especially citrus fruits) and

vegetables; prevents scurvy

F 1 1 2.6957

Greenhouse

gas

a gas that contributes to the

greenhouse effect by absorbing

infrared radiation

Carbon

dioxide

a heavy odorless colorless gas

formed during respiration and

by the decomposition of

organic substances

C 1 1 3.2800

Guacamole a dip made of mashed avocado

mixed with chopped onions

and other seasonings

Avocado a pear-shaped tropical fruit

with green or blackish skin

and rich yellowish pulp

enclosing a single large seed

F 1 1 3.0833

Gymnasium athletic facility equipped for

sports or physical training

Gym a locality for both physical

and intellectual education of

young men

Sc 1 0 3.3600

Gymnasium athletic facility equipped for

sports or physical training

School an educational institution Sc 0 1 2.1600

Industrialism an economic system built on

large industries rather than on

agriculture or craftsmanship

Capitalism an economic system based on

private ownership of capital

E 1 1 2.4583

Injury any physical damage to the

body caused by violence or

accident or fracture etc.

Football any of various games played

with a ball (round or oval) in

which two teams try to kick or

carry or propel the ball into

each other’s goal

So 1 0 2.2800
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Invention the creation of something in

the mind

Electric

guitar

a guitar whose sound is

amplified by electrical means

M 1 0 1.0800

Jingle a comic verse of irregular

measure

Brand a recognizable kind M 1 0 1.7273

Judo a sport adapted from jujitsu

(using principles of not

resisting) and similar to

wrestling

Blood people viewed as members of a

group

S 1 0 0.6538

Karate a traditional Japanese system

of unarmed combat; sharp

blows and kicks are given to

pressure-sensitive points on

the body of the opponent

Tae Kwon

Do

a Korean martial art similar

to karate

S 1 1 2.8462

Kitchen a room equipped for preparing

meals

Microwave

oven

kitchen appliance that cooks

food by passing an

electromagnetic wave through

it; heat results from the

absorption of energy by the

water molecules in the food

F 1 0 2.4231

Koala sluggish tailless Australian

arboreal marsupial with gray

furry ears and coat; feeds on

eucalyptus leaves and bark

Kangaroo

bear

an arboreal herbivorous

marsupial native to Australia

Z 1 0 2.2000

Leisure time available for ease and

relaxation

School an educational institution Sc 0 1 1.0000

Lion large gregarious predatory

feline of Africa and India

having a tawny coat with a

shaggy mane in the male

King of

beasts

one of the four big cats in the

genus Panthera, with some

males exceeding 250 kg in

weight, and the second-largest

living cat after the tiger

Z 1 0 2.9600

Loan the temporary provision of

money (usually at interest)

Bank a financial institution that

accepts deposits and channels

the money into lending

activities

E 1 0 3.3200

Loan the temporary provision of

money (usually at interest)

Debt the state of owing something

(especially money)

E 1 1 3.7308

Monetary

value

the property of having

material worth (often

indicated by the amount of

money something would bring

if sold)

Price the quantity of payment or

compensation given by one

party to another in return for

goods or services

E 0 1 3.3600

Money the most common medium of

exchange; functions as legal

tender

Debt the state of owing something

(especially money)

E 2 1 2.9615

Motorcycle a motor vehicle with two

wheels and a strong frame

Bike the abbreviation for either

bicycle or motorcycle

C 1 0 3.0000

Music an artistic form of auditory

communication incorporating

instrumental or vocal tones in

a structured and continuous

manner

Musical

instrument

any of various devices or

contrivances that can be used

to produce musical tones or

sounds

M 1 1 3.5600

Nation a politically organized body of

people under a single

government

Education the activities of educating or

instructing or teaching;

activities that impart

knowledge or skill

Sc 1 0 1.6800

Natural gas a fossil fuel in the gaseous

state; used for cooking and

heating homes

Butane occurs in natural gas; used in

the manufacture of rubber and

fuels

C 1 0 3.0870

Noise sound of any kind (especially

unintelligible or dissonant

sound)

Television broadcasting visual images of

stationary or moving objects

M 1 0 2.0400

Note a notation representing the

pitch and duration of a

musical sound

Sheet music a musical composition in

printed or written form

M 1 0 3.0400

Octopus bottom-living cephalopod

having a soft oval body with

eight long tentacles

Devilfish A cephalopod mollusc of the

order Octopoda, has two eyes

and four pairs of arms, and

like other cephalopods is

bilaterally symmetric

Z 1 0 1.9200
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Pedestrian a person who travels by foot Automobile a motor vehicle with four

wheels; usually propelled by

an internal combustion engine

C 0 1 1.6154

Pier a platform built out from the

shore into the water and

supported by piles; provides

access to ships and boats

Wharf a structure on the shore of a

harbor where ships may dock

to load and unload cargo or

passengers

B 2 1 3.1667

Platypus small densely furred aquatic

monotreme of Australia and

Tasmania having a broad bill

and tail and webbed feet; only

species in the family

Ornithorhynchidae

Camel cud-chewing mammal used as

a draft or saddle animal in

desert regions

Z 1 0 0.6957

Poker any of various card games in

which players bet that they

hold the highest-ranking hand

Casino a card game in which cards

face up on the table are taken

with eligible cards in the hand

S 1 1 3.3200

Polo a game similar to field hockey

but played on horseback using

long-handled mallets and a

wooden ball

Horse a padded gymnastic apparatus

on legs

S 1 1 3.0400

Pop music music of general appeal to

teenagers; a bland

watered-down version of

rock’n’roll with more rhythm

and harmony and an emphasis

on romantic love

Guitar a stringed instrument usually

having six strings; played by

strumming or plucking

M 0 1 2.6000

Property something owned; any tangible

or intangible possession that is

owned by someone

Capitalism an economic system based on

private ownership of capital

E 1 1 2.5000

Radio medium for communication Sound the sudden occurrence of an

audible event

M 1 1 3.0400

Rat any of various long-tailed

rodents similar to but larger

than a mouse

Cat feline mammal usually having

thick soft fur and being unable

to roar; domestic cats;

wildcats

Z 1 1 2.2000

Recipe directions for making

something

Ingredient food that is a component of a

mixture in cooking

F 0 1 2.9583

Road an open way (generally public)

for travel or transportation

Gasoline a volatile flammable mixture

of hydrocarbons (hexane and

heptane and octane etc.)

derived from petroleum; used

mainly as a fuel in

internal-combustion engines

C 1 0 1.4000

Salad food mixtures either arranged

on a plate or tossed and

served with a moist dressing;

usually consisting of or

including greens

Fish any of various mostly

cold-blooded aquatic

vertebrates usually having

scales and breathing through

gills

F 1 0 1.5833

Sand a loose material consisting of

grains of rock or coral

Beach an area of sand sloping down

to the water of a sea or lake

B 1 1 3.7308

Sardine any of various small edible

herring or related food fishes

frequently canned

Omega-3 a polyunsaturated fatty acid

whose carbon chain has its

first double valence bond three

carbons from the beginning

F 1 1 2.4400

Sax a single-reed woodwind with a

conical bore

Saxophone a conical-bore transposing

musical instrument that is a

member of the woodwind

family

M 1 0 3.2800

School an educational institution Bullying the act of intimidating a

weaker person to make them

do something

Sc 1 0 2.0000

Seashore the shore of a sea or ocean Coast the line where the land meets

the sea or ocean.

B 1 0 3.7692

Shoal a large group of fish Dune a ridge of sand created by the

wind; found in deserts or near

lakes and oceans

B 1 0 1.3043

Shore the land along the edge of a

body of water

Geology a science that deals with the

history of the earth as

recorded in rocks

B 1 0 1.7500
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Skateboard a board with wheels that is

ridden in a standing or

crouching position and

propelled by foot

Skateboard-

ing

the sport of skating on a

skateboard

S 1 1 3.6538

Soccer a football game in which two

teams of 11 players try to kick

or head a ball into the

opponents’ goal

Association

football

A sport played between two

teams of eleven players with a

spherical ball

So 1 1 2.7083

Soccer a football game in which two

teams of 11 players try to kick

or head a ball into the

opponents’ goal

Champion someone who has won first

place in a competition

So 0 1 1.7200

Song a short musical composition

with words

Music genre an expressive style of music M 2 0 2.9600

Sport an active diversion requiring

physical exertion and

competition

Athletics a collection of sporting events

that involve competitive

running, jumping, throwing,

and walking

S 0 1 3.2800

Sport an active diversion requiring

physical exertion and

competition

Nationalism love of country and willingness

to sacrifice for it

S 1 0 1.0769

Starvation the act of depriving of food or

subjecting to famine

Food any substance that can be

metabolized by an animal to

give energy and build tissue

F 0 1 3.1923

Steering the act of guiding or showing

the way

Vehicle a conveyance that transports

people or objects

C 1 0 3.1154

Student a learner who is enrolled in an

educational institution

Teacher a person whose occupation is

teaching

Sc 0 1 3.4800

Surfing the sport of riding a surfboard

toward the shore on the crest

of a wave

Reef a submerged ridge of rock or

coral near the surface of the

water

B 1 0 2.1538

Sustainabil-

ity

the property of being

sustainable

Industry the people or companies

engaged in a particular kind of

commercial enterprise

E 1 0 2.0400

Swimsuit tight fitting garment worn for

swimming

Bathing immersing the body in water

or sunshine

B 0 1 2.7200

Tax charge against a citizen’s

person or property or activity

for the support of government

Cash money in the form of bills or

coins

E 1 0 2.2692

Teacher a person whose occupation is

teaching

Instructor a teacher of a specialised

subject that involves skill

Sc 0 1 3.5600

Teacher a person whose occupation is

teaching

Study hall a classroom reserved for study Sc 1 1 2.2000

Team sport a sport that involves

competition between teams of

players

Soccer a football game in which two

teams of 11 players try to kick

or head a ball into the

opponents’ goal

So 0 1 3.2800

Tennis a game played with rackets by

two or four players who hit a

ball back and forth over a net

that divides the court

Badminton a game played on a court with

light long-handled rackets

used to volley a shuttlecock

over a net

S 0 1 2.7200

Tiger large feline of forests in most

of Asia having a tawny coat

with black stripes; endangered

Elephant five-toed pachyderm Z 1 0 1.6400

Train public transport provided by a

line of railway cars coupled

together and drawn by a

locomotive

Wheel a simple machine consisting of

a circular frame with spokes

(or a solid disc) that can

rotate on a shaft or axle (as in

vehicles or other machines)

C 1 0 1.8000

University a large and diverse institution

of higher learning created to

educate for life and for a

profession and to grant degrees

Engineering the discipline dealing with the

art or science of applying

scientific knowledge to

practical problems

Sc 1 0 2.3600

Wage something that remunerates Remunera-

tion

typically money that is paid

for services rendered as an

employee

S 1 1 3.4400

Wage something that remunerates Sport an active diversion requiring

physical exertion and

competition

S 0 1 1.6800
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Washout the erosive process of washing

away soil or gravel by water

(as from a roadway)

Erosion the mechanical process of

wearing or grinding something

down

B 1 0 2.3750

Wing a barrier that surrounds the

wheels of a vehicle to block

splashing water or mud

Auto racing the sport of racing

automobiles

S 2 0 1.6957

Wood the hard fibrous lignified

substance under the bark of

trees

Baseball bat an implement used in baseball

by the batter

S 1 0 2.2692

Table B.5: Subset of wikilink pairs in the Subset with Same-domain Pairs.

B.7 Extended Results from the Same-Domain Exploration

This section provides further details of the human judgements collected for the Subset with

Same-domain Pairs from Section 5.5.

B.7.1 Analysis by Classes

As an initial observation, we compared the distribution of average scores for the types of

pairs in the dataset, according to the four classes defined in the experimental setup: nearly-

(s)imilar, (h)ierarchically similar, hierarchically (d)issimilar and (w)ikilinks. To determine if

these are different, we conducted a Kruskal-Wallis test, which revealed a significant difference

between average scores for each class (p < 0.01), with nearly-similar pairs obtaining the

highest average 2.932, followed by wikilink, hierarchically similar and hierarchically dissimilar

pairs with averages 2.520(±0.009), 1.981 (±0.004), and 1.735 (±0.008) respectively. We noted

that, by observing Figure B.2 the wikilink pairs on average tend to be perceived as more

related by assessors than hierarchically similar pairs.

In the following lines, we describe our findings for each type of pair proposed in the Subset

with Same-domain Pairs.

B.7.1.1 Nearly-similar Pairs

This subset is comprised of 20 pairs, representing about 10% of the Subset with Same-domain

Pairs. Due to their characteristics, we expected that nearly-similar pairs would score the

highest relatedness value of all the groups. However, we observed the following behaviours

for this subset:

• The score reached by these pairs in practice was not as high as expected. Out of 20

pairs, only one did not receive an average score of 2 or above (the middle value in the

scale, see Figure B.3(a)).
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Figure B.2: Average scores assigned by judges to pairs in the relatedness exploration.

• Out of the 19 nearly-similar pairs with scores over the mid-value on the scale, only

8 (42%) got an average score between 2 and below 3. Although this score could be

considered mid-to-high relatedness, these did not yet reflect the values of relatedness

expected for this subset. Some of these scores can be similarly attributed to cultural

background (as in Soccer -Association football and Coach-Manager), as well as

to technical terminology (for instance, Aspirin-Acetylsalicylic acid).

• Even so, the distribution of nearly-similar pairs had an important set of 11 pairs in the

zone of strong relatedness (scores 3 to 4, see Figure B.3(b)).

B.7.1.2 Hierarchically-similar and Dissimilar Pairs

Based on previous research with respect to semantic similarity [Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006;

Ponzetto and Strube, 2007b], we expected that semantic similarity as a factor did not in-

fluence relatedness assessments at all. Recall that while these pairs did not have a wikilink

in-between, that did not imply that they could be related via other relationships. We describe

our findings for both subsets below:

• Hierarchically similar pairs represented about 12% of the total pairs in the Subset with

Same-domain Pairs, that is, 24 out of 198 pairs from the dataset. Likewise, the subset

of hierarchically dissimilar pairs contained 34 pairs (about 17%) of the Subset with

Same-domain Pairs.

• We noted a similar distribution of hierarchically-similar pairs below and above the
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Distribution of participants' scores for pairs (s,avg) n=20
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Figure B.3: Overall statistics for nearly-similar pairs in the Subset with Same-domain Pairs:
(a) average relatedness scores deemed by participants; and (c) distribution of pairs by assess-
ments.

middle of the scale (see Figures B.4(a) and B.4(b)). On the other hand, a majority

of hierarchically dissimilar pairs (20) were deemed as slightly unrelated (i.e. below a
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score of 2, see Figure B.5(a)). This demonstrated that the length of the path between

concepts (shown between parenthesis after the pair word forms in Figure B.4(a)) did

not correlate with the relatedness score deemed by participants. This triggered the

assumption of other semantic relationships not considered in our study that impacted

on the relatedness scored to pairs. However, these are out of the scope of this thesis.

B.7.1.3 Wikilink Pairs

The aforementioned subsets were only part of the Subset with Same-domain Pairs for com-

parison purposes with respect to previous research, specifically on semantic similarity. We

were particularly interested in observing the behaviour of pairs with a wikilink between them.

Therefore, we conducted a more detailed analysis over these pairs. This can be noted in the

size of the subset, which is comprised of 120 (about 60%) out of 198 pairs. Our findings for

this group are described below:

• We analysed whether the existence of wikilinks between pairs affected human perception

of relatedness, in comparison to their absence. To do this, we compared the set of

hierarchically similar pairs against their counterpart with at least one wikilink between

its pairs. Likewise, we did a similar sampling for hierarchically dissimilar pairs (see

Figure B.6). By conducting a Wilcoxon rank-sum test to analyse the difference between

these subsets with and without wikilinks, the tests revealed significant differences for

both tests (p < 0.05). This demonstrates that, for hierarchically similar and dissimilar

pairs, the existence of a wikilink boosts its degree of relatedness.

• We classified pairs according to the direction of the wikilinks as follows: pairs were

called unidirectional if there are wikilinks from one concept to another, but not the

opposite (e.g. Aardvark -Ant); pairs showing mutual wikilinks were called bidirectional

(e.g. Celery -Salad). The number of wikilinks from one concept to another is shown

after each pair, in brackets (see Figure B.7).

• We noted that all pairs with a bidirectional wikilinks obtained an average score above

2 (see Figure B.7-a). However, the number of repeated links between a pair of concepts

does not add any effect on the relatedness perceived by assessors.
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Distribution of participants' scores for pairs (h,avg) n=24
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Figure B.4: Overall statistics for hierarchically similar pairs: (a) average relatedness scores
deemed by assessors; and (b) distribution of pairs.
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Distribution of participants' scores for pairs (d,avg) n=34
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Figure B.5: Distribution for hierarchically dissimilar pairs: (a) average relatedness scores
deemed by participants; and (b) distribution of pair assessments.
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Relatedness judgements by human participants (similar v wikilinks)
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Figure B.6: Distribution of pairs by classes and average score deemed by participants: (a)
shows hierarchically similar pairs without and with wikilinks; while (b) shows hierarchically
dissimilar pairs without and with wikilinks.
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Distribution of participants' scores for pairs (w,2−dir) n=33
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Figure B.7: Average relatedness scores deemed by participants to pairs of wikilinked pairs.
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Appendix C

The Domain Influence testbed

C.1 Same-Domain Pairs

Concept Definition Concept Definition Domain Avg

human

Education the activities of educating or in-

structing; activities that impart

knowledge or skill

Student a learner who is enrolled in an edu-

cational institution

School 3.9184

Footwear clothing worn on a person’s feet Bank a financial institution that accepts

deposits and channels the money

into lending activities

Economy 0.283

Beach an area of sand sloping down to the

water of a sea or lake

Bikini a woman’s very brief bathing suit Beach 3.4364

Stadium a large structure for open-air sports

or entertainments

Sport an active diversion requiring physi-

cal exertion and competition

Sports 3.6333

Sand a loose material consisting of grains

of rock or coral

Crystal a solid formed by the solidification

of a chemical and having a highly

regular atomic structure

Beach 2.1509

Muffin a sweet quick bread baked in a cup-

shaped pan

Food any substance that can be metab-

olized by an animal to give energy

and build tissue

Food 3.6833

Seashore the shore of a sea or ocean Coast the shore of a sea or ocean Beach 3.7755

Instructor a person whose occupation is teach-

ing

Class a body of students who are taught

together

School 3.5636

Crab decapod having eyes on short stalks

and a broad flattened carapace with

a small abdomen folded under the

thorax and pincers

Seashore the shore of a sea or ocean Beach 3.3333

Sewage waste matter carried away in sewers

or drains

Beach an area of sand sloping down to the

water of a sea or lake

Beach 1.125

Bagel glazed yeast-raised doughnut-

shaped roll with hard crust

Kitchen a room equipped for preparing

meals

Food 2.3208

Opera a drama set to music Sound the particular auditory effect pro-

duced by a given cause

Music 3.4545

Instructor a person whose occupation is teach-

ing

Course education imparted in a series of

lessons or meetings

School 3.55

Economics the branch of social science that

deals with the production and dis-

tribution and consumption of goods

and services and their management

Business a commercial or industrial enter-

prise and the people who constitute

it

Economy 3.6122

Market the world of commercial activ-

ity where goods and services are

bought and sold

Merchant a businessperson engaged in retail

trade

Economy 3.4727

Missile a rocket carrying a warhead of con-

ventional or nuclear explosives

Vehicle a conveyance that transports people

or objects

Cars 1.3265

Gymnasium athletic facility equipped for sports

or physical training

Coach someone in charge of training an

athlete or a team

School 3.1321

222
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Lullaby a quiet song intended to lull a child

to sleep

Cradlesong a quiet song intended to lull a child

to sleep

Music 3.5714

Ambulance a vehicle that takes people to and

from hospitals

Gasoline a volatile flammable mixture of hy-

drocarbons (hexane and heptane

and octane etc.) derived from

petroleum

Cars 1.5192

Road an open way (generally public) for

travel or transportation

Wheel a simple machine consisting of a cir-

cular frame with spokes (or a solid

disc) that can rotate on a shaft or

axle (as in vehicles or other ma-

chines)

Cars 2.8491

Muffin a sweet quick bread baked in a cup-

shaped pan

Celery widely cultivated herb with aro-

matic leaf stalks that are eaten raw

or cooked

Food 1.5577

Gymnasium athletic facility equipped for sports

or physical training

Education the activities of educating or in-

structing

School 2

Lion large gregarious predatory feline of

Africa and India having a tawny

coat with a shaggy mane in the male

Duck small wild or domesticated web-

footed broad-billed swimming bird

usually having a depressed body

and short legs

Zoo 1.3636

Classroom a room in a school where lessons

take place

Education the activities of educating or in-

structing

School 3.566

Washout the channel or break produced by

erosion of relatively soft soil by wa-

ter

Shore the land along the edge of a body of

water

Beach 2.6296

Amplifier electronic equipment that increases

strength of signals passing through

it

Sound the particular auditory effect pro-

duced by a given cause

Music 3.7

Route an established line of travel or ac-

cess

Wheel a simple machine consisting of a cir-

cular frame with spokes (or a solid

disc) that can rotate on a shaft or

axle (as in vehicles or other ma-

chines)

Cars 1.6833

Management the act of managing something Property something owned; any tangible or

intangible possession that is owned

by someone

Economy 2.6182

Goods articles of commerce Industry the people or companies engaged in

a particular kind of commercial en-

terprise

Economy 2.7333

Loan the temporary provision of money

(usually at interest)

Bank a financial institution that accepts

deposits and channels the money

into lending activities

Economy 3.561

Sport an active diversion requiring physi-

cal exertion and competition

Wicket cricket equipment consisting of a set

of three stumps topped by cross-

pieces

Sports 2.8545

Merchant a businessperson engaged in retail

trade

Loan the temporary provision of money

(usually at interest)

Economy 2.2542

Gecko any of various small chiefly tropical

and usually nocturnal insectivorous

terrestrial lizards typically with im-

movable eyelids

Frog any of various tailless stout-bodied

amphibians with long hind limbs for

leaping

Zoo 2.1724

Chess a board game for two players who

move their 16 pieces according to

specific rules; the object is to check-

mate the opponent’s king

Poker any of various card games in which

players bet that they hold the

highest-ranking hand

Sports 2.0385

Washout the channel or break produced by

erosion of relatively soft soil by wa-

ter

Erosion the mechanical process of wearing

or grinding something down (as by

particles washing over it)

Beach 3.0182

Ambulance a vehicle that takes people to and

from hospitals

Passenger a traveler riding in a vehicle (a boat

or bus or car or plane or train etc)

who is not operating it

Cars 2.0423

Road an open way (generally public) for

travel or transportation

Train public transport provided by a line

of railway cars coupled together and

drawn by a locomotive

Cars 2.4364

Management the act of managing something Loan the temporary provision of money

(usually at interest)

Economy 1.3654

Loan the temporary provision of money

(usually at interest)

Debt the state of owing something (espe-

cially money)

Economy 3.7143
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Celery widely cultivated herb with aro-

matic leaf stalks that are eaten raw

or cooked

Starvation a state of extreme hunger resulting

from lack of essential nutrients over

a prolonged period

Food 1.2264

Teacher a person whose occupation is teach-

ing

Course education imparted in a series of

lessons or meetings

School 3.3019

Opera a drama set to music Song a short musical composition with

words

Music 3.3654

Merchant a businessperson engaged in retail

trade

Bank a financial institution that accepts

deposits and channels the money

into lending activities

Economy 2.9273

Footwear clothing worn on a person’s feet Goods articles of commerce Economy 1.8431

Car a motor vehicle with four wheels Wheel a simple machine consisting of a cir-

cular frame with spokes (or a solid

disc) that can rotate on a shaft or

axle (as in vehicles or other ma-

chines)

Cars 3.7167

Toddler a young child Kindergarten a preschool for children age 4 to 6

to prepare them for primary school

School 3.3333

Koala sluggish tailless Australian arboreal

marsupial with grey furry ears and

coat

Platypus small densely furred aquatic

monotreme of Australia and Tas-

mania having a broad bill and tail

and webbed feet

Zoo 2.0351

Judo a sport adapted from jujitsu (using

principles of not resisting) and sim-

ilar to wrestling

Blood the fluid (red in vertebrates) that

is pumped through the body by the

heart and contains plasma, blood

cells, and platelets

Sports 0.9583

Gecko any of various small chiefly tropical

and usually nocturnal insectivorous

terrestrial lizards typically with im-

movable eyelids

Camel cud-chewing mammal used as a

draft or saddle animal in desert re-

gions

Zoo 0.8103

Teacher a person whose occupation is teach-

ing

Class a body of students who are taught

together

School 3.6226

Food any substance that can be metab-

olized by an animal to give energy

and build tissue

Sardine small fatty fish usually canned Food 3.1852

Education the activities of educating or in-

structing or teaching; activities

that impart knowledge or skill

Teaching any act or experience that has a for-

mative effect on the mind, character

or physical ability of an individual

School 3.8864

Brand a name given to a product or service Song a short musical composition with

words

Music 0.7308

Teacher a person whose occupation is teach-

ing

Student a learner who is enrolled in an edu-

cational institution

School 3.6604

Radio medium for communication Sound the particular auditory effect pro-

duced by a given cause

Music 3.5667

Frog any of various tailless stout-bodied

amphibians with long hind limbs for

leaping

Carnivore a terrestrial or aquatic flesh-eating

mammal

Zoo 1.3913

Blues a type of folksong that originated

among Black Americans at the be-

ginning of the 20th century

Noise sound of any kind (especially unin-

telligible or dissonant sound)

Music 1.8

Checkmate a chess move constituting an in-

escapable and indefensible attack

on the opponent’s king

Chess a board game for two players who

move their 16 pieces according to

specific rules; the object is to check-

mate the opponent’s king

Sports 3.7561

Stake (law) a right or legal share of some-

thing

Investment the act of laying out money or capi-

tal in an enterprise with the expec-

tation of profit

Economy 3.0612

Dune a ridge of sand created by the wind Seashore the shore of a sea or ocean Beach 2.7966

Beer a general name for alcoholic bever-

ages made by fermenting a cereal

(or mixture of cereals) flavored with

hops

Salad food mixtures either arranged on a

plate or tossed and served with a

moist dressing

Food 1.3019

C.2 Cross-Domain Pairs
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Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain A Domain B Avg

human

Footwear clothing worn on a person’s feet Bikini a woman’s very brief bathing

suit

Economy Beach 1

Skateboard a board with wheels that is rid-

den in a standing or crouching

position and propelled by foot

Gymnasium athletic facility equipped for

sports or physical training

Sports School 1.2909

Opera a drama set to music Teacher a person whose occupation is

teaching

Music School 1.3636

Kitchen a room equipped for preparing

meals

Patio usually paved outdoor area ad-

joining a residence

Food School 1.25

Supermarket a large self-service grocery

store selling groceries and dairy

products and household goods

Crab decapod having eyes on short

stalks and a broad flattened

carapace with a small abdomen

folded under the thorax and

pincers

Food Beach 1.566

Skateboard a board with wheels that is rid-

den in a standing or crouching

position and propelled by foot

Beer a general name for alcoholic

beverages made by fermenting

a cereal (or mixture of cereals)

flavored with hops

Sports Food 0.4815

Food any substance that can be me-

tabolized by an animal to give

energy and build tissue

Duck small wild or domesticated

web-footed broad-billed swim-

ming bird usually having a de-

pressed body and short legs

Food Zoo 2.5636

Banqueting eating an elaborate meal (of-

ten accompanied by entertain-

ment)

Crab decapod having eyes on short

stalks and a broad flattened

carapace with a small abdomen

folded under the thorax and

pincers

Food Beach 1.4828

Sport an active diversion requiring

physical exertion and competi-

tion

University a large and diverse institution

of higher learning created to

educate for life and for a pro-

fession and to grant degrees

Sports School 2.3091

Salad food mixtures either arranged

on a plate or tossed and served

with a moist dressing

Wheel a simple machine consisting of

a circular frame with spokes (or

a solid disc) that can rotate on

a shaft or axle (as in vehicles or

other machines)

Food Cars 0.2167

Chess a board game for two players

who move their 16 pieces ac-

cording to specific rules; the

object is to checkmate the op-

ponent’s king

Wheel a simple machine consisting of

a circular frame with spokes (or

a solid disc) that can rotate on

a shaft or axle (as in vehicles or

other machines)

Sports Cars 0.0385

Starvation a state of extreme hunger re-

sulting from lack of essential

nutrients over a prolonged pe-

riod

Crab decapod having eyes on short

stalks and a broad flattened

carapace with a small abdomen

folded under the thorax and

pincers

Food Beach 0.5818

Sport an active diversion requiring

physical exertion and competi-

tion

Patio usually paved outdoor area ad-

joining a residence

Sports School 0.4528

Chess a board game for two players

who move their 16 pieces ac-

cording to specific rules; the

object is to checkmate the op-

ponent’s king

Penguin short-legged flightless birds

of cold southern especially

Antarctic regions having

webbed feet and wings modi-

fied as flippers

Sports Zoo 0.3273

Zebra any of several fleet black-and-

white striped African equines

Wheel a simple machine consisting of

a circular frame with spokes (or

a solid disc) that can rotate on

a shaft or axle (as in vehicles or

other machines)

Zoo Cars 0.1636

Penguin short-legged flightless birds

of cold southern especially

Antarctic regions having

webbed feet and wings modi-

fied as flippers

Sand a loose material consisting of

grains of rock or coral

Zoo Beach 1.3636

Sport an active diversion requiring

physical exertion and competi-

tion

Dormitory a college or university building

containing living quarters for

students

Sports School 0.9091
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Gecko any of various small chiefly

tropical and usually nocturnal

insectivorous terrestrial lizards

typically with immovable eye-

lids

Noise sound of any kind (espe-

cially unintelligible or disso-

nant sound)

Zoo Music 0.8824

Sport an active diversion requiring

physical exertion and competi-

tion

Sand a loose material consisting of

grains of rock or coral

Sports Beach 1.0678

Sound the particular auditory effect

produced by a given cause

Classroom a room in a school where

lessons take place

Music School 1.8644

Road an open way (generally public)

for travel or transportation

Song a short musical composition

with words

Cars Music 0.8462

Camel cud-chewing mammal used as a

draft or saddle animal in desert

regions

Footwear clothing worn on a person’s feet Zoo Economy 0.451

Sport an active diversion requiring

physical exertion and competi-

tion

Noise sound of any kind (espe-

cially unintelligible or disso-

nant sound)

Sports Music 1.95

Opera a drama set to music Instructor a person whose occupation is

teaching

Music School 1.0182

Kitchen a room equipped for preparing

meals

Wheel a simple machine consisting of

a circular frame with spokes (or

a solid disc) that can rotate on

a shaft or axle (as in vehicles or

other machines)

Food Cars 0.3818

Song a short musical composition

with words

Teacher a person whose occupation is

teaching

Music School 1.1887

Kitchen a room equipped for preparing

meals

Road an open way (generally public)

for travel or transportation

Food Cars 0.2364

Supermarket a large self-service grocery

store selling groceries and dairy

products and household goods

Passenger a traveler riding in a vehicle (a

boat or bus or car or plane or

train etc) who is not operating

it

Food Cars 0.2453

Skateboarding the sport of skating on a skate-

board

Gymnasium athletic facility equipped for

sports or physical training

Sports School 1.3455

Noise sound of any kind (espe-

cially unintelligible or disso-

nant sound)

Classroom a room in a school where

lessons take place

Music School 2.3148

Karate a traditional Japanese system

of unarmed combat

Kindergarten a preschool for children age 4 to

6 to prepare them for primary

school

Sports School 0.5

Supermarket a large self-service grocery

store selling groceries and dairy

products and household goods

Teacher a person whose occupation is

teaching

Food School 0.2667
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C.3 Wikilink Cross-Domain Pairs

Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain A Domain B Wikilinks Avg

human

A− B B − A

Fishing the act of someone who fishes

as a diversion

Beer a general name for alcoholic

beverages made by fermenting

a cereal (or mixture of cereals)

flavored with hops

Sports Food 1 0 1.0833

Harpoon a spear with a shaft and barbed

point for throwing

Whaler a seaman who works on a ship

that hunts whales

Food Cars 1 0 3.575

Boxcar a freight car with roof and slid-

ing doors in the sides

Freight goods carried by a large vehicle Museum Economy 2 0 3.3171

Convenience the state of being suitable or

opportune

Consumerism the theory that an increasing

consumption of goods is eco-

nomically beneficial

Zoo Economy 1 0 2.5349

Bee sting a sting inflicted by a bee Urine liquid excretory product Zoo Beach 1 0 0.6739

Green tea tea leaves that have been

steamed and dried without fer-

menting

Eye the organ of sight Food Museum 1 0 0.2439

Blenny small usually scaleless fishes

with comb-like teeth living

about rocky shores

Reef a submerged ridge of rock or

coral near the surface of the

water

Museum Beach 1 0 2.6053

Bus company a public utility providing local

transportation

Safari park an area of parkland where

wild animals are kept and can

be viewed by visitors driving

through

Sports Beach 1 0 1.4773

Wagon any of various kinds of wheeled

vehicles drawn by an animal or

a tractor

Ox an adult castrated bull of the

genus Bos

Cars Museum 1 1 2.7619

Vehicle a conveyance that transports

people or objects

Cable car a conveyance for passengers or

freight on a cable railway

Cars School 1 0 2.9167

Aerobics exercise that increases the need

for oxygen

Teacher a person whose occupation is

teaching

Sports School 1 0 2.3864

Mechanics the branch of physics con-

cerned with the motion of bod-

ies in a frame of reference

Sound the particular auditory effect

produced by a given cause

Museum Economy 1 0 1.6735

Tree a tall perennial woody plant

having a main trunk and

branches forming a distinct el-

evated crown

Branch a division of some larger or

more complex organization

Food School 1 1 3.7727

Laser printer electrostatic printer that fo-

cuses a laser beam to form im-

ages that are transferred to pa-

per electrostatically

Cancer any malignant growth or tumor

caused by abnormal and uncon-

trolled cell division

Museum Beach 1 0 0.4773

Shovel a hand tool for lifting loose ma-

terial

Construction the act of constructing some-

thing

Food Economy 1 0 3.0204

Adulthood the period of time in your life

after your physical growth has

stopped and you are fully de-

veloped

Driving hitting a golf ball off of a tee

with a driver

Zoo Cars 1 0 2.4318
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Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain A Domain B Wikilinks Avg

human

A− B B − A

Flag emblem usually consisting of a

rectangular piece of cloth of

distinctive design

Wave one of a series of ridges that

moves across the surface of a

liquid (especially across a large

body of water)

Museum Beach 1 0 2.2927

Kitchenette small kitchen Floor the inside lower horizontal sur-

face (as of a room, hallway,

tent, or other structure)

Food School 1 0 1.7209

Horse-drawn

vehicle

a wheeled vehicle drawn by one

or more horses

Team a cooperative unit (especially

in sports)

Cars School 1 0 1.5

Rice grains used as food either un-

polished or more often polished

Carbon diox-

ide

a heavy odorless colorless gas

formed during respiration and

by the decomposition of or-

ganic substances

Food Cars 1 0 0.6667

Vehicle a conveyance that transports

people or objects

Skateboard a board with wheels that is rid-

den in a standing or crouching

position and propelled by foot

Cars Museum 1 0 2.1463

Court an assembly (including one or

more judges) to conduct judi-

cial business

Constitution law determining the fundamen-

tal political principles of a gov-

ernment

School Economy 1 0 3.0244

Industrial

revolution

the transformation from an

agricultural to an industrial

nation

Tuberculosis infection transmitted by in-

halation or ingestion of tuber-

cle bacilli and manifested in

fever and small lesions (usu-

ally in the lungs but in various

other parts of the body in acute

stages)

Food Beach 0 0 1.6047

Rash any red eruption of the skin Melanoma any of several malignant neo-

plasms (usually of the skin)

consisting of melanocytes

Sports Beach 1 0 1.9565

Side chapel a small chapel off the side aisle

of a church

College the body of faculty and stu-

dents of a college

Zoo School 1 0 0.6429

Grassland land where grass or grasslike

vegetation grows and is the

dominant form of plant life

Hyena doglike nocturnal mammal of

Africa and southern Asia that

feeds chiefly on carrion

Sports Museum 1 0 2.6591

Temperature the degree of hotness or cold-

ness of a body or environment

(corresponding to its molecular

activity)

Cold a mild viral infection involving

the nose and respiratory pas-

sages (but not the lungs)

Economy Beach 1 1 3.375

C.4 Clusters with Nearly-identical Relatedness Score Pairs

C.4.1 Same-domain, Jiang and Conrath [1997], Range [0.12-0.13]
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Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain Wikilinks Score (jcn) Avg

human

A− B B − A

Investment the act of investing Tax charge against a citizen’s per-

son or property or activity for

the support of government

Economy 0 0 0.133184 2.6154

Swan stately heavy-bodied aquatic

bird with very long neck and

usually white plumage as adult

Vulture any of various large diurnal

birds of prey having naked

heads and weak claws and feed-

ing chiefly on carrion

Zoo 0 0 0.130209 2.2381

Racing the sport of engaging in con-

tests of speed

Gymnastics a sport that involves exercises

intended to display strength

and balance and agility

Sports 0 0 0.13143 1.95

Fig fleshy sweet pear-shaped yel-

lowish or purple multiple fruit

eaten fresh or preserved or

dried

Raspberry red or black edible aggregate

berries usually smaller than the

related blackberries

Food 0 0 0.13528 2.7

Meal the food served and eaten at

one time

Biscuit small round bread leavened

with baking-powder or soda

Food 0 0 0.136582 2.7619

Citrus any of numerous fruits of the

genus Citrus having thick rind

and juicy pulp

Papaya large oval melon-like tropical

fruit with yellowish flesh

Food 0 0 0.135973 2.65

Wagon any of various kinds of wheeled

vehicles drawn by an animal or

a tractor

Rocket any vehicle self-propelled by a

rocket engine

Cars 0 0 0.131841 0.84

Badminton a game played on a court with

light long-handled rackets used

to volley a shuttlecock over a

net

Handball a game played in a walled court

or against a single wall by two

or four players who strike a

rubber ball with their hands

Sports 0 0 0.136859 2.6667

Vertebrate animals having a bony or car-

tilaginous skeleton with a seg-

mented spinal column and a

large brain enclosed in a skull

or cranium

Quail small gallinaceous game birds Zoo 0 0 0.133269 1.5238

Marketing the commercial processes in-

volved in promoting and selling

and distributing a product or

service

Freight goods carried by a large vehicle Economy 0 0 0.1301 0.8095

Racing the sport of engaging in con-

tests of speed

Badminton a game played on a court with

light long-handled rackets used

to volley a shuttlecock over a

net

Sports 0 0 0.131928 1.5714

Parrot usually brightly colored zygo-

dactyl tropical birds with short

hooked beaks and the ability to

mimic sounds

Goose web-footed long-necked typ-

ically gregarious migratory

aquatic birds usually larger

and less aquatic than ducks

Zoo 0 0 0.13444 2.7143

Bicycle a wheeled vehicle that has two

wheels and is moved by foot

pedals

Jeep a car suitable for traveling over

rough terrain

Cars 0 0 0.130955 2

Tomato mildly acid red or yellow pulpy

fruit eaten as a vegetable

Mustard pungent powder or paste pre-

pared from ground mustard

seeds

Food 0 0 0.13279 1.9524
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Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain Wikilinks Score (jcn) Avg

human

A− B B − A

Pathology the branch of medical science

that studies the causes and na-

ture and effects of diseases

Immunology the branch of medical science

that studies the body’s immune

system

Zoo 0 0 0.137183 2.5238

Freight goods carried by a large vehicle Appliance a device or control that is very

useful for a particular job

Economy 0 0 0.133655 1

Vegetable edible seeds or roots or stems

or leaves or bulbs or tubers or

nonsweet fruits of any of nu-

merous herbaceous plant

Rosemary widely cultivated for its fra-

grant grey-green leaves used in

cooking and in perfumery

Food 0 0 0.132696 1.45

Vegetable edible seeds or roots or stems

or leaves or bulbs or tubers or

nonsweet fruits of any of nu-

merous herbaceous plant

Mango large evergreen tropical tree

cultivated for its large oval

fruit

Food 0 0 0.13268 2

Cycling the sport of traveling on a bi-

cycle or motorcycle

Floating the act of someone who floats

on the water

Sports 0 0 0.131124 1.0476

Fruit the ripened reproductive body

of a seed plant

Watermelon large oblong or roundish melon

with a hard green rind and

sweet watery red or occasion-

ally yellowish pulp

Food 1 1 0.131362 3.6

Motorcycle a motor vehicle with two

wheels and a strong frame

Cart a heavy open wagon usually

having two wheels and drawn

by an animal

Cars 0 0 0.137758 1.7619

C.4.2 Cross-domain, Jiang and Conrath [1997], Range [0.13-0.14]

Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain A Domain B Wikilinks Range (jcn) Avg

human

A− B B − A

Automobile a motor vehicle with four

wheels

Skin a natural protective body cov-

ering and site of the sense of

touch

Cars Zoo 0 0 0.13059 0.0476

Fuel a substance that can be con-

sumed to produce energy

Beer a general name for alcoholic

beverages made by fermenting

a cereal (or mixture of cereals)

flavored with hops

Cars Food 0 0 0.132439 0.76

Fur the dressed hairy coat of a

mammal

Alligator either of two amphibious rep-

tiles related to crocodiles but

with shorter broader snouts

Economy Zoo 0 0 0.134296 0.4762

Gamble money that is risked for possi-

ble monetary gain

Picnic a day devoted to an outdoor so-

cial gathering

Economy Food 0 0 0.135096 0.1905

Truck an automotive vehicle suitable

for hauling

Bottle a glass or plastic vessel used for

storing drinks or other liquids

Cars Economy 0 0 0.131911 0.3333
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Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain A Domain B Wikilinks Range (jcn) Avg

human

A− B B − A

Rabbit any of various burrowing an-

imals of the family Leporidae

having long ears and short tails

Bread food made from dough of flour

or meal and usually raised with

yeast or baking powder and

then baked

Zoo Food 0 0 0.131 0.4762

Butterfly diurnal insect typically having

a slender body with knobbed

antennae and broad colorful

wings

Circuit a racetrack for automobile

races

Zoo Sports 0 0 0.137091 0.05

Petroleum a dark oil consisting mainly of

hydrocarbons

Rain water falling in drops from va-

por condensed in the atmo-

sphere

Cars Economy 0 0 0.136081 0.3333

Glass a brittle transparent solid with

irregular atomic structure

Seafood edible fish (broadly including

freshwater fish) or shellfish or

roe etc

Economy Food 0 0 0.139446 0.0952

Submarine a submersible warship usually

armed with torpedoes

Barbecue meat that has been barbecued

or grilled in a highly seasoned

sauce

Cars Food 0 0 0.135894 0.0476

Truck an automotive vehicle suitable

for hauling

Mould a fungus that produces a super-

ficial growth on various kinds

of damp or decaying organic

matter

Cars Food 0 0 0.136218 0.2857

Coat an outer garment that has

sleeves and covers the body

from shoulder down

Turtle any of various aquatic and land

reptiles having a bony shell and

flipper-like limbs for swimming

Economy Zoo 0 0 0.138079 0.1429

Investment money that is invested with an

expectation of profit

Judo a sport adapted from jujitsu

(using principles of not resist-

ing) and similar to wrestling

Economy Sports 0 0 0.139129 0.0476

Petroleum a dark oil consisting mainly of

hydrocarbons

Vitamin any of a group of organic sub-

stances essential in small quan-

tities to normal metabolism

Cars Food 0 0 0.134028 0.5238

Submarine a submersible warship usually

armed with torpedoes

Conserve fruit preserved by cooking with

sugar

Cars Food 0 0 0.133751 0.4762

Cash money in the form of bills or

coins

Eagle any of various large keen-

sighted diurnal birds of prey

noted for their broad wings and

strong soaring flight

Economy Zoo 0 0 0.136627 0.2857

Skirt cloth covering that forms the

part of a garment below the

waist

Apple fruit with red or yellow or green

skin and sweet to tart crisp

whitish flesh

Economy Food 0 0 0.134924 0

Worm any of numerous relatively

small elongated soft-bodied an-

imals especially of the phyla

Annelida and Chaetognatha

and Nematoda and Nemertea

and Platyhelminthes

Loop anything with a round or oval

shape (formed by a curve that

is closed and does not intersect

itself)

Zoo Sports 0 0 0.131727 0.4

Wave one of a series of ridges that

moves across the surface of a

liquid (especially across a large

body of water)

Seed a small hard fruit Beach Food 0 0 0.133414 0.1778
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Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain A Domain B Wikilinks Range (jcn) Avg

human

A− B B − A

Cleaner a preparation used in cleaning

something

Salt white crystalline form of espe-

cially sodium chloride used to

season and preserve food

Economy Food 0 0 0.133469 0.7

C.4.3 Same-domain, Adapted Lesk [Lesk, 1986], Range [21]

Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain Wikilinks Score (lesk) Avg

human

A− B B − A

Coffee a beverage consisting of an in-

fusion of ground coffee beans

Potato an edible tuber native to South

America

Food 0 0 22 1.1923

Tiger large feline of forests in most of

Asia having a tawny coat with

black stripes; endangered

Deer distinguished from Bovidae by

the male’s having solid decidu-

ous antlers

Zoo 0 0 22 2.04

Drinking the act of consuming liquids Dish a piece of dishware normally

used as a container for holding

or serving food

Food 0 0 22 1.52

Fly two-winged insects character-

ized by active flight

Turkey large gallinaceous bird with

fan-shaped tail

Zoo 0 0 22 0.8333

Snake limbless scaly elongate reptile Deer distinguished from Bovidae by

the male’s having solid decidu-

ous antlers

Zoo 0 0 22 1.24

Dragon any of several small tropical

Asian lizards capable of glid-

ing by spreading winglike mem-

branes on each side of the body

Captive an animal that is confined Zoo 0 0 22 1.12

Export commodities (goods or ser-

vices) sold to a foreign country

Cash money in the form of bills or

coins

Economy 0 0 22 2.2692

Wrestling the act of engaging in close

hand-to-hand combat

Cycling the sport of traveling on a bi-

cycle or motorcycle

Sports 0 0 22 1.4

Risk a venture undertaken without

regard to possible loss or injury

Marketing the exchange of goods for an

agreed sum of money

Economy 0 0 22 2.2917

Deer distinguished from Bovidae by

the male’s having solid decidu-

ous antlers

Bat nocturnal mouselike mammal

with forelimbs modified to

form membranous wings and

anatomical adaptations for

echolocation by which they

navigate

Zoo 0 0 22 1.12

Enterprise a purposeful or industrious un-

dertaking (especially one that

requires effort or boldness)

Risk a venture undertaken without

regard to possible loss or injury

Economy 0 0 22 2.3846

Apple fruit with red or yellow or green

skin and sweet to tart crisp

whitish flesh

Potato an edible tuber native to South

America

Food 0 0 22 2.44
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Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain Wikilinks Score (lesk) Avg

human

A− B B − A

Elephant five-toed pachyderm Wolf any of various predatory car-

nivorous canine mammals of

North America and Eurasia

that usually hunt in packs

Zoo 0 0 22 1.9615

Pool an excavation that is (usually)

filled with water

Circuit a racetrack for automobile

races

Sports 0 0 22 0.72

Eating the act of consuming food Salt white crystalline form of espe-

cially sodium chloride used to

season and preserve food

Food 0 0 22 2.8462

Iron a heavy ductile magnetic

metallic element

Wrap a sandwich in which the filling

is rolled up in a soft tortilla

Food 0 0 22 0.3043

Tiger large feline of forests in most of

Asia having a tawny coat with

black stripes; endangered

Eagle any of various large keen-

sighted diurnal birds of prey

noted for their broad wings and

strong soaring flight

Zoo 0 0 22 2.04

Eagle any of various large keen-

sighted diurnal birds of prey

noted for their broad wings and

strong soaring flight

Desert arid land with little or no veg-

etation

Zoo 0 0 22 1.1538

Fox alert carnivorous mammal with

pointed muzzle and ears and a

bushy tail

Fly two-winged insects character-

ized by active flight

Zoo 0 0 22 1.2308

C.4.4 Cross-domain, Adapted Lesk [Banerjee and Pedersen, 2002], Range [22]

Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain A Domain B Wikilinks Range (lesk) Avg

human

A− B B − A

Gear a toothed wheel that engages

another toothed mechanism in

order to change the speed or di-

rection of transmitted motion

Currency the metal or paper medium of

exchange that is presently used

Cars Economy 0 0 22 0.24

Elephant five-toed pachyderm Pepper climber having dark red berries

(peppercorns) when fully ripe

Zoo Food 0 0 22 0.04

Currency the metal or paper medium of

exchange that is presently used

Tea a beverage made by steeping

tea leaves in water

Economy Food 0 0 22 0.6

Utility (economics) a measure that is

to be maximized in any situa-

tion involving choice

Pepper climber having dark red berries

(peppercorns) when fully ripe

Economy Food 0 0 22 0.08

Fuel a substance that can be con-

sumed to produce energy

Turtle any of various aquatic and land

reptiles having a bony shell and

flipper-like limbs for swimming

Cars Zoo 0 0 22 0.25
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Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain A Domain B Wikilinks Range (lesk) Avg

human

A− B B − A

Rabbit any of various burrowing an-

imals of the family Leporidae

having long ears and short tails

Skate sports equipment that is worn

on the feet to enable the wearer

to glide along and to be pro-

pelled by the alternate actions

of the legs

Zoo Sports 0 0 22 0.76

Utility (economics) a measure that is

to be maximized in any situa-

tion involving choice

Eating the act of consuming food Economy Food 0 0 22 0.5833

Frog any of various tailless stout-

bodied amphibians with long

hind limbs for leaping

Iron a heavy ductile magnetic

metallic element

Zoo Food 0 0 22 0.16

Pier a platform built out from the

shore into the water and sup-

ported by piles

Turtle any of various aquatic and land

reptiles having a bony shell and

flipper-like limbs for swimming

Beach Zoo 0 0 22 1

Truck an automotive vehicle suitable

for hauling

Boxing fighting with the fists Cars Sports 0 0 22 0.2

Fox alert carnivorous mammal with

pointed muzzle and ears and a

bushy tail

Meat the flesh of animals (includ-

ing fishes and birds and snails)

used as food

Zoo Food 0 0 22 2

Wolf any of various predatory car-

nivorous canine mammals of

North America and Eurasia

that usually hunt in packs

Dish a piece of dishware normally

used as a container for holding

or serving food

Zoo Food 0 0 22 0.56

Motorcycle a motor vehicle with two

wheels and a strong frame

Nutrition (physiology) the organic pro-

cess of nourishing or being

nourished

Cars Food 0 0 22 0.08

Shore the land along the edge of a

body of water

Loan the temporary provision of

money (usually at interest)

Beach Economy 0 0 22 0.25

Fly two-winged insects character-

ized by active flight

Taste the sensation that results when

taste buds in the tongue and

throat convey information

about the chemical composi-

tion of a soluble stimulus

Zoo Food 0 0 22 0.32

Wave one of a series of ridges that

moves across the surface of a

liquid (especially across a large

body of water)

Seed a small hard fruit Beach Food 0 0 22 0.1778

Motorcycle a motor vehicle with two

wheels and a strong frame

Labor a social class comprising those

who do manual labor or work

for wages

Cars Economy 0 0 22 0.6

Shore the land along the edge of a

body of water

Bread food made from dough of flour

or meal and usually raised with

yeast or baking powder and

then baked

Beach Food 0 0 22 0.16

Eagle any of various large keen-

sighted diurnal birds of prey

noted for their broad wings and

strong soaring flight

Meal the food served and eaten at

one time

Zoo Food 0 0 22 0.88
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Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain A Domain B Wikilinks Range (lesk) Avg

human

A− B B − A

Utility (economics) a measure that is

to be maximized in any situa-

tion involving choice

Taste the sensation that results when

taste buds in the tongue and

throat convey information

about the chemical composi-

tion of a soluble stimulus

Economy Food 0 0 22 0.44

Import commodities (goods or ser-

vices) bought from a foreign

country

Tea a beverage made by steeping

tea leaves in water

Economy Food 0 0 22 1.9615

Debt the state of owing something

(especially money)

Bread food made from dough of flour

or meal and usually raised with

yeast or baking powder and

then baked

Economy Food 0 0 22 0.28

Sand a loose material consisting of

grains of rock or coral

Iron a heavy ductile magnetic

metallic element

Beach Food 1 1 22 0.72

C.4.5 Same-domain, Wikipedia Link Measure [Milne and Witten, 2008], Range [0.06-0.07]

Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain Wikilinks Score (wlm) Avg

human

A− B B − A

Fruit the ripened reproductive body

of a seed plant

Apple fruit with red or yellow or green

skin and sweet to tart crisp

whitish flesh

Food 1 1 0.0605039 3.84

Meat the flesh of animals (includ-

ing fishes and birds and snails)

used as food

Hunting the pursuit and killing or cap-

ture of wild animals regarded

as a sport

Food 0 0 0.0638323 3.4

Sand a loose material consisting of

grains of rock or coral

Reef a submerged ridge of rock or

coral near the surface of the

water

Beach 0 0 0.0681154 2.6

Frog any of various tailless stout-

bodied amphibians with long

hind limbs for leaping

Turtle any of various aquatic and land

reptiles having a bony shell and

flipper-like limbs for swimming

Zoo 0 0 0.0665374 2.48

Lion large gregarious predatory fe-

line of Africa and India hav-

ing a tawny coat with a shaggy

mane in the male

Snake limbless scaly elongate reptile Zoo 1 0 0.0628543 2

Cash money in the form of bills or

coins

Coin a flat metal piece (usually a

disc) used as money

Economy 1 0 0.0688062 3.88

Rice grains used as food either un-

polished or more often polished

Potato an edible tuber native to South

America

Food 0 1 0.0693 2.48

Elephant five-toed pachyderm Snake limbless scaly elongate reptile Zoo 0 0 0.0617914 1.5385

Lion large gregarious predatory fe-

line of Africa and India hav-

ing a tawny coat with a shaggy

mane in the male

Eagle any of various large keen-

sighted diurnal birds of prey

noted for their broad wings and

strong soaring flight

Zoo 0 0 0.0688875 1.8462
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Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain Wikilinks Score (wlm) Avg

human

A− B B − A

Restaurant a building where people go to

eat

Lunch a midday meal Food 1 1 0.0648705 3.6

Economics the branch of social science

that deals with the production

and distribution and consump-

tion of goods and services and

their management

Debt the state of owing something

(especially money)

Economy 0 0 0.0677392 3.36

Vegetable edible seeds or roots or stems

or leaves or bulbs or tubers or

nonsweet fruits of any of nu-

merous herbaceous plant

Dining the act of eating dinner Food 0 0 0.0678844 3.12

Zoo the facility where wild animals

are housed for exhibition

Desert arid land with little or no veg-

etation

Zoo 0 0 0.0632411 0.9167

Investment the act of investing Export commodities (goods or ser-

vices) sold to a foreign country

Economy 0 0 0.0638592 2.1923

Bus a vehicle carrying many passen-

gers

Gasoline a volatile flammable mixture of

hydrocarbons (hexane and hep-

tane and octane etc.) derived

from petroleum

Cars 0 0 0.069317 2.96

Pier a platform built out from the

shore into the water and sup-

ported by piles

Dune a ridge of sand created by the

wind

Beach 0 0 0.0687552 1.3333

Driving the act of controlling and steer-

ing the movement of a vehicle

or animal

Truck an automotive vehicle suitable

for hauling

Cars 1 0 0.0665249 3.44

Tiger large feline of forests in most of

Asia having a tawny coat with

black stripes; endangered

Colony a group of organisms of the

same type living or growing to-

gether

Zoo 0 0 0.062024 1.12

Insect small air-breathing arthropod Frog any of various tailless stout-

bodied amphibians with long

hind limbs for leaping

Zoo 0 0 0.065313 1.9231

Nutrition (physiology) the organic pro-

cess of nourishing or being

nourished

Potato an edible tuber native to South

America

Food 1 0 0.0686299 3.08

Tax charge against a citizen’s per-

son or property or activity for

the support of government

Economics the branch of social science

that deals with the production

and distribution and consump-

tion of goods and services and

their management

Economy 1 0 0.061167 3.36

Fruit the ripened reproductive body

of a seed plant

Breakfast the first meal of the day (usu-

ally in the morning)

Food 0 1 0.0653334 3.04

Milk a white nutritious liquid se-

creted by mammals and used as

food by human beings

Supermarket a large self-service grocery

store selling groceries and dairy

products and household goods

Food 1 1 0.0660655 3.2308

Shore the land along the edge of a

body of water

Dune a ridge of sand created by the

wind

Beach 0 0 0.069739 2.5
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C.4.6 Cross-domain, Wikipedia Link Measure [Milne and Witten, 2008], Range [0.06-0.07]

Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain A Domain B Wikilinks Range (wlm) Avg

human

A− B B − A

Restaurant a building where people go to

eat

Wrestling the act of engaging in close

hand-to-hand combat

Food Sports 0 0 0.0608362 0.24

Dune a ridge of sand created by the

wind

Milk a white nutritious liquid se-

creted by mammals and used as

food by human beings

Beach Food 0 0 0.0647994 0.24

Wheel a simple machine consisting of

a circular frame with spokes (or

a solid disc) that can rotate on

a shaft or axle (as in vehicles or

other machines)

Farming the practice of cultivating the

land or raising stock

Cars Food 0 0 0.0672673 1.56

Lion large gregarious predatory fe-

line of Africa and India hav-

ing a tawny coat with a shaggy

mane in the male

Apple fruit with red or yellow or green

skin and sweet to tart crisp

whitish flesh

Zoo Food 0 0 0.0611094 0.36

Resource a source of aid or support

that may be drawn upon when

needed

Habitat the type of environment in

which an organism or group

normally lives or occurs

Economy Zoo 0 0 0.0652328 1.84

Tax charge against a citizen’s per-

son or property or activity for

the support of government

Wrestling the act of engaging in close

hand-to-hand combat

Economy Sports 0 0 0.0603552 0.16

Pier a platform built out from the

shore into the water and sup-

ported by piles

Tourism the business of providing ser-

vices to tourists

Beach Economy 0 0 0.0671228 2.2

Tax charge against a citizen’s per-

son or property or activity for

the support of government

Supermarket a large self-service grocery

store selling groceries and dairy

products and household goods

Economy Food 0 0 0.0607994 2.12

Fuel a substance that can be con-

sumed to produce energy

Biology the science that studies living

organisms

Cars Zoo 0 0 0.064159 1.48

Passenger a traveler riding in a vehicle (a

boat or bus or car or plane or

train etc) who is not operating

it

Colony a group of organisms of the

same type living or growing to-

gether

Cars Zoo 0 0 0.0682524 0.5

Tax charge against a citizen’s per-

son or property or activity for

the support of government

Milk a white nutritious liquid se-

creted by mammals and used as

food by human beings

Economy Food 0 0 0.0645818 0.6

Merchant a businessperson engaged in re-

tail trade

Salt white crystalline form of espe-

cially sodium chloride used to

season and preserve food

Economy Food 0 0 0.0647439 1.2083

Dune a ridge of sand created by the

wind

Tourism the business of providing ser-

vices to tourists

Beach Economy 0 0 0.0630813 1.2917

Fur the dressed hairy coat of a

mammal

Alligator either of two amphibious rep-

tiles related to crocodiles but

with shorter broader snouts

Economy Zoo 0 0 0.0653595 0.4762

Merchant a businessperson engaged in re-

tail trade

Apple fruit with red or yellow or green

skin and sweet to tart crisp

whitish flesh

Economy Food 0 0 0.062197 1.1538
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Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain A Domain B Wikilinks Range (wlm) Avg

human

A− B B − A

Salt white crystalline form of espe-

cially sodium chloride used to

season and preserve food

Wrestling the act of engaging in close

hand-to-hand combat

Food Sports 0 0 0.0616188 0.0417

Dune a ridge of sand created by the

wind

Oak the hard durable wood of any

oak

Beach Food 0 0 0.0630097 0.44

Skirt cloth covering that forms the

part of a garment below the

waist

Apple fruit with red or yellow or green

skin and sweet to tart crisp

whitish flesh

Economy Food 0 0 0.0663317 0

Lion large gregarious predatory fe-

line of Africa and India hav-

ing a tawny coat with a shaggy

mane in the male

Milk a white nutritious liquid se-

creted by mammals and used as

food by human beings

Zoo Food 0 0 0.0687464 0.44

Dune a ridge of sand created by the

wind

Desert arid land with little or no veg-

etation

Beach Zoo 1 1 0.0633606 3.2083

Automobile a motor vehicle with four

wheels

Cycling the sport of traveling on a bi-

cycle or motorcycle

Cars Sports 1 1 0.0637566 2

Sand a loose material consisting of

grains of rock or coral

Iron a heavy ductile magnetic

metallic element

Beach Food 1 1 0.0603487 0.72

C.4.7 Same-domain, Related Article Category Overlap [Grieser et al., 2011], Range [0.12-0.13]

Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain Wikilinks Score (raco) Avg

human

A− B B − A

Tax charge against a citizen’s per-

son or property or activity for

the support of government

Export commodities (goods or ser-

vices) sold to a foreign country

Economy 0 0 0.120133 2.5769

Eating the act of consuming food Meal the food served and eaten at

one time

Food 0 1 0.122605 3.76

Brake a restraint used to slow or stop

a vehicle

Steering the act of guiding or showing

the way

Cars 0 0 0.125326 3.32

Meat the flesh of animals (includ-

ing fishes and birds and snails)

used as food

Seed a small hard fruit Food 0 0 0.125645 0.84

Classroom a room in a school where

lessons take place

Laboratory a workplace for the conduct of

scientific research

School 1 0 0.123457 2.6538

Salt white crystalline form of espe-

cially sodium chloride used to

season and preserve food

Oak the hard durable wood of any

oak

Food 0 0 0.120401 0.3913

Driving the act of controlling and steer-

ing the movement of a vehicle

or animal

Truck an automotive vehicle suitable

for hauling

Cars 1 0 0.120444 3.44
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Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain Wikilinks Score (raco) Avg

human

A− B B − A

Acid any of various water-soluble

compounds having a sour taste

and capable of turning litmus

red and reacting with a base to

form a salt

Cream the part of milk containing the

butterfat

Food 0 0 0.123418 0.56

Lion large gregarious predatory fe-

line of Africa and India hav-

ing a tawny coat with a shaggy

mane in the male

Frog any of various tailless stout-

bodied amphibians with long

hind limbs for leaping

Zoo 0 0 0.12044 1.1923

Salt white crystalline form of espe-

cially sodium chloride used to

season and preserve food

Fishing the act of someone who fishes

as a diversion

Food 0 0 0.12987 1.5

Driving the act of controlling and steer-

ing the movement of a vehicle

or animal

Steering the act of guiding or showing

the way

Cars 1 0 0.125 3.84

Investment the act of investing Tax charge against a citizen’s per-

son or property or activity for

the support of government

Economy 0 0 0.120051 2.6154

Rice grains used as food either un-

polished or more often polished

Supermarket a large self-service grocery

store selling groceries and dairy

products and household goods

Food 0 1 0.126718 2.8

Meal the food served and eaten at

one time

Biscuit small round bread leavened

with baking-powder or soda

Food 0 0 0.120898 2.7619

Tiger large feline of forests in most of

Asia having a tawny coat with

black stripes; endangered

Insect small air-breathing arthropod Zoo 0 0 0.122905 1.04

Geology a science that deals with the

history of the earth as recorded

in rocks

Crystal a solid formed by the solidifica-

tion of a chemical and having a

highly regular atomic structure

Beach 1 0 0.129496 3.4

Rice grains used as food either un-

polished or more often polished

Steel an alloy of iron with small

amounts of carbon

Food 0 0 0.129032 0.28

Tiger large feline of forests in most of

Asia having a tawny coat with

black stripes; endangered

Eagle any of various large keen-

sighted diurnal birds of prey

noted for their broad wings and

strong soaring flight

Zoo 0 0 0.123644 2.04

Fishing the act of someone who fishes

as a diversion

Hunting the pursuit and killing or cap-

ture of wild animals regarded

as a sport

Food 0 1 0.121037 3.24

Nutrition (physiology) the organic pro-

cess of nourishing or being

nourished

Coffee a beverage consisting of an in-

fusion of ground coffee beans

Food 0 0 0.120603 2.0385

Tiger large feline of forests in most of

Asia having a tawny coat with

black stripes; endangered

Biology the science that studies living

organisms

Zoo 0 0 0.128563 1.8077

Economics the branch of social science

that deals with the production

and distribution and consump-

tion of goods and services and

their management

Export commodities (goods or ser-

vices) sold to a foreign country

Economy 0 1 0.12856 3.04
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Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain Wikilinks Score (raco) Avg

human

A− B B − A

Nutrition (physiology) the organic pro-

cess of nourishing or being

nourished

Breakfast the first meal of the day (usu-

ally in the morning)

Food 0 0 0.126819 3.48

C.4.8 Cross-domain, Related Article Category Overlap [Grieser et al., 2011], Range [0.12-0.13]

Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain A Domain B Wikilinks Range (raco) Avg

human

A− B B − A

Frog any of various tailless stout-

bodied amphibians with long

hind limbs for leaping

Breakfast the first meal of the day (usu-

ally in the morning)

Zoo Food 0 0 0.122449 0.68

Lion large gregarious predatory fe-

line of Africa and India hav-

ing a tawny coat with a shaggy

mane in the male

Rice grains used as food either un-

polished or more often polished

Zoo Food 0 0 0.127574 0.32

Fishing the act of someone who fishes

as a diversion

Eagle any of various large keen-

sighted diurnal birds of prey

noted for their broad wings and

strong soaring flight

Economy Zoo 0 0 0.129131 1.24

Insect small air-breathing arthropod Iron a heavy ductile magnetic

metallic element

Zoo Food 0 0 0.129402 0.2

Economics the branch of social science

that deals with the production

and distribution and consump-

tion of goods and services and

their management

Biology the science that studies living

organisms

Economy Zoo 0 0 0.122222 1.2

Ecology the environment as it relates to

living organisms

Meat the flesh of animals (includ-

ing fishes and birds and snails)

used as food

Zoo Food 0 0 0.122538 1.48

Restaurant a building where people go to

eat

Wrestling the act of engaging in close

hand-to-hand combat

Food Sports 0 0 0.124837 0.24

Currency the metal or paper medium of

exchange that is presently used

Restaurant a building where people go to

eat

Economy Food 0 0 0.120219 1.72

Fuel a substance that can be con-

sumed to produce energy

Rice grains used as food either un-

polished or more often polished

Cars Food 0 0 0.129847 1.2

Breakfast the first meal of the day (usu-

ally in the morning)

Cycling the sport of traveling on a bi-

cycle or motorcycle

Food Sports 0 0 0.120112 0.48

Zoo the facility where wild animals

are housed for exhibition

Milk a white nutritious liquid se-

creted by mammals and used as

food by human beings

Zoo Food 0 0 0.122078 0.48

Fuel a substance that can be con-

sumed to produce energy

Geology a science that deals with the

history of the earth as recorded

in rocks

Cars Zoo 0 0 0.123371 1.875
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Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain A Domain B Wikilinks Range (raco) Avg

human

A− B B − A

Paint a substance used as a coating

to protect or decorate a sur-

face (especially a mixture of

pigment suspended in a liquid)

Coal fossil fuel consisting of car-

bonized vegetable matter de-

posited in the Carboniferous

period

Cars Food 0 0 0.124617 0.64

Wave one of a series of ridges that

moves across the surface of a

liquid (especially across a large

body of water)

Gear wheel a toothed wheel that engages

another toothed mechanism in

order to change the speed or di-

rection of transmitted motion

Beach Cars 0 0 0.126214 0.2917

Fuel a substance that can be con-

sumed to produce energy

Beer a general name for alcoholic

beverages made by fermenting

a cereal (or mixture of cereals)

flavored with hops

Cars Food 0 0 0.120482 0.76

Lunch a midday meal Volleyball a game in which two teams hit

an inflated ball over a high net

using their hands

Food Sports 0 0 0.129412 0.12

Apple fruit with red or yellow or green

skin and sweet to tart crisp

whitish flesh

Cycling the sport of traveling on a bi-

cycle or motorcycle

Food Sports 0 0 0.126623 0.36

Tiger large feline of forests in most of

Asia having a tawny coat with

black stripes; endangered

Meat the flesh of animals (includ-

ing fishes and birds and snails)

used as food

Zoo Food 0 0 0.12267 2.44

Insect small air-breathing arthropod Fruit the ripened reproductive body

of a seed plant

Zoo Food 1 0 0.125912 1.5769

Paint a substance used as a coating

to protect or decorate a sur-

face (especially a mixture of

pigment suspended in a liquid)

Milk a white nutritious liquid se-

creted by mammals and used as

food by human beings

Cars Food 1 0 0.125874 0.375

Automobile a motor vehicle with four

wheels

Tax charge against a citizen’s per-

son or property or activity for

the support of government

Cars Economy 1 0 0.12769 1.64

C.4.9 Same-domain, Normalised Bing Relatedness between Concepts [Gracia and Mena, 2008], Range [0.23-

0.24]

Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain Wikilinks Score (nbrc) Avg

human

A− B B − A

Tax charge against a citizen’s per-

son or property or activity for

the support of government

Dealing the act of transacting within or

between groups (as carrying on

commercial activities)

Economy 0 0 0.231818 1.5417

Bus a vehicle carrying many passen-

gers

Gasoline a volatile flammable mixture of

hydrocarbons (hexane and hep-

tane and octane etc.) derived

from petroleum

Cars 0 0 0.238818 2.96
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Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain Wikilinks Score (nbrc) Avg

human

A− B B − A

Currency the metal or paper medium of

exchange that is presently used

Suit a set of garments (usually in-

cluding a jacket and trousers or

skirt) for outerwear all of the

same fabric and color

Economy 0 0 0.235505 0.76

Merchant a businessperson engaged in re-

tail trade

Advertising a public promotion of some

product or service

Economy 0 0 0.239696 3.125

Zoo the facility where wild animals

are housed for exhibition

Desert arid land with little or no veg-

etation

Zoo 0 0 0.23744 0.9167

Steering the act of guiding or showing

the way

Trailer a large transport conveyance

designed to be pulled by a

truck or tractor

Cars 0 0 0.232208 2.08

Bus a vehicle carrying many passen-

gers

Cab a compartment at the front of

a motor vehicle or locomotive

where driver sits

Cars 0 0 0.236795 3.2

Lion large gregarious predatory fe-

line of Africa and India hav-

ing a tawny coat with a shaggy

mane in the male

Predator any animal that lives by prey-

ing on other animals

Zoo 0 0 0.239561 3.72

Wagon any of various kinds of wheeled

vehicles drawn by an animal or

a tractor

Rocket any vehicle self-propelled by a

rocket engine

Cars 0 0 0.234448 0.84

Steering the act of guiding or showing

the way

Helicopter an aircraft without wings that

obtains its lift from the rota-

tion of overhead blades

Cars 0 0 0.237253 2.24

Lion large gregarious predatory fe-

line of Africa and India hav-

ing a tawny coat with a shaggy

mane in the male

Captive an animal that is confined Zoo 0 0 0.235302 1.24

Speedway road where high speed driving

is allowed

Fighter plane a high-speed military or naval

airplane designed to destroy

enemy aircraft in the air

Cars 0 0 0.23192 1

Fuel a substance that can be con-

sumed to produce energy

Wagon any of various kinds of wheeled

vehicles drawn by an animal or

a tractor

Cars 0 0 0.231849 1.8846

Automobile a motor vehicle with four

wheels

Bus a vehicle carrying many passen-

gers

Cars 1 0 0.234309 3.76

Tax charge against a citizen’s per-

son or property or activity for

the support of government

Labor a social class comprising those

who do manual labor or work

for wages

Economy 0 0 0.23025 2.92

Finance the commercial activity of pro-

viding funds and capital

Advertising a public promotion of some

product or service

Economy 0 0 0.238462 2.5

Pier a platform built out from the

shore into the water and sup-

ported by piles

Dune a ridge of sand created by the

wind

Beach 0 0 0.237819 1.3333

Brake a restraint used to slow or stop

a vehicle

Coal fossil fuel consisting of car-

bonized vegetable matter de-

posited in the Carboniferous

period

Cars 0 0 0.231682 0.16
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Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain Wikilinks Score (nbrc) Avg

human

A− B B − A

Driving the act of controlling and steer-

ing the movement of a vehicle

or animal

Ferry a boat that transports people

or vehicles across a body of wa-

ter and operates on a regular

schedule

Cars 0 0 0.239644 2.0769

Pier a platform built out from the

shore into the water and sup-

ported by piles

Debris the remains of something that

has been destroyed or broken

up

Beach 0 0 0.238925 0.8333

Zoo the facility where wild animals

are housed for exhibition

Dragon any of several small tropical

Asian lizards capable of glid-

ing by spreading winglike mem-

branes on each side of the body

Zoo 0 0 0.232151 1.12

C.4.10 Cross-domain, Normalised Bing Relatedness between Concepts [Gracia and Mena, 2008], Range

[0.23-0.24]

Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain A Domain B Wikilinks Range (nbrc) Avg

human

A− B B − A

Sand a loose material consisting of

grains of rock or coral

Dragon any of several small tropical

Asian lizards capable of glid-

ing by spreading winglike mem-

branes on each side of the body

Beach Zoo 0 0 0.238131 0.32

Parking space in which vehicles can be

parked

Loan the temporary provision of

money (usually at interest)

Cars Economy 0 0 0.236247 0.32

Reef a submerged ridge of rock or

coral near the surface of the

water

Wrestling the act of engaging in close

hand-to-hand combat

Beach Sports 0 0 0.233296 0.12

Wave one of a series of ridges that

moves across the surface of a

liquid (especially across a large

body of water)

Loan the temporary provision of

money (usually at interest)

Beach Economy 0 0 0.231979 0.52

Parking space in which vehicles can be

parked

Dish a piece of dishware normally

used as a container for holding

or serving food

Cars Food 0 0 0.236421 0.48

Reef a submerged ridge of rock or

coral near the surface of the

water

Classroom a room in a school where

lessons take place

Beach School 0 0 0.235625 0.4583

Crystal a solid formed by the solidifica-

tion of a chemical and having a

highly regular atomic structure

Public school a tuition free school supported

by taxes and controlled by a

school board

Beach School 0 0 0.237176 0.5

Tire hoop that covers a wheel Swimming the act of swimming Cars Sports 0 0 0.230676 0.92
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Concept A Definition A Concept B Definition B Domain A Domain B Wikilinks Range (nbrc) Avg

human

A− B B − A

Motorcycle a motor vehicle with two

wheels and a strong frame

Frog any of various tailless stout-

bodied amphibians with long

hind limbs for leaping

Cars Zoo 0 0 0.232253 0.16

Pier a platform built out from the

shore into the water and sup-

ported by piles

Wrestling the act of engaging in close

hand-to-hand combat

Beach Sports 0 0 0.23277 0.4

Automobile a motor vehicle with four

wheels

Venture an investment that is very risky

but could yield great profits

Cars Economy 0 0 0.232498 0.875

Suspension a mechanical system of springs

or shock absorbers connecting

the wheels and axles to the

chassis of a wheeled vehicle

Merchant a businessperson engaged in re-

tail trade

Cars Economy 0 0 0.232677 0.8333

Geology a science that deals with the

history of the earth as recorded

in rocks

Economist an expert in the science of eco-

nomics

Beach Economy 0 0 0.236366 0.4

Pier a platform built out from the

shore into the water and sup-

ported by piles

Turtle any of various aquatic and land

reptiles having a bony shell and

flipper-like limbs for swimming

Beach Zoo 0 0 0.231403 1

Automobile a motor vehicle with four

wheels

Lion large gregarious predatory fe-

line of Africa and India hav-

ing a tawny coat with a shaggy

mane in the male

Cars Zoo 0 0 0.236676 0.28

Steering the act of guiding or showing

the way

Dollar the basic monetary unit in

many countries

Cars Economy 0 0 0.231276 0.12

Fuel a substance that can be con-

sumed to produce energy

Turtle any of various aquatic and land

reptiles having a bony shell and

flipper-like limbs for swimming

Cars Zoo 0 0 0.23074 0.25

Pier a platform built out from the

shore into the water and sup-

ported by piles

Hockey team a team that plays ice hockey Beach Sports 0 0 0.232095 0.4

Sand a loose material consisting of

grains of rock or coral

Economist an expert in the science of eco-

nomics

Beach Economy 0 0 0.232714 0.375

Fuel a substance that can be con-

sumed to produce energy

Ice hockey a game played on an ice rink

by two opposing teams of six

skaters each who try to knock a

flat round puck into the oppo-

nents’ goal with angled sticks

Cars Sports 0 0 0.237914 0.2

Parking space in which vehicles can be

parked

Major league the most important league in

any sport (especially baseball)

Cars Sports 0 0 0.237288 0.4

Automobile a motor vehicle with four

wheels

Iron a heavy ductile magnetic

metallic element

Cars Economy 0 1 0.2393 1.8846
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